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Advisor: Professor John Russon

Music seems to illuminate the lived experience of embodiment. Described phenomenologically,
musical experience reveals what Maurice Merleau-Ponty in the Phenomenology of Perception calls the
habit body. In articulating the habit body’s role in music, it becomes clear that music contains the
possibility of expanding the habit body, but also of reinforcing or stabilizing it. I bring this insight to
bear on work locating the intractability of oppression in rigid and inhibited habit bodies,
perpetrated and undergone respectively. Finally, I show how my habit body account of musical
experience significantly enhances our understanding of an important and widely reported feature of
musical experience: the sense of empowered belonging. I identify a theoretical shortcoming in
accounts that source the ‘we’ experience to being in time together and offer an account of
collaborative temporality based in the habit body as remedy. In so doing, I identify the openness of
what Edmund Husserl calls protentional expectation as the mode in which collaborative temporality
can occur, suggesting that the ‘we’ experience is an aspirational one.
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Introduction 1

Introduction: Which Music? Studying Musical Experience
When undertaking a philosophy of music – asking about the centrality of music in human
life – or the reverse – wondering what insight the medium of music might contain for philosophy in
general – the all-important task is of selecting an appropriate exemplar. One way of selecting a
musical quarry might be to observe the other hunters: what do others study who are interested in
music? What Christopher Small observed in 1998 seems to be less true today:
[W]hile scholars of music may disagree of any number of matters, there is one
matter on which there is virtually unanimous agreement […] the essence of music
and of whatever meanings it contains is to be found in those things called musical
works - works, that is, of Western classical music. (Musicking 4)
While musicologists and music theorists may set their sights primarily on Western classical music
studied mainly according to the maxim that “only those who can read a score have access to the
inner meanings of music” (Musicking 5), performance studies, improvisation studies,
ethnomusicology, and other disciplines are now reconsidering the wisdom of approaching music as
if it were an merely an object, and one existing independently of its enactment or reception.1
Small’s influential book Musicking puts an artifact-centered approach to the study of music, and the
genres it privileges, into question. “The fundamental nature and meaning of music,” he writes, “lie
not in objects, not in musical works at all, but in action, in what people do. It is only by

Johannes Brahms declined to attend a performance of Mozart’s Don Giovanni “saying he would sooner stay
home and read it” (Musicking 5). To give a poetic example that suggests why reading might be preferable to
listening: John Keats writes in “Ode on a Grecian Urn,” as it appears in The Oxford Book of English Verse. ed.
Arthur Quiller-Couch. 1919.:
Heard melodies are sweet, but those unheard
Are sweeter; therefore, ye soft pipes, play on;
Not to the sensual ear, but, more endear’d
Pipe to the spirit ditties of no tone
1
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understanding what people do as they take part in a musical act that we can hope to understand its
nature and the function it fulfills in human life” (Musicking 8).
Small is right to foreground the human behaviour involved in the creation, performance,
preservation, and reception of music, rather than to accept scholarly priorities which privilege the
Western classical style. For when we consider what music is and what it means, we cannot rightly
avoid recognizing that we are wondering what music means for someone. The being or meaning of
music cannot be taken as something freestanding independently of human interest. Therefore, in
our study, we will bring our attention not to any musical repertoire or cannon as such, but rather
to the human activity involved in experienced musical events. One corollary of this is that we cannot
say in advance which genres, styles, forms, modes, or classes of music will figure in our study.
Considering the vast array of contexts in which we find music occurring in the contemporary world
- even within the horizon of a single life on a single day - pre-determining that only a particular type
of music is of value to our study would be to remove much of the data available to us and limit the
scope and impact of this work.
Once we accept that studying music is to study musical experience, then phenomenological
inquiry presents itself as the most appropriate method of approach. Phenomenology is the very
description of experience. The basic method of phenomenology is to do what Edmund Husserl calls
the phenomenological reduction, which involves putting our metaphysical assumptions about everyday
reality out of play so that we can bring our attention to the presentation of experience as such. The
reduction can be thought of as an intellectual operation that we apply to our thought processes, but
it can also, arguably, be occasioned in an embodied way through artistic experience. This points to
one of our motivations for developing an account of music based in Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s
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Phenomenology of Perception: to understand more fully how art can prepare the way for philosophical
insight2 This is a thesis which Merleau-Ponty develops in his later work, most centrally with regard
to painting in Eye and Mind.
In Eye and Mind, Merleau-Ponty calls for “thinking which looks on from above” to return to
the “world such as it is in our lives and for our bodies” (Eye and Mind 454). In other words,
Merleau-Ponty asks that we perform the phenomenological reduction. He suggests that works of
art, “especially painting” (Eye and Mind 454), offer a way of returning to “this fabric of brute
meaning” (Eye and Mind 454). In Eye and Mind, as in “Cézanne’s Doubt,” and “Indirect Language and
the Voices of Silence,” Merleau-Ponty develops the thesis that painting, and to a lesser extent
creative writing, can return us to the embodied basis of the ongoing unfolding of experience.
Merleau-Ponty never articulated a comparable account of music’s epistemic potential
before the end of his life.3 In The Rhythm of Thought, Jessica Wiskus conducts a book-length study
which gathers fragments from course notes and unfinished manuscripts pertaining to MerleauPonty’s late work, articulating a thesis about the fundamental musicality of experience. We
appreciate and applaud this fine-grained and literary work. Our thesis could be articulated in
relationship to Wiskus as an attempt to use the resources of Merleau-Ponty’s early work to
understand the nature of experience (musical or otherwise) as it presents itself in the act of music,
rather than in a thesis about the same generated reconstructively.
The project to understand musical experience according to Merleau-Ponty’s seminal work,

The Phenomenology of Perception is referenced using the abbreviation PhP throughout this thesis. It refers to
Colin Smith’s translation, published by Routledge in 1962.
3
Sketches pointing toward such an endeavour can be found in: “Two Unpublished Notes on Music.” Trans.
Leonard Lawlor. Chiasmi International. 3. 2001: 18.
2
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the Phenomenology of Perception, has recently been attempted in a limited fashion by Tiger C. Roholt.
Groove: a Phenomenology of Rhythmic Nuance is an exceptional analysis of the musical phenomenon of
groove, but relies exclusively on interpreters of Phenomenology of Perception, never directly quoting
the text itself. This leads to an inadequately substantiated account which is additionally quite
limited in scope. What is needed is an understanding of whether, and how, music can return us to
the “fabric of brute meaning” (Eye and Mind 454) not how Merleau-Ponty’s theory of embodiment –
painted in broad strokes – helps interpret a specific musical parameter. We are looking at how
experience as such presents itself, musically. Our inquiry goes beyond merely characterizing genres,
techniques, or categories of aesthetic judgment to the way that music can reveal the nature of
human experience to us in a direct and immediate, lived, fashion.
However, we must be sure to make it clear that while we are drawing upon MerleauPonty’s work as both a methodological directive and interpretive aid, we cannot claim to be writing
a thesis about Merleau-Ponty. We are not trying to say that our thesis presents the account of music
that Merleau-Ponty would have written if he had been able, or that our account fills a theoretical
gap in his work, or even that it is an account of music consistent with what he has to say (although it
is that). Our purpose is to look at music philosophically using Merleau-Ponty’s mode of
phenomenology as a way in, for the reason that musical experience seems to harbour insights into
the human condition vis-à-vis an understanding that occurs through the body, in time. We are
motivated to know what kind of understanding this is, and what it is of.
The other motive for this project stems from an interest in investigating embodied social
communication. The way that we comport ourselves physically through posture, facial expression,
gesture, and vocal intonation seems to have a substantial impact on how we perceive other people,
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and how they perceive us. This stratum of life seems to be especially evident in musical contexts,
and looking at what it is that we understand in our musical experiences can be a focused way of
bringing the layer of bodily communication to the foreground, as we shall see more fully in
dialogue with Alfred Schütz.

How specifically, then, will we be approaching the study of musical experience? When we
think about the human behaviour connected with music, we can sometimes be tempted to regard
only the act of playing music. However, as Small and others maintain, to listen to music is to
participate in it in no lesser way than to perform it. Small’s definition of musicking is widely used in
contemporary music scholarship in many disciplines, and is as follows:
To music is to take part, in any capacity in a musical performance, whether by performing,
by listening, by rehearsing or practicing, by providing material for performance (what is
called composing), or by dancing. (Musicking 9, emphasis in original)
While we will be employing this term only on occasion, we share this definition here in part to
assist us in clarifying our domain of attention in the phenomenologies to come.
In chapter one we present five case studies of musical events. They are organized loosely as
a sequence moving from listening through dancing to performing, and the spectrum of behaviours
they illuminate converge on a single domain of inquiry: the body. In chapter two we appeal to
Merleau-Ponty’s Phenomenology of Perception in order to gain resources for understanding this body
as it is presented in our phenomenologies. Merleau-Ponty’s existential analyses of cases of
neurological pathology reveals the habit body as an anticipatory schema generated through
engagement with a determinate environment, one which can diverge from what he calls the bodyat-this-moment and involves both concrete and abstract patterns of motility. This characterization
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of the body, however, is not graspable from what Merleau-Ponty calls intellectualist or mechanistic
points of view, nor is it explicit in our everyday lives. The nature of the habit body is best described
from the standpoint of the habit body itself, which is how it is revealed to us in musical experience.
In chapter three we fine-tune our conception of how the habit body functions in music, as
well as our understanding of how it informs the shape of a human life. Our analysis seeks to
demonstrate how musical experience can make the habit body less rigid, extending it past its preexisting parameters. We show how a rigid habit body can inhibit human flourishing and theorize
how musical experience can thus contribute to a more well-adapted form of living. Chapter four
continues to illuminate the way musical experience is fundamentally of the habit body by showing
how the experience of a ‘we’ often reported in musical experience is a function of sharing time
with others. We consider the anchoring of subjective temporality in the habit body and conclude,
in dialogue with foundational phenomenologists of time, that because of the way the habit body is
individuated in the past, the experience of togetherness with others in time is an aspirational one
based in the openness of the future, or in Husserl’s terms, protention.

Chapter One 7

1. Chapter One: Five Phenomenologies of Music
The phenomenon of music can be approached from the point of view of the listener or from
that of the performer, or indeed, from a number of other positions. As we have seen, in Small’s
words: “composing, practicing and rehearsing, performing, and listening are not separate processes
but are all aspects of the one great human activity that is called musicking” (Musicking 11). While
acknowledging the many forms that musicking can take is central to our approach in so far as we are
not settling on one specific musical artifact, our approach is of first person phenomenological
description: we describe each form from within the flow of enacting it, from one position at a time.
The most obviously recognizable ways of engaging with music are listening and performing, and we
organize the sequence of phenomenologies around those two ways of musicking.
These two basic ways of experiencing music, however, are not to be understood as
exclusive of one another – performers listen to their collaborators, their own instrument, and their
audience; listeners can sing along, dance, or mime the performance. Nor do listening and
performing exhaust the ways in which we relate to music; as we have said, composers, conductors,
sound engineers, and critics all relate to music in ways that go beyond the listening/performing
dichotomy. Nevertheless, it is useful to structure a phenomenology of music around these two
positions because they are the most fundamental ways of experiencing music. Listening and
performing are present in all musical styles, traditions, and forms; they are irremovable
components of the phenomenon because at minimum, music demands a sound be produced and
that sound be heard. Let us briefly expand on this second point. Sound waves are produced by
expressive interaction with material objects, but without being received by a world-interpreting
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being, music does not take place. Sound waves may travel through space without the aid of an
observer, but until they meet and move a responsive body, those sound waves fail to qualify as
musical because music just is a species of experienced sound. It is for this reason, as we noted
above, that we study musical experience rather than music as an object.4
Beginning a phenomenology of music from the position of the listener, it would seem
straight away that there are two basic scenarios that we could describe: one is where the listener is
to join in, and the other where the listener is not. I will begin with a description of the experience
of listening to music where one is supposed to be quiet and sit still, followed by a description of
listening where the aim is to join in and participate in the sound production itself. Third will be a
description of listening while dancing. Fourth is a description of solo improvisation, and fifth there
will be a phenomenology of creating music with a band.
The first three ways of musicking may seem to be variations on passivity and activity; quiet
listening may appear prima facie to be a more passive form of participation than singing along, which
could appear as active. When we look more closely at all of these musicking behaviours, however,
we find that they all contain degrees of both activity and passivity. Indeed, we shall see that these
dynamics of activity and passivity are two sides of the same coin, and bear a relationship to one
another that is skillfully described by John Russon in “Freedom and Passivity: Attention, Work, and
Language.” There Russon highlights “the inherent ‘passivity’ of our ‘active’ nature” (“Freedom and
Passivity” 25), as well as the active “investment of freedom” (“Freedom and Passivity” 31) already

Brahms and Keats’ “unheard music” (6n1) is not an exception to the requirement that soundwaves be
received to qualify as music; unheard music points to music’s multimodality – music is not just heard, but
also seen, felt etc.
4
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involved in perceptual passivity of the sort found in habitualities. Emphasizing the way that habit
“ambiguously functions as both sides of the – agency-passivity pair” (“Freedom and Passivity” 31),
Russon nevertheless maintains that “our nature is by necessity passive at its root” (“Freedom and
Passivity” 31). We uncover the basic structure underlying musical experience through the
subsequent phenomenological descriptions and will not begin such description presuming that
listening is fundamentally passive in nature or that performing is fundamentally active. We will
keep Russon’s nuanced exposition of the relationship between the two modes in mind as we go
along, following first and primarily the guidance of the phenomena themselves.
One reason we found it necessary to say a word about activity and passivity right away is
that it is possible to think of listening as an absence of activity in the presence of another’s activity. Within
the domain of speech, for instance, we think interlocutors are not listening to one another when
they are both speaking at the same time. Speech is an interesting type of meaningful sound in that it
demands that the listener refrain from producing sounds of a competing nature: by and large, for
speech to be understood, only one person can speak at a time.5 Another non-musical context that
elicits a comparable sort of listening is in situations of fear. Particularly when we are in the dark and
have a limited range of sight, we rely on hearing to detect the subtle indications that a predator may
be approaching. Here we arrest our motion and even hold our breath in order to prevent the
sounds of our own body from masking the distant sound of, for instance, a twig snapping - was that
the wind or a bear? We freeze to try to detect a sequence: what pattern of motility does this

An example that makes the issue of simultaneous speech its theme is Glenn Gould's Solitude Trilogy: Three
Sound Documentaries. Toronto: CBC Records, 1992. There Gould experiments with what he calls
‘contrapuntal radio,’ where monologues are woven in and out of one another.
5
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polyphony betray? 6
These two non-musical examples of listening as a self-limitation on competing activity prefocuses our attention on what may be revealed by such listening in musical contexts. Detecting such
a listening style in the course of our phenomenologies of music could suggest that such music is
being heard as speech, and also, although perhaps incompatibly, as traces of a body in motion.
Already, it seems, we have a clue into how this species of listening may underlie two of the widely
appreciable characteristics of music - lyricism and rhythm.
In conclusion to this prefatory section, let it be understood that when we describe the first
case study as an instance of passive listening, we are drawing attention to the way that the listening
called for in that performance makes way for attending to the call of the object. There is, as will become
clear, an active aspect to this instance of listening. What we term active listening, by contrast, is the
form of listening taken in performances which prioritize skilled responding to the call of the object.
What we call active listening, similarly, should not be mistaken as devoid of passivity. It is, as we
shall see, only after the music has been undergone passively that a developed form of activity in

We here encounter here what Navid Navab has called the “source binding tendency of sound” (2015); we
with difficulty hear sound as a free-floating quality unaffiliated with any body. If we know what the source
is, then we say, for example, we ‘hear the woman playing the trumpet’, but if we cannot tell, as in our
example above, we find ourselves searching to characterize its source, to bind the sound experientially with
what has produced it. Sound design for acousmatic listening battles against this source binding tendency,
seeking to experientially sever the connection between sound and source. Navid Navab calls his own
approach to music making schizophonia (Navab 2015). What Merleau-Ponty writes in the Phenomenology of
Perception serves to illuminate the basis for this sense of sound’s source boundedness (PhP 229 - 30):
The senses intercommunicate by opening on to the structure of the thing. One sees the hardness
and brittleness of glass, and when, with a tinkling sound, it breaks, this sound is conveyed by the
visible glass. One sees the springiness of steel, the ductility of red-hot steel. (PhP 229)
Informing this passage from the Phenomenology of Perception is Wilhelm Schapp’s 1910 dissertation entitled
Beiträge zur Phänomenologie der Wahrnehmung. Göttingen: Heymann, which Merleau-Ponty references, and
then concludes: “I hear the hardness and unevenness of cobbles in the rattle of a carriage” (PhP 230). We
hear in multiple modalities.
6
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relation to it can be enacted. Thus the reader should not consider listening itself to be equivalent to
passivity, nor playing music to map onto what is commonly understood as activity. Furthermore,
any musicking that we characterize as primarily passive is also intertwined with a necessary activity,
and so to the reverse: any musicking characterized as primarily active necessarily requires passivity
as well.

1.1.

Case Study #1 (Passive Listening): Simone Schmidt at the Tranzac

Near the end of November 2015 I went to see Simone Schmidt play at the Tranzac Club on
Brunswick Street in Toronto, Ontario. I had seen Schmidt perform her narrative folk songs a few
years prior at Studio Migration in Montreal - an artist space that I was involved with at the time. Her
music had been captivating. During her set, Schmidt had told stories which unfolded into singing
and back into speech. At times she spoke from her own experience, at times in the voice of a
fictional character. In both cases she was expressing struggle over class, mental health, domestic
violence, loneliness, and desire using the first person pronoun, “I”.
Recalling this memorable event, I brought myself out to the Tranzac Club on a cool, leafless
evening. Even though I was predisposed to enjoying the music, I was experiencing agoraphobia that
fall and the prospect of being in a group of people was daunting. But I went and sat in the corner of
the bar in the Southern Cross Lounge, on a stool under the coat rack where I could hide. Simone took
to the stage without ceremony. She sat on a chair in the middle of the room and tuned her guitar,
adjusted her microphone, fiddled with the box of effect pedals by her feet. When she was finished
she looked out at us slowly, moving only her eyes under a heavy brow. ‘Who are you?’ she seemed
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to be asking, ‘I’m looking at you watching me, be aware of your expectations.’
“Can we turn the lights off?” she asked. We could and did. The darkness immediately
transformed the space from one in which I felt the need to hide into a place where I was already
hidden, invisible. Everyone was invisible, even Simone, because the stage lights had also been
turned off. Every single electric light, off. “No, that one too,” she commanded. The only
illumination came from the small cluster of tables between the bar and the stage which were lit
with candles that had not been visible under the flood of overhead lighting. In the changed lighting
the candles sparkled like stars or fireflies, each its own little hearth, its own centre. The room was
suddenly a variegated cosmos of multitudinous depths. The space felt alive with possibility and also
cloaked in safety.
In the dark, Simone’s honest, clean voice seemed to come from all sides, surrounding me
like a sister singing with her head on my shoulder, but even more proximate. I felt inside the
sound, inside Schmidt’s voice, like somehow I had gotten inside her skull and was hearing directly
through her jawbones. She felt big around me, it made my spine tingle like when someone whispers
in one’s ear. When she pronounced one of her lyrics in a teeth-whistle, the hair on my neck stood
on end.
I listened to Schmidt playing while sitting still and being quiet. The rest of the audience was
doing the same. She mostly played songs from of her 2013 solo album Lost the Plot. Even when she
played tunes with a driving beat such as Oh Sienna, or a waltzing 6/8 time signature as in Rage of
Plastics, the most anyone did was shift the weight of their shoulders from one side to the other. A
few months later I interviewed Schmidt after seeing her perform again. Here is a section of that
interview.

Chapter One 13
Dublin United Church
April 8th, 2016 Guelph, Ontario
Rachel Elliott:

One thing that I find really striking about your performance is the
darkness. I’ve seen this performance tonight and also at the Tranzac in
November, you had just candle light and it was really moving to me. Why
do you like that, playing in the lower light?”

Simone Schmidt:

Partly I feel like I’ve always wanted to be a disembodied voice. In my visual
art practice I have never really signed my work, so I have this body of work
that has very little to do with personhood. And I find music in its performative
aspect is really exhilarating, but it’s placed in culture in this weird rubric of
celebrity so with that comes a whole range of questions about body image and
representation and I find it to be obnoxious and to detract from song. So as a
songwriter I find it to compel people to listen and to be quiet.

Rachel Elliott:

You don’t want it to be so pinned to you…

Simone Schmidt:

Yeah…

Rachel Elliott:

…as a physical being.

Simone Schmidt:

… because to have a female body is to be scrutinized and be held to a kind
of value and whether that’s positive or negative - I mean there are many ways
in which I conform to a normative standard of beauty and there are many ways
that I don’t - I’m sick of having that have any bearing on my reality.
Unfortunately it does in my day-to-day life, but if I can create a performative
context where it feels like it’s not emphasized then I can feel freedom.

Rachel Elliott:

It is really neat how you sort of feel the sound from the inside in the dark,
you feel almost like you’re in one mind, and how when things are really
bright, things are really separated up into objects and each individual thing has
to bear its own identity.

Simone Schmidt:

Totally. It leaves greater room for sound to join with consciousness, I think.
Rather than…there’s such a possessiveness in authorship and things like that.
Yeah, I would really like to disconnect my personhood from what I make,
because I don’t feel like I’m the only writer. It’s very sick to think that all the
books I’ve read and all the experiences that I’ve had and all the people that
I’ve seen aren’t equally the authors of the thing that I’ve worked on. I feel
that there is a bit of an acknowledgement of that too by making it darker.

Simone Schmidt has dimmed the lights purposefully in order to create an environment that she
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thinks will be more conducive to the sort of listening she wants her audience to perform. This
environment is one that diminishes the influence of her visual appearance on her audience’s
listening. Issues around “body image and representation” she finds “to detract from song.” Darkness
though, tends, in her words, “to compel people to listen and to be quiet.”
Schmidt is pointing to a certain way of being an audience that would limit its grasp of her
performance. An audience that is loud and not listening would not, in her view, be able to
appreciate the song on its own terms, or at least on the terms she intends for it. This is to draw an
opposition or incompatibility between a certain type of audience behaviour and listening. We might
call this type of undesirable behaviour idle chatter. The listening that Schmidt seems to be pointing
to is one that opens to the form she is inviting the audience into. She desires a space of receptivity
in her audience. She is attempting to create a situation conducive to an attentive audience.
In the same essay that we referenced above, “Freedom and Passivity: Attention, Work, and
Language,” John Russon outlines the nature of attention based in Merleau-Ponty’s chapter
“Attention and Judgement” in the Phenomenology of Perception. It is relevant for us to consider the
nature of attention here because this is precisely what Schmidt is attempting to influence by
dimming the lights. She is making a decisive intervention into the circumstances of her performance
in order to give the performance an attentive audience. In his essay, Russon characterizes attention
as “a meaningful and transformative contribution to a situation” (“Freedom and Passivity” 28). To
pay attention is not simply to recognize a pre-existing, fully-formed reality, but it is to contribute
to its very formation. As Merleau-Ponty puts it: “it is literally a question of creation” (PhP 29).
Schmidt demonstrates an appreciation of attention’s central importance to the existence of her
music in intervening so as to try and shape it in her audience. Attention, Russon writes, “always
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actualizes a possibility and makes a perceptual figure out of something that could otherwise have
remained in the background” (“Freedom and Passivity” 27).
However, as Schmidt shows us in dimming the lights, our ability to pay attention is, as
Russon points out, context dependent (“Freedom and Passivity” 26): the context of darkness may
afford powers to attend that an evenly lit or spotlighted room would not (although those alternative
contexts may afford other attentive powers). The power that the darkness elicits in the audience is
the power to, employing Russon’s phrase here, “make oneself answerable to the demands of the
object” (“Freedom and Passivity” 30). The demands of the object, the song, which Russon
importantly distinguishes from determinate causes, are motivations to attend to it with a form of
attention “dictated by the nature of that object” (“Freedom and Passivity” 27). Hearing the call of the
song, its purchase on oneself, is an opportunity to pay attention to it, to answer that call.
But as Russon points out, only if the call or motive is “integrated within the fabric of one’s
world” (“Freedom and Passivity” 31) can it be detected and taken up attentively. In a brightly lit
room full of chatter, the call of the song may be insufficiently integrated within a listener’s world to
elicit the attention it needs to fully actualize itself. Merleau-Ponty writes that attention begins by
creating a field for itself, which can be surveyed [überschauen] (PhP 29). In this case, the darkening of
the room and the attenuation of the visual sense invites the audience to create a field to survey
auditorily.
Properly understanding the import of Schmidt’s darkening of the room, we are pointed
towards the domain of primary passivity: not only does the object elicit the behaviour it needs to
reveal itself, but its context endows us with the ability to give it the attention needed for those
behaviours to be elicited. Further, our ability to answer an object’s demands is itself an affordance
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of our developed skill in attending to the sort of calls it is making. This is to say that even once we
are in the dark listening to the song, our past experience with that sort of song assists us in behaving
so as to hear the song in its best light. Or in this case, darkness.

Schmidt implies that a well-lit room would detract from the audience’s ability to attend to
the song because it makes it easier for people to talk over her and fail to attend to her songs on their
own terms. Also detracting, however, is the increased possibility of being seen, or in her words
“scrutinized.” Let us think more about this idea - why would looking be incompatible with listening?
After all, looking can often aid listening, in the sense of deciphering - reading lips in a bar, subtitles
on a movie, the text at a poetry event. Here I think the difficulty is two-fold, although it leaves a
single crease.
Let us start with a quotation from Merleau-Ponty’s Phenomenology of Perception about the
communication between senses. Following his description of a musical experience in which he, as
we have, uncovers a certain incompatibility between the senses of sight and hearing, Merleau-Ponty
generates an interpretation of his discovery which will be useful for our case. Beginning with the
description of the experience, he writes, beautifully:
Music is not in visible space, but it besieges, undermines and displaces that space, so that
soon these over dressed listeners who take on a judicial air and exchange remarks or
smiles, unaware that the floor is trembling beneath their feet, are like a ship’s crew
buffeted about on the surface of a tempestuous sea. (PhP 225)
In this passage, the incompatibility of the two sensory fields is constituted via the visible posturing
of certain audience members on the one hand, and the audible - or even tactile - hemorrhaging of
the venue’s bearing on the other. The two fields of sense are portrayed as separate but mutually
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affecting, or if not mutually so, at least in the one direction: the audible ruptures the visible. We,
however, are inquiring into the opposite imputation: does the visual field influence or prohibit the
audible? In Merleau-Ponty’s passage, the “over dressed listeners” are “unaware that the floor is
trembling;” there exists some sort of blind between the two sensory fields. However, whether it is
because of their engrossment in the visual field that this intermodal blind is occurring, or whether it
is simply co-incidental, from what has been written we cannot tell. Still, we note a parallel
between the sort of visual behaviour being pointed to here as detracting from listening and that
which Schmidt has described: an audience primarily engaged in social intercourse, treating the
musical feature as a decorative background.
Merleau-Ponty’s interpretation of his description of the musical experience, however, is, as
we come to expect, nuanced. Not only does he affirm that, though perhaps under-evidenced in the
particular experience described, “the senses communicate with each other” (PhP 225, emphasis
mine). But the senses are even more enmeshed than this affirmation of mutual implication would
suggest; the “experience of the separate ‘senses,’” he continues, “is gained only when one assumes a
highly particularized attitude” (PhP 225). As we have noted, within the frame of this “highly
particularized attitude,” the senses do communicate with one another: the visual field can shape the
auditory and vice versa, with the qualification that the circumstances under which the senses would
be in a position to do so are particular – “If I try to shut myself up in one of my senses and, for
instance project myself wholly into my eyes” (PhP 225).
But what sort of communication is being described here? What sort of mutual influence?
Merleau-Ponty writes that it results because the two sensory fields, once differentially constituted
in a particularized attitude, “both lay claim to total being” (PhP 225). In other words, their
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reciprocal jostling derives from the way in which a single field of sense, when I am shut up in it,
becomes the world in toto. When I “make myself sight and nothing but sight, the sky stops being a
‘visual perception,’ to become my world of the moment” (PhP 225).
The communication between such particularized domains of sense is one of upset. Music,
in Merleau-Ponty’s words, “besieges, undermines and displaces” (PhP 225). Bringing MerleauPonty’s analysis to bear on Schmidt’s opposition between the audible field belonging to effective
musical performance, and the visual field belonging, perhaps paradoxically, to inattentive
scrutators, we can make the following rather transcendental assertion: if we observe a stand-off
between the senses underway, it is because a highly particularized attitude - one that makes the
whole world out of one field of sense - has been assumed. To the extent that Schmidt finds the
visual field to undermine her musical performance, we can conclude that she has assumed such a
particularized attitude in relation to sound. To the degree that we too find the visual field to
achingly interfere with our attendance to the song, we have also shut ourselves up into one of the
senses in a particular attitude. Generalizing, from the knowledge that listening to music in the dark
is far from an uncommon practice, we can infer that isolating oneself into a single sensory modality
might not be an idiosyncrasy of Schmidt or myself but rather could constitute one of the socially
inscribed norms of music appreciation, of musicking.
However, there is another way in which Schmidt finds herself to be undermined in her
musical performance by high lighting. If the lighting is conducive to maintaining a visual field at the
expense of the sonic one Schmidt desires her audience assume, by that same token the audience is
eased into visual scrutiny of her. She expresses concern that her audience brings with their scrutiny
norms about female beauty. “I can’t rip leads outside of my bedroom but I’m always ripping leads
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inside my bedroom… I just don’t take the risk,” she tells me in the same interview on April 8th,
2016. To ‘rip leads’ is to play a solo while other musicians support you by receding into the
background. With others looking at her, she feels that she plays less well. There are manifold
studies about the debilitating effects of the male gaze on women, and about the deleterious
influence of other sorts of gazes and surveillance on people of every description.7 Naturally, being
seen can also be a validating experience and indeed a fundamental one. However when being
scrutinized according to repressive stereotypes, there is little of the validation that comes from
another person bearing witness to your freedom. We will not pursue any further this second
feature of the well-lit performance space that Schmidt finds incompatible with the listening she
wishes her audience to undertake, but simply take note of it.
In the course of describing of my experience listening to Simone Schmidt, several basic
structures become evident. The first comes through my description of my agoraphobic disposition
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prior to and during the concert. Following Dylan Trigg, I understand agoraphobic experience as
essentially bodily. He writes:
my usage of agoraphobia privileges the role of the body as being central to the
phobic anxiety. For the majority of agoraphobic people, the body is the principal
means to assess how ‘safe’ they feel in the world. (“Agoraphobia” 415)
Aversion to being in a space with others displays itself in me as a bodily awareness, an overawareness; my body feels too big. It seems to betray me by putting me on display. I withdraw as
much as I can while still being in the room; I sit in the corner concealed by the coats. This state of
being provides the backdrop against which Schmidt’s action of turning off the lights comes to count
as a great relief. As soon as this was done, my body relaxed. I sprawled my legs over the contiguous
chairs and laid my arms lazily along the bar. I took up space, I got comfortable.
Arriving to the show in a state of apprehension allowed me to appreciate the move that she
made in turning off the lights. My body appeared to me as the means by which the darkness was
relieving. My body’s tense initial state provided the maximum contrast with the change from lit
room to dark room, but for someone who was already more relaxed, this difference might not have
stood out. Indeed, someone with a fear of the dark would have had a dramatically different
experience. For them, the darkened room might have made listening impossible. We see here the
way that the body is a means for perception, and this was quite clear to me in the immediacy of the
experience. My body was what I had to move from one place to another in order to attend the
show. It was what resisted attending, what wanted to disappear, what would not disappear, what
seemed to protrude into the room. It was the means by which I experienced the dimming of the
lights as a slackening elastic. It is what seemed prepared to receive sound in the dark.
The disarming effect of the darkness on the state of tension in my body reveals a further
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capacity of the body, that of receptivity. It is doubtful whether I would have been able to hear
Schmidt’s music in the way that I did without having been put into a state of receptivity. The active
state of vigilance that characterizes my agoraphobia was transformed into a passive state, one that
would welcome being taken over by the form of Schmidt’s performance. 8 The sense that I had that
evening of being dispossessed by Schmidt’s voice through being sung to in a very intimate manner,
to the point of feeling like the quality of her inner experience was my experience, indistinguishably,
necessitates a ground of receptivity. The body as receptivity thus appears as a further qualification
of the awareness of the body as a means. The state of embodied receptivity was the means through
which the experience of the song as engulfing was provided. Thus the body presented itself as a
means both as an active barrier to the experience, which Schmidt allayed through dimming the lights,
and as passively receptive to the form the performance took.
This change in attitude from active to passive, what is more, is also one towards a more
originary state of being. As John Russon writes in Bearing Witness to Epiphany, “this attitude of giving
oneself over to the guiding force of rhythmic epiphany is more basic than the attitude of the selfconscious, goal-directed manipulation of limbs and world” (Bearing Witness 15). Through a
“properly supportive anticipative openness of the body” (Bearing Witness 11), like that of my body at
Schmidt’s performance, the music is “allowed to be,” says Russon (Bearing Witness 11), constituting
an experience of “rhythmic epiphany” (Bearing Witness 14). For me, had Schmidt not dimmed the
lights, it is uncertain whether I would have been able to allow the music to be. If I had implicitly
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insisted on maintaining a comportment of bodily resistance, of refusal to be in the situation, then
my body would have been the means through which I missed experiencing the music being played
before me.
This quality of engulfment itself is how the body as music’s material form presented itself in
this instance. The sense that my body is music’s material form means that I experience music as
happening in my body: the music appears to be taking place in my body. Another way of putting
this is that I appear to participate in the sound itself, there is an embodied me-ness in the perception.
I described this sense in saying that it felt like someone was singing with their head on my shoulder,
or that I was inside Schmidt’s head and hearing her voice as she does. This sense was very palpable
here, despite the extremely passive position that I was taking. It was not that I was ‘joining in.’ I
was allowing the music to take place here, welcoming it, giving it room to take up position. My
receptivity was precisely what enabled the sense that Schmidt’s song was taking place in me.
Alternatively put, it took me up, it made a home out of me. Our use of the expression ‘material
form’ is an attempt to characterise the way that the body presents itself phenomenologically in the
musical experiences studied here. It is provisional terminology and is not employed in subsequent
chapters. It simply features, like means, and theme, as a way of descriptively clustering features
common to all five of the phenomenologies of musical experience.
Schmidt plays guitar in a finger-picking style, and this was going on all the while, while I
was being submerged in her vocals. The sound of such playing unavoidably foregrounds the
dexterity of the hands. As suggested above in the introduction about being still and silent in a
fearful state, when we listen to guitar picking we are listening to the unity of those sounds, a unity
provided by the hand and its movements. This is one way in which the body itself was conspicuous
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as a theme of the music. The coordination of appendages was explicitly the topic of this playing, for
the reason that we identified above - sound’s source-binding tendency (see footnote 5). One of the
enabling features of listening while still and silent is the propulsion towards perceiving the unity of
motion producing the sounds in the arrangement detected. Especially noting Schmidt’s comments
after the fact about not being able to “rip leads” on stage, it could be that the darkness particularly
accentuated the sonic perception of dexterity, both in terms of attentive listening and Schmidt’s
ability to be agile through invisibility. This is how the body is exposed in this experience as the
theme of the music itself.
This theme, however, comes to the fore in a two-pronged fashion: through the listener’s
way of paying attention, on the one hand, and the way the song shifts during instrumental solos.
During most of the songs, voice and lyrics were foregrounded, the guitar providing background
accompaniment. In this configuration, it is not the fingers that are in the foreground; they are in the
background. Whether the voice also foregrounds the body is a topic we shall leave to one side for
now, since it is a more complicated example and not one which we have marshaled for the
purposes of making our point here. The relationship between figure and background intrinsic to a
thing - the song where the singing is in the foreground and the guitar-playing in the background shifted when Schmidt availed herself of the darkness to indeed ‘rip a lead,’ which is to say, play a
melody on the guitar with her hands. When she does so, the guitar moves into the foreground,
inhabiting the space vacated by Schmidt’s absented voice (she stops singing during the guitar solos),
playing a melody rather than performing a harmonic rhythm. In these instances the song itself
institutes a changed relationship between foreground and background such that the background, the
strings, come to the fore. It is then that the theme of the body is most noticeable.
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However, during periods where singing is happening and the guitar is accompanying it,
audience members are able, on their own initiative, to shift their attention from the foregrounded
singing to the backgrounded guitar playing. When they do this, they have themselves brought the
hand-picking to the foreground, and so too the sense of body as a theme. Whether attending to the
guitar playing rather than the singing during periods when the singing is foregrounded constitutes a
refusal of the parameters the song sets for its audience cannot be addressed fully here, but by way of
rudimentary commentary: we hold that shifting one’s attention during the play of a song is a
freedom that is fundamental to experiencing music as a form with simultaneous strands of sound,
the unity and dissonance between which constitutes the sense of the very phenomenon we are
studying.

1.2.

Case Study #2 (Active Listening): Rehearsing Olivia for Katherine Peacock’s Funeral

Between 2007 and 2009, I was part of an experimental folk choir lead by Katherine
Peacock. Much of our performance was improvised, but to the extent that the songs we sang were
written and arranged, this was done by her. The membership in the choir shifted rather
substantially over the years, but there was a core contingent and I was among them. The practices
were held in Katherine’s apartment on St. Urbain Street until she moved down by the canal, into
Griffintown. Thereafter, practices were held in James Irwin’s apartment on Jeanne-Mance Street
where her piano was kept. Katherine ensured these practices were cozy, providing us invariably
with a spice cake, a bottle of Grant’s whiskey, and an enormous pot of ginger tea simmering on the
stove. The smell of these provisions, as well as the damp and slightly moldy quality possessed by all
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of these spaces, comes back to me as I recollect the elements that fueled this choral activity.
During the time she lead the Coal Choir, Katherine worked at the Westmount Public Library
where she developed a friendship with an older patron originally from Mexico named Maria Olivia
Ramirez Rabiela. Olivia was a domestic worker and a poet who was estranged from her family.
Olivia died alone in her apartment, but this was not discovered for more than five weeks. Katherine
deeply empathized with Rabiela’s sense of being not-at-home, of suffering alone, and of being a
marginalized poet. Empathically motivated, Katherine wrote and staged Olivia: A Folk Opera, what
she referred to as a ‘musical eulogy.’ This was partly composed of Rabiela's poetry, which
Katherine had received from Maria’s estate. The Coal Choir performed Olivia at St. James United
Church over several nights in late November of 2009. It was a successful staging, but soon after that
the Coal Choir dissolved.
Nearly seven years on, I and three other members of the former Coal Choir are gathered in
James Irwin’s living room on Muir Street in Toronto. We were preparing to perform some of
Katherine’s songs at her funeral in Ottawa the month following; Katherine died in the St. Lawrence
River on April 7th, 2016. Most of us had not heard the songs of the Coal Choir in many years, so the
first part of our practice was listening to recordings that we had made in 2009. The idea was that
we would join in and sing with the recordings until we could sing the songs on our own. Written
musical notation was not part of the way the Choir organized itself: we learned songs by ear, with
the aid of printed lyrics sheets.
Part of the social discord that developed in the Choir resulted from the exasperation of
trying to recall from one rehearsal to the next ‘what my part was.’ We were not organized into
sections and largely came up with our own harmonizations as we pleased. To ask another person
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‘what was my part?’ was futile both in that one’s own power to recollect a snippet of melody was
no less feeble than that of another person in the choir, nor were they necessarily within audible
range when you did ‘figure out your part’ the week prior, because we did not have routine places (I
will not call them seats; sometimes we stood, sometimes we perched, sometimes sat, reclined) - it
was a shifting amoebic formation in nearly all senses. The exception was Peacock’s severity in her
attachment to specific arrangements, ones that she had either heard in her mind but not
communicated to us, or heard us execute improvisatorily in practice and desired to hear repeated
on command. The disjuncture between the freedom of form that the Choir took in some respects
and the nearly fascistic control instigated at others was troubling for many of us in the choir and
lead to its eventual dissolution.
Gathered in Irwin’s apartment on that evening in 2016, these features of our choral
experience were evoked, but their sense of irrevocable closure made them appear in a tender light.
The circumstances surrounding our gathering made the experience of revisiting the music of those
years very difficult for all present. The four of us sat like four corners in the room, two on the
couch and two in the armchairs facing each other, all eyes closed. It was evening, in June, and the
late-day sun projected strange colours on our faces from outside the living room window. We
began by playing the recordings through the audio system’s loud speakers. We did not sing along at
first. We listened to Thunder Bay.
Thunder Bay uses a folk-song style without choruses, only verses, and all the verses have the
same melody.9 Listening to the song I was suddenly back in 2008, the year we sang this song over
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and over. It felt like no time had passed, that the situations of that time were the situations of this
time. It was not like looking at an old photograph of oneself and barely recognizing the person in
front of you. The very opposite was happening, and it was happening in how my body felt.
Listening to that recording of us singing the song, my body began to move as if it were still singing
it, as if I were singing it rather than just listening. On the second time through, I began to
encourage these potential movements to articulate themselves, aware that calibrating my body to
the pattern of the song such that I could sing it was precisely the task at hand. I sang out some of the
words, the ones I knew by heart. The others did too. We listened carefully to the words while we
intoned a semblance of the melody, which was coming back more quickly than the lyrics. Listening
in this searching way, certain of the lyrics stood out sharply in ways that they had not in 2008:
Water, water
Wash the face of this whole world with
Water
Farewell, farewell
Someday sure we’re gonna be drowned
So farewell
Hearing these words now ruptured the feeling that I was right back in the past. The meaning of
these words could not be only metaphorical now that Katherine had died drowning. This dawning
recognition of the reality of her death, however, competed with my initial sense of bodily
familiarity in the repeated rhythm, harmony, and melody of the music. This immediate familiarity
jarred with the all-too-realness of the lyrics, effecting a feeling of culmination, of awful completion.
Thunder Bay is not the only one of Katherine’s songs that uses imagery related to water or
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drowning.10 As we listened to Olivia, the other song that we would be singing at the
commemorative ceremony, a similar experience unfolded: the sense of immediate bodily
immersion in a familiar situation became complicated as the lyrical aspect rendered. This sense that
what had been metaphorical was becoming literal or complete was compounded in listening to
Olivia, which had been the closing number in the musical eulogy that Katherine wrote for her friend
Maria Olivia Ramirez Rabiela.
This time will always be the last time
You’ll always have a last time
Yes man yes man we are all creatures of the moment
My heart is a power, your heart is a power (x2)
So from this moment onward
We will be brave, we will be honest (x 4)
And peace like a river will run through the city ahhhh
And peace like a river will run through the city ahhhh
And peace like a river will run through the city ahhhh (x2)
Through repeated listenings we re-inhabited the physicality needed to sing the song together - the
posture, the lip positions, the right combination of relaxation and tension in the abdomen, when to
breathe, how to harmonize with one another, how to read each other’s gestures for the cue to
come in again after silences (there was no conductor). Though we had to learn again how to do
these things, which we did by joining into the recording, it was reviving patterns we all recognized
10

Another example is Settler, which I share partly because I find it so beautiful:
I’m not a settler, I’m a destroyer.
Let water be my jury, let it be my standard.
Swallow everything and then be swallowed after.
Oh hear oh hear that dripping, that’s my daughter.
Once she was the rain and now a certain fire.
Once I could contain her now she walks all over.
And in my dreams I’m trafficking the future.
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within ourselves and one another. Although we could recognize the pattern and, by inhabiting it,
feel as though the past were still happening, the sense identified above, that something had
happened that sharply impacted what it meant to be enacting that song, made us re-animate the
song differently. It was not just about the music and singing it together, as perhaps it had been
previously. Now it was a life. It was Katherine’s very life that we were singing.
This case study is peculiar because, in the case study, what we are listening to is our own
singing, for the explicit purpose of performing it. However, the structure that this activity makes
evident is not so different from other instances of learning by ear, or listening in order to perform
in one way or another. When we hear a song that we know well, especially one that accompanied
us through an emotionally significant period of life, we immediately feel the revival of that time and
place within our bodies. We often sing along to these tunes, at home, while driving. We belt out
the choruses as if they were anthems. What we are doing is taking up the familiarity enacted in our
bodies through the listening in a way that takes the present, the dehiscence between then and now,
into account. We sing along almost in order to make the song different.
Afterward we might find ourselves humming or whistling the tune. We might have the song
‘stuck in our head’ for days. This form of listening is active listening in that an activity is elicited in
response to the music. In this case, the activity elicited is patterned upon the song in a particularly
mimetic way. One participates in the song and the song lives on in one even after one is no longer
really listening to it. It might seem odd to say that whistling a tune is an instance of listening. I
would suggest that the oddness has mostly to do with the idea that listening means being silent,
which we see here, is not the case. However, if one pays close attention to someone whistling a
song they have heard earlier in the day, the sense that they are listening will be evident. They are
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sketching out something as a response.
Hearing a song that we know after not having heard it for a while brings us back to the time
in which we initially heard it, and we have the sense that we are living in that past time. This is how
it seemed to me while listening to Thunder Bay, and Olivia. The experience was not unlike that
described by the narrator of Marcel Proust’s “Overture” to Remembrance of Things Past. There the
narrator elucidates the experience of waking up in the middle of the night unsure of where he is, a
circumstance that many of us have encountered as well. Proust’s description of the narrator’s
experience is illuminating. Referring to the memory of the narrator’s body, Proust writes:
Its memory, the composite memory of its ribs, knees, and shoulder-blades
offered it a whole series of rooms in which it had at one time or another slept;
while the unseen walls kept changing, adapting themselves to the shape of each
successive room that it remembered […] it, my body, would recall from each
room in succession what the bed was like, where the doors were, how daylight
came in at the windows, whether there was a passage outside, what I had had in
mind when I went to sleep, and had found there when I awoke. (Swann’s Way 910)
In each configuration the narrator finds himself to be once again in the time from long ago. “I was in
the country with my grandfather, who died years ago” (Swann’s Way 10); “Then would come up the
memory of a fresh position […] I was in my room in Mme. de Saint-Loup’s house” (Swann’s Way
10).
This sense of being in a past context was how it felt to be singing those songs again. In
particular, there is the sense of acting out the person I was when I listened to it last. It is me, the
person who heard the song before, that is being replayed. I experience myself passively enacting
this past self; there is no sense of self-possessed willing here. This resuscitation of a past self
happens in the body - we ready ourselves automatically in pose and assume the attitude as we did in
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the past. This is not a volitional theatricality, although that can also take place, but an immediate
coordination of one’s body into the shape and form in which you experienced that song in the past.
This is a conspicuous process. The apparent contradiction between your sense of living as a past self
and an awareness that an interim has taken place can exist as a tightness in the chest, or the feeling
of uncanniness, an incredulity. The difference between the person you were then and the person
you are now is perceptible. This overlap between my body-at-this-moment and my body as the
former constellation of parts and capacities that originally allowed me to hear the song in the first
place is noticeable when we hear a song we know again after time has passed.
While here we have used words evoking passivity in ways that bring out the passivity
involved in the sort of listening we are describing, we call this active listening because the orientation
of the event is geared at our independent performance of the song: after the parameters of the song
have been laid down within us, we are to take them up and perform the song on our own, enacting
the song without the recording. As we have emphasized earlier, activity is always underscored by a
more fundamental passivity, and this is not less true in the listening we describe as active.
This awareness of the non-identity between my body in the past and my body in the present
emphasizes the body as music’s means and material form. We are aware that the prior situation in
which we heard the song is how we came to hear it as we did. That our body seems to
automatically get back into the position it was in then so as to best perceive the song allows us to
recognize that we experience music through our bodies. This is the body as a means for hearing
music. Furthermore, because this bodily revival seems to sit uncomfortably in our current
dispositional configuration of limbs, we are aware of the body as the material form of the song. The
song seems to take place in us, the song seems to be the tension we feel in our bodies, that uncanny
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simultaneity of past and present. We would like to reiterate our clarification about the use of the
phrase material form as a way of describing one aspect of the body’s presentation in the
phenomenologies. It is not a term we employ in subsequent chapters.
As it would happen in the particular case described here, the body is also conspicuous as a
theme in the straightforward sense that the death of the body of our friend was the reason why we
were singing. And indeed, as the lyrics of Katherine’s songs reveal, the meaning of many of them
was itself her sense of death. The incomprehensible mystery underlying the having and then not
having life pervaded our listening in this case. The time of the body was the theme, the change in
our own bodies as singers between our initial relationship with the songs and our current one,
described above as an uncanny tension. The strangeness of sensing that the body is the means for
the music, while also hearing Katherine’s disembodied voice from ‘beyond the grave’ - her body
was no longer intact (it has been found down river near Trois-Rivières and cremated), yet here we
were listening to her voice. This apparent transmutability of the body, the moving of sound from
one source to another, was thematic. Again, the lyrics were explicitly about dying and were, in the
case of Olivia, written to honour the bodily death of a person Katherine knew. Please now turn to
the Appendix and look at the transcription of Olivia from the recording we were listening to in
preparation to perform. The transcription was done by Ali Berkok for the purpose of inclusion in
this thesis.

1.3.

Case Study #3 (Dancing): DJ Cozmic Cat at the ROM and Carnival in Cuba

It was a Friday night during Pride Week in Toronto, 2016. The Royal Ontario Museum was
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outfitted with a bar, a DJ, and special coloured lights that made the imposing skeleton of a dinosaur
in the foyer practically seem to move. I went with an old friend Mark Stewart, a married, gay,
botanical librarian, and my former tree-planting partner. He and I have spent innumerable hours
coordinating paired movement through the cut forests of Northern Ontario.
At the ROM, among the coloured lights and brontosaurus skeleton, Toronto-based DJ
Cozmic Cat was playing dance music in the main area of the museum. There was no need to step
onto the dance floor - you were on it simply by being in the building. There was a demand for
dancing. Mark and I started out sort of shuffling our feet and bending our knees to the rhythm of
the music. We were awkward at first - almost pretending to dance rather than really dancing - but
after a short while we started to dance in earnest. We pushed the beat off kilter with our shoulders,
adding expressive flourishes with elbows, wrists, fingers. We embellished the music with our
movements and described inaudible aspects of the rhythm, showing each other where we had found
a new place to get in sync.
At times we would be joining into a song - by stomping on the downbeat we added emphasis
to an already evident musical artery. At other times we augmented the song - shaking the hips in
double time added a layer of articulation to the song that is not otherwise manifest, sonically or
gesturally. This second function of our dancing, to add complexity to a song by gesturally
explicating latent rhythmic potentialities, is arguably an essential component of DJ music itself: DJ
music in particular is not sufficient without dancers to fill out the sound. This appeared to be the
way of it that evening - dancing did not seem like an inessential addition to an independently
complete (DJ) music performance. It seemed that the music was calling for a room full of moving
bodies. Dancing here occupies a middle position between listening and performing.
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The other people surrounding us were doing a similar sort of thing to what Mark and I were
doing - oscillating between ‘pretending to dance’ and ‘really dancing’, between joining into an
articulated rhythm and gesturally exploring its interstices. ‘Pretending to dance’ involves doing a
generic sway or snap that is not necessarily responding to the music but recognizing the norm of
movement demanded by the situation. This could be considered a preparatory holding pattern, a
way of transitioning from non-dancing comportment to really dancing.
The others nearby were diverse in age, gender, race, and the size of the group people were
with. People were dancing in many styles, and tended to cluster around those dancing in the same
style. DJ Cozmic Cat was playing a variety of music, but it was all more-or-less undercut with a
four-on-the-floor disco beat.11 The usefulness of this beat for dancing is, perhaps unexpectedly, its
invariance and monotony. The constancy of the beat invites bodily expressivity on the dance floor.
One does not need to be able to find the pattern of a particular dance form in it - one makes up the
moves by exploring the gestural impulses of one’s body. Even though the various clusters of
dancers were organized around nodes of dance style, because of the disco base of the music, no one
style was demanded. A consideration of the genesis of disco music, with its multi-ethnic origins,
might reveal one impetus for this rhythmless beat: in as much as rhythms instantiate a way of living,
offering a tempo without insisting on a particular form of emphasis - four-on-the-floor means that
every beat in a 4/4 time signature is emphasized equally - might be a mechanism of invitation for

DJ Cozmic Cat told me that the mix from that night can be heard here:
https://soundcloud.com/djcozmic/disco-romp
This is what the music sounded like, to my memory, however the date on this mix would suggest that it is
from an earlier ROM session, not the one that I attended.
11
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multi-rhythmic expressivity.12
However, the style clusters were divisive in the sense that once a particular style had been
adopted by a group, dancing in proximity to it seemed to demand adopting that same style. That
style, however, seemed guarded by other markers of identity. A family of what appeared to be
three generations, for example, was dancing fluidly in a recognizably Afro-Cuban style. Mark and I,
stiff-hipped and WASPy, could not seamlessly shimmy up and join in without being explicitly
invited and initiated. In other experiences of this sort (though not that evening), groups have
opened up to me by showing me how to do the move they are doing, as a welcome. Someone in
the group will turn and smile and then amplify their performance of the foundational pattern of
movement. Without this, adopting the movements that would allow one to integrate oneself with a
style node seems to flirt too closely with mockery or cultural appropriation.13
After a while, the stage that had been occupied by DJ Cozmic Cat alone was taken over by
dancers, professionals. They were ‘go-go boys’, muscled men with very little on, moving
energetically, sometimes in ways that enhanced the music, sometimes in ways that augmented it. If
the movement of my own body had been the explicit priority of the DJ set prior to, it ceased to be
with the arrival of the dancers. This seemed to be true for the entire dance floor - the movement
tapered off and we became an audience of immobile spectators. This was remarkable. It seemed
like the propensity to move around was sapped from the crowd and invested in the stage

See the documentary “Disco” from the Dutch broadcaster NPO 1 (formerly NED 1), first aired on
November 29, 2013. In it Earl Young claims to have invented this type of beat. See also Shapiro, Peter.
Turn the Beat Around: The Secret History of Disco. Faber and Faber, Inc, New York, 2005.
13
For more on this see Bhahbha, Homi K (1994). “Of Mimicry and Man: The Ambivalence of Colonial
Discourse.” The Location of Culture. New York, NY: Routledge. Also Robinson, Danielle (2015). Modern
Moves: Dancing Race during the Ragtime and Jazz Eras. New York, NY: Oxford University Press.
12
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performers. The stage was elevated and the ‘go-go’ dancers took up much of the visual field. The
DJ seemed to be now secondary as a performer, under an imperative to provide for these dancers.
The feeling I had before, that I needed to move in some way no matter how in order to
inhabit the room, was replaced by an awe at the expertness of these professionals. Their bodies
were describing aspects of the song that I could not access alone. The limitations of my own body the disposition to repeat certain gestures and not others, the shabbiness of my posture, the worn
feeling in my limbs - felt highlighted to me, and perhaps to others as well, given that they too
stopped dancing. ‘We cannot dance like they dance,’ we seemed to be thinking aloud. We were
not ‘real’ dancers whose bodies have been formed precisely through dancing and in order to dance.
Our bodies have been formed through other routines, and in dancing, we drag those along with us.
These professionals, it would appear, were born to dance and had grown up doing nothing other.
The theme of movement was explicit in this experience. Pre-formed ways of moving
shaped the aspects of the music we were able to articulate gesturally. And, oddly, in this case there
appeared a sort of incompatibility between dancing and watching dancing on stage. I am tempted to
explain this apparent incompatibility between moving and watching along the same lines as I
explained the incongruity between moving and listening in a fearful state. By remaining still, the
risk that one’s own movements will be mistaken for those of another may be diminished.
Identifying the unified propulsion of the perceived movement - fixing the entity as the whole
underlying the movement - would seem to be facilitated by a stillness in oneself. This dynamic may
hold for the visual field and as well as the auditory one. The phenomenon of transfixion whereby
the observer assumes a still posture in the face of an incomprehensible object or person is one that
we now note in both the visual field related to dance, and the auditory one, related to attentive
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listening. We will take up this theme in more depth in chapter three.
A different but related experience where dancing constituted a middle position between
listening and performing occurred during the winter festival of Carnival, which I experienced in the
Camagüey province of Cuba in February of 2016. The street was lined with mechanical rides for
kids and vendors selling colourful wares. Suddenly the street was taken over by dancers of all
genders wearing white. They were followed by drummers. As the parade passed, the onlookers
began to dance too. The performers seemed to be teaching the crowd how to do the dances: at
intervals they would de-escalate the complexity of their moves and perform the basic pattern
repeatedly while making cheery eye-contact with the onlookers. It was teaching us the step, but
also simply drawing it out. The move seemed to be a heightened version of the pulse of the place
beating in the feet and hips of the locals. As the procession passed the spectators joined in the
parade behind the drummers. In this scenario, looking and moving, seeing and joining in, were not
in conflict, but rather helped establish each other. The parade had the shape and feel of a fountain,
the dancers in the parade expressing the fluidity latent in the onlookers, drawing them in to the
current. Here to listen was to move with the music, and this movement also became part of the
performance of the music - the onlookers became part of the parade.
Listening to the music demanded dancing. But dancing is not merely joining into sonic
articulations already produced - it is also augmenting the song with gestures that discover
unpronounced dimension of a song. This augmentation can come to be a performance of the music
itself, which happened when social dancing transitioned into professional dancing on stage during
the evening at the ROM, as well as during Carnival when the spectators became part of the parade.
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Dancing here reveals the body as a means for listening and performing, in that I am acutely
aware that how I move my body is the basis for how I hear the song - what parts of the arrangement
stand out can depend on what I am emphasizing with my body, gesturally. It is also evident as the
means for performing the music, in that how I move influences how others hear the song - if I move
my hands just so in time with the cowbell, I will be in a sense amplifying the sound of the cowbell
for others around me with my gesture.
Likewise, the body is presented as a means via the style-clusters on the dance floor, and also
in the contrast between the dancing of the professionals and the lay people. In the clumping
together of styles, we see the disposition of the body to repeat familiar patters, and to gravitate
toward getting in sync with similar movements. That there were a number of style clusters going
on simultaneously made evident that the classes of movements that combine to create a style were
not simply spontaneous responses to the present propulsion of the music. If they were, one would
expect everyone to be dancing in the same way, or nobody to be. The clusters made evident that
the styles of dance were bringing a past into the present - people were using the habits they had
built up elsewhere.
An alternative interpretation of the emergence of style clusters might challenge the notion
that such clusters entail an evocation of the past. One could imagine each style to be a spontaneous
invention of the moment, each dancer having their own idea to express. The clustering would
occur through imitation, as other dancers select a style to take on as their own. In that case, the past
would not obviously be invoked. While there is a degree of inventiveness in dancing that this
suggestion is right to prioritize, to take on new formations at all requires an extant apparatus for
doing so - a ready body. It would be inconceivable, for example, for an infant or a young child to
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participate in a style cluster the way that an adult can.
An adult has accumulated skill in coordination. An infant is still in the process of developing
that skill. That skill, of coordination, is what is being used to imitate someone else’s dance moves
such that the appearance of a style cluster is produced. Initially, imitation requires learning the
other’s pattern. To do so enlists one’s accumulated skill in coordinating oneself according to a new
pattern. The more quickly and adeptly one is able to do this, the more the imitation will appear as a
second instance of the first. When someone whose coordination is poor makes an imitation, it is
difficult to perceive a common style between the original and the imitation. The resemblance is
simply too weak to be noticed. To the extent that the style clusters are perceptible, then, they
evince a certain degree of skill in acquiring new patters of coordination. This skill is one
accumulated in the past.
Therefore, on the hypothesis that style clusters result from free and independent
spontaneous movements that are then imitated by others, the past would still be invoked.
However, in as much as these style clusters exhibit markers of dance styles that are observable in
other contexts, it is more plausible to think that they are forms of movement learned previously –
themselves part of past training in the skill of coordination – than purely spontaneous emissions of
individual creation and subsequent imitation. Nevertheless, considering this alternative
interpretation of style clusters has helpfully illuminated that there are two different ways that the past
may be evoked in dancing – as a sequence of gestures previously enacted, and as a general
developed capacity for entrainment or learning new choreographies as such.
The body as the means for dance also became explicit in the experience of contrast between
the possibilities of movement I was able to explore on the dance floor and the skillfulness of the
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professional dancers on stage. Awareness of my own body’s limitations and lack of training in
contrast to what the professionals did with the same music that I was experimenting with reveal
how the particularities of my own body set the scope for my dancing. Otherwise put, my ‘training’
in the everyday world was what set the range of possibilities for my dancing. My body, as it is, that
is my means.
Dancing also reveals my body to be the material form of the music. Essential to dance music
is a pulsating rhythm that runs through the people on the dance floor and the place itself. The
rhythm that I feel seems to come from all around, under my feet, propelled through the bodies that
surround me, and as well as thumping through my own spinal cord and nervous system. The music
does not seem like it is only happening in my body, but I seem to be swept up in the beat around
me, and to be moving along with a motion greater than myself. The movements of dancing are the
explication of the music that I already find happening in me. My body is evident as the material of
dancing.
Dance music and the dancing that is part of it makes the body its explicit theme. The rhythm
that thumps through the room forcefully compels this body to start moving. It is sometimes as if I
notice my body having begun to dance of its own accord. I am struck by my own body being taken
over, suddenly grooving. The theme of my body is conspicuous here. It is also noticeable in the way
the dancing is highlighted as part of the performance of the music. This was most obvious when the
professional dancers were on stage, but in the social dancing segment as well, dancing features as an
essential part of the sound being produced. The movement, gestures, flourishes - these emphasize
the nature of the body as able to receive a pattern in an explicit way. This is one way in which the
body is the theme of dance music.
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Another sense in which the body is presented as a theme in dancing, especially evident
during the Carnival parade, is as part of a greater totality, a body of many people. Dancing with
others makes evident that my own body can fit together with other bodies in a larger configuration.
This larger, group coordination aspect of dancing is explicitly the theme of the Carnival parade: the
design in the whole movement, which I have described as fountain-like, is prevalent in addition to
the theme of one’s own ‘individual’ body.

1.4.

Case Study #4 (Solo Performance): Playing the Piano Improvisatorily

Upon learning that I am writing about music, the first question people ask is whether I
myself play music. This seemingly simple question in fact masks a number of ambiguities. ‘Do’ I play
music because I can? Or must I play at regular intervals to ‘play music’? Does playing alone count?
Or must there be an audience present? How well must I play to answer in the affirmative? By whose
standards? Does improvising count? How about improvising alone, without an audience? I pose this
series of questions both to bring attention to a common assumption - that someone interested in
writing a thesis about music is likely to themselves be a musician - and to highlight that we often
intuitively hold rather conservative views about what it means to play music. When we ask whether
someone plays music and they answer in the affirmative, we often assume that they mean they can
play in style with and for others. That way of playing music, however, is considered in #5 below.
Here I describe my experience playing solo piano improvisatorily, without an audience.
I started playing the piano around the age of five. I learned hand position, scales, sight
reading, and rehearsing for a concert. I studied classical piano for a number of years, and after a
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relatively long hiatus during which I was playing flute and acoustic guitar, I took up the piano again
as an adult. This time I was experimenting, improvising, and trying to write my own songs. 14 I did
not seek to read music or play the music of the great composers. My guide was also not the sound
of the music that I was hearing played by others, although I would later be influenced by that. I was
following the current of thought, feeling, and sensory-motor intuition that made up my experience.
I initially used the piano as a mechanism for rhythmic and tonal anchoring, playing only a few notes
and very sparsely. In time, I made chord progressions and melody lines. Over several years, I wrote
a number of songs on the piano and these I arranged and played with others.
Now whenever there is a piano in a room I am drawn to it like a magnet. When I spot the
piano, the other norms of the environment cease to be relevant and I feel utterly compelled to
traverse the room and put my fingers on it. An electric keyboard or synthesizer are not equally
compelling. A piano is always ready to be played, it does not need to be turned on or tuned before
being played. An electric instrument puts a barrier between myself and the instrument. The on/off
switch, power chords, patch chords - these things throw me into a problem-solving, prospectively
irritated state of mind. The piano grabs me with a standing invitation to be touched and touch back.
Playing a piano, unlike many electric keyboards, is not a matter of pushing buttons. There is
pressure felt in the fingers, the wrists, the forearms, biceps – the action of the piano, the forcefeedback it provides lets you feel the strength in your fingers. The flexion is noticeable when notes
are played more forcefully, producing greater volume and a sharper attack on individual notes and

In Ways of the Hand: The Organization of Improvised Conduct, David Sudnow gives a phenomenology of
learning to improvise on the piano. Many of his observations resonate with my experience playing.
However, he is attempting to play ‘in the style of’ bebop jazz. This is not what I do, I play much freer, both
by choice and by necessity - I do not have the level of skill required for bebop.
14
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chords. Playing softly, the lightness of the sound is simultaneously felt in the gracefulness of the
skeletal muscle system of the forearms. But it is not merely the arms that are involved in playing
the piano. The whole body, indeed, the whole room, is essentially tied in.
In sitting down at the keyboard, I pause to collect the sense of what is about to happen. 15 I
am orienting myself in my own body and emotions, trying to summon the mood, and project a
pattern of hands onto the keys. What do I want to do with my hands? Shall I move them quickly?
Slowly? Do I want to play with rhythm or tonality? Shall I choose a small section of the keyboard or
play across the whole thing? Will I sing? As eager as my hands are to touch the keys, I do not just
dive in - sometimes I lay my hands on it in phantom positions, not making sounds. Because once I
start playing, there is no turning back. I am committed to making that beginning work, bound to
resolving it in what comes. That beginning will necessarily be taken up in what follows.
So I start by playing a note or two and then search around for the implications, tonally,
rhythmically. I will look at the keyboard for shapes, for places to run my fingers, noting the chord
colour and intuiting where to go next within the constellation of positions available given the tonal
and rhythmic lean I have established. I rarely have specific songs in mind to play, and I hardly ever
read music. It is an experience of discovery in shape and propulsion, in feeling the contact between
my posture and the structural potentialities of the piano.16 Even though the most dexterous element

Sudnow writes, “if you don’t know where you are going you can’t go anywhere, except incorrectly. The
hand had to be motivated to particular next keys to depress, and when there was nowhere for it to go it
became totally immobilized, stumbled around, and between ‘me’ and ‘it’ there was a rather alienated
relationship” (Ways of the Hand 18).
16
Sudnow’s description of an intermediate player’s experience resonates with mine (the beginner and
advanced player’s sense of the keyboard is also addressed):
15
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in piano playing is the fingers, the hand, the forearm, the elbow, the shoulder, the upper back, the
abdomen, the lower back, and the feet - each quadrant of the body has its point of balance. They
each contribute to my total capacity to produce a musical unity - their shared activity underlies the
simultaneities and temporal successions that I am able to produce as a player. If, for example, I aim
to play a simple melody several times over in progressively higher octaves, then my full body has to
be poised to reach each region smoothly as the tempo established previously demands. Likewise, if I
want to play this little melody quietly and staccato at first, then more loudly and legato as I move
up the frequency range, then my body must be ready to add the extra push to the new octave.
When the playing is happening and the sections of my body are increasingly aligned with the
trajectory of the sonic arrangements underway, a fluidity takes over and I feel like I am really
playing. One way of describing it would be to say that the music is now happening and I am
succeeding in articulating it. It is a marked intertwining of activity and passivity - the heightened
agency is experienced as a passivity: I channel the music that is leading me. I no longer feel that I am
searching for how to begin, to find forms, groping around for an expression of feelings.17 There is a

the body’s own appreciative structures serve as a means of finding a place
to go. A grasp of the setting of the keyboard, and its dimensions relative to
the hand’s and arm’s moving extension from the center of the body,
develops. (Ways of the Hand 13)
17
Sudnow describes this lurching feeling: “I reached for melodies as the new walker gets across the room by
lunging first for the leg of the coffee table, then his mother’s, then to the bottle at the end of the couch”
(Ways of the Hand 100). He also describes the sense of flow that can be achieved through comparison with
typing:
there is that form of typing where one may sustain an ongoing course of
thought as the typing, not doing any inner sayings or imaginings with words
apart from the fingers’ movements, where a strict synchrony is sustained
between any sayings you may be saying to yourself and the movements of
the fingers. Doing that sort of typing can occur with few pauses on occasion,
and quite fluently, and one is then singing with the fingers (Ways of the Hand
90).
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sync happening, an alignment between the piano, the song, my feelings, my body, and, sometimes,
the rest of the room. If I really get into a flow, it can be felt by others, and they too become fluid in
the way that the song prescribes and demonstrates. This is what genuinely feels like music.
Producing a succession of chords that retain a procedural or mechanical sense lacks a musical quality
because it is missing the feeling of flow and connection between my body, the instrument, and the
music.
I began by describing the effect that the mere presence of a piano in the room has on my
body. It feels like a magnet. Sometimes complying with the tacit call of the piano can be
incongruent with the compliance with other norms, for example, the expectation that at a cocktail
party one converse gregariously. Other behavioural norms taking place in a room can influence not
only if one responds to the call of the keys, but also how. The fluidity and strength required to play
the piano musically as described above are ways of holding one’s body, it is a posture. There may be
other demands on one’s posture, non-musical requests of your body’s ways and stances. The extent
to which the pianist can shake off these other demands, or else integrate them into their playing,
will determine whether they can achieve a fluidity in it. Gender performance, for instance, is a set
of circumscribed movements and gestures taking place in the same body that plays the piano.18 But
the call that the piano music makes to the body is not the same one that, say, femininity does. Age
too demands that the body pose particularly in manners not necessarily deriving from the
instrument’s affordances; rightly or wrongly, the elderly for example are often expected to keep to

For more on this see Georgina Born’s work on what she calls the third plane of social aesthetics in “After
Relational Aesthetics: Improvised Music, the Social, and (Re) Theorizing the Aesthetic.” Improvisation and
Social Aesthetics. Durham: Duke University Press, 2017.
18
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themselves gesturally, and it can be considered unbecoming for them to move around as quickly as
the keys of the piano might call them to. This is to say that the circumstances in which I approach
the instrument itself have a great influence on the nature and quality of the music that comes out of
the interaction.
The initial and immediate sense when preparing to play the piano is of being compelled or
called. This is a strong force that seems to exert itself over me. The piano presents itself as ready to
be played, unlike complicated electronic instruments, and I am called to match this readiness by
seating myself at the bench. Not working from a score, the way forward appears to be forged by
the sense of potential I feel in my body. What am I prepared to do? What sort of motions can I
make with my fingers, arms, torso, legs? Diving in, I am even more beholden than I was to a resting
piano - the notes I have played are the founding constitution of a new order. They are retained and
come out in their significance through continued play, my body becoming more tuned to the
feeling of the music and struggling to find the right posture and coordination to carry the song.
Repeating a particularly apt melody or chord progression, my body becomes habituated to the
motion and finds a fluidity to the motion. The rest of my self moves and bobs in emphasis. I am
losing myself in the play, unselfconscious.
The body is conspicuous in this experience as a means in an interesting fashion. The sense of
being summoned by the piano, called to play it, to be the means by which the piano gets played this presents me with my body as the way of making the music. During the initial foundering stages
of play, my stiff and hulking body is evident to me as becoming acclimatized to the playing, not
initially being ready. In the initial interaction, I am aware of myself as a resistance to becoming a
means for the piano to be played. I am acutely aware of my body during the initial, non-fluid
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portion of the playing as the means by which the sounds are made, pushing down the keys in the
pattern my posture bequeaths.
However, during the fluid portion of the play where I feel that I am really playing musically,
the unity of the music is what is most present. The sense is that I have got it, I am doing it, I am
playing it: this is the sense of my body as the music’s material form, the place where the music
happens. The sense that it is me that is right on, that I am doing it is very much the sense that the
piano and I are one entity. It is playing itself, in that I am responding to what seems like a call from
it. The piano plays itself through me, and the music is taking place in us. The piano now seems to be
the companion of my own hands, not a distinct and indifferent entity. The piano is a means for the
play now too, just as my body is, for the piano appears to be a part of my body during the play. The
reader should not be too attached to the expression material form, we use it descriptively and only in
this first chapter.
The body appears in the experience of piano playing as a theme in that the time of the music,
what is possible rhythmically and tonally depends on what one unity can do with the limbs and
appendages available. If I cannot reach two octaves up in time to play the melody in tempo with the
rest of the song, then that is not a possibility for the song. The capacities and incapacities of my
body are foregrounded to me in the playing. It is the tendencies of my body that day that are
expressed in the playing, as responding to the piano.
The keyboard demands a certain kind of playing, just as a spoon demands a certain kind of
use. A keyboard, via equal temperament, may appear to be a neutral display of the basic building
blocks of music, with each key tuned to make a pitch a semi-tone above the previous. The system of
scales and concomitant harmonies and melodies based on dividing the frequency spectrum into a
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platter of semi-tone steps is deeply suggested by the lay of the keyboard. My own incapacity in this
regard, to fully meet and mine the potentialities of the keyboard in this respect is evident in my
sense of bodily incapacity.

1.5.

Case Study #5 (Group Performance): Goose

I used to play music with a group of other people. It was a fumbling affair. I wrote the songs
by myself, but we arranged and performed them together. I would bring lyrics, melody, and a basic
chord structure to practice, and we would proceed to work out the details until a repeatable form
developed. In that form we would perform the songs in small venues around Montreal, and
eventually record and publish them as an album. There were innumerable difficulties in all aspects
of this endeavour, and these difficulties highlight what is at stake in the enterprise of playing music
together; a venture of union that seeks to retain (or enhance!) the individuality of each contributor.
We had each learned to play our instrument in scenarios other than the one where we now played
together. We each had our styles and habits built up from past conditions of playing. We listened to
different genres of music. Some of us read music, some did not, some could make suggestions using
precise musical terminology, others preferred to demonstrate their ideas without naming them.
Here I describe one rehearsal session in particular, representative many others. Arriving at
practice, there is a transition period between the quotidian world and the time to play. Removing
boots and coats, arranging hydration (water, tea, whiskey), tuning a violin or cello, adjusting a kit,
stretching, yawning, saying hello. I readied myself to play a shaky tune for the first time, one that I
had turned over in my mind, in my mouth, in my fingers for a while on my own. It was already
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something I had lived with privately, but now I would hear it through the ears of others; the way
they play with it will show me how it strikes them. It shows me what they understand about it, and
how they imagine it developing to make room for the frequency range and tone colour of their
instrument. At first they are listening to see how the song goes. Because most of the songs are
repetitive, it is usually not necessary to even play through to the end before people have caught the
basic gist.
During the particular practice session I am describing, when the cello came in and started
playing with me, I initially got thrown off. I lost my bearings and was taken into the orbit of its
melodic pull – the entry had been a second voicing of the piano melody at a lower pitch, but the
rhythm had been off. I felt unanchored; careening vertiginously, I slowed down to try and find
where I was. I stopped playing. Because no one knew where we were going at that point, the entire
song stopped too. Being thrown off by the playing of someone else seems to be an undesirable sort
of self-forgetting, a form of complete surrender to their activity at the expense of one’s own
contribution. Especially since in those first times through a song, I am very much their anchor: I
keep the time and indicate changes. This pull toward playing someone else’s part in unison with
them was something I had to resist actively.
This was especially true for the performance of vocal harmonies. Singing alone, often we
imagine the pitch we want to hit before singing it. Doing so prepares the vocal chords and posture
so that when are ready to produce the pitch. But when singing in harmony with someone else,
imagining the sound that you want to be hearing while singing can easily lead unintentionally to
imagining the pitch of the other person, or some third pitch, perhaps a projected overtone. As a
biographical detail extraneous to any value in argumentation, I note here that one way to stay on
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track with my own vocal line while others are harmonizing around me is to recognize the body
position that produces the desired pitch within myself, rather than anticipatorily ‘hearing’ the pitch
coming up. It is to stay landed in my body producing the sound, not thinking of the sound
acousmatically.19
Before we got a drummer, the sense that I just described, that the song would stop if I got
lost or stopped playing, was prevalent even after the other members of the band were familiar with
the song.20 This evinced a dynamic that I wanted to eliminate from the band, but which proved
intransigent. I was the leader and the others were following me, but I wanted it to be a collective,
leaderless initiative. This changed with the addition of drummer Christine Agozzino. She kept
playing even if I fell out, allowing me to join back in when I got reoriented. ‘Off-loading’ the
responsibility of keeping time to another player was a huge relief to me and enabled me to play my
piano more expressively and to direct more energy to singing well. Simultaneously singing the main
vocal line, articulating the main chord progressions, and keeping the group together was too much
to do, and I felt this in my body. I felt like a cook in a kitchen with too many pots on the stove: I
could not orchestrate my bodily movements into positions of readiness for all the tasks at hand.21 It

For a look at the history of acousmatic listening (listening without reference to the identity of the sound
source), and in particular Pierre Schaeffer’s sense of it (which he views as akin to Edmund Husserl’s epoché),
see: Kane, Brian (2014). Sound Unseen: Acousmatic Sound in Theory and Practice. Oxford, England: Oxford
University Press.
20
Sudnow also notes the sense of responsibility for tempo assumed by the piano player in a group (Ways of
the Hand 30).
21
Sudnow describes this feeling well:
19
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became increasingly clear that in bringing a new song to the band, I was acquiring new limbs, or
rather, new organs were joining my body. Playing together with others was an expanded version of
playing together with my various appendages.22
However, this sense of other band members as additional appendages was only temporary.
Especially after Agozzino joined us, the music took on an independent identity freed from
dependence on any one of us, myself included. Anyone could play it, it had become a real song, and
it made its own demands. In time, I was just as much an appendage used for the song as anyone
else. And indeed, in a sense I always had been beholden to the song. Writing a song, although
assuredly a creative act, has something of the discovery about it; there does seem to be a necessity
involved in taking it one way rather than another during its genesis. 23
Performing on stage together is quite a different scenario from practicing together, because
whatever happens, we have to make it work in real-time. There is no question of stopping and
talking it out: everyone has to adapt to whatever idiosyncrasies arise in that moment on stage. To
me, this is exhilarating and the feeling of aliveness in the moment of performing is precisely what I
love about playing music. This attitude was, however, not shared among all band members, and

My hand jumped around from place to place like Chaplin stabbing about
with his wrenches. Chords would be missed altogether. I would draw a
blank […] there would be moments when I was simply immobilized and
nothing would come out. Then I would stab for something else that at home
had gone fairly well but now could not be smoothly taken up. (Ways of the
Hand 31-32)
Sudnow had this experience playing for the first time with a band after having learned to play alone.
22
For a Deleuzian take on the connections between bodies producing music together, listen to Chris Stover
in “Episode #70 – Epistemology Series: Real-Time Analysis.” Sound It Out. International Institute for
Critical Studies in Improvisation. Jan.23, 2018. This content will be the subject of a forthcoming book by
Chris Stover.
23
For an account that makes music primarily an act of discovering a pre-existing structure, see Dodd, Julian.
“Musical Works as Eternal Types.” British Journal of Aesthetics. 40 (4). 2000.
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this fundamental difference in approach to playing seriously affected how well we played together.
In particular, the singer and multi-instrumentalist Melanie Benard wanted there to be very little
room for improvisation in the songs we rehearsed and played; in my interpretation, she would
rehearse a song into its grave, whereas I believe she thought I wanted to get on stage before we
were ready. If all of the parameters of a song to be performed are determined in advance and there
is no room for spontaneity in the moment, I cannot play, and this is mostly not a principled stance,
it is an embodied one: my limbs flag, my shoulders sag, my head slumps to one side. My will drains
off and I become insensible, incapable of playing or even explaining why I cannot. This has
frustrated others a great deal. This happened at Katherine Peacock’s funeral and I was unable to
perform with everyone else at the funeral; we had, to my mind, over-rehearsed the evening prior.
The songs had become too ossified by that point, and I could not make my mouth move. They had
ceased calling to me and had become lifeless. My body would seem to mimic this lifelessness.
Additional to the imperative to continue playing even if mistakes are made, performing
adds another layer absent from practice situations: an audience. Performing for an audience
involves a listener who does not always reveal the quality of his or her listening during the
performance.24 When I introduce a new song to the band, I soon enough hear their listening
through their own playing. An audience showing its listening by dancing or grooving or clapping, is
from my point of view, very welcome. If the audience shows no expression during the show, it can
feel like I am inflicting my music onto them. I do not know how they are taking it: whether they

For a case study that highlights the vital contribution that an engaged audience can make to a
performance, see Montero-Diaz, Fiorella. “Singing the War: Reconfiguring White Upper Class Identity
through Fusion Music in Post War Lima.” Ethnomusicology Forum. 25 (2). 2016: 191 – 209.
24
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are willing to feel it in their bodies and go with you where you take it.
An audience’s exhibited reaction helps performers know what they sound like. Stage
monitors are another way that performers gauge their sound. If the monitors are set up poorly and
the performers cannot hear themselves or each other, it is very disorienting and hard to play. This is
the other side of the subject I highlighted earlier: playing with someone else can mean that you are
thrown off course by their playing, and it is important to chart your own clear path through the
song. However, without listening to the other performers, you cannot stay in time or in tune or in
the groove. You are not actually performing with them if you are not listening to them but are
rather like figures from different photographs cut out and pasted into a common background.
There is no unity, or else it is an artificial one.
Playing together is a highly reciprocal activity - each of us must perform our own part while
listening responsively to the other players, and we are aware of the playing of the others as a
listening to our own playing. This is surely one of the explicit themes of playing together. I
demonstrate my perception of the song in playing it, and witness the confirmation of my perception
by the other’s playing. I see that we perceive the song in compatible ways as evinced through our
playing. When we are really in sync with one another, locked into a groove, we are perceiving the
song together as one whole, and are aware of our co-perception. Being ‘tight’, playing really well
together, means that the players are acutely tuned into one another’s style and sense of song. This is
a theme of playing together in that we practice in order to achieve this togetherness, and this is also
what makes a show good. Although here there can be too much of a ‘practiced’ quality which fails
to attain this thematic attribute - if the mutual perception between players is not an evident aspect
of a performance then it seems to lack life and is considered over-rehearsed.
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The body is presented as a means in playing together in a number of respects. Firstly, in
practice, the warming up transition into practice makes me aware that my body must be in a
particular state to play: it is my body that must get in tune as well as my instrument. While playing
with others, I am presented with my body not only as a sound producer, but also as a sort of
metronome, or even a conductor, gesturally keeping the band together. Subtle gestures, eye
movements, and facial expressions are the means through which players help one another come in
on time and transition together. Gestures are also a way of heightening the coherence and energy of
a performance when used expressively or emphatically by performers. They can be indications to
the audience too, ways of showing them how to listen to the music with their bodies, such as by
dancing. Moving our bodies while playing in a dance-like way makes explicit the body as a means
for creating not only the sound, but also the listening fitting to that sound by leading the audience.
In performing together, music also reveals the body to me as its material form. The music,
while playing, seems to be enlisting my body and instrument in the performance, calling me to
move my limbs in a way that will articulate the song according to the demands of its integrity. The
body which appears to be music’s material form while playing together, is the entire unit together.
The band appears to be the body in which the music is taking place: together we are the limbs and
organs cooperating for a unified perception of the song. The material form that appears in
performing also extends to those in the audience demonstrating their listening through their
movement, reinforcing and augmenting the perceptual constancy of the band’s movements in
playing the song. The sense of being part of a larger body that can move together is a conspicuous
part of performing music with others. This sense contrasts distinctly with superficially similar
situations where great numbers of people are inhabiting a common location, such as on public
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streets in a dense metropolis. People in the latter scenario are uncoordinated and out of sync,
which we can observe in the frequent collisions between and among cars, bicycles, pedestrians and
local wildlife. Here we have very little sense of ourselves as part of a greater moving body involved
in co-perception. The generally cacophonous sound of these uncoordinated co-existences is noted.

1.6.

Conclusion: The Body as Means, Theme, and Material Form

We have seen in the five phenomenologies of music that the body presents itself as an issue
in music. We have categorized the presentation of the body as an issue under three rubrics: means,
theme, and material form. Admittedly, these three designations derive from contexts other than the
ones that we examine in our phenomenologies. However, the significance that they bear on their
own, outside of our descriptions, is not meant to eclipse that which we uncover in them; we
employ them only to put the evidence of the phenomenologies into greater relief. It is the ‘data’ of
those descriptions themselves that points us to the body as an issue for us in experiences of music.
In everyday life, the body is not conspicuous for us; it is not usually a problem for us or
something that we notice. Music is to be distinguished from this everyday inconspicuousness; music
is a site where the body comes to present itself in particular ways: as means, theme, and material
form. These characterizations of the body, derived through phenomenological description of
musical experience, incite further questioning. What is the body such that it can present itself to us
in music in this way? What is music such that it shows us the body as we have described? Why,
given the prominence of embodiment in musicking, does music seem so significant to us
existentially? This last question is a way of asking a more general question about the centrality of
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the body to our sense of life’s meaningfulness.
The following chapter, then, takes up these questions through a close reading of the sections
from Merleau-Ponty’s Phenomenology of Perception that especially treat the body. With the theoretical
clarity provided by Merleau-Ponty’s work, we will see that what is being revealed to us in these
phenomenologies is what Merleau-Ponty describes as the habit body. We shall find that the notion of
the habit body adequately addresses the questions that our phenomenologies raise in revealing the
body in musical experience as means, theme, and material form. In the chapters three and four, we
draw out the implications of this insight on our understanding of music as a source of personal
empowerment and social transformation.
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2. Chapter Two: Merleau-Ponty’s Habit Body
As we have seen in our five phenomenological case studies, the body is revealed to be a
means, a theme, and a material form in musical experience. In this chapter we would like to use the
philosophy of Merleau-Ponty in the Phenomenology of Perception to elaborate and interpret these
phenomenological revelations. We already have a preliminary grasp of each of these three ways of
realizing our embodiment through music, a grasp engendered by the phenomenologies in chapter
one. Our grasp will become more dexterous, however, if we read these concepts through Maurice
Merleau-Ponty’s understanding of the habit body. The habit body is the way we experience our
embodiment in habitual situations: it is the body as the carrier of sedimented meanings, the body
that automatically does what is needed in a situation without my having to reflect on it. We shall
discover that in all five described experiences of music, what is uncovered through
phenomenological attention is the habit body itself.
In the Phenomenology of Perception, Merleau-Ponty shows that being aware of objects and
having a meaningful world is dependent on the development of the sensory-motor system into a
habit body. The habit body develops through the use of the sensory-motor system to perceive
objects in their situation with detail and richness. Such perceptual optimality occurs through
movement: we adjust our sensory-motor system in order to create a perception in its detail and
richness. The habit body develops through movement, and it is through the habit body that we are
able to perceive optimally.
Without the development of a habit body, we would not have the capacities needed to bring
the world into focus. For example, to optimally experience the paddle of a canoe, I grip the top of
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it with one hand and loosely loop my fingers around the neck with the other. As I paddle with it, I
angle its face to pierce the surface of the lake squarely, rotating the wrist of the looping grip toward
the horizon as I pull back, so that the blade of the paddle cuts with the wake and not against it. All
of these motions and more are needed to have an experience of the paddle, paddling. But we
cannot put them all together such that we can have this experience on the very first time we pick up
a paddle. If we had to learn to experience objects freshly every time, we would be incapable of
perceiving them. We need to have a habit body to perform the required movements that bring out
the being of the world around us.

2.1.

Mechanistic and Intellectualist Shortcomings: A Third Approach to Embodiment

Merleau-Ponty came upon his understanding of the habit body by engaging with the
limitations of other ways of approaching the body, which he calls mechanistic and intellectualist
respectively. What Merleau-Ponty means by a mechanistic approach to the body is one that
understands the body and the experiences that we have through it as ultimately explicable in terms
of causes and effects occurring between objects. Merleau-Ponty defines an object as existing “partes
extra partes, and that consequently it acknowledges between its parts, or between itself and other
objects only external and mechanical relationships, whether in the narrow sense of motion received
and transmitted, or in the wider sense of the relation of function to variable” (PhP 73). These
relationships between objects are, on the mechanistic account, considered to occur in the ‘third
person,’ which is to say as an ‘it’ that contains no reference to a conscious subject whether ‘I,’
‘you,’ or ‘we.’
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If we think of the body as a machine in this way, as we do when we describe hearing as the
collision of sound waves with our cochlea, we quickly run up against explanatory difficulty that
throws us back into a search for a better frame of reference. Merleau-Ponty explores these
difficulties using a series of case studies involving patients with various forms of neural pathology.
Such cases studies, he claims, demonstrate the limits of thinking of the body as a machine and call
out for a better way of thinking about the body. In this course of his demonstration, we shall come
to see that the view of the body as a machine also does not align with what we observed about the
body in the course of our phenomenological descriptions.
Intellectualism, by contrast, is the notion that what we can know about the world is limited
to what is put there by the mind itself. This is to say that what we can know about the world is
confined to the sort of input, for lack of a better word, that the mind can process. In other words,
we can only know ideas. The consequence here is that the body as such is only knowable to the
extent that it is an idea. The possibility of a body that is not merely an idea but a means, even the
means, of knowing the rest of the world, does not appear comprehensible to intellectualism. The
“real sin of intellectualism,” Merleau-Ponty writes, “lies precisely in having taken as given the
determinate universe of science” (PhP 47).
In avowing a “consciousness of the object which claims to hold within itself the law or secret
of that object” (PhP 39), intellectualism “deprives the development of the experience of its
contingency and the object of its distinctive perceptual style” (PhP 39). By the end of the chapter
entitled “The Spatiality of One’s Own Body and Motility,” Merleau-Ponty concludes contra
intellectualism that approaching the body in the manner that he proposes “forces us to acknowledge
an imposition of meaning which is not the work of a universal constituting consciousness, a
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meaning which clings to certain contents” (PhP 147). We will be elaborating on precisely what type
of meaning ‘clings to contents’ further along. We conclude this overview of intellectualism by
stating that just as a mechanistic view of the body is too impoverished to accommodate our
phenomenologies of music, so too will we find the intellectualist view too feeble to account for the
evidence we uncovered.
In the course of interpreting what was at his time cutting edge experimental research in the
field of neurology, research whose significance is still hotly debated today, Merleau-Ponty
demonstrates the necessity for a third way of approaching the body and the experiences we have
through it. In the section of Merleau-Ponty’s text that we are considering here, he demonstrates his
“existential analysis” (PhP 136) through three main instances of neurological pathology. The first
centers around lesions in the senses and central regions in the brain respectively (PhP 74 - 75), the
second regards limb amputation and awareness of paralysis respectively (PhP 76 - 87), and the third
the perceptual consequences and theoretical revelations engendered by the study of a soldier with
shrapnel lodged in his brain (PhP 103 - PhP 141).
Each study reveals the limitations of mechanistic or intellectualist understandings of the
body and helps exhibit and characterize Merleau-Ponty’s own existentialist approach. The first
study reveals sensory attunement as a pre-requisite for perception. The second yields the
distinction between the body-at-this-moment and the habit body. The third case characterizes
motility as basic intentionality, and clarifies the composition of concrete and abstract movements
therein for both normal and pathological cases. In our view, all of these findings illuminate and lend
importance to the habit body as key to understanding the body in its constitutive and epistemic role
as we have observed it in the phenomenologies.
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One important take-away from what follows will be a recognition of music’s optimality for
accessing the body as Merleau-Ponty at pains reveals it through interpreting studies in
neuropathology. These studies engage with the body in a clinical setting, not as we live in and
through it. The living body can only be known in the course of living. However not all sites of living
are equally revelatory. Music presents the body in a flow of activity and passivity with others, a
body in the process of living. Unlike other contexts of living, music brings out the fundamental
nature of embodiment and also permits us to see it, hear it, move it. In drawing out MerleauPonty’s existential method, we will find musical participation to be precisely the sort of epistemic
situation capable of revealing to us the body as it is lived.

2.2.

Lesions in the Nervous System and Anticipatory Resemblance

The first type of case that Merleau-Ponty considers is of damage to the sense faculties and
central cortical regions of the brain. Subjects with these bodily injuries report that the perception of
colours, as well as the spatial organization of data are not altogether absent. Rather, they are
present but lacking in precision: “injury in the sensory routes” (PhP 73) is found to result in
decreased sensitivity to colour and touch respectively (PhP 74).25
Merleau-Ponty concludes from these data points that “lesion in the nervous tissue” (PhP 74)
cannot be said to “destroy, one after another, ready-made sensory contents” (PhP 74). This is what
would be expected on a mechanistic account of the body which, in brief, portrays sensory

Merleau-Ponty cites the following work as the source: Stein J. “Über die Veränderung der
Sinnesleistungen und die Entstehung von Trugwahrnehmungen.” Pathologie der Wahrnehmung, Handbuch der
Geisteskrankheiten. Berlin: Springer, 1928.
25
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experience as a sort of ready-made imprint of external reality onto the perceiver. That such
contents present themselves partially rather than not at all suggests that another explanation may be
more satisfying. According to the evidence, such nerve damage appears to render “the active
differentiation of stimuli […] increasingly unreliable” (PhP 74). This result, Merleau-Ponty thinks,
points to a discriminatory role for the nervous system, rather than one of wholesale receptivity to an
externally imposed imprint.
Unlike lesions located in the more peripheral circuits of nervous tissue however, lesions in
the central regions of the brain, “seem to leave qualities intact; on the other hand they modify the
spatial organization of data and the perception of objects” (PhP 74, emphasis mine). This finding
likewise counts against a mechanistic account of the body and shores up the idea that there is an
important organizational component to perception that is not contained in the sensory object itself.
From interpreting the data derived from both central and peripheral lesion locations, MerleauPonty concludes:
the ‘sensible quality,’ the spatial limits set to the percept, and even the presence
or absence of a perception, are not de facto effects of the situation outside the
organism, but represent the way in which it meets stimulation and is related to
it. An excitation is not perceived when it strikes a sensory organ which is not
‘attuned’ to it. (PhP 75)
Thus Merleau-Ponty argues that the perceptual system does not merely absorb the imprint of a
‘ready-made’ sensible world but contributes to its formation from the ground up through an always
already prior attunement to the sensory input the world provides. “An excitation is not perceived
when it strikes a sensory organ which is not ‘attuned’ to it” (PhP 75).
This is a crucial insight. The evidence from the experiments centering on damage to the
brain and the sensory system that Merleau-Ponty examines show that the nervous system anticipates
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the structure of the perceptible object in order to receive its particular sensual data, data which in
turn presents itself according to the shape of the invitation from the nervous system. We here note
the activity of the senses: the senses anticipate what we experience. However this is not an
anticipation devoid of passivity. The anticipation of perceptual fulfillment is itself, as we shall see
later on, a posture of readiness arrived at passively, through receptivity to the call of the object
itself.
The appropriate anticipation of sensory stimulation by the nervous system, and the
conforming of sensory information to the anticipatory structure - anticipatory resemblance - cannot be
understood, Merleau-Ponty claims, according to a mechanistic outlook on the body. “I cannot,” he
writes, “envisage this form which is traced out in the nervous system, this exhibiting of a structure,
as a set of processes in the third person” (PhP 75). This dance of sorts between the motivating
sensory situation, anticipatory resemblance, perceptual fulfillment, further sensory-motor
exploration, and habit acquisition is not best described as a series of causal relationships externally
situated to one another. Because each moment of this dance stands in an internal relationship to
every other, they can only be watched unfolding in their intimate mutual regard from within that
very pas de deux.26
In order to understand this mutual calibration between stimulus and nervous attunement,
we must, Merleau-Ponty claims, “go back to the body which I experience at this moment” (PhP 75).
The body that I experience at this moment is the body in movement, tracing out anticipated stimuli
(PhP 75). The way that perception works, that is, can only be understood through perception itself.

26

In Norman McLaren’s sense. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9bXWWz5Tv_I
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This methodological directive befits our sense that embodied musical activity is particularly
revelatory of the habit body as a key aspect of human existence. This methodological commitment,
indeed, is one reason why we cannot simply grasp the habit body and its significance through an
exegesis of Merleau-Ponty’s text.

2.3.

The Phantom Limb and Anosognosia

To make sure that we are persuaded that this lived bodily experience is actually a distinct
epistemological ground from mechanizing consciousness, Merleau-Ponty addresses a potential
objection to the distinction. Perhaps, someone might say, bodily experience lies not prior to and
underneath mechanistic understanding but at the “end of a chain of physical and physiological
events” (PhP 75), as an effect of physical causes. Might not bodily experience itself be amenable to a
mechanistic explanation? This would be a problem for framing lived bodily experience as a
methodological alternative to causal models, since if it were true that lived experience is merely
one more link in a causal chain, then it would not constitute a genuine alternative.
According to Merleau-Ponty, a consideration of the phantom limb phenomenon and
anosognosia - the condition of being blind to one’s disease - shows definitively why the lived
experience of the body can never be reducible to a mechanistic process. The second set of
experimental studies that Merleau-Ponty looks at, then, are introduced in order to ground the
approach that appeared necessary at the close of his treatment of the first. Once that ground has
been cleared and lived bodily experience established as a distinct starting point for insight into the
nature of perception and behaviour, Merleau-Ponty will employ this phenomenal body to lay bare
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the basic structures of experience pertinent to cases of injury and also the so-called normal case.27
Before beginning the exposition of Merleau-Ponty’s interpretation of these two
‘pathological’ conditions, let us first grasp them in their place within the field of neuropsychology.
The phantom limb phenomenon is closely related to that of anosognosia, although on close
inspection they appear to have distinct aetiologies. The term ‘anosognosia’ was coined by French
neurologist Josef François Babinski as a classification of patients possessing an apparent
obliviousness to their hemiplegia (paralysis in half of the body). The subsequent scholarly
commentary dissociates anosognosia from hemiplegia in particular and anosognosia can now be
understood generally as a certain form of ignorance of one’s own condition of disease, disability, or
ill health (Papagno and Vallar “Anosognosia” 180). As stated in the Encyclopedia of the Mind,
anosognosia “currently refers to lack of awareness of any deficit resulting from brain damage” (35).
However, in assessing the contemporary impact of Babinski’s cases, Papagno and Vallar
maintain that “[t]he precise interpretation of anosognosic phenomena remains controversial and a
matter of lively theoretical debate and empirical research” (“Anosognosia” 186). With a litany of
references to ongoing scholarly discussion, Papagno and Vallar report that at present, based on
their review of the literature, there is an emerging consensus that anosognosia for hemiplegia
cannot be interpreted as a “manifestation of a more general disorder of the internal representation
(image or schema) of the body (“Anosognosia” 182). In their view, it is not a matter of having an
incorrect mind map of one’s own body. Rather, according to Papagno and Vallar, scholarly

See the following for a discussion of extracting lessons about the ‘normal’ case from the ‘pathological:’
Jensen, Rasmus Thybo (2009). “Motor Intentionality and the Case of Schneider.” Phenomenology and the
Cognitive Sciences (2009) 8:371–388.
27
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thinking now suggests that anosognosia is “a manifestation of ‘motor neglect’ or of a deficit of
‘intention’ or ‘pre-motor’ planning’” (“Anosognosia” 186).
The contemporary rejection of the Internal Representation explanation for anosognosia
matches Merleau-Ponty’s rejection of a mechanistic account of it. According to Merleau-Ponty,
mechanistic understandings of the body would give the same explanation for both anosognosia and
the phantom limb, the latter of which we will encounter momentarily. On a mechanistic account,
he writes, “anosognosia is the absence of a fragment of representation which ought to be given,
since the corresponding limb is there; the phantom limb is the presence of part of the
representation of the body which should not be given, since the corresponding limb is not there”
(PhP 80). In short, he says, the mechanistic view entails that “the phantom limb is the actual
presence of a representation, anosognosia the actual absence of a representation” (PhP 80). He finds
such a view “imprisoned in the categories of the objective world, in which there is no middle term
between presence and absence” (PhP 80).
The contemporary interpretation of anosognosia implies that an unawareness of bodily
deficiency results from a paucity of motor intention in that part of the body. This implies that if
there were such an intention, the anosognosic would realize that they cannot use their body as before
and thereby become cognizant of the deficiency. Thus the anosognosic somehow knows not to form
motor intention in that part of the body. They are able to maneuver through the world without
bringing themselves face-to-face with their deficiency. We thus encounter a split in the
anosognosiac’s awareness between a consciousness that denies any illness or disorder, and a premotor or intentional awareness that expertly circumvents initiatives requiring capacities that are no
longer available: the action-initiating part of the anosognosic does know that there has been an
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injury, while the part of the anosognosic by which they earned their diagnosis, their explicit
awareness and speech, does not.
In a recent book chapter, Kirsten Jacobson insightfully discusses the unawareness in
anosognosia as spatial neglect, citing examples that demonstrate that “these persons at some level
have the ability to see their ‘neglected’ side, even if they do not acknowledge this (“Neglecting
Space” 105). She writes that in spatial neglect, the individual refuses to “respond with particularity
to this moment – that is, to live from her body-in-this-moment” (“Neglecting Space” 110). She
continues:
The spatial neglect sufferer’s habit body has ceased in significant ways to remain
open to this possibility of new development. Her body is holding on tightly to
one way of having and navigating a world even though it is no longer capable of
having such a world; as a result, her perception of that world closes her off from
noticing those arenas where the ‘I-cannot’ looms […] The sufferer of spatial
neglect represses that portion of her world that would push her to address the
need to develop a new world relation, a new habit body. (“Neglecting Space”
110-111)
In this sense the anosognosic is similar to the sufferer of the phantom limb: both are living out of a
body schema forged in the past, refusing to develop a new “spatial level” (“Neglecting Space” 102)
in the present.
The contemporary medical understanding of anosognosia underscores Merleau-Ponty’s
insistence on the need for a middle term between presence and absence. The way Merleau-Ponty
describes anosognosia resonates with the implications we have drawn out from the scholarly
consensus pointing to anosognosia as “a manifestation of ‘motor neglect’” (“Anosognosia” 186).
Merleau-Ponty writes: “the anosognosic leaves his paralyzed arm out of account in order not to
have to feel his handicap, but this means that he has a preconscious knowledge of it” (PhP 81).
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If understood along these lines, we can see how anosognosia is in some ways quite different
from the phantom limb phenomenon, even though Merelau-Ponty treats them together and they
have a common way of refusing to adapt to the present. While someone with anosognosia adapts
their movements to reflect the new bodily situation but will not acknowledge them consciously or
in language, in the case of the phantom limb by contrast, the individual has suffered the loss of a
limb but continues to operate as if they still had it in so far as they feel pain in it, even while
admitting that they know the limb has been severed. Let us now turn to the characterization of the
phantom limb phenomenon within the medical literature before taking up Merleau-Ponty’s
treatment of it.

The phantom limb phenomenon was given its first medical description in the 16th Century
by the pioneering French surgeon Ambroise Paré (Woodhouse “Phantom Limb” 132). 28 The term
‘phantom limb’ itself, however, was not introduced until 1871 when it was first used in a medical
journal by the American Civil War doctor Silas Weir Mitchell (Woodhouse “Phantom Limb”
132).29
Douglas B.Price and Neil J. Twombly, furthermore, have argued the phantom limb is a
phenomenon present in folkloric traditional descriptions of amputations that precede both of these
medical documentations. In The Phantom Limb Phenomenon A Medical, Folkloric, and Historical Study:
Texts and Translations of 10th to 20th Century Accounts of the Miraculous Restoration of Lost Body Parts,
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Price and Twombly argue that the phantom limb phenomenon - described as “an individual’s
perception or impression that a part of his body that is missing is still present, although not the
same as the actual part in all its aspects would be” (xiii) - is nearly ubiquitous among amputees
(xiii). Price and Twombly analyze original documents of six main folkloric legends which describe
an amputation and its return in miraculous terms. They hypothesize that stories which contain the
loss and restoration of body parts motif “represent a metaphorical or symbolic allusion to the
[phantom limb phenomenon]” (xv).
Annie Woodhouse, in her synoptic essay on the medical understanding of the phantom
limb, reiterates the thesis of Price and Twombly, demonstrated through other means: recent
medical studies suggest that 60–80% of amputees experience “phantom pain,” while 80–100%
experience “phantom sensation” (Woodhouse 132).30 It is common in the medical literature to
distinguish between phantom pain and sensation, as well as between them and “residual limb pain”
or “stump pain” (Woodhouse 132). In sum, the phantom limb phenomenon is a common if not
essential feature of the experience of amputation, and has been described using the culturally
prevalent forms of making sense of the world throughout recent if not all of human history. The
ubiquity of the experience tells us that an interpretation of the phantom limb phenomenon can
provide some sort of insight into the basic structure of human experience. It is to Merleau-Ponty’s
interpretation of such experience that we now turn.
Merleau-Ponty’s interpretation of the phantom limb phenomenon centers around the idea
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of ambiguity: Merleau-Ponty rejects a mechanistic explanation of the phantom limb phenomenon
because the terms of mechanistic description are insufficiently suited to account for the essentially
ambiguous nature of the phantom limb. However, Merleau-Ponty also gives other reasons for
rejecting a mechanistic approach, reasons that concomitantly help characterize the existentialist
approach that he adopts, and returns us to the important idea of ambiguity with a greater sense of
the dilemma that the phantom limb presents. The mechanistic outlook which would explain bodily
experience as a causal effect of physical events is challenged by the phantom limb phenomenon in
that there is no physical correlate to the experience of that part of the body. Because the limb is not
there, the reasoning would go, it cannot cause the experience of the limb.
Now, the defender of a mechanistic account would argue that the relevant nerves remain in
place and it is they that create the sensation of a phantom limb. But even if that were so, the
mechanistic view cannot accommodate the evidence that phantom limb pain and sensation only
occur in certain circumstances and not others. As Merleau-Ponty notes, “the memories recalled to
the one-armed man cause the phantom arm to appear” (PhP 85). The existence of the relevant
nervous pathways may be a necessary condition for the onset of the phantom limb, but not a sufficient
one if the phantom limb is not always present even though the nerves are.
As may be already intimated, an intellectualist version of phantom limb causation will
likewise not be sufficiently explanatory, according to Merleau-Ponty. An intellectualist view would
interpret the phantom limb as an image summoned through memory by associated images (PhP 85).
“Intellectual memory,” on Merleau-Ponty’s view however, “limits itself to a description of the past,
a past as idea” (PhP 86). The difficulty with the notion that the phantom limb experience is simply
an idea is that the experience of the phantom limb stops when the relevant nerves are definitively
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cut or cauterized (PhP 86). In line with what we highlighted above, the relevant neural pathways are
a necessary condition for the experience of the phantom limb, and so explaining the experience as
simply an idea brought on associatively through other ideas is insufficient.
We can see how the phantom limb phenomenon thus requires both a ‘mental’ component
as well as a ‘physical’ one. A hybrid model of causation, however, cannot succeed because of the
conceptual difficulty involved in explaining how psychic and physical processes could ever meet and
enter into a causal relationship (PhP 77). Merleau-Ponty considers the mysterious suggestion that
“organic repression” can locate this point of contact between them and thereby potentially vindicate
a mechanistic account of experience, but remains rightly skeptical that, in principle, any such point
of contact can be found (PhP 77). If causation cannot occur between psychic and physical processes
but the mechanistic explanation of experience requires it, then the mechanistic view cannot be
right. The lived experience of the body does not lie at the “end of a chain of physical and
physiological events” (PhP 75).

2.4.

The Habit Body and The Body-at-this-Moment

As we noted earlier, however, causal reasoning is in fact from the get-go incapable of
accounting for the phantom limb and anosognosia, according to Merleau-Ponty, because such
accounts only employ the categories of the objective world where “there is no middle term
between presence and absence” (PhP 80). The experience of the phantom limb and anosognosia are,
by contrast, experiences of ambivalent presences and absences (PhP 81); of the body as neither fully
present nor fully absent. This ambiguity, however, can be appreciated, Merleau-Ponty writes, if
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“understood in the perspective of being-in-the-world” (PhP 81). Martin Heidegger's notion of the
person as being-in-the-world is the idea that we do not exist as cognitive subjects isolated from our
environment but that our very reality is our meaningful engagement with our worldly situation. A
person, in other words, is a network of involvements. The ability to engage ambiguity is what
makes the perspective of being-in-the-world able to make sense of the phantom limb and
anosognosia. And what is more, when understood in terms of being-in-the-world, the phantom
limb and anosognosia shed light on the ambiguous nature of being-in-the-world in general. The
elucidation of the nature of these two sets of experience are indeed key moments in MerleauPonty’s articulation of his existentialist philosophy.
The ambiguity of the experience of the phantom limb, then, is the reason why the
mechanistic understanding of lived experience fails and also, Merleau-Ponty argues, why the
existential perspective succeeds. This ambiguity, moreover, “is that of all being in the world” (PhP
81). That is, the ambiguity that we find in the experience of the phantom limb can be extended to
encompass the structure of experience in general. Let us then unpack this sense of ambiguity in
some detail. Merleau-Ponty explains ambiguity in relation to the phantom limb as follows:
In the case under consideration, the ambiguity of knowledge amounts to this: our
body comprises as it were two distinct layers, that of the habit-body and that of
the body at this moment. (PhP 82)
The discrepancy between the two layers of body is what creates the ambiguous presence of the
phantom limb. The habitual body includes that limb but the body-at-this-moment does not. Let us
break down the notion of the habitual body.
Merleau-Ponty writes: “it is an inner necessity for the most integrated existence to provide
itself with an habitual body” (PhP 87). He explains the connection as follows:
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it is by giving up part of his spontaneity, by becoming involved in the world
through stable organs and pre-established circuits that man can acquire the
mental and practical space which will theoretically free him from his
environment and allow him to see it. (PhP 87)
If we were always seeing the world around us as if for the first time, we would be in constant
disorientation. Having “stable organs and pre-established circuits” is what allows us to recognize the
world that we are in and to be familiar with it. We can recall here an observation we made earlier,
Merleau-Ponty’s claim that the sensory-motor system anticipates the form of the perceptual object,
a “form which is traced out in the nervous system” (PhP 75). This anticipated structure provided by
stable organs and pre-established circuits is the habit body.
Prior to the establishment of stable organs and pre-established circuits, the initial situation is
one of indeterminacy. This indeterminacy can be understood as a perceptual dearth of richness and
detail, but one which hooks us, makes us want to change our position, squint, cock our ears, move
closer, in order to position ourselves opportunely in relation to the perceptual object. This initial
situation of indeterminacy, he writes:
presents only a practical significance; it asks for only bodily recognition; it is
experienced as an ‘open’ situation, and ‘requires’ the animal’s movements, just
as the first notes of a melody require a certain kind of resolution. (PhP 78)
In order to perceive a determinate object, in order to recognize and be oriented with respect to it,
we must move our bodies in the particular way demanded by that object. That is, we must prepare
our nervous system for perceptual detail by anticipating the form of the perceptual object as
specified by the environment we are in. Our bodies, then, are shaped and gain “stable organs and
pre-established circuits” in relation to “a definite environment” (PhP 82). Indeed, it is as our organs
and circuits become more stable and established that our environment comes to have definition at
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all. Our sensory-motor system and our environment are mutually defined.
In becoming familiar with a specific environment, we are, therefore, also, implicitly,
becoming familiar with our own bodies. “I am conscious of my body via the world” (PhP 82),
Merleau-Ponty writes. “My body,” he continues, “is the unperceived term in the center of the
world towards which all objects turn their face” (PhP 82). My experience of a specific environment
entails an experience of my own body as participant in that environment. This can be understood
most basically in the case of vision, where my position in the room gives me the perspective and
angles of the furniture, plants, and dishes that I have. It can also be understood in relation to music,
where tapping the toe, waving a hand, or dancing may be imperative to perceiving the nuances of a
complicated rhythmic structure. In this way, when I perceive objects ‘out in the world’ I am also
perceiving my own body out there, since the way that object ‘out there’ appears is determined in
part by the activity of my body in making it appear that way.
This means that in perceiving an environment, the circuits and dispositions required to
perceive that environment are attuned to it. This point is central to how Merleau-Ponty explains
the case of the phantom limb, a case which, as we have noted, then comes to illustrate the
existential situation overall.
It is precisely when my customary world arouses in me habitual intentions that
I can no longer, if I have lost a limb, be effectively drawn into it, and the
utilizable objects, precisely in so far as they present themselves as usable appeal
to a hand which I no longer have. (PhP 82)
It is because my limbs participate in creating the perception of a particular environment that having
the perception of that environment invokes the sense of that limb. A certain perceptual
environment affords the ambiguous presence of the limb. In so far as the limb forms part of the
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habitual body whose stable organs and circuits enabled the determinacy of a particular
environment, the individual suffering an injury experiences that limb as part of the perception of
the environment. Nevertheless, as we know, the limb has been severed and no longer does form
part of the ‘body at this moment.’ The body-at-this-moment affords the ambiguous absence of the
limb. In this way, understanding the case of the phantom limb in terms of the habitual body and the
body-at-this-moment makes sense of the ambiguity of the limb in ways not available to causal,
mechanistic thought.
This understanding of the phantom limb and anosognosia, moreover, implies that they are,
as we have said, particular cases of the more general dynamic whereby one environment or
situation comes to define our way of interacting with the world, a way of interacting that we repeat
throughout our lives, even in our encounters with other environments. Otherwise put, our past
ways of existing continue to offer themselves to us in the present by the perceptual organization of
our world: “There is then,” Merleau-Ponty writes, “a certain consistency in our ‘world,’ relatively
independent of stimuli” (PhP 80). We perceive our body as it is now in relation to this relatively
consistent world of the habitual body.
Recall that the key finding for our purposes that Merleau-Ponty garners from the study of
the phantom limb and anosognosia is the distinction between the body-at-this-moment and the
habit body which underlies both the particular experience of the phantom limb and the ambiguity of
perception generally. These aspects of the phenomenal body, the lived body, form the basis for the
rest of Merleau-Ponty’s existential phenomenology of perception. Having discovered the need for a
third approach (beyond mechanism and intellectualism) to the study of the body in his examinations
of neural and cortical damage, he demonstrates the existence of the phenomenal body and the
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possibility of doing existential analysis.
In considering the general applicability of the phantom limb case to an existentialist
phenomenology drawn from the lived experience of the body, we could put the matter as follows:
in experience, we perceive our projects and our own commitment to those projects. This portion
of experience would be akin to the ambiguous presence of the phantom limb. But also in
experience, we understand our freedom not to continue to commit to that project, perhaps
revealed by our inability to do so. This would be akin to the ambiguous absence of the limb.
Together these two features of experience constitute the ambiguity of existence in general.
Otherwise put: I am actively involved in determining projects and plans whose course I myself set
in motion in the past. But I am constantly thrown up against an awareness that I may not necessarily
continue in that course, be it due to a missing limb, a new limb, a new friend, a new piece of
information, or simply my own freedom. As Merleau-Ponty puts it: “The ambiguity of being-inthe-world is translated by that of the body, and this is understood through that of time” (PhP 85). In
chapter four we will consider the question of temporality in relation to the habit body more fully.
However at this point we can see clearly that our present is not entirely created within the present.
My body-at-this-moment is animated by a body from the past, the habit body.
Before concluding this section, however, we will address a potential worry. As we have
seen, the habitual body and the body-at-this-moment layer over one another to create the
ambiguous presence of the phantom limb. But if having determinate perceptions requires moving in
anticipation of that very perception, which we discussed earlier as anticipatory resemblance, we
must ask, with Merleau-Ponty: “How can I perceive objects as manipulatable when I can no longer
manipulate them?” (PhP 82). This question bridges the transition from a specific analysis of the
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phantom limb to an account of embodied existential being-in-the-world itself, because it is
tantamount to asking why it is that we continue replaying old scenarios in new contexts, why “I
forgo my constant power of providing myself with ‘worlds’ in the interest of one of them” (PhP
83).
Merleau-Ponty provides two solutions to this puzzle. The first is this:
The manipulatable must have ceased to be what I am now manipulating, and
become what one can manipulate; it must have ceased to be a thing
manipulatable for me and become a thing manipulatable in itself. (PhP 82,
emphasis mine)
Once the power to manipulate an object is sedimented and stabilized as a habit, things take on a
more stable identity too, with regard to that habit. The thing manipulated has become manipulable,
giving it an air of generality. Merleau-Ponty calls “the transition from first person existence to a
sort of abstraction of that existence” (PhP 83) repression.
But why does the habitual body makes a transition toward an abstraction of that first person
existence at all? Recapitulating what we have said in the forgoing will help shore up this question.
We know that the sensory-motor system conditions itself to perceive its environment in richness
and detail; to be oriented is to recognize how to move in order to perceive this richness and detail.
This awareness of the bodily maneuvers required to know our environment become automatic,
reflexes, “stable organs and pre-established circuits” (PhP 87), in short the habit body. These
circuits and organs allow us, in Merleau-Ponty’s thinking, to achieve the freedom and distance we
need to see our world (PhP 87).
In habit, our movements become invisible to us such that all we are aware of is the definite
environment with its implicit imperatives to behave as we already are, for example, to grasp the
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mug of coffee. Although our perception of the mug as graspable was initially configured by the
interaction of the mug and my hand, by the time the habitual body is in place, the mug has taken on
all of the properties that might have previously been dispersed between my body and the mug:
graspable. The generalization of the imperatives from the world that condition our reflexes into
stable organs and circuits is an inherent feature of the process of stabilizing our movements and
motions into a habit body: we perceive an environment that is generalized using established circuits
and stable organs.
A habit body then, is a repeatable pattern unifying appendages through movement aiming at
an increasingly determinate object in the world. It is a built up system of anticipatory resemblance
in response to the suggestion of the sensible world. It is a necessity for a person to acquire a habit
body, says Merleau-Ponty, in order to “theoretically free him from his environment and allow him
to see it” (PhP 87). For without a habit body we would dwell exclusively on an indeterminate and
unrepeatable plane of suggestion and suggestibility. However, for a habit body to work properly it
must not only operate within the determinate environment in which it has been configured. As we
shall see in the next section, the habit body is comprised of both concrete and abstract movement.
Abstract or virtual movement has a projective function, which is damaged in the next case from
neuropsychology that we will examine. It is this projective function within the habit body that
allows the habit body to be the source of freedom from the environment needed to, as MerleauPonty puts it, “see it” (PhP 87).

2.5.

Johann Schneider: Motility and the Body Schema

We said above that Merleau-Ponty examines three types brain injury in order to
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demonstrate the inadequacies of intellectualist and mechanistic approaches to embodiment and to
shore up his own existential approach. We now turn to the third of types of injury: a soldier with
shrapnel lodged in his brain. The preceding two types of injury were treated by Merleau-Ponty in
“The Body as Object and Mechanistic Physiology.” The study of the soldier Johann Schneider
comes from “The Spatiality of One’s Own Body and Motility.” We include our analysis of it here
because it helps to further characterize the habit body in important ways. In particular, MerleauPonty’s study of motility shows that the habit body is established, reinforced, and exhibited through
motility.
Near the conclusion of “The Spatiality of One’s Own Body and Motility,” a long and
circuitous chapter, Merleau-Ponty looks back at what he has achieved in writing it. His sense of
what that chapter has achieved is remarkable and is worth noting both in its own right and as a
comment on the importance of the habit body itself:
To sum up, what we have discovered through the study of motility, is a new
meaning of the word ‘meaning.’ (PhP 146)
At issue is the very meaning of meaning! In carefully describing the body phenomenologically, it
would seem, we are concomitantly opening upon the question of what meaning means; what deep
sense underlies the significances that, once sedimented, are taken for granted in the course of our
everyday existence. Unpacking what Merleau-Ponty means in saying that his study of motility
discovers “a new meaning of the word ‘meaning’’’ is asking the question: how is sense enabled by
movement? Merleau-Ponty offers us his answer via his analysis of the patient Schneider.
The analysis of the patient Schneider that Merleau-Ponty provides draws on the
observations and analysis of the wounded German soldier Johann Schneider made by the pioneering
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Gestalt psychologists Adhémar Gelb and Kurt Goldstein. Gelb and Goldstein published their
observations and analysis of Schneider’s symptoms - whom Gelb and Goldstein refer to in
abbreviated fashion as Schn - in the now seminal work that Merleau-Ponty cites in this section:
“Psychologische Analysen hirnpathologischer Falle auf Grund von Untersuchungen Hirnverletzer.”
Recent scholarship revisits the case of Johann Schneider, Gelb and Goldstein’s documentation and
analysis of it, and the crucial influence this work has had advancing the field of neuropsychology,
now in its heyday. We shall contextualize Merleau-Ponty’s appeal to Gelb and Goldstein using
Georg Goldenberg’s chapter entitled “Goldstein and Gelb’s case Schn: A Classic Case in
Neuropsychology?”
Johann Schneider was a 23-year-old mineworker who in June of 1915, while serving as a
musketeer in the German army during WWI, received two wounds to the back of the head by
mine-splinters. After spending four days unconscious, he was transferred to the Frankfurt military
hospital for rehabilitation. There he was trained in leather-working, manufacturing wallets and
pencil cases (“Classic Case” 281). At that hospital, the director of the brain injury department was
Kurt Goldstein; Goldstein first examined Schneider with the help of psychologist Adhémar Gelb
four months after Schneider arrived at the Frankfurt hospital (“Classic Case” 282). Schneider
departed the military hospital in 1918 and settled down in a village near Frankfurt; he got married
and lived, practicing his new trade and raising a family (“Classic Case” 294). He opened a grocery
store in 1931, which he gave up in 1944 after his house was bombed. After the war he was elected
mayor and fulfilled this function until at least 1949 (“Classic Case” 294).
During most of this time, Schneider was receiving a pension for ‘mindblindness and
cerebellar disturbances,’ and continued to be examined at the military hospital by Goldstein and
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Gelb (“Classic Case” 282). During these examinations, Schneider, or ‘Schn,’ displayed “alexia,
form agnosia, loss of movement vision, loss of visual imagery, tactile agnosia, loss of body schema,
loss of position sense, acalculia, and loss of abstract reasoning.” (“Classic Case” 282).31
Merleau-Ponty makes his case about the meaning of meaning - “a meaning which clings to
certain contents” (PhP 147) - through an analysis of the patient Schneider:

Goldenberg argues that such displays were fictitious contrivances of Goldstein, Gelb, and Schneider
himself. Goldenberg’s argument that Schneider’s symptoms were “fantastic embellishments” (“Classic Case”
282) - but ones that fall short of full-blown “scientific fraud” (“Classic Case” 291) - draws attention to
evidence presented in subsequent examinations of Goldstein and Gelb’s work by Eberhard Bay and Richard
Jung respectively. See: Bay, Eberhard, Otto Lauenstein, and Paul Cibis (1949). “Ein Beitrag zur Frage der
Seelenblindheit: der Fall Schn. von Gelb und Goldstein.” Psychiatrie, Neurologie und medizinische
Psychologie, 1, 73 – 91, and Jung, Richard (1949). “Über eine Nachuntersuchung des Falles Schn. von
Goldenstein und Gelb.” Psychiatrie, Neurologie und medizinische Psychologie, 1, 353 - 363.
These re-examinations highlight a discrepancy between the symptoms Schneider presented in his
everyday life and those that came into prominence in testing situations, concluding that “Schn’s symptoms
were faked” (“Classic Case” 292). Goldenburg cites a taste for ‘wholistic’ theories over ‘mechanistic ones’
between the wars as motive for Goldstein and Gelb to fabricate the case of Schn (“Classic Case” 297 - 298),
who himself was willing to assume his part, allegedly, because “Johann Schneider benefited substantially
from being case Schn” (“Classic Case” 294). Goldenberg fails to mention any specific benefit, however,
aside from a supposed “suspicion of malingering” (“Classic Case” 295), which can hardly be considered a
substantial.
In his summation of the differences between Schneider’s symptoms outside of the examination
room and those displayed inside, Goldenberg undermines his authorial credibility by demonstrating his
judgement to be immoderate and calumnious:
Schneider and Schn. were two different personalities. Schneider was an amiable, open-minded,
vivid human being. Schn., by contrast, was a freak: speaking with an exalted, monotonous voice,
shaking all over the body, exploring the world around him like an alien, he resembled a strange
automaton more than a human being. (“Classic Case” 295)
Goldenberg’s thesis is unsupported by the evidence that he provides in “Goldstein and Gelb’s Case
Schn.: A Classic Case in Neurospychology?” It is useful, however, in the biographical information it imparts
on the way to its unfounded conclusion, as well as in raising the important topic of how data used in theory
building is garnered. More charitably framed, Goldenberg’s objection to Goldstein and Gelb’s work on
Schneider could have been an insistence that data from clinical settings be supplemented with data from
everyday life in order to generate the fullest picture of the subject. The important insight that different
contexts afford different perceptual capacities need not invalidate Case Schn as a valuable source of insight
into the fundamental nature of perceptual life. Furthermore, a distinct difference in behaviour between the
concrete situation of everyday life and the abstracted clinical setting in which Schneider’s symptoms were
especially pronounced is entirely what would be expected if indeed the difficulty with Schneider is that he
lacks the ability to perform abstract movements but is able to perform concrete ones.
31
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we need to understand both how Schneider’s complaint everywhere overshoots
particular contents – visual, tactile and motor – of his experience, and how it
nevertheless attacks the symbolic function only through the specially chosen
material provided by sight. (PhP 126)
Merleau-Ponty finds the intellectualist and the mechanistic explanations of Schneider’s symptoms
to obviate this dual prioritization.
Intellectualist views, Merleau-Ponty contends, cannot explain why Schneider lost his
capacity for abstraction through damage to his organs of sight specifically. Further clarifying the
difficulty that Schneider presents for intellectualism, Rasmus Thybo Jensen writes:
the concrete behaviour of the patient forces the intellectualist to admit that there
is way of being directed towards spatial objects that does not require
representational awareness of spatial locations. (“Motor Intentionality” 379)
This is to say that the sort of objective spatial knowledge that an intellectualist account avows is not
necessary for the sort of movement that Schneider is capable of: concrete movement. Neither,
according to Jensen’s helpful way of articulating the matter, is such representational knowledge of
space sufficient to produce such behaviour, even in combination with a body “capable of executing
the relevant movements” (“Motor Intentionality” 380). On the other hand, mechanistic accounts
cannot explain why damage to the visual system would result in the loss of the categorical attitude;
mechanistic accounts would hold that damage to the visual system would result in injury to the
visual system alone, rather than to a more general projective function that has consequences for
other perceptual faculties (such as touch) and movement in general. The alternative that MerleauPonty offers instead is an “existential analysis” (PhP 136).
Merleau-Ponty contends that Schneider’s ability to perform ‘concrete movement’ but not
‘abstract movement’ – cashed out as the difference between Greifen (grasping) and Zeigen (pointing)
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respectively – makes sense only if we consider them to be distinct existential attitudes: “the two
responses cease to merge into one another only if we consider the Zeigen and the Greifen as […]
two types of being in the world” (PhP 123). Schneider is able to scratch areas of his body but not
point to them. He is able to perform motions like drawing a circle in the air upon verbal command,
but only after doing preparatory movements as if he were locating his limb and getting into
position. Merleau-Ponty articulates the difference and relationship between the two, abstract and
concrete:
The abstract movement carves out within that plenum of the world in which
concrete movement took place a zone of reflection and subjectivity; it
superimposes upon physical space a virtual or human space. (PhP 111)
We see here how even though concrete and abstract movement can be separated, they are usually
working together: abstract movement superimposes a virtual space within the world of concrete
movement. As Kurt Goldstein and Martin Scheerer say in their text Abstract and Concrete Behavior:
Although the normal person’s behaviour is prevailingly concrete, this
concreteness can be considered normal only as long as it is embedded in and codetermined by the abstract attitude. For instance, in the normal person both
attitudes are always present in a definite figure-ground relation. (Abstract and
Concrete 8)
In terms of separability, however, Merleau-Ponty offers the difference between beckoning to a
friend (“come here”) and flexing one’s arm in illustration of the two modes of movement (PhP
111). These gestures might appear identical if taken in isolation. But the critical distinction between
them actually lies there, in their respective incapacity and capacity to be isolated from their context.
The distinguishing feature of abstract movement is that it “throws out its own background” (PhP
111) through the power of “projection” (PhP 112) or “summoning” (PhP 112), whereas concrete
movement “adheres to a given background” (PhP 111). For those patients who have lost their
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capacity for abstract movement and are living in concrete movement exclusivity, according to
Merleau-Ponty: “For these patients the world exists only as one ready-made or congealed” (PhP
112).32
This life in a ‘ready-made world’ results because the projective function underlying abstract
movement is the means by which the “geographical setting” (PhP 112)33 is transformed into a
“behavioural [setting], a system of meanings” (PhP 112):34
for the normal person his projects polarize the world, bringing magically to view
a host of signs which guide action, as notices in a museum guide the visitor.
(PhP112)
So the power underlying abstract movement is also the power that sustains the fresh and
transformative potential of concrete movement within an established behavioural milieu. This is
simply to emphasize that abstract movement and its projective function are not merely theatrical or
pantomimic in application, but are in fact an essential component of ‘normal’ human behaviour tout
court.
The power of projection that Schneider has lost is not one that stems from a particular sense
faculty, such as vision, but flows through all of the sense faculties from a more fundamental source,
according to Merleau-Ponty:
a function much deeper than vision, deeper too than touch […] the subject’s vital
area: that opening upon the world which has the effect of making objects at
present out of reach count notwithstanding for the normal person. (PhP 117)

In the French it is: “Le monde n’existe plus pour eux que comme un monde tout fait ou figé” (130).
The original French has is: “l’entourage géographique” (130).
34
The French: “un milieu de comportement, un sysème de significations” (130).
32
33
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Still, it is through damage to the visual system that Schneider has lost his projective capacity. How
is this to be explained? Merleau-Ponty offers the notion of Fundierung (founding) (PhP 127) in
answer.
Consciousness, he maintains, develops visual data beyond their own specific significance,
and is sublimated in figurative forms of vision (PhP 137). These forms include the projective
function, whereby the visual dynamic of the point/horizon structure - where something in focus
stands out relative to an out-of-focus background - is recapitulated in our basic perceptual structure
as sense-making beings. Such forms also appear in metaphorical language about vision that describes
human consciousness itself. For example, we ‘see’ the point being made, she ‘looks down’ on her
co-workers, his comments are ‘insightful.’ The relationship of founding precludes asserting one or
the other – vision or projective function – as more basic: we cannot “say that man sees because he is
Mind, nor indeed that he is Mind because he sees” (PhP 137). To see as the human being sees, and
to be Mind, he claims, are synonymous (PhP 137).
This relationship between bodily capacities and their pre-formative relationship to higherorder functions of human experience is contentious, and important. We will consider this
relationship in greater detail in chapter four. Martina Reuter, in “Merleau-Ponty’s Notion of Prereflective Intentionality,” highlights how Merleau-Ponty took up Husserl’s notion of operative
intentionality and developed it into what we are seeing here:
Here, beneath the intentionality of judgings or acts, Merleau-Ponty finds
operative intentionality. He claims that every active process of signification,
every Sinngebung, is derivative and secondary in relation to the “pregnancy of
meaning within signs which could serve to define the world” (PhP 429). In Signs,
Merleau-Ponty also discusses this “pre-theoretical constitution” which accounts
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for pre-given kernels of meaning [Signs 65]. (“Pre-Reflective” 80).35
From Reuter’s interpretation of the relationship between act intentionality (judging etc.) and
operative intentionality (the founding relationship that we are currently exploring), one gleans the
idea that the former depends upon the latter. In other words, it suggests that higher-order activities
such as identification, classification, comparison, and evaluation are pre-figured by our embodied
perceptual relationships with the world.
Sean Kelly, however, interestingly argues for the relative independence and “distinction
between intentional and motor intentional activity” (“Merleau-Ponty on the Body” 382). Pointing
to research by David Milner and Melvyn Goodale that suggests there is “an independent stream of
visual information that is directly tied to action” (“Merleau-Ponty on the Body” 389), Kelly argues
that there is a distinct logical structure to motor intentionality compared to that of cognitive or
reflective intentional states (“Merleau-Ponty on the Body” 387).36 This distinction centers around a
difference between content and attitude, possible, Kelly holds, in the cognitive intentional state but
impossible for the motor intentional state. He writes, “motor intentional activity […] essentially
discloses the world to us, in other words, but cannot be captured in the process of doing so”
(“Merleau-Ponty on the Body” 389). The visual information that is tied directly to action, that is, is
a way of being in the world and knowing it that cannot be re-captured later in reflection upon it.

The reference to Signs is to this text: Merleau-Ponty, Maurice (1960). Signs. Trans. Richard C.
McCleary. Northwestern University Press, Evanston, IL. The reference to Phenomenology of Perception is to
the Colin Smith translation that we are also working with.
36
Milner, A. David and Goodale, Melvyn A. (1995). The Visual Brain in Action. Oxford, England: Oxford
University Press.
35
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Kelly finds this vision of motor intentionality to cohere with “Schneider’s report of his own
experience, which is a kind of pure motor intentionality, for he says,
I experience the movements as being a result of the situation, of the sequence of
events themselves; myself and my movements are, so to speak, merely a link in
the whole process and I am scarcely aware of any voluntary initiative. It all
happens independently of me. (“Merleau-Ponty on the Body” 390) 37
Kelly thus aligns himself with an interpretation of Schneider’s behaviour that preserves the vitality
of Schneider’s motor intentionality. This position is one of two that Rasmus Thybo Jensen claims
combine to generate ‘Zaner’s Paradox:’ “the patient is said both to have a preserved and an
impaired non-representational familiarity with his own body and his surroundings” (“Motor
Intentionality” 371).38
The paradox is this: on the one hand, it is through the analysis of Schneider that an
understanding of the phenomenal body and motor intentionality is arrived at, and this dimension of
being is said to be a fundamental aspect of human experience of any sort. On the other hand,
Schneider is said to be damaged precisely here, in the facet of motor intentionality, specifically the
part involving abstract movement. This second ‘horn’ of the paradox is given priority by the
commentator Hubert Dreyfus, who “emphasizes the differences between a pathological version and
a normal version of motor intentionality” (Motor Intentionality” 372).39 The paradox thus amounts

The quotation from Schneider is in our version of the Phenomenology of Perception on page 105 (Colin Smith
translation).
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The paradox is written about in Zaner, R. M. (1964). “The Problem of Embodiment, Some
Contributions to a Phenomenology of the Body.” Phaenomenologica. 17. The Hague, The Netherlands:
Martinus Nijhoff. 186
39
Dreyfus, Hubert. (2007). “Reply to Romdenh-Romluc.” Reading Merleau-Ponty. New York, NY:
Routledge: 64. Also in this camp is Waldenfels, Bernhard. (2000). Das leibliche Selbst. Frankfurt am Main:
Suhrkamp Verlag.
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to the conflicted claim that Schneider is both normal and not normal; both generalizable and
particular.
Putting the paradox this way, we can see precisely how Merleau-Ponty might address it.
Jensen calls Zaner’s Paradox a “methodological ambiguity - motor intentionality is both revealed by
its (1) preservation and (2) impairment” (“Motor Intentionality” 371). But ambiguity is precisely
the quality that Merleau-Ponty’s “existential analysis” is built to accommodate. To the extent that
the notion of preserved impairment or impaired preservation renders an ambiguity or ‘paradox,’
Merleau-Ponty is well capable of addressing this issue. Let us turn to the notion of founding in
answer.
Merleau-Ponty describes founding as a relationship between matter and form that links an
origin – such as a disturbance in the visual system – with essence – such as the loss of the projective
function (PhP 126). Merleau-Ponty calls this dialectic between content (e.g. visual disturbance) and
form (e.g. projective function) existence, which he defines as “the perpetual re-ordering of fact and
hazard by a reason non-existent before and without those circumstances” (PhP 127). This
movement of existence, he claims, is what guides the ‘radical diversity of contents’ towards the
‘intersensory unity of a ‘world’ (PhP 137). “Consciousness,” he writes, is being-towards-the-thing
through the intermediary of the body” (PhP 139).
In answer to the paradox or ambiguity highlighted by Jensen, then, we can assert the
following: the phenomenal body and motor-intentionality as a layer of human experience revealed
by an existential analysis of Schenider’s case is, on the one hand, ‘normal’ and generalizable. On the
other hand, the specific shape of any particular phenomenal body or motor-intentional circuit is a
function of the particular contents through which it develops and is, in a sense, ‘pathological’ and
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particular. The ‘normal’ case is one which founds its own order through the particular contents at
hand. Let us build on this sense of founding by understanding the paradoxical flexibility and stability
of the phenomenal body through the idea of the body schema and habit body.
The way that our projects and plans develop out of contents but also underlie the way those
very contents appear to us can be understood through Merleau-Ponty’s uptake of the idea of a body
image or body schema, and more fully through the habit body. Although the translation that we are
working with here renders the French “schéma corporel” (Phénomenology de la perception 114)
into “body image,” Shaun Gallagher’s work has argued that this is a confused translation. We will
employ the term “body schema” to refer to Merleau-Ponty’s “schéma corporel,” except when
quoting directly from Colin Smith’s translation, which we will avoid doing to limit confusion.
Douwe Tiemersma’s informative paper “‘Body-Image’ and ‘Body-Schema’ in the Existential
Phenomenology of Merleau-Ponty” provides enlightening contextualization for Merleau-Ponty’s
reception of the idea. Tiemersma identifies the first reference to the notion of a body ‘schema’ as a
typology of one’s body in a 1905 article by P. Bonnier entitled “L’aschematie” (Tiemersma 246).40
The classical definition of the body schema, one of the two that Merleau-Ponty draws on, is given
by H. Head in a paper from 1911. Head describes the ‘schema’ or ‘postural model of ourselves’
(Tiemersma 247) as (1) not a visual image, (2) plastic, and as (3) a standard against which all
changes in posture are measured (Tiemersma 247). Head further proposes a second schema for the
surface of our bodies. Together these two schemata work together in expanding our “power of

40

Bonnier, P. (1905), “L’aschematie,” Revue neurologique. 13: 605 - 609.
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localization” through tools: we here find the source of the example Merleau-Ponty cites - the
woman whose body schema extends through the feather in her hat (Tiemersma 247) 41
The other influence that Merleau-Ponty draws on is Paul Schilder who articulated a version
of Head’s account combined with a psychoanalytical sensibility. In Schilder’s characterization, the
body schema is formed via contact with surroundings based on an anticipatory plan (Tiemersma
247) and operates as a standard for making sense of received sensory impulses (Tiemersma 247).
The schema comprises emotional attitudes towards the body and their underlying personality traits
(Tiemersma 248), and is connected to the postural modes of others, having a libidinous function
that is also emotional (Tiemersma 248). 42
Merleau-Ponty claims that in the way it has been used by psychologists, body schema is
ambiguously posited as, one might say, both a posteriori and a priori. It is supposed by psychologists,
Merleau-Ponty says, to be a “compendium of our bodily experience” (PhP 98): a record of our
sensory motor history, a tabulation of associations (a posteriori). But it is also described, he claims,
as the law of our body’s constitution, a regulatory schedule that arranges these associations (a priori)
(PhP 99). In underscoring the importance of the body schema, David Morris writes:
if there were not a 'prelogical unity of the body schema,' that presumptively
expresses a unification of two moving eyes toward a world of unified things, then
binocular vision would never perceive a (presumptively) unified world (“The
Logic of the Body” 64.)

Head, Henry, and Sir Gordon Homes. (1912). “Sensory Disturbance from Cerebral Lesions.” Brain. 34:
102 - 254.
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Schilder, Paul (1923). Das Körperschema. Berlin: Springer. The Image and Appearance of the Human Body.
New York, NY: International Universities Press, 1970.
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Merleau-Ponty points out that these characterizations of the body schema conflict with one
another, if understood according to a mechanistic framework that advocates unidirectional
causation. Reframing it according to his existentialist phenomenology, Merleau-Ponty describes the
body schema as:
neither the mere copy nor even the global awareness of the existing parts of the body,
[…] its active integration of these latter only in proportion to their value to the
organism’s projects. (PhP 100)
The body schema is here negatively defined as not an image of one’s body-at-this-moment, nor a
total awareness of that momentary body itself (as opposed to an image of it). Our faculties and
organs are included in our body schema in so far as they are applicable to the specific perceptual
task at hand. The body schema is not a mental representation of the position of our limbs, nor is it a
pre-determined template outlining the contours of our possible bodily experience. The body
schema is structured by our active engagement with the world around us, our projects in that
environment that are elicited from that environment itself. The spatiality of the lived body is thus “a
spatiality of situation” (PhP 100). This means that the body schema does not constitute an exhaustive
compendium of one’s available limbs and faculties, but rather a choreography designed for a
particular task in a particular situation.
Merleau-Ponty writes that the body is “the third term, always tacitly understood, in the
figure-background structure” (PhP 101). When in the most propitious state of movement, tension,
and stillness – when it is set to focus – the body initiates perceptual determinacy, an object or
figure. This object or figure, often experienced as existing at a distance from us, is nevertheless part
of our bodily space. The spatiality of the body encompasses the objects that we perceive through
the motion of the body. It does so because the actual positioning of the body is a response to
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perceptual indeterminacy, an attempt at determination. The body is “polarized by its tasks” (PhP
101) and is the “collecting together of itself in pursuit of its aims” (PhP 101). The spatiality of the
body is the way my environment, by calling my body into a position of perception, organizes my
stance in relation to it. The spatiality of the body thus envelops the situation in which it exists, and
is not partes extra partes, a series of externally connected bits of matter.
The reason that the spatiality of the body envelops its situation, then, is because of
movement: our body in motion in relation to the objects around us. Merleau-Ponty highlights the
centrality of movement to the spatiality of the body in a discussion of the point-horizon structure of
perception. A “hither zone of corporeality” (PhP 102) is what maintains this point-horizon structure
whereby background can be converted into figure, and vice versa, insofar as this conversion takes
place “by a transference of the gaze” (PhP 102), which is to say, through movement. The body is
thus a guarantor of the point-horizon structure of perception, as Merleau-Ponty claims, only through
its movement: “it is clearly in action that the spatiality of our body is brought into being” (PhP 102).
However, we should investigate the notion of movement we are using here more fully. A
distinction should be made between potential movement and actual movement. Prior to actual
movement are what neurophysiologist Benjamin Libet calls ‘evoked potentials,’ which is the body’s
readiness to act prior to our conscious awareness of an intention to act.43 According to Libet, the
body is poised to (neurologically) anticipate an action prior to our consciously intending to do it.
To anticipate movement in such a way would require that movement be sketched out within the

Libet, Benjamin; Wright Jr., Elwood W.; Feinstein, Bertram; Pearl, Dennis K. (1979). "Subjective
Referral of the Timing for a Conscious Sensory Experience - A Functional Role for the Somatosensory
Specific Projection System in Man." Brain. 102: 193–224.
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body as an actionable pattern. This pattern of potential movement sketched out within the body in
a situation can be understood to be Merleau-Ponty’s body schema or le schéma corporel.
Potential movement is also critical to understanding Schneider’s deficiency. Merleau-Ponty
writes that stimulus applied to ‘normal’ people arouses a ‘potential movement’ (PhP 109), but this
is not the case for Schneider. For him, confined as he is “within the actual” (PhP 109), when
stimulus is applied “an unsound sense of touch calls for specialized movements designed to localize
stimuli” (PhP 109). Schneider performs “preparatory movements” (PhP 108) in order to discern, for
example, the shape of an object being pressed up against him: “he tries to trace it out himself by
following the outline of the object” (PhP 108). Thus Schneider’s deficiency appears to us as a
deficiency in passivity as much as in abstract movement. Indeed, in observing that Schneider’s
deficiency is in receiving the solicitation of the object as potential movement, we are able to
connect passivity with abstract movement: the projection of a course of possible movement without
actually doing it using the body-at-this-moment. We see here the realm of receptivity to be equally
the realm of possibility and freedom.
These observations will find reinforcement and clarity in how Merleau-Ponty describes the
body schema. Merleau-Ponty calls the body schema a “system of equivalents, this immediately given
invariant whereby the different motor tasks are instantaneously transferable” (PhP 141). This ‘given
invariant’ or schema outlines the pattern of movement that sustains the point-horizon structure of
perception in a given context. It is transferable in that different parts of the body can play different
roles if needed within an overall aim elicited in the body by the environment. When the pattern of
movement that the body schema anticipates is enacted and repeated using specific body parts, those
parts become habituated to the movement and in time shore up what is called the habit body. The
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habit body is thus a sedimented version of the body schema - a system of coordinated movement
that, through repeated exploration of a specific environment, succeeds in eliciting perceptual
richness and detail from it. So although the habit body is a more stable version of a body schema,
once it is in place, the body schema that we employ in any particular environment will be an
expression of that sedimented habit body, or stand in productive tension to it.
Understanding how the spatiality of the body is achieved through movement - actual or
potential - and how movement is a coordinated action in response to the invitation of a situation - a
schema or habit - what, then, can we say about the promise of discovering the very ‘meaning of
meaning?’ And how is the ‘meaning of meaning’ connected with Merleau-Ponty’s idea of founding
as the nature of existence itself? When we unfold the idea of the schéma corporel and recall that the
schéma corporel does not end at the surface of our skin but rather encompasses the situation which is
the source and aim of the motility carrying out our perceptual project, we can see how larger
considerations about the nature of meaning are implicated.
Merleau-Ponty identifies “motility as basic intentionality,” (PhP 137), writing in an often
cited formulation: “Consciousness is in the first place not a matter of ‘I think that’ but of ‘I
can’”(PhP 137). Otherwise put, Merleau-Ponty has uncovered a certain type of meaning, which can
be called motor significance: “The acquisition of a habit is indeed the grasping of a significance, but it
is the motor grasping of a motor significance” (PhP 143). Putting this finding in terms of the clinging
of meanings to contents, we can articulate it this way: our instruments are not merely instrumental
but are part of the meaning that our situation can have for us, because it is through them that we
gain the sense that ‘I can.’ These instruments get more and more attuned to perceiving specific
environments through anticipatory resemblance and come to enact a habit body. The habit body is
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that through which we have basic intentionality as an ‘I can.’ At the same time, which instruments
are used to enact our habit body in a specific situation of ‘I can’ depends on the nature of the
perceptual project. We may dis-include faculties and organs that we continue to have available,
such as if we plug our nose in order to search visually and manually through a pile of garbage; we
can include those that we no longer have at this moment, as with the phantom limb phenomenon,
or we can territorialize new appendages, like a pair of glasses. In an essay titled “Home Invasions:
Phenomenological and Psychoanalytic Reflections on Embodiment Relations, Vulnerability, and
Breakdown,” Laura McMahon uses Martin Heidegger’s term to beautifully describes the psychic
toll of the “farewell” ready-to-hand (Being and Time 104) or of the deterioration of what Don Ihde
calls “embodied relations” (Technology and the Lifeworld 31–41): “not objects we look at but, rather,
perceive through” (“Home Invasions” 360).
What Merleau-Ponty has discovered in his consideration of the habit body, the body
schema, and motility, is a way that meaning, although not limited to the body, nevertheless
originates there and retains the form of its genesis at higher levels of sublimation.44 Furthermore,
the shape of our organs and bodily capacities develops and strengthens into a habit body, a stable
invariant transferable to different environments. And this habitual body is achieved over time. The
difference between the body schema and the habit body, clearly stated, lies at the level of
entrenchment of our perceptual projects within our limbs and environment. A body schema is an

James Schmidt writes “The course Merleau-Ponty set for himself in the years immediately following the
completion of the Phenomenology of Perception is clear enough: he hoped to work from perception to
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and Structuralism. New York, NY: St Martin’s Press, 1985:103. See also John O’Neill Perception, Expression,
and History: The Social Phenomenology of Maurice Merleau-Ponty. Evanston, IL: Northwestern University Press,
1970.
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outline of a potential motion elicited from a situation, and the call of the situation may be to a form
of motion that is not habitual. In such a circumstance, the motions the body makes will not be finetuned responses but rather a sort of exploratory grappling as limbs and faculties adopt the
anticipatory resemblance needed to enjoy an optimal perceptual experience in the situation. The
habit body is a highly sedimented body schema capable of fine-grained spontaneous responsiveness
to familiar situational stimuli. However, it is not the only body schema available to animate one’s
body-at-this-moment, and overly firm habit bodies will miss out on the richness of possible
experience if it misses the call to new ways of schematizing a given situation.

2.6.

The Habit Body in the Phenomenologies of Music

I tell myself that what was invented and disposed, provisionally and as if it were pending
during the time devoted to playing, is a momentary figure, a fragile and fleeting envelope
for what Nietzsche, through the voice of Zarathustra, called ‘the commander’ - a ‘self’
from before the ‘ego’:
Always the self listens and seeks; it compares, compels,
conquers, destroys. It rules and is also the ruler of the ego.
Behind your thoughts and feelings … stands a powerful
commander, an unknown wise man - He
is called self. He lives in your body, he is your body.45
Something - something unknown, an x - thus seems to inhabit my body; it seems to
inhabit my body that I inhabit as well. And thanks to the grace of musical playing, it seems
to move from behind to up front. It seems to become embodied - an almost tangible through
infinitely plastic body - it seems to dance its dance for a while before retreating and
leaving me dumbfounded, dispossessed. (Phantom Limbs 6)
In musical experience our embodiment is conspicuous to us in ways that make music a

Nietzsche, Friedrich. Thus Spoke Zarathustra. Trans. Adrian Del Caro. Cambridge, England: Cambridge
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privileged site for making evident what is usually in the background: our bodies. But what do we
mean when we talk about the body? Our contention is that musical experience can help us
characterize the body by providing access to the body in epistemologically helpful ways. MerleauPonty goes to great lengths to show the limits of certain ways of thinking about the body, pointing
instead to how the body in motion reveals the body to itself in ways inaccessible to representative
thought, mechanistic or intellectualist. This quotation from French philosopher Peter Szendy
eloquently expresses the idea that music puts the body before us in a particularly enlightening
fashion.
In this final section of the chapter we concretize the way that the habit body in MerleauPonty’s Phenomenology of Perception illuminates the body as we discovered it through the
phenomenologies in chapter one. The habit body is the stable, pre-existing circuit necessary for an
integrated existence. It is a form which is traced out of the nervous system, a consistency in our
world independent of stimuli. It is a set of equivalences for performing a motor task, the
unperceived term in the figure-background structure. It is the “I can” of basic intentionality, the
source of the motor significance that underlies the rest of our meaningful world. It is developed and
strengthened in use over time, having been built up in relation to a definite environment. It is thus
the basis for our perception of the present, even as it brings forth the past and includes the shape of
a future (projective function). Let us now proceed to illustrate the work that the notion of the habit
body can do in enriching the import of our phenomenological descriptions from chapter one.
In the phenomenologies of chapter one, we described the way that the body presented
itself as the means, theme, and material form of musical experience. We here intend to draw out the
ways that these classifications of the descriptions of the body in the phenomenologies direct us to
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the habit body as we have articulated it through our exegetical work on Merleau-Ponty’s text. The
disparate features that appeared to us through phenomenological description are not characteristics
of various facets of behaviour that have no underlying coherence, but are instead aspects of a central
and important strata of human existence, one which is not usually conspicuous to us. To the extent
that it is important to understand the means through which we know not only music but the rest of
the world, grasping that it is the habit body - our own and that of others - that is being revealed to
us in musical experience increases the epistemological value of musical experience; music
familiarizes us with a structure that underlies the way the world appears to us on a daily basis.
As we have asserted in chapter one, when we put phenomenological attention on the
experience of music, we are faced with the body as a means for that experience; our embodied
comportment is conspicuously how we experience music, whether listening, dancing, or
performing. Music presents me with my habit body in the act of perceiving music. In listening to
Simone Schmidt sing, my tense, agoraphobic body appeared as a state primed to feel relief at the
darkening of the lights. The opening up of this relieved and relaxing body allowed her voice to
overtake me without resistance. The habit body that I had developed in previous social
circumstances made itself perceptible in loosening up through the music and its setting. The music
was experienced as a release of tension enabling a passive receptivity to Schmidt’s singing. While
listening to recordings of Katherine Peacock and the Coal Choir, my body positioned itself to sing
along just as before. Re-inhabiting those body positions as a nearly automatic resuscitation of them
reveals to me a certain bodily coordination as the means by which I recall and re-enact singing. This
bodily coordination is the habit body. Dancing at the ROM at Pride or during Carnival, I experience
my body as the means for articulating my listening to the song through gesture, and as the way I
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participate in the performance of the dance music. While improvising on the piano, my body is
revealed to me as the means by which the piano gets played, as what responds to its call to be
played, and as what must become acclimatized to the instrument. Performing with Goose, my body
as a means of musical experience shows itself in warming up, and in its function as conductor
whereby the band gets in time together.
Music also presents me with the habit body when it reveals embodiment as a theme, but in a
different way than what we just saw. The subject matter of music, what music is about, is the habit
body, in the same sense that a painting of a tree is about a tree. Not, however, my habit body in
particular although that can sometimes be the case. When music presents the habit body as a theme,
it is often the more general shape of a habit body - the unity of action through disparate appendages
which is a way of describing the habit body that we generated above. Music, presenting
embodiment as a theme, thus reveals the habit body in its general function, abstractly, as the basis
of perceptual formation. When we say that musical experience foregrounds the body as a theme or
subject matter, we mean that the topic of music is the body. In listening to Simone Schmidt fingerpick the guitar while singing, what is predominant is the sense of unity underlying the movement of
sound - her fingers together producing the picking pattern. Her body working effectively to
produce these sounds is the theme of this playing. While listening to the recordings of the Coal
Choir and seeking to sing them ourselves, the body is a theme in absence - disembodiment in the sense
of hearing Katherine Peacock’s voice despite her body having perished; the distinction between the
body-at-this-moment and the habit body becoming clear. The body moving is the theme of the
dance music performed at the ROM, its patternable nature. The theme of Carnival is the larger
collective body of which we are part. Playing piano alone makes the body its theme as the
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availability of limbs to play together, the capacities and incapacities of the body to respond to the
call of the keyboard. Finally, performing with Goose, the theme is co-perception, being in sync
through listening to one another.
Lastly, when music reveals the body as material form, I am faced with the habit body as, it
could be said, a combination of the first two ways of experiencing the habit body. When I
experience the music taking place in me, I am confronted with what could be called a new habit
body. We do not continue to employ the phrase material form after this point. Here I experience the
unifying function of the habit body as the conglomerate of disparate elements, including but not
limited to my own individual habit body. When I experience music taking place in my body as part
of a band, for instance, or as one appendage in a parade, I experience the nature of the habit body as
the unification toward a common action that includes my own habit body. I am aware of the music
needing my body as a contributing member of the greater whole. Our phenomenologies of musical
experience have highlighted the body as music’s material form, meaning that the body is presented
as where the music takes place, or resonates. In listening to Simone Schmidt, her voice appeared to
engulf me entirely. Re-learning the songs from the Coal Choir made clear that the songs live in our
current bodies, not only the body of the past that already knew how to position itself with respect
to the song. This was made evident in the sense of time passed yet present and the uncanniness in
singing them. Dancing to DJ Cozmic Cat involved being taken over by a pulsating beat that seemed
to come from all around and flow through me too, a vibe happening everywhere including in me.
In playing the piano alone, my sense was that the piano played itself in me, my body took the form
that the playing required. In playing with the group, the music appeared to take place in the body of
the band as a larger system of coordination.
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2.7.

Conclusion: Musicking Reveals the Habit Body

As we have seen, listening and performing music, while different, have a common
structure. Experiencing music is fundamentally an experience of the habit body, whether it is as a
listener or as a performer. The habit body is not always evident in our daily lives even though it
provides the basis for its stability. The habit body is responsible for the apparent constancy of the
world ‘out there’, but is, as Merleau-Ponty says, the ‘unperceived term.’ This makes musical
experience a distinctive area of life in that here we do not find the usual thing, where the habit body
is presumed but not conspicuous. Here instead we find ourselves face-to-face with it. As MerleauPonty asserts, we cannot understand the habit body from the point of view of objectifying
consciousness or a mechanistic outlook. It must be described from the standpoint of the habit body
itself. We have seen in this chapter that music puts us in a particularly good position in this regard to uncover the habit body from within the activities of the habit body itself.
Additionally, because the habit body develops general functions out of specific contents as
we saw with the notion of founding, the specific functions that musical experience elicits are
transferable patterns able to expand other perceptual domains. For example, we saw that Schneider
lost his projective function through the visual sense. However, there is a projective function to the
auditory sense as well - a temporal projection - as we shall see in chapter four. If Schneider had the
sort of musical experiences capable of rehearsing this function auditorily, it is conceivable that the
projective function that he had lost via the visual sense could be alternatively redressed through the
faculty of hearing. Laura McMahon too points to the way that music, using Merleau-Ponty’s words,
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“insinuates a new dimension across physical space” such that “it seems to me that the music is not
truly contained in this precise and shabby space” (“Home Invasions” 362).46 These observations
point to the significance of the habit body’s responsibility for the appearance of the world ‘out
there’ vis-à-vis its centrality to music in shoring up the wider perceptual and behavioural
implications for musical experiences that not only reveal, thematize, and materially instantiate the
habit body but also extend it. Musical experiences do not only entrain a capacity to appreciate
music, but also to be more flexible and adaptive relative to the ‘non-musical’ world.
In the next chapter we will develop this insight and consider its implications. We shall seek
to understand the existential significance of music through elaborating upon the constitutive role of
the habit body in how we understand life overall and our place and role in it. As we shall see in the
next chapter, the character of a habit body has a profound influence on the shape of a life. The next
chapter will show us how we are able to use the awareness garnered through musical experience to
extend and transform the habit body.

The citation McMahon here refers to the French Phénoménologie de la perception 267 and the Donald A.
Landes translation (New York, NY: Routledge, 2012): 230–31.
46
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3. Chapter Three: Music as Transformative Gesture
3.1.

The Life of the Habit Body

In chapter one, we saw how the experience of music puts us in touch with the structure of
our embodiment. Through music we discover what Merleau-Ponty calls the habit body: the
anticipatory structure that a person requires to make sense of the world. The habit body, as we
have said, is usually an implicit feature of our experience rather than the focus of it. However in
chapter one, we saw how music can bring the habit body into focus as a theme of our experience.
In chapter two, we brought the habit body to light in a different way, through textual analysis.
There we grasped the scholarly origins and philosophical import of the habit body and its more
flexible cousin, the body schema. This chapter, in turn, is about the way that music and the habit
body enshrine one another in the very fabric of life. We see how the shape of our habit body
influences the nature of the music we intuitively grasp, the impact that other people’s habit bodies
can have on ours musically, and how music itself necessarily plays with our habit bodies because of
its temporal nature. This chapter is not a comprehensive interpretation of extant musical genres,
stylistic innovations, or paths of influence that uses the habit body as an interpretive frame. What
we are seeking to understand here is the possibility and actuality of music in human existence.
Here are some of the questions we ask in this chapter: What is the habit body such that it
has the capacity to structure musical experiences? How does the habit body prepare to engage in a
musical experience? How might musical experience affect or change the habit body? What role
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does the habit body play in the overall structure of a life? Do changes in the habit body effect
changes in a life?
As we know, experiencing music requires that we “tune into” it. We cannot simply put
ourselves in the path of a sound wave and expect to enjoy a musical perception: we have to ready
ourselves like we ready a radio to receive a transmission, except that in our case “tuning in” is not a
purely mechanical procedure. If our body schema must anticipatory resemble music in order to
genuinely have a rich and nuanced experience of it, as we argued in chapter two, then an
investigation into how we arrive into this propitious sensory-motor condition is indispensable. How
do we come to anticipatorily resemble music? In this chapter we argue that this happens in three
ways. A consideration of these three ways will provide critical insights into the existentially
significant questions that we posed earlier.
The first way that our habitual bodies become poised to experience certain musical forms is
simply through the style they have acquired in living out everyday lives. There is, for example, a
particular rhythm employed in country music that recalls the pattern of emphasis and break
characteristic of a plodding horse familiar. A song with this pattern, such as Neil Young’s Harvest
from 1972, would be immediately comprehensible to a horse rider. On the other hand, the
screeching cacophony of Noise music might be entirely incomprehensible to someone living before
the industrial revolution, or indeed, to the many who have not learned how to listen to it even
today. So the first way that our habit bodies might already be poised to anticipate a song’s pattern
of emphasis or harmonic tension is simply in virtue of everyday comportment in a particular
environment. The first section of this chapter, then, will treat the habit body’s relationship to its
environment and the ways that music must be responsive to those environmentally specific features
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of the habit body in order to be understood. Experiencing music is, in part, tethered to the
regionality of habit bodies.
However, we are not condemned to appreciate only the music that we are regionally
primed to grasp. We can go beyond the parameters set by our generative context through
apprenticing ourselves to others: our habit bodies may also assume calibrated readiness for musical
perception through the imitation of other listeners or players. If we do not know how to listen to
music, or play or dance to it, then one thing we can do is to observe those who do seem to be taken
with it. Emulating the postural stance and bodily movements of listeners who appear to ‘get’ the
music is one way of enacting the anticipatory resemblance needed to experience the music in its
fullest richness.
In this connection, Merleau-Ponty scholar Kym Maclaren argues that dumbfounding
encounters with unfamiliar objects can be alleviated through our comparable facility interpreting
the bodily comportment of others, in relation to the object of incomprehension and otherwise
(“Condition of Selfhood” 79). In similar fashion, our sensory-motor experiences of music may begin
with the perception of others’ experience of that music, even if we subsequently develop our own
individual relationship to it. Getting into the groove with other people on a gestural level can
prefigure the habit body needed to optimally experience a certain music.
This method of gestural apprenticeship can be deeply embedded in the music itself, as for
example in conducting. The conductor keeps the orchestra or choir together by calibrating their
habit bodies through the gestural resonance their motions produce in the performers and audience
alike. The action in music videos can serve a similar purpose, through on-screen posing, posture,
dance, or editorial cuts. For example M.I.A.’s Bring the Noise (2013) and Aphex Twin’s
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Windowlicker (1999) both use electronic production techniques to create jagged, “glitchy” beats that
initially sound out of time and certainly go beyond our sense of what a human drummer could do in
live time. It is initially difficult to figure out how to listen to this music. The videos for each song,
however, effectively show the listener how to “gear into” the starts and stops, to “find the rhythm,”
to literally hear it differently through the gestural modeling provided in the video’s dance
sequences. The second way that the habit body can get ready to optimally perceive a piece of
music, then, is through imitating the posture of other listeners and performers.
Music itself, however, also has its own manner of soliciting our habit bodies and shaping our
expectations of the perceptions about to take place. An essential feature of music is the setting up of
expectations and the creative fulfillment or undermining of them. The tension created by deferring
or postponing the resolution of anticipations is one of the main engines of musical form. This
tension can only be created through anticipations, which are set up in the course of a song as well as
in other ways (the venue, the hype, the program, etc.). These anticipations are lived in our habit
bodies: an anticipation is precisely a postural readiness to receive the anticipated form. Anticipatory
resemblance is our investment in the onset of a certain form, a form which we position our bodies
to experience. If we did not do this then music would not have the capacity that it does to play with
our sense of resolution through consonance and dissonance, microtiming, grooves, polyrhythms,
etc. Music in this sense occurs internally to the temporal structure of perception, that is, in the
temporal relationship of expectation and fulfillment. The third way that our habit bodies become
propitiously poised in anticipatory resemblance, then, is through the music itself.
Each of these three ways that the habit body arrives into the state of anticipatory
resemblance appropriate for particular musical experience - everyday routines, the imitation of
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others, and music’s own solicitation - lead us to recognize that music in fact expands and extends the
very habit bodies employed in its perception. Even if our sense of musical perception initially
depends upon the coordinates that quotidian existence has laid down within us, musical
engagement extends and expands the gestures, movements, postures, and poses that constitute our
bodily familiarity with our environment. This happens by way of music’s essential form: the setting
up of expectations and the creative fulfillment or confounding of them using perception’s own
temporal structure. We thus conclude that music is a powerful pre-linguistic and pre-conceptual
route to embracing alien forms of experience.
The recognition that music contains this transformative potential has substantial
implications for many areas of our lives, and without going too far beyond the scope of the chapter,
we focus on three of them: oppression (racist and sexist), domestic displacement at the end of life,
and population migration (refugees etc.). Perceptual dispositions developed in specific geographic,
social, and economic situations may no longer further one’s flourishing in a present context, and
may even run counter to one’s express ethical or political aspirations, such as in implicit bias. If
music is a crucial arena for the reconfiguration of our habit bodies, then those whose body schemas
are distorted or constrained by the forces of oppression (in all their regional specificity), may find
empowerment therein.
So too if the body schema is constrained by the shackles of bigotry. Although some readers
may find the suggestion that music can assist us in better aligning our embodied dispositions with
our avowed ethical or political aspirations unlikely, by the end of the chapter we hope to have
alleviated any such initial dubiousness. Indeed, the experience of finding empowerment in music is
common, and, we contend, cannot be accounted for without recourse to the habit body. One of
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the ways that we will show this in this chapter is by engaging with the influential jazz scholar Vijay
Iyer’s account of musical embodiment. His account is suitably appreciative of the fundamentally
embodied nature of musical experience, but is unable to do justice to the experience of empowerment
engendered therein because, we contend, his way of correlating body parts with musical structures
fails to address the habit body at all.

3.2.

Everyday Life and the Body Schema

The way we hear music depends on the way our body is poised to do so. This may seem
counter-intuitive to readers who consider music to be most obviously a phenomenon of listening.
However, if we pause to consider what goes into listening, we can see that listening itself is an
activity (and passivity) of the body. If we cannot hear properly, then we move closer to the sound
source. If we are distracted by the visual sense then we close our eyes. If there are people talking
around us then we glare at them. If we want to hear the rhythmic structure of a song, we beat time
with our finger on the table. If we want to step back in appreciation of a phrase in order to savour
it, we lean back and raise our eyebrows. If we want more of what our collaborator is playing, we
nod in encouragement. Listening, even in a common everyday way of understanding it, is
conditioned by our bodily positioning, even if that body positioning is to be still, silent, and
attentive.
So the way we hear music depends on the way our body is poised to do so. Here we look at
the influence our environment has on the way our bodies become poised and ready for music. We
will see how music must appeal to the particular habit bodies of its audience. Additionally, we will
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be able to say how some music is a heightening of the embodied patterns of perception of a specific
locality. This can be an explicit intention of the artist, such as when Florian Hoefner attempts to
play the coastline of Newfoundland on the piano,47 or it can be implied in a regional quality of
sound that the artist is not honing as such, like the sound of Seattle Grunge. While we would not
want to argue that music appreciation is geographically determined, we do want to say that human
and natural geography is importantly relevant to it and illuminative of features of musical experience
that otherwise might not be grasped. If the habit body must anticipatorily resemble music in order
to perceive it optimally, one way in which it comes to do so is through having a preexisting habitual
familiarity with the patterning of the music.
While not the central aim of this section, a further import of our discussion is on the
question of how lasting are transformations that occur in the body schema musically: we might feel
a sense of overcoming and empowerment while we listen to Survivor by Destiny’s Child, but when
the song ends do we maintain our sense of strength and independence or fall back into the sadness
and solitude of a recent break-up? Any gains in expanding the body schema through music must, as
we shall see, come to bear upon everyday activity. Revealing in this section the way that the habit
body is formed in the course of everyday quotidian living will point to the importance of solidifying
the body-schematic expansions that music engenders in this very same arena, practical living. We
shall eventually be able to recognize that while music can be transformative, these transformations
must be repeated and find support in the institutions of our collective life for them to be lasting.

47

Coldwater Stories. 2017.
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As noted in chapter one, the habit body is the means through which we have perceptual
experience of a world: we have a world through our habits. This entails that our habits and the
world that we inhabit are mutually defined. The human environment comes into being through our
habitual encounters with it.48 Likewise, our habit bodies become more finely attuned to that
environment as we encounter it. In our everyday way of being in the world, however, we do not
notice our habit body. What we are aware of, primarily, is the world as given through that implicit
habitual activity of our body. The habit body, however, can come to be the explicit theme of our
awareness. Our phenomenologies in chapter one reveal how musical experience in fact brings the
habit body to our awareness. Music can bring us into awareness of our habits of perception as what
Alia Al-Saji would call a tendency, which is to say, apart from actually employing that habit (“A
Phenomenology of Hesitation,” 162n2). We can bring our perceptual schema into explicit
awareness, through music, and in so doing, as we shall see below, transform that habit body.
However, prior to becoming the explicit theme of awareness through music, our habits of
perception, as we have said, invisibly sustain an everyday quotidian existence. If our perceptual
habits develop in relation to a particular environment as claimed, and it is these perceptual habits
that are to become the explicit theme of musical experience, then there is a fundamental
connection between that particular environment and the music which will reveal the related habit
body to us. This is to assert that music must reckon with the local specificity of the habit bodies to
which it addresses itself. Music will not grab all of us equally. By the same token, shared musical
appreciation demands a kindred schematic orientation.

See: Certeau, Michel de. The Practice of Everyday Life. Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1984.
Certeau’s chapter on walking in this work is illuminative of this point.
48
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3.3.

Iyer: Traces of Embodiment without a Body Schema

By way of motivating the importance of grasping the historical and geographical specificity
of habit bodies, let us take a moment to engage with the fascinating and relevant work of scholar
and jazz pianist Vijay Iyer. His work is an important interlocutor for ours because his central
scholarly interest is in how the body is perceptible through music.49 For example, Iyer has written
on what he calls “traces of embodiment in African American music” (“Exploding the Narrative” 395).
His influential analysis details specific ways that the mannerisms of embodiment map onto
particular musical structures. A close examination of his account, however, shows that it falls short
precisely in its failure to understand embodiment as a body schema adapted to specific

Here are a sample of Iyer’s writings that indicate our shared interest in inquiring into the body through
music:
49

(2014). “Improvisation, Action Understanding, and Music Cognition With and Without Bodies.” Ed.
George E. Lewis and Benjamin Piekut. The Oxford Handbook of Critical Improvisation Studies. New
York, NY: Oxford University Press.
(2008). “On Improvisation, Temporality, and Embodied Experience.” Ed. P. Miller. Sound Unbound:
Sampling Digital Music and Culture. Cambridge, MA,:MIT Press: 273-292.
(2004). “Exploding the Narrative in Jazz Improvisation.” Ed. R. O’Meally, B. Edwards, and F. Griffin.
Uptown Conversation: The New Jazz Studies. New York, NY: Columbia University Press.
(2002). “Improvisation, Temporality, and Embodied Experience.” Journal of Consciousness Studies 11(3-4):
159-173.
(2002). “Embodied Mind, Situated Cognition, and Expressive Microtiming in African-American Music.”
Music Perception. 19(3): 387-414.
(1997). Microstructures of Feel, Macrostructures of Sound: Embodied Cognition in West African and African-American
Musics. Ph.D. Dissertation, University of California, Berkeley, CA.
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environments. Iyer’s account bolsters our claim that music is of and about embodiment, but
because he maintains a mechanistic and universalist view of the body, we claim, he fails to have the
resources to describe insightfully the internal relationship between music and embodiment.
Looking at his work will help motivate our exposition of the habit body in its everyday
environment that follows.
Iyer breaks down the correspondences between bodily activity and musical structure
according to ‘timescale,’ which roughly indicates the number of seconds occupied by each
activity/structure (“Exploding the Narrative” 396). A common measure of tempo (the speed of a
song) is in beats per minute (bpm). Iyer discusses three different timescales (“Exploding the
Narrative” 396):
(a) 1-10 seconds (which is equivalent to 6 - 60 bpm)
(b) 0.3 - 1 second (60 - 180 bpm), and
(c) 0.1 - 0.3 second (180 bpm - 600 bpm)
In the first timescale, the slowest, Iyer lists breathing, moderate arm gesture, and body sway. He
says that these “represent” (“Exploding the Narrative” 396) the musical categories of phrase, meter,
harmonic rhythm, dynamics, and vocal utterance (“Exploding the Narrative” 396). In the middle
timescale, Iyer connects “heartbeat, walking, running, sexual intercourse, head bob, toe tap”
(“Exploding the Narrative” 396) with “pulse, ‘walking’ baselines, dance rhythms” (“Exploding the
Narrative” 396). At the fastest timescale are “speech, lingual motion, syllables, rapid hand gesture,
finger motion” (“Exploding the Narrative” 396), which Iyer links with “fast rhythmic activity,
‘bebop’ melodies, etc.” (“Exploding the Narrative” 396).
While this list of correspondences is thought provoking, we are left wondering what the
precise relationship is between the items in each respective timescale. “Representation” certainly
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seems wrong, as does “correspondence” or any other descriptor that posits a fundamental
discreteness between the two terms. Only when we consider their relationship through an
understanding of the habit body can we adequately describe what it would mean to ‘hear the body
in music’ (“Exploding the Narrative” 396). Iyer writes:
the act of listening to music involves the same mental processes that generate
bodily motion. One might suppose that musical elements might be more
efficacious in eliciting sympathetic behavior if they represent aspects of human
motion somehow. (“Exploding the Narrative” 396)
Iyer is on the right track in noticing that music grips us when it appeals to the patterns of our
embodiment, and it is insightful of him to highlight that parts of our bodies resonate with parts of
the song differently: a soprano aria that contains notes of a very high frequency might resonate with
my cranial cavity and soft palate, but not with the frequency attunement of my feet. However, he
seems to regard the body as pre-given, as holding innate patterns that are fixed: composers craft
music that will be “efficacious in eliciting sympathetic behaviour,” that is, appeal to the abiding
patterns of the human creature, not anybody in particular.
But as we shall see more fully in what follows, the pacing of human bodies varies according
to its social and environmental conditioning. Furthermore, even if we were to grant that there are
general benchmarks regarding periodicity characteristic of different parts of the human body in
general, those bench marks will be indexed to features such as age, gender, race, ability, and
wealth.50 But still, even if such features like heart rate or speed of gesturing were given a wide

Studies on geographic variability in normal rates of human physiology are wide-ranging. See the Gould,
Stephen Jay, and Richard F. Johnston (1972). "Geographic Variation." Annual Review of Ecology and
Systematics 3: 457-98. Also, for instance: Miall, W. E. (1990). "Geographic Variations in Blood Pressure."
British Medical Journal. 300 (6724): 612-612. For a broader study on the relationship between physiology
50
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berth and allowed some variation to account for the differences in human populations, simply
pointing to a similarity between a part of the body and a feature in a musical composition does not
explain why one would be meaningful to the other. The median characteristics of the body-at-thismoment cannot be appealed to in explanation of what in us resonates with music designed to ‘elicit
sympathetic behaviour’ on a bodily level.
What is missing is a recognition that the musical structures that will elicit such sympathetic
behaviour are related to the state of the habit body of the listener, not of the timescales of human
embodiment, abstractly considered. Furthermore, if the flexibility of the habit body is not
recognized, as I am suggesting it is not by Iyer, then the way that music can present us with our
habit body and then extend it cannot be appreciated. The way that music forms the body that
appreciates it seems unrecognized in Iyer’s account.
Iyer goes on to enumerate the ways in which it is “plausible that musical activity on these
three timescales might exploit these correspondences” (“Exploding the Narrative” 396):
For example, most wind-instrument phrase lengths are naturally constrained by
lung capacity. Indeed, any instrument that produces sustained tones can be used
to evoke the human voice. The throbbing of urban dance music often makes sonic
references to foot stomping and to sexually suggestive slapping of skin. Blues
guitarists, jazz pianists, and quinto players in Afro-Cuban rumba are said to
‘speak’ with their hands and fingers. (“Exploding the Narrative” 396 - 397)
Iyer concludes from these interesting observations with unfortunate vagueness about just what the
relationship is between embodiment and music: “All such instances involve the embodiment of the
musical performer and the listening audience” (“Exploding the Narrative” 397 emphasis mine).

and geography in animals, see Bozinovic, Francisco, Piero Calosi, and John I. Spicer (2011). "Physiological
Correlates of Geographic Range in Animals." Annual Review of Ecology, Evolution, and Systematics. 42 (2011):
155-79.
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While Iyer is right to notice that embodiment is fundamental to musical experience, he gives us
very little by way of fleshing out why and how this is the case. What is called for is Merleau-Ponty’s
account of the habit body and the body schema.
～
Habit bodies are historically and geographically embedded. Reviewing what we saw in our
exposition of the habit body in chapter two will remind us why this is the case. There we
highlighted anticipatory resemblance as the key means by which the sensory world is perceived.
Merleau-Ponty writes: “An excitation is not perceived when it strikes a sensory organ which is not
‘attuned’ to it” (PhP 75). As we shall see below, our first interactions with the perceived world take
place through the guidance of another person, and it is through their embodied intentionality that
we are lead to anticipatorily resemble the excitations around us. In the “Sense Experience” chapter of
Phenomenology of Perception, Merleau-Ponty describes such excitations as a vague beckoning:
Apart from the probing of my eye or my hand and before my body synchronizes
with it, the sensible is nothing but a vague beckoning. (PhP 214)
When we put ourselves into a position to respond to that beckoning, when we ‘trace out its form
in our nervous system’ (PhP 75) to paraphrase Merleau-Ponty’s description, we are on the way to
having a rich and detailed perceptual experience of it. Our body schema can be said to develop both
through the guidance of those around us as well as the beckoning of our environmental conditions.
As we saw in chapter two, the postural orientations developed in concert with particular people in
a particular part of the world stay with us throughout our lives and contribute to what MerleauPonty calls ambiguity in experience (PhP 82).
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Recalling chapter two, Merleau-Ponty writes, “our body comprises as it were two distinct
layers, that of the habit-body and that of the body-at-this-moment” (PhP 82). We hold that these
two layers create an experience of ambiguity. The body that we have at-this-moment may not befit
the habits that we have acquired through the guidance of others in relation to our environment,
either because the environment has changed or because my body has changed, or both.
Here, then, we can notice two important points. First, if we accept the distinction between
the habit body and my-body-at-this-moment, then we can see how Iyer’s take on embodiment in
music is partial and limited. The habit body is entirely missing from his account, which appears to
stake its claims exclusively in the-body-at-this-moment.51 Second, it is the habit body which is tied
to a particular social geography, not the body-at-this-moment. Recognizing that the habit body
underlies all of our perceptual activity as that without which there would be no world, we can
affirm the necessity of including an analysis of the habit body in any viable account of embodied
musicality. It is clear why Iyer neglects the historical and geographical specificity of the body in that
he neglects the habit body, the vehicle by which this specificity is delivered.

3.4.

Dewey and Body Schematic Expansion

The habit body’s genesis is geographically and historically indexed because it develops in
response to challenges from the environment. Philosopher John Dewey provides an illuminating
account of one side of habit body formation: expansion. Our account of how the habit body

Some might argue further that even the body-at-this-moment is missing in Iyer’s account, if he considers
the body to be determined innately.
51
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develops in concert with a particular environment will be enriched through an engagement with
John Dewey’s Art as Experience. In the chapter called “The Live Creature,” Dewey writes:
Life itself consists of phases in which the organism falls out of step with the march
of surrounding things and then recovers unison with it - either through effort or
by some happy chance. (Art as Experience 12)
This process of being in and out of sync with one’s environment is constitutive, for Dewey, of life:
“life goes on in an environment; not merely in it but because of it, through interaction with it” (Art
as Experience 12). A disparity between an organism and its environment challenges the organism to
adapt in order to resume an equilibrium, either by changing itself or by transforming environmental
obstacles into means for continued life:
there is an overcoming of factors of opposition and conflict; there is a
transformation of them into differentiated aspects of a higher powered and more
significant life. The marvel of organic, of vital, adaptation through expansion
(instead of by contraction and passive accommodation) actually takes place. Here
in germ are balance and harmony attained through rhythm. Equilibrium comes
about not mechanically and inertly but out of, and because of, tension. (Art as
Experience 13)
We could understand these environmental challenges in Merleau-Pontian terms as ‘indeterminacy’
(PhP 78) or ‘a muddled problem to be solved’ (PhP 214). Note here that it is precisely the tension in
these perceptual conditions that compels us to adapt our body schema to one more befitting of the
perceptual demand. In Dewey, however, we also have the suggestion that we can transform the
opposing object itself, not just our postural attitude toward it. This transformation he calls
‘expression’:
Things in the environment that would otherwise be mere smooth channels or else
blind obstructions become means, media […] things retained from past
experience that would grow stale from routine or inert from lack of use, become
coefficients in new adventures and put on a raiment of fresh meaning. (Art as
Experience 63)
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In Merleau-Pontian terms, this would be what he calls the “miraculous prolongation of my own
intentions” (PhP 354). This occurs when an object becomes part of my body schema to fulfill a
particular perceptual project. Merleau-Ponty describes such objects as “cultural objects” (PhP 347)
which have behaviour patterns deposited into their form (PhP 347): “Someone uses the pipe for
smoking, the spoon for eating, the bell for summoning” (PhP 348).
Merleau-Ponty says these cultural objects, when observed inert rather than in use, present
others through a ‘veil of anonymity’ (PhP 348), and raise the “paradox of a consciousness seen from
the outside” (PhP 349). To say that cultural objects present others through a ‘veil of anonymity’ is
to say that it is not any particular person that is presented through them. Rather, cultural objects
reveal a way of life that could in principle be taken up by anyone. Nevertheless, others are indeed
presented. The “paradox of consciousness seen from the outside” indicates a dynamic whereby on
the one hand consciousness is precisely a subjective interiority or a way of revealing exteriority, but
itself specifically not an exterior: not a pipe, not a spoon.
But by the same token, consciousness could not be conscious of anything without an outside
to be conscious of, or more to the point, with. Self-consciousness does not exhaust the nature of
consciousness; it requires an exteriority through which to develop itself and be what it is. That
outside, however, precisely in virtue of being an outside, is available for other consciousnesses to
experience as an outside. In presenting a way of life in its anonymity, cultural objects exist not only
as an outside but as an outside of an inside, of a consciousness; in sum, they present an inside
through an outside. This amounts to experiencing x through what is ¬ x, paradoxically.52
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These considerations emphasize that our very relationship with the environment necessarily
includes the existence of other people. Even this activity, however, transforming an obstacle into
expression, is still a transformation in the body schema: it is an extension of it. The “marvel of
organic, of vital, adaptation through expansion” (Art as Experience 13) as a response to the tension
resultant of disequilibrium is nonetheless a calibration of the habit body to that particular
environment. That object, now counting in one’s body schema, is akin to a prosthetic limb.
Therefore, in Dewey’s ideas about the expansion and contraction of the organism in response to an
environment, we see how the body schema is calibrated in response to the challenges from the
environment, and includes this transformed environment as part of itself.

3.5.

Sullivan, Coates, and Schematic Contraction

When we consider the body schema in relation to its environment as expansion, we ought
also to consider it in relation to contraction and repression also. The habit body can also contract in
response to challenges from the environment. Dewey describes the recoiling of the organism in the
face of a recalcitrant environmental obstacle as a step towards the death of the organism in so far as
such a retraction increases the gap (and hence disequilibrium) between the organism and its
environment.53 While there may be many reasons why an organism would retreat from an
environmental challenge, a number of theorists have described existence under conditions of
oppression as one of them. The harm of oppression can be fruitfully understood as a constriction or
limitation in the habit body. Understanding this can enhance our sense of how the contours of one’s
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habit body are shaped by the particular conditions, social as well as physical (ultimately
inseparable), in which it develops. Shannon Sullivan illuminates contraction as another means by
which the habit body is formed.
In Revealing Whiteness: The Unconscious Habits of Racial Privilege, Shannon Sullivan examines
Alexis de Tocqueville’s Democracy in America,54 a seminal sociological study of the social conditions
in the United States during the 1830s, prior to the American Civil War (1861-1865). Sullivan
discusses the comportment of blacks and whites observed by Tocqueville in the South using a
similar language to what we have introduced with Dewey above: expansion and contraction of the
body schema in relation to environmental challenges. According to Sullivan, Tocqueville “describes
slavery in terms of its influence on the slave’s ‘manners’” (Revealing Whiteness 26), and shows that
the behavioural habits of slavery go to the core of “the slave’s entire mode of being” (Revealing
Whiteness 26):
Slaves tended not only to mentally accept their enslavement, but also to
physically embody it through their bowed shoulders, their downcast eyes that
would not look their master in the face. (Revealing Whiteness 26)
Sullivan describes the habits of comportment accrued under the externally imposed constraints of
slavery as a “disposition to transact with the world as enslaved, as not needing or wanting freedom
and as understanding his or her enslavement as appropriate and natural” (Revealing Whiteness 26).
This style of living under racist oppression differs from the style we will find in two further
accounts below.
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“Slavery,” Sullivan asserts, “affected the habits and selves not just of black slaves, but also of
white people” (Revealing Whiteness 26). Accentuating the regional differences between habit bodies,
Sullivan points to the variance in the style of white dominance that Tocqueville reports in Democracy
in America. Of Southern whites, Tocqueville writes: “the first notion he acquires in life is that he is
born to command, and the first habit which he contracts is that of ruling without resistance”
(Democracy in America 394, Revealing Whiteness 26). Northern whites, by contrast, as Sullivan says,
“develop racist habits of avoidance of, rather than explicit domination over, black people” (Revealing
Whiteness 26). A habit of avoidance might be well exemplified in a movement to cross the street
when about to meet a person of colour on the sidewalk, or a sly movement of the hand towards the
lock button in the car at a stoplight in a black neighbourhood. Reaching for one’s phone or
clutching one’s purse, a general tightening and heightened alertness characteristic of a “fight or
flight” stance active in the sympathetic nervous system could describe such racist habits of
avoidance.
Tocqueville attributes the differences between styles of white racism to the existence or
inexistence of legal barriers codifying the hierarchy between whites and blacks (Democracy in America
375). However, the significance of the legal entrenchment of racist classifications on the specific
character of racist habits would be in the way those legal designations are lived in day to day
interactions such that they would sediment habits of comportment in the body schema.
Studying the situated racial habits of the Antebellum United States leads Sullivan to
conclude:
attempts to change racist institutional and personal habits are likely to be
ineffective unless they address the particular forms of habit that racism produces
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and the particular environments that encourage and discourage racism. (Revealing
Whiteness 27)
The point is that even if we understand that racism is not always, or primarily, a consciously held
belief from which we can be dissuaded by rational argumentation, we fail to adequately address the
problem unless we treat the habit bodies in all their environmentally indexed particularity. The
same is true of musical experience and for the same reason: music will be ineffective unless it
addresses the particular form of habit body concerned.
Although the sketches of the Antebellum habit bodies that Sullivan discusses from
Tocqueville are short on descriptive richness, Sullivan gleans from them and the other examples
provided “one of the predominant unconscious habits of white privilege” (Revealing Whiteness 10):55
ontological expansiveness.
As ontologically expansive, white people tend to act and think as if all spaces whether geographical, psychical, linguistic, economic, spiritual, bodily, or
otherwise - are or should be available for them to move in and out of as they wish.
Ontological expansiveness is a particular co-constitutive relationship between
self and environment in which the self assumes that it can and should have total
mastery over its environment. (Revealing Whiteness 10)
Before fleshing out ontological expansiveness further, let us bring John Russon’s discussion
of space in Sites of Exposure into play. There Russon unpacks this wish to move around freely in a
space beyond the home, which he calls “impersonal space” (Sites of Exposure 79) or “an environment
of indifference” (Sites of Exposure 79). He interprets the desire to participate in such an arena as “a

Sullivan distinguishes white privilege from white supremacy, the latter of which she defines as “deliberate
forms of white domination, such as those found in the law but also in informal social mores […] such as the
Ku Klux Klan and Aryan Nation” (Revealing Whiteness 5). White privilege, by contrast is “not merely
nonconscious or preconscious,” but more than that: unconscious habits of white domination “actively thwart
the process of conscious reflection on them” (Revealing Whiteness 6).
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desire to belong to a world of indifference beyond this social particularity, a world of value that is
universal and is indifferent to all particularity” (Sites of Exposure 79). This desire, he continues, is
accommodated to a relatively high degree in the “modern world” (Sites of Exposure 86), but is not an
automatic or default affordance of space as such. He writes:
We experience space, in the modern world, as indifferently open, free for us to
use and inhabit. We treat the natural, spatial world as accommodating our free
individuality. Yet, in accommodating our free individuality indifferently, space
accommodates others with equal indifference. We experience space as inherently
public. But that is not automatically the experience one has in the world. (Sites of
Exposure 86)56
Insofar as the experience of an “indifferently open” and “accommodating” world is an achievement
of the modern world rather than an automatic human inheritance (Cf. Sites of Exposure 87), it is clear
that those who are most privileged within the modern context would have more and greater access
to such a world. Indeed, to the degree that we recognize that the benefits of modernity have not
been equally distributed among all people, we would expect the modern experience of an

He writes, accentuating the developmental trajectory from the family home towards an existence in a
public:
56

This world beyond the family home is the public domain, the domain in which one cannot
claim private ownership of space, but instead experiences oneself as participating in a
domain that is inherently shared, inherently open to others—a space of exposure. To
inhabit space in this way is itself an interpretation of space and a practice: we take up
space as public when we accept to live in it as a shared domain in which we must answer
to the legitimate expectations of others, whereas we take up space as private when we
consider ourselves to have exclusive proprietary rights to it. The establishment of a
public space is done through our shared commitment to a sense of its sharedness, in
which each of us is just “one,” an equal participant whose particularities are not granted
special status by that space. The public domain is the domain in which each of us exists
for others as “she” and “he,” an indifferent individual, rather than as an intimate “you”
(Sites of Exposure 67).
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unrestricted indifferently open world to be allocated more narrowly along the axes which other
forms of privilege also run, including whiteness.
Russon, however, also importantly notes the impossibility of living completely in such an
open and welcoming, indifference space:
We can never simply be citizens of a society of indifference; we can never simply
inhabit an indifferent space. Indeed, it is persons who suffer from agoraphobia,
as Kirsten Jacobson has argued, who show us the crippling incapacity we actually
face when we try to live as one stripped of a sense of home, to live only in
indifferent space (Sites of Exposure 99).57
We may desire to participate in an open “environment of indifference,” but desiring to live there in
exclusivity is a destabilizing trajectory generative of all nature of personal and societal ills.
It is straightforward, returning to Sullivan, to see how ontological expansiveness might
characterize the style of white privilege exhibited by Southern whites, as “ruling without
resistance.” However it is less obvious how the avoidant style of white privilege fits this description;
one might reasonably understand avoidance as a limitation or restriction, an inability to squarely
face a situation. However, the very ability to be avoidant, to leave, could be understood as
ontological expansiveness, as exemplified in ‘white flight’ from the downtown toward the suburban
periphery. Not being forced to interact with people of a different race is, according to Peggy
MacIntosh,58 a mark of white privilege. We can conclude, then, that while the habit body always
develops in concert with a particular environment and retains the perceptual dispositions and
sensitivities garnered there, the very extent to which an organism can engage their environment and

Jacobson, Kirsten (2004). “Agoraphobia and Hypochondria as Disorders of Dwelling.” International Studies
in Philosophy 36: 31–44.
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Peggy McIntosh (1989). “White Privilege: Unpacking the Invisible Knapsack.” Women’s International League
for Peace and Freedom. July/Aug, 1989.
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therefore develop and strengthen their habit body is influenced by the structural power
arrangements that promote and strengthen the habitual body development of some more than
others.
The thesis that structures of oppression limit the very ability of a person to develop a stable
and expansive habit body by interaction with their environment is interestingly exemplified in a
recent work of non-fiction by Ta-Nehisi Coates. In Between the World and Me, Coates looks back at his
life as a black man living in the United States, and offers advice and guidance to his son about living
in these conditions. He offers vivid experiential evidence for a style of averseness that is not
tantamount to ontological expansion, but is definitively a limitation on Coates’ own capacity to
interpret and explore the world. The fear and averseness that Coates describes in himself and those
similarly situated (in Baltimore, MD), however, is not expressed like that of the Southern slaves
discussed by Tocqueville: “bowed shoulders, their downcast eyes.” The comportment Coates
describes supports Sullivan’s central conclusion that the habit body is composed differently in
different environments: the restrictedness of racism that Coates describes enacts a boastful
bellicosity rather than a reticent timidity.
Describing the pervasive atmosphere of fear in which he grew up, Coates writes: “The fear
was there in the extravagant boys of my neighborhood, in their large rings and medallions, their big
puffy coats and full-length fur collared leathers, which was their armor against their world” (Between
the World 14). It was there in the first music he heard, “the music that pumped from boom boxes full
of grand boast and bluster” (Between theWorld 15). He felt it in the sting of his father’s “black leather
belt, which he applied with more anxiety than anger, my father who beat me as if someone might
steal me away, because that is exactly what was happening all around us” (Between the World 15-16). It
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was a fear for the loss of his body. Coates presents the thesis that the black body is a body to be
violated through his own history and understanding of history: “what matters is our condition, what
matters is the system that makes your body breakable” (Between the World 18).
Coates’ first-person testament, cured through reflection and political analysis, tells of the
conditions in which black people have been living in the United States since its origin when they
were brought to North America against their will to be the property of others who had jurisdiction
over their bodies. The past few years have seen the crisis of racially indexed police aggression
brought to a boiling point with the deaths of Michael Brown, Trayvon Martin, Eric Garner, and
others.59 This brutality is, in Coates analysis, part of a longer history that constitutes the black body
as violable. “And now, in your time,” he writes to his son, “the law has become an excuse for
stopping and frisking you, which is to say, for furthering the assault on your body” (Between theWorld
17).
As bell hooks has noted: “All black people in the United States […] live with the possibility
that they will be terrorized by whiteness” (“Representations of Whiteness” 50). We can consider
the sense described by Coates and others that the possibility of being dispossessed of one’s body is a
constant condition of life for black people the United States as a limitation on the expansiveness of
the habit body that transforms its environment into means of expression. As Sullivan puts it,
alluding to Merleau-Ponty’s seminal phrasing: “the body is an expression not just of ‘I can,’ but also

While there are innumerable sources of information on these police killings, and the Black Lives Matter
movement is the best source for perspectives on how these deaths illustrate a greater societal problem, we
here cite a BBC article that presents a list of those who were killed by police in controversial circumstances
during the period of great social upheaval. The article is titled Freddie Gray Death: Protesters Highlight Other
Police Deaths: http://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-30341927.
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of ‘I won’t’” (Revealing Whiteness 9). Coates indeed ends his excursus with a vignette describing
precisely the ways in which the habit body of fear that he developed in Baltimore restricts his
engagements in a new context. Having finished explicating the ways in which the threat and reality
of violence was omnipresent for him growing up, and interpreting the behaviours and mannerism of
the others around him as responses to this fundamental exposure and vulnerability, he relates a story
about a visit to Paris, France.
A few weeks into our stay, I made a friend who wanted to improve his English as
much as I wanted to improve my French. We met one day out in the crowd in
front of Notre Dame. We walked to the Latin Quarter. We walked to a wine shop.
Outside the wine shop there was seating. We sat and drank a bottle of red. We
were served heaping piles of meats, bread, and cheese. Was this dinner? Did
people do this? I had not even known how to imagine it. And more, was this all
some elaborate ritual to get an angle on me? My friend paid. I thanked him. But
when we left I made sure he walked out first. He wanted to show me one of those
old buildings that seem to be around every corner in that city. And the entire time
he was leading me, I was sure he was going to make a quick turn into an alley,
where some dudes would be waiting to strip me of …what, exactly? But my new
friend simply showed me the building, shook my hand, gave a fine bon soirée, and
walked off into the wide open night. And watching him walk away, I felt that I had
missed part of the experience because of my eyes, because my eyes were made in
Baltimore, because my eyes were blindfolded by fear. (Between theWorld 126)
Our generative context establishes ways of behaving in the world which then become the baseline
for our behaviours in other contexts. These other contexts, however, may demand a differently
organized body schema, and the gap between these demands and the shape of our “stable organs and
pre-established circuits” (PhP 87) creates an uncomfortable tension. This tension, as we see here in
Coates’ account, brings the contours of our habit body before our eyes, and also invites a
transformation.
The role that social vectors of power play in delimiting the habit body is influentially
described by French psychiatrist Franz Fanon. Fanon grew up in Martinique while it was still a
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French colony (now a French département) before training as a psychiatrist in France and eventually
joining the Algerian National Liberation Front. He died of Leukaemia in 1961. While in this section
we are focusing on the way that the habit body is calibrated by its generative environment, we are
beginning to see here what we will see more explicitly in the next section: other people’s
ascriptions to us of our capacities do greatly influence those capacities themselves, particularly as
regards our basic status as world-interpreting beings.
We include Fanon here, however, because his descriptions of the effects of the white gaze as
a limitation on his ability to develop and maintain an expressive relationship to his environment (in
Dewey’s sense) is consonant with and illuminatingly inflects Coates’ view, reinforcing the
interpretation of oppression as a restriction on the development of the body schema vis-à-vis the
environment. Fanon has described the experience of racist oppression as a restriction of the body
schema in Black Skin, White Masks (1952). He writes: “In the white world the man of color
encounters difficulties in the development of his bodily schema” (Black Skin 83). He describes the
body schema in terms that, like Coates’ account, brings out its centrality to our sense of self, the
body schema is not only a matter of what we can do but of who we are.
A slow composition of my self as a body in the middle of a spatial and temporal
world - such seems to be the schema. It does not impose itself on me; it is, rather,
a definitive structuring of the self and of the world - definitive because it creates
a real dialectic between my body and the world. (Black Skin 83)
This schema, however, is vulnerable to the gaze of the white man. Fanon describes the way an
encounter with a white man divests him of his own bodily presence and presents himself to himself
as if from a “third-person consciousness” (Black Skin 83), as a thing. Seeing himself as a thing through
the eyes of the white man, Fanon sees his body as “surrounded by an atmosphere of certain
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uncertainty” (Black Skin 83). Fanon later describes the destabilizing effect of the white man’s gaze as
a change in the integrity and placement of the body schema: “the body schema, attacked in several
places, collapsed, giving way to an epidermal racial schema” (Black Skin 84).
We recognize echoes in Fanon’s “epidermal racial schema” of Head’s early description of the
body schema as double-faceted, comprising both a “postural model of ourselves” (“‘Body-image’”
247) and a sort of bodily topography helping us identify local stimulation (“‘Body-image’” 247).
However Fanon’s epidermal racial schema should not be assimilated with the second prong of
Head’s early account of the body schema. What the “epidermal racial schema” refers to for Fanon,
we contend, is a certain instantiation of the social influence in the construction of a body schema.
Fanon continues:
Below the corporeal schema I had sketched a historico-racial schema. The
elements that I used had been provided for me not by ‘residual sensations and
perceptions primarily of a tactile, vestibular, kinesthetic, and visual character,’60
but by the other, the white man, who had woven me out of a thousand details,
anecdotes, stories. (Black Skin 84)
The gaze of the white man made him aware that his body schema was not merely created through
physiological exploration of his environment, but also through the regard afforded to him by others.
In this instance, that regard is damaging to the schema developed through exploration; the former
“collapsed” (Black Skin 84), and he finds himself “surrounded by an atmosphere of certain
uncertainty” (Black Skin 83). Fanon’s observations and reflections reinforce what we have been
presenting about the precise way that oppression affects behaviour through restricting the body
schema. The atmosphere of uncertainty created by the white man’s gaze undermines Fanon’s ability
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to explore their environment in safety, and to develop an integral relationship with their
environment. Additionally, the gaze can institute a collapse in that schema even after it is developed,
albeit in a restricted and inhibited fashion.
A comparable account of the influence of gender oppression on the body schema is given by
Iris Marion Young. In “Throwing Like a Girl” (1990),Young describing feminine body experience in
the late 20th century United States: “the feminine body underuses its real capacity, both as the
potentiality of its physical size and strength and as the real skills and coordination that are available
to it. Feminine bodily existence is an inhibited intentionality, which simultaneously reaches toward a
projected end with an ‘I can’ and withholds its full bodily commitment to that end in a self-imposed
‘I cannot’” (“Like a Girl” 36). In addition to inhibited intentionality,Young names two other
“modalities of feminine motility” (“Like a Girl” 35): “ambiguous transcendence” (“Like a Girl” 35) and
“a discontinuous unity” (“Like a Girl” 35). All three of these modalities, she says, result from a
function similar to that described by Fanon:
A source of these contradictory modalities is the bodily self-reference of feminine
comportment, which derives from the woman’s experience of her body as a thing
at the same time that she experiences it as a capacity. (“Like a Girl” 35)
The “self-reference” of feminine comportment is not the self-awareness that always accompanies our
conscious engagements, but a self-reference derived from the external viewpoint of others upon
her. Similarly to Fanon’s account, for Young, the gaze of another person, seeing us as a mere object,
confounds the confidence we feel in our bodies when we use them subjectively as our means of
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exploring the world.61 Young draws on Simone de Beauvoir’s Second Sex to highlight how women
have been construed societally as a “mere object” (“Like a Girl” 31).62 Such societal ascription would
make the experience of being regarded as a mere object not idiosyncratic but a systematic and
expected feature of a life lived in the feminine gender in an industrialized nation in the 20 th and 21st
centuries.
The “ambiguous transcendence” that Young identifies in female body comportment refers to
the partial quality of feminine investment in movement, derived from an uncertainty about the
body’s capacities.
I observed that a woman typically refrains from throwing her whole body into a
motion and rather concentrates motion in one part of the body alone, while the
rest of the body remains relatively immobile. Only part of the body, that is, moves
out toward a task, while the rest remains rooted in immanence. (“Like a Girl” 36).
Such motions, where one part of the body moves and the rest remains immobile even though the
action calls for full mobility, also contribute to the third characteristic of female motility named by
Young: “discontinuous unity” (“Like a Girl” 38). Such motions are on the one hand discontinuous
with themselves in not being wholly invested in the action, and on the other discontinuous with their
environment to the extent that movement unifies the situation around that single task (“Like a Girl”

Here recall Simone Schmidt’s intervention from chapter one: turning off the lights in order to disrupt this
imposition on her.
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“I rely on Beauvoir’s account of woman’s existence in patriarchal society as defined by a basic tension
between immanence and transcendence. The culture and society in which the female person dwells defines
woman as Other, as the inessential correlate to man, as mere object and immanence. Woman is thereby
both culturally and socially denied the subjectivity, autonomy, and creativity that are definitive of being
human and that in patriarchal society are accorded the man. At the same time, however, because she is a
human existence, the female person necessarily is a subjectivity and transcendence, and she knows herself to
be” (“Like a Girl” 31). Young refers readers to Beauvoir’s chapter 21, “Woman’s Situation and Character,”
in the Second Sex.
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38); here the reasoning seems to be that if a motion is discontinuous with itself it produces a fortiori
a discontinuous environment.63
Young’s work, then, draws attention to the ways that gender oppression influences the
development and enactment of the body schema and the habit body. Her work concomitantly
emphasizes the way such oppression and schematic constriction profoundly shape the way the world
appears to (and through) that restricted postural choreography: it is a disrupted and unstable world
which appears to the feminine subject. In the following chapter we will address this topic of worldly
fragmentation in terms of its influence on a subject’s ability to project possible futures for herself.
However here we are emphasizing the way that postural schematization and the habit bodies they
form are shaped by social forces in non-neutral ways - that is to say in ways that can be identified as
destructive - and also go to the very core of one’s identity as a feminine person. Although an
engagement with theories about the performativity of social identities is beyond the scope of this
chapter, we want the reader to consider the extent to which one’s way of enacting existence simply
is, or at the very least deeply informs, one’s social self.
In addition to intersecting lines of relative social power in their historical specificity, other
examples of general types of influences on the shape of a habit body are: the size and pace of cities,
means of production, division of labour, and the state of technological development particularly
related to transportation and communication. As Henri Lefebvre and Luis Bettencourt have

Young writes: “the body brings unity to and unites itself with its surroundings; through the vectors of its
projected possibilities it sets things in relation to one another and to itself” (“Like a Girl” 37).
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shown,64 the size and geographical setting of a city give it a distinctive timescale affecting the tempo
of movements occurring within it. While speed might not initially seem like a factor in body
schematic composition, faster execution of maneuvers could be seen to demand a more robustly
developed body schema, one accustomed to a degree of automaticity. In this sense we might expect
to find more entrenched styles of body schema in larger cities and more flexible variation in those
of smaller settlements.
The division of labour and, more generally, the means of production in society influence the
shape of a body schema in profound ways as well. When one’s work-function takes on the repetitive
quality that a division of labour and increased specialization engenders, one’s motions become
highly routinized, entrenching the body schema deeply and limiting its creative adaptability.65 Work
in the fields of ergonomics and occupational therapy targets this feature of work life: the more we
become specialized in a particular form of work, the more one version of our body schema will be
reinforced, even in managerial and other white collar forms of work. Fields of therapeutic study
have thus developed to not only to make sure the repetitive motions that we perform in work are as
efficient as possible but also to reduce the wear and tear that such over-use of specific schematic
arrangements can produce.

Lefebvre, Henri. Rhythmanalysis: Space, Time, and Everyday Life. London: Continuum, 2004; Bettencourt,
L. M.A., J. Lobo, and G. B. West. “Why are Large Cities Faster? Universal Scaling and Self-Similarity in
Urban Organization and Dynamics.” The European Physical Journal. June 2008. 63.3.285–293. These works
lay out the ways in which the pace of organisms influences and is influenced by the size of their physical
organization.
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For a fascinating look at the degree to which the motions and movements of workers were scrutinized and
controlled in the early industrial United States, see the Time-Motion Studies of Frank and Lilian Gilbreth,
such as: Gilbreth, Frank Bunker, and Lillian Moller Gilbreth. Applied Motion Study. 1919. See also Taylor,
Frederick Winslow. “The Principles of Scientific Management.” History of Economic Thought Books, 1911, and
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And lastly, the character of transportation systems influences the shape of the habit body.
For example, in transportation networks of densely populated cities, there is a danger of being run
over by a vehicle, pedestrian, or cyclist if one is not very precise about one’s pattern of movement.
In a smaller town by contrast, with streets that are unoccupied on occasion, it would be easy and
relatively consequence-free to careen into the street in a moment of inattention or spontaneous joy.
To do so in a downtown city street in Toronto, however, could be deadly. Thus the body schema
contracts and limits its reach to the regions of safe movement.
The habit body, then, comes to music with specific dispositions for attunement. It is in these
specific dispositions that music asks for resemblance in order to be played, heard, or danced. We saw
in Coates’ account how his habit body was particularly tuned into “the music that pumped from
boom boxes full of grand boast and bluster” (Between the World 15). He understood immediately the
postural attitude expressed in the music because of his own defensive stance adapted in the face of
constant vulnerability to attack. In this case, music is a heightened articulation of the habit body as it
is developed in an environment.66
Not all music, however, constitutes a heightening of the habit body. It is possible to question
whether this account makes sense for the music studied in traditional musicology departments, such
as classical choral music with four part harmony, the “Coltrane changes,” or indeed any harmonically
or rhythmically complex music including but not limited to African polyrhythms or Indian ragas.
While we have been emphasizing that some music expresses a regional posture and is readily

In the Notes de cours, Merleau-Ponty writes: “Musique, art du comportement, quoique sans références
aumône physique extérieur. Trajets et passages, rien de mieux pour exprimer une attitude. Une façon non
d’être, mais de vivre, de se sentir vivre” (64).
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appreciable by those with a habitual stance honed in that region, it is clear that not all music
happens to express one’s own regional schematic orientation. We explain in detail below how it is
that we can come to appreciate the music of others through the schematic scaffolding provided by
other people’s behaviour, on the one hand, and by adapting one’s postural readiness according to the
lead provided by the music itself, on the other. We can indeed learn to appreciate complex musical
structures even if they do not come to us as an expression of our own particular regional
upbringing.
But returning to Coates’ account, however, let us take note that in his case, Coates’
defensive, fear-conditioned habit body is reinforced by the music he hears, rather than elaborated or
expanded. This is in fact one of the possibilities entailed by our thesis that music must appeal to
particular habit bodies, according to their local determinants. The reinforcement of a particular
body schema may, somewhat counter-intuitively however, be in fact precisely what is needed to
interact responsively with one’s environment. One way that music may extend the habit body may be
by strengthening it sufficiently to inhabit new territories without being overcome by them. This
strengthened habit body may in turn be extended via interaction with the new environment. This
indirect way of extending the habit body could be a fresh approach to inhabiting our living space.
This could be useful, one might think, particularly in regards to adapting to a new location. Music,
it might seem, could facilitate this transition by opening up the habit body of the new resident,
allowing it to adopt new patterns of perception according to the demands of its new environment.
This might be of particular efficacy for those who are near the end of life and whose habit bodies are
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the least flexible. Moving to an assisted living facility is a completely disorienting shock for many.
Indeed, music has been shown to be of particular value for nurses caring for elderly patients.67
However, unless they are introduced to it by a well-informed caregiver or family member,
the elderly, as are all of us, may be inclined to listen to music from artists that they already know
from the past, even to the point of rejecting newer works by the same artist (if the style deviates too
markedly from what they are habituated to). This way of listening sets up expectations just precisely
in the way that they will be fulfilled: listening to the same recording again and again, for example,
does not contain the possibility of the unexpected to the same extent that listening to a new artist, a
new composition, or style of music does. Although it must be acknowledged that listening to a piece
of music multiple times is nevertheless a way of comprehending it fully. Edward T. Cone has argued
in “Three Ways of Reading a Detective Story or a Brahms Intermezzo” that a piece of music, like a
detective story, requires three readings, or listenings, to be well comprehended. While it is true
that in re-listening to a recording we may hear new aspects of it that did not immediately present
themselves to us, such noticing of fresh elements in the song only adds increased detail and finesse
to an extant habitual body.
This way of listening that reinforces the habit body, however, can in this case still
recommend application in end-of-life domestic transition. For in completely unfamiliar
surroundings, being reminded of who you are as a habitual creature can provide the stability
required to respond to the new environment. This function of music is to bring us back into the
person we were when we listened to it before. It can in fact give us the bearings we need to navigate
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new and challenging surroundings, and encounter our present as less than a total catastrophe. We
can see changes in living conditions as an invitation to modify our basic and stable style of
perceiving the world. It is, in this case, the familiar music that provides the stability of body schema
needed to receive the call of the new environment. This would also make sense of Coates’ schemaconfirming music in the face of the constant threat of ‘losing one’s body.’ Some situations are so
volatile that maintaining the basic conditions of an intentional being becomes music’s role.
This insight that music can reinforce the familiar body schema in new and challenging
contexts can also be considered in relation to population displacement and migration, as an area of
future research that we will not be delimiting fully here. Sung songs and on-body percussion are a
very transportable form of art; perhaps only storytelling would be comparably portable.
Recognizing the stabilizing influence of music on the habit body when confronted with utterly
foreign environments, we can see the vital function of songs and music from an original
environment in making adaptation to a new country possible. As Sullivan correctly asserts, habits
circumscribe the possibilities for one’s actions. There is no agency without it: “habit is that which
provides agency” (Revealing Whiteness 24). For Sullivan, who claims that “[h]abit can never be
separated from its environment” (Revealing Whiteness 2), a change of environment is a key
requirement of a change in habit. We affirm, however, that a change in environment poses
challenges to the habit body, but hold that the stability of the habit body must initially be maintained
from the old context if the new context is to be perceived at all. A total disruption of the habit body
would be destabilizing to the point of destroying perception. Music may be a key ingredient for the
transformation of the habit body in cases of migration because it can allow people to get their
bearings from which they can then make new pivots, adapting to their new context. In section three
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below, we will discuss the ways in which music, while addressing itself initially to the extant
configuration of the particular habit body in question, can reconfigure that habit body and bring it
to embrace foreign experiences. Here we assert that it can also help us to embrace foreign
experiences precisely through the reinforcement of the perceptual platform required to do so.

3.6.

Mimesis and Other People

Sometimes our postural schema is not prepared for a particular musical experience. Music
from foreign epochs and locations may not automatically find a foothold in our specific habit bodies.
For instance, attending a performance of Renaissance music in 2016 can be a jarring experience for
the apprenticed. For me, it was initially challenging to experience a staging by The Toronto Consort
and the School of Atelier Ballet of Ballet comique de la Royne, composed by Lambert de Beaulieu (fl.
1559-1590) and Jacques Salmon (fl. 1571 - 1586).68 The music seemed bloodless and one
dimensional, the dancing a bit juvenile. Music designed for and by habit bodies of past epochs do
not automatically make sense to the habit bodies of today. A common way into incomprehensible
music, such as I found to be this staging of “the first true ballet,” 69 is to observe the comportment
of others for whom it does not seem incomprehensible. Those around us can model the postural
schema most conducive to perceiving music because the body schemas of other people are more
easily perceived than other phenomena.

The Italian Queen of France. The Toronto Consort. 8pm November 11 & 12, 2016. Trinity-St. Paul’s
Centre, Jeanne Lamon Hal, 427 Bloor Street West. Toronto Ontario M5S 1X7
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In the lectures that comprise “The Child’s Relations with Others,” Merleau-Ponty contends
that psychic life is not a purely private matter, but is rather “a relation to the world. The other’s
consciousness is chiefly a certain way of comporting himself toward the world” (“Child’s Relations”
117). Understood as conduct, other minds are not inaccessible to us but are plain to observe. By the
same token, the “‘postural,’ or ‘corporeal, schema’” (“Child’s Relations” 117) of another person
speaks ‘directly to my own motility’ as “themes of possible activity for my own body” (“Child’s
Relations” 117). Merleau-Ponty writes:
To the extent that I can elaborate and extend my corporal schema […] to that
very extent will my consciousness of my own body cease being a chaos in which
I am submerged and lend itself to a transfer to others. (“Child’s Relations” 118)
Conceiving of the psyche as comportment towards the world, or what we have elaborated
elsewhere as the body schema, would appear to immediately enable its “transfer” between
individuals.
It is this transfer of my intentions to the other’s body and of his intentions to my
own, my alienation of the other and his alienation of me, that makes possible the
perception of others. (“Child’s Relations” 118)
Merleau-Ponty’s account posits a radical transferability of the body schema from one person to
another. Because the body schema is a pattern of motility, it is available for me to inhabit in my own
body-at-this-moment. It is in this way that observing others in their musical perception can guide
me in adopting the stance required for optimal musical perception.
The following objection, however, can be anticipated. Merleau-Ponty discusses the
transferability of the body schema within an overall account of the development of a person from
birth onward. The transfer of postural schemas falls into the first phase of a two-phase
developmental progression. This first phase of our human development, pre-communication, is “an
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anonymous collectivity, an undifferentiated group life” (“Child’s Relations” 119). In the second
phase, segregation occurs through “objectification of one’s own body and the constitution of the other
in his difference” (“Child’s Relations” 119). He writes of the two:
Syncretism here is the indistinction between me and the other, a confusion at
the core of a situation that is common to us both. After that the objectification
of the body intervenes to establish a sort of wall between me and the other: a
partition. (“Child’s Relations” 120)
Insofar as the transferability of postural schemas falls into the first phase of development, we can
question whether it is appropriate to use an operation occurring there to describe events that take
place in the second phase, such as experiencing music. We are by and large treating music as it is
experienced by people who are not infants in this thesis. So the objection to consider would be that
such schematic transfer cannot take place after the second phase of development because it only
occurs in the first.
We can offer several considerations to support of the view that schematic transfer can
facilitate musical perception. The first is that it seems experientially justified. Watching the Ballet
comique de la Royne became tolerable to me after focusing my eyes on an engaged audience member
for a portion of time. His attitude was one of relaxed delight, unstrained, unvexed. When I took on
this stance of ease and unconcern, the simplicity of the music and dances ceased to infuriate me.
They began to seem like choreographed embellishments of polite social discourse, which is
effectively what they were in their original context, written for the court of Catherine de Medici
(1519 - 1589). In this instance, while my initial mood of agitation may have prevented me from
understanding the music, releasing myself from its grip, we should clarify, does not automatically
mean that the calm constituting that release is the stance called for by the music. The schematic transfer
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from the attentive patron enabled me to be in a position of receptive passivity such that I would be
able to be receptive to this call and adapt to its own terms. This is to say that schematic leadership is
not the only way that others can influence our style of perceptual engagement; transitioning us into
a state of relative passivity such that we can adapt to the appeal of the situation appropriately is also
possible. Thus the first point of evidence that the schematic transfer characteristic of the phase of
pre-communication is a fitting way of accounting for the way the corporeal schema of others seems
to guide our appreciation of unfamiliar music which takes place in the phase after segregation.
Merleau-Ponty claims that the second phase whereby one separates from others through
objectification is “never completely finished” (“Child’s Relations” 119). The first phase, precommunication, re-occurs in a number of places in adult life. Sympathy, Merleau-Ponty says, exhibits
the “postural impregnation” (“Child’s Relations” 145) of the first phase of human development
(“Child’s Relations” 146).70 Love too, he claims, relives the “syncretic sociability” (“Child’s
Relations” 153) of the first phase of development (“Child’s Relations” 154). The next legitimating
consideration, then, is recognition that the pre-communicative phase of development is not finally
relegated to the past but continues to occur in a number of spheres in adult existence.
The third legitimating consideration is that taking on the posture of others in preparing to
have a musical experience is not a wholesale transfer of the body schema. Adults, Merleau-Ponty
holds, can cross boundaries without abolishing them (“Child’s Relations” 120). When I observe the
conduct of another person as “themes of possible activity for my own body” (“Child’s Relations”
117), I am picking up on a possibility for me. These themes must find articulation in the “stable

“The child’s own body is for him a way of understanding other bodies through ‘postural impregnation’”
(“Child’s Relations” 150).
70
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organs and pre-established circuits” (PhP 87) whose power has been built up through repeated use in
prior perceptual tasks. For this reason, the mimetic influence of other people’s comportment on my
own will be at best partial and not a full-blown transfer leaving no remainder. I do not fully inhabit
the body schema of the engrossed audience member when I emulate his easy listening attitude.
Kym Maclaren makes this same point in a slightly different fashion. Maclaren introduces
what she calls ontological intimacy, which “consists in an other becoming […] a part of one’s own
embodiment” (“Intimacy and Embodiment” 58). Ontological intimacy, she claims, is “true of all our
relations with others, whether they are strangers or familiars, oppressors or supporters” (“Intimacy
and Embodiment” 58). This is to say in our vocabulary that schematic transfer can take place
between anyone. The experience of intimacy however, which ontological intimacy “makes possible but
does not necessitate” (“Intimacy and Embodiment”60), comes about, she contends, through “some
significant degree of shared institutions or sedimented cultural and personal habits” (“Intimacy and
Embodiment” 60).
The point here is that the transfer of body schema in situations of ontological intimacy does
not require one be in an intimate relationship with that other person. However, for that
intertwining of body schema to constitute an enduring relationship of the sort we commonly call
intimate, the exchange must be repeated and reinforced in the same way that our own habit body is
constituted - through everyday institutions and practices. Maclaren’s distinction between
ontological and experiential intimacy is important here in understanding how one may take on the
postural schema of another person - a stranger, a familiar, or anyone in-between - and still retain
one’s fundamental habits.
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A final response to our anticipated objection builds on the second, that the precommunicative phase re-occurs in adult experiences such as sympathy and love. Music itself may be
a particularly potent area in adult life for the re-onset of the pre-communicative phase. This
suggestion might be considered misplaced in that it presumes a musical relationship – once music is
being experienced, the pre-communicative stage re-occurs – whereas we are currently inquiring
into the power of a gestural preface to prefigure the body schema of a novice musician or
appreciator in the first place such that they can aptly experience music that they do not yet know
how to regard. This suggestion will make its full impression in the next section below, when we
consider the way that music itself solicits the habit body into anticipatory resemblance; proper
comportment relative to a piece of music is not only assumed through the example of others. Once
we are indeed having a musical experience, however the suggestion here is that a further expansion
of the body schema, in the style of what Merleau-Ponty calls the pre-communicative stage, may be
underway.
This last response recalls Friedrich Nietzsche’s Birth of Tragedy. There Nietzsche
unequivocally identifies the Dionysiac force in Greek Tragedy and other activity, with music (19).
The Dionysiac impulse is towards the dissolution of individual identities and stasis. It revels in
becoming opposite, in the truth of change, in the having and losing of life. We recall here a passage
cited earlier form the Phenomenology of Perception, where Merleau-Ponty, in the context of discussing
the spatial affordances of each distinct sense faculty, writes:
Music is not in visible space, music erodes visible space, surrounds it, and causes
it to shift, such that these overdressed listeners – who take on a judgmental air
and exchange comments or smirks without noticing that the ground begins to
tremble beneath them – are soon like a ship’s crew tossed about on the surface of
a stormy sea. (PhP 234)
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Music undermines the pompous posturing of those who are only attending a musical event in order
to be seen socially. Merleau-Ponty is pointing to the futility of trying to maintain a pre-determined
sense of identity in the face of music’s powerful grip.
In “The Child’s Relations with Others,” then, we see that it is possible to take on the body
schema of another person. Their comportment is understood as a possible patterning for my own
body schema. The reason why it is easier to perceive the comportment of another person when in
the presence of an incomprehensible beckoning or muddled perceptual problem, however, is greatly
illuminated in a different essay by Kym Maclaren, “Embodied Perceptions of Others as a Condition
of Selfhood.” There Maclaren cites T. Berry Brazelton’s observations of infants’ comportment in the
presence of inanimate objects, describing the way that “infants seemed to be captivated or ‘hooked’
by the inanimate objects” (“Condition of Selfhood” 69). We shall consider this a parallel with the
case of being confronted with incomprehensible music. Maclaren describes the infant’s postural
expression of fixation as follows:
His face would be fixed and tense, his mouth and lips protruding towards the
object. His body, too, would be tense, with his shoulders hunched as if he were
about to pounce, and his fingers and toes turned towards the object. (“Condition
of Selfhood” 69)
Following this period of fixated tension, there is a “sudden breaking free” (“Condition of Selfhood”
70), involving flailing limbs, crying out, rapid breathing, and searching eyes (“Condition of
Selfhood” 70). The behaviour of the infant as described would evince a great tension in its body
during the period of fixation, a tension that the infant resolves by ‘breaking free’ in pent up
expulsion of undirected energy. Maclaren explains this behaviour with the suggestion that infants under 16 weeks of age “do not yet have sufficient motor capacities for exploring and determining
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the thing presented” (“Condition of Selfhood” 78). This is to say that they do not yet have control
over the body-at-this-moment, control that is strengthened through the habit body according to
which objects become objects in richness and detail. Note, however, that the infant is not
completely indifferent to the object: the inability to perceive the object optimally is felt as a
transfixion.
We can apply this scenario to the one at hand, that of readying the habit body to have a
musical experience. The two cases are not identical, for in our case it is not a question of having
‘sufficient motor capacities’ tout court but of having the dispositions relevant to the particular music
in question. We are presuming in our inquiry here that the one readying themselves for music is an
adult who has a body schema but one that is not adequately prepared for a particular musical
experience, such as I experienced in approaching the Renaissance music concert. My initial
experience was of stunned incomprehension combined with the desire to flee, much like the
description of the transfixed infant who then breaks free. My initial sense of the musical experience
was that it would be unbearable to have to sit still uncomprehendingly for the duration of the
performance.
This account of transfixion sits easily with the description of fear-based listening we made in
chapter one. We used the case of fear-based listening to introduce what is involved in passive
listening. The stillness and tension of transfixion: that would not want to equate passive listening
with transfixion, because doing so would entail regarding passive listening as an indeterminate
perception, since transfixion is precisely the not-having of requisite perceptual skills to achieve a
determinate percept. We would want to maintain that passive listening is, qua listening, a robust
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form of determinate perception, or at least the approaching of one. And indeed, it is likely that all
of the stops on the continuum between listening and performing music have room for transfixion to
occur. For transfixion is not a stable position but a building up of tension that leads to an action,
arguably, although some might want to characterize the breaking free as resistance rather than
culmination. Since the infant does not “yet have sufficient motor capacities for exploring and
determining the thing presented” (“Condition of Selfhood” 78), the transfixion leads to a “sudden
breaking free” (“Condition of Selfhood” 70). But in an adult with a body schema, it seems likely that
the transfixion would be precisely what precipitates the adaptation of the propitious motor postures
needed, which would produce a determinate perception. It is interesting to compare this state of
transfixion with the state undergone in an experience of beauty, whether artifactual or natural.
These sorts of experiences also attest to the insufficiency of normal ways of behaving, like
transfixion experienced in fear or as a neonate. But unlike the latter, beauty produces wonder in
the subject experiencing it. However, even though the mood of the transfixion differs between
these two sorts of cases, both can be said to precipitate new forms of behaviour and adaptation.
We could now say that we have discovered one source of schema expansion - the discomfort
and tension, or alternatively wondrous humility, of indeterminate perceptions. We should note here
that while indeterminate perceptions can move us into a more propitious perceptual state, traumatic
experiences would have a different effect.71

In fact we might want to characterize traumatic experiences as precisely the inability or unwillingness to
find an appropriate schematic solution to a powerfully incomprehensible force. However, we will not wade
into these waters just here.
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Now let us address why turning to observe others may be a step toward resolving the
tension of the indeterminate percept. Maclaren draws upon a number of Merleau-Ponty’s writings
on the perception of others to argue that for the infant, who has an undeveloped sensory-motor
system, perceiving other people is easier than perceiving objects. She writes:
persons move us differently than do objects. When perceiving another, the other’s
intentionality sweeps us up and turns us away from the person herself, and
towards that which she intends. To see her is to see through her towards the thing
with which she is engaged. (“Condition of Selfhood” 79)
We are ‘swept up’ in the other’s way of comporting themselves towards objects. We are enlisted in
their body schema, effecting a “‘co-enaction’ of, or participatory inhabitation of, the other’s
actions’” (“Condition of Selfhood” 81). This is the reason why Maclaren asserts that an infant is able
to perceive another person before it is able to perceive objects. But what is easier about it? For
although the insight that to perceive another person is to “perceive their intentionality” (“Condition
of Selfhood” 79) is profound, it does not by itself explain why a nascent creature with no habit body,
would be able to perceive it more easily than an object. If not having a habit body prohibits
determinate perceptions of objects, why should it not also prohibit determinate perceptions of
other people?72
The answer implicit in Maclaren is that the other furnishes the schema required for the
infant to perceive it. The other furnishes the body schema needed to perceive its own body schema.
This is what we can understand by being ‘swept up’ in the intentionality of another. Objects too

For comment on what is occurring before and peripheral to the habit body and determinate perceptions,
see chapter four, particularly the section on sensory life.
72
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solicit our comportment, but do not ‘sweep us up’ in the same way. They cannot furnish a body
schema for us, only offer us a pattern we cannot follow on our own.
Looking at Merleau-Ponty’s chapter “Other Selves and the Human World” in Phenomenology
of Perception clarifies this point. There Merleau-Ponty discusses an infant of fifteen months who, as he
says, “opens its mouth if I playfully take one of its fingers between my teeth and pretend to bite it”
(PhP 352). The infant spontaneously performs with its own mouth the action that is being
performed by the other. Merleau-Ponty opens his mouth, the baby opens its mouth. Merleau-Ponty
explains the phenomenon as follows:
The fact is that its own mouth and teeth, as it feels them from the inside, are
immediately, for it, an apparatus to bite with, and my jaw, as the baby sees it from
the outside, is immediately, for it, capable of the same intentions. (PhP 352)
The intention “to bite” is felt within the infant’s jaw, as well as in the jaw of the other seen from the
outside. Both are immediately sensed as the means of carrying out the general action of biting. This
is to say that because it is the intentionality that is perceived here, namely the biting, the bodily
means though which that intentionality occurs are experienced as one. Merleau-Ponty continues:
“between this phenomenal body of mine and that of another as I see it from the outside, there exists
an internal relation” (PhP 352). The internal relation between seeing an action performed by
another person and doing it myself is the shared intentional structure, the common style of worlddirectedness, the biting.
Susan Bredlau importantly qualifies the description of the biting in “On Perception and
Trust: Merleau-Ponty and the Emotional Significance of our Relations with Others.” Bredlau argues
that the primary intention is not merely biting but “pretend biting” (“Perception and Trust” 6,
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emphasis mine).73 She writes: “the most critical part of this passage, though Merleau-Ponty does
not particularly emphasize it himself, is his description of his behavior as ‘playful.’” (“Perception
and Trust” 3) Breadlau interprets this playfulness as a mood, which she understands to be a way of
experiencing (rather than a content of experience that we can focus on) (“Perception and Trust” 3).
The pretend biting and the infant’s response to it are, on her account, the means by which
the mood of play is accepted and taken on by both parties in the interaction: “it was their mutual
perception of the baby’s fingers as being playfully bitten that enabled their playful interaction”
(“Perception and Trust” 8). While it would be controversial to say that the infant’s open mouth is
the infant’s consent to the playfulness - the infant is too young to consent in the full sense - Bredlau
does insist: “In opening his mouth he is not imitating Merleau-Ponty - he is participating in MerleauPonty’s specific way of perceiving the world” (“Perception and Trust” 5). Such participation is,
according to Bredlau, required for Merleau-Ponty’s gesture to in fact be playful, rather than
aggressive or simply bizarre. “After all, Merleau-Ponty’s behavior can only be playful if the baby
perceives Merleau-Ponty’s biting as pretend. If the baby does not, Merleau-Ponty’s behavior is not
playful but, instead, threatening and alarming” (“Perception and Trust” 6).
What Bredlau’s account adds to ours is the idea that what is being initiated through gesture
can be understood as mood: a gesture may not merely initiate a shared action (biting), but may also
contract a shared style of interaction, one in which other shared actions (sniffing, squeezing) are
possible. This is helpful because it assists in explaining why certain series of actions are linked
together experientially, which is to say, the sorts of actions included within the playful mood. If each

Bredlau’s essay was published online and as such does not have standard page numbers. I have numbered
the pages for the purpose of quoting in terms of their order relative to one another.
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action were individually understood without mood, it might not be obvious why after play-biting,
for example, comes play-tickling.
Still, it is not clear to us on what basis it can be said that the baby’s perception of the biting
as pretend is required for the biting to actually be pretend. Might not Merleau-Ponty regard the
biting as pretend and the infant (speaking loosely) regard it as a forced ritual? as domination?
Bredlau really does say nothing about why a shared grasp of mood is needed for the mood to be
effectual. We often have differing moods, even while successfully engaging in an collaborative
activity. In a classroom, for example: not everyone is in a mood of inquiry even while learning does
occur. Fear and dread, for instance, can be compatible with teaching and learning. It seems
insufficiently pluralistic to assert without justification that the mood must be shared to structure an
interaction. Understanding that a mood can be shared, and accordingly generate a further exchange
of gestures, but must not necessarily be, is more consistent with the wider phenomenon of
collaborative action. However, in that playfulness in particular might require at least two participants
by its very nature, it is possible that in the specific instance of play the participation of another in a
similar spirit could be necessary to its viability. A mood like despondency, for instance, might not
have this requirement.
Another concern we have with Bredlau’s account though has to do with her justification for
interpreting the infant’s opening of mouth as part of a “mutual perception of the baby’s fingers as
being playfully bitten” (“Perception and Trust” 8). “In opening his mouth he is,” as we quoted above,
“[…] participating in Merleau-Ponty’s specific way of perceiving the world.” (“Perception and Trust”
5) In participating in Merleau-Ponty’s playful world by opening the mouth, the infant is supposed to
be perceiving the fingers as being playfully bitten. The reason that participating in the playfulness
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entails the perception of playfulness is addressed by Bredlau earlier in the paper when she writes
about walking down stairs: “my walking down the stairs is my perception of them. Behavior is
perceptive” (“Perception and Trust” 2). This is to say that in acting playfully (in concert with
Merleau-Ponty’s intention) the infant is actually perceiving playfully. In acting playfully the infant
perceives the biting as playful.
But why do we see the opening of the mouth as playful? And why do we see the opening of
the mouth as a response to or participation in Merleau-Ponty’s initial action (pretend biting, as it
were). It seems to us that the opening of the mouth appears as a reciprocation because it occurs at
an appropriate interval following Merleau-Ponty’s gesture. If too much time passes between the two
movements, or too little, the connection between them would fail to register. Likewise, if the
response that the infant performed did not resemble Merleau-Ponty’s, it might not give the sense of
participating in the mood. If the infant had waved its hand in pretend ‘au secours,’ or turned itself
into a pretend chicken leg instead of opening its mouth, then the infant’s motions might have been
incomprehensible and failed to enable “their playful interaction” (“Perception and Trust” 8). We
think that while Bredlau’s account provides a valuable enrichment of the meaning of the pretendbiting situation, and we accept her point that the mood of playfulness is a collaborative perceptual
world lived by both participants together, the initial infant gesture that enables the playfulness
remains of a specific mimetic sort initiated in specific temporal relationship to Merleau-Ponty’s
playful action. As such, we continue to maintain that schematic transfer is primary even as a means
of initiating a shared mood generative of further and more diversified schematic collaboration.
Mood may well govern the style of schematic reception, but is not the only or primary way that
world-interpreting gestures are shared.
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Merleau-Ponty goes on to explicitly name the internal relation - the shared intentionality of the inside and the outside as the body schema, which Colin Smith translates confusingly as ‘body
image,’ as we have previously mentioned. Referring to the infant, Merleau-Ponty writes: “The
body image ensures the immediate correspondence of what he sees done and what he himself does”
(PhP 354). As we know from chapter two, the body schema is the ‘active integration of existing
parts of the body in proportion to their value to the organism’s projects’ (PhP 100). It is the
immediate awareness of the relevance of parts and faculties for particular tasks. This immediate
awareness of the role that parts and faculties play in particular tasks does not need, however, to be
confined to the parts and faculties of my own body experienced from inside a first-person
perspective. Awareness of how the jaw may contribute to biting, how it is part of the body schema
that enacts biting, is plain even when the jaw is externally experienced in the second-person. It is
the body schema that is coincident between the infant’s open mouth and that of the man playfully
biting its foot. “It perceives,” Merleau-Ponty writes, “my intentions in its own body” (PhP 353).
This is how the other as a form of behaviour can impart the infant a body schema. The other,
considered as “themes of possible activity for my own body” (“Child’s Relations” 117) provides the
pattern in which to arrange my own faculties of perception.
When this happens, “I experience my own body as the power of adopting certain forms of
behaviour and a certain world” (PhP 354). When my parts and faculties are choreographed
according to the orientation provided by the intentionality of another, I become aware of myself as
the sort of being that takes on perceptual patterning, which is to say, a being that interprets its
world. I do not have a biological or divinely mandated destiny that will get underway independent
of my own initiative and action; instead, I am the one who must orchestrate myself, position myself
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propitiously to bring about the manifest world. Turning our thoughts back toward the case of the
transfixed infant, we can see how understanding myself as a world-interpreting being gives me the
power to begin approaching objects in the world on their own, without another person’s schematic
blueprint to orient my interaction with it.
Objects convey a pattern of behaviour to us, however, in a slightly different way than do
people. They call us to respond in the appropriate way, they do guide us, they do appeal to and
structure the body schema. But the object cannot ‘sweep us up’ completely in the same way that
the orientation of another person can. It cannot provide a body schema for us because the object is
not a way of being in the world. If we look to objects to provide a way of being in the world, a
body schema, then we become confused. The infant is transfixed by the object because it hears the
call but does not understand how to respond. In the absence of a sense of the body schema and the
self-understanding of a being that interprets the world, the infant cannot interact with the object in
ways that clarify its structure and demands: it cannot learn to respond increasingly appropriately to
the object. In taking on the body schema of another, however, we learn how to approach the object
toward which that body schema intends. In doing so we have the opportunity to understand
ourselves as world-interpreting beings. But additionally, as Kym Maclaren argues in “Embodied
Perceptions of Others as a Condition of Selfhood,” we can be recognized and confirmed “as existing
intentionalities” (“Condition of Selfhood” 82) by the one who provides us the schematic orientation.
When the other person approves our intentional behaviour, we know ourselves to be intentional
creatures.
Recognition of our intentionality confirms our sense of ourselves as world interpreting in
two ways. First of all, as we have been saying, in being provided with a body schema by another
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person, we are enacting their intentional relationship with the world in our own bodies and thereby
obtaining the world relation that they have and understanding the world as they do. If what that
other person is intending while we are under their guidance happens to be our own “power of
adopting certain forms of behaviour and a certain world” (PhP 354), then we will be delivered a
corresponding understanding of ourselves.
The second way is when I observe the pattern of my own intentional actions in others’
“gestures, demeanour or verbalizations” (“Condition of Selfhood” 82). My observation here is
twofold, much like in the ‘play biting’ example. There the jaw externally observed was regarded as
a faculty befitting the intention ‘play biting.’ In observing the pattern of our own behaviour in
others, we experience this pattern as the intentionality which they are enacting. This confirms that
our behaviour is intentional, and ourselves as beings with a body schema that appears as such when
taken on by others. Thus recognition by others in observing our intentionality in them (who are
already known to be intentional in the ways previously discussed), confirms our view of ourselves
as world interpreting.
This self-understanding is at the heart of the resolution of the infant’s transfixed behaviour.
The infant is a proto-world-interpreting being, one who enlists faculties and parts in the aid of
perceptual projects. The transfixed infant receives something of an imperative from the object but
cannot harness the requisite sensory-motor dispositions to respond in order to exact a rich and
detailed percept. The transfixed infant is doing that: sensing the imperative of the object
(transfixion) and responding in a sensory-motor way (breaking free). However, as suggested above,
this pattern occurs jaggedly because the infant does not yet possess a sense of itself as a worldinterpreting creature. The object’s demand in the absence of a schema capable of responding to it
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spawns the breaking free. With the aid of a body schema, the infant can receive the call of the
object and respond without breaking free in a way that draws out the object and heightens the
perceptual experience.
In sum, the body schema can be pre-adapted to a perceptual task through the bodily
leadership of another person. If we come to a musical situation unsure about how to approach the
music, we can turn to others to show us the way, to figure our habit bodies such that they can
undergo the further elaboration offered by the musical experience itself. Before doing so, however,
we shall consider an objection. If other people can shape and shift our habit bodies simply through
their gestural presence, then what extra work is music doing in this capacity? If my contention is
that music takes up and extends the habit body in socially emancipatory ways, the observation that
interaction with others alone can precipitate a shift in this structure could be thought to reduce the
significance of music’s capacity to do so.
Here are two responses to this concern. The first is that any shifts that are achieved in the
habit body through the leadership of others are limited by the contours of that leader’s own body
schema. What we have seen here is that through the example of others we can adopt intentional
postures that aid in specific perceptual tasks. In some cases this will count as an extension, but in
others it will simply constitute a different habit body. The second point to make is to accentuate the
contrast in music’s ability in this regard. Following the gestural pattern of others can get us into a
preparatory posture for experiencing music, but music itself can then take-off and bring us much
further along into unexplored and alien experiences, ones that do not have an extant human
embodiment leading the way. The third response is that as adults rather than infants, we are not
always in the state of pre-communication that enables maximal schematic transfer. Even though the
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transition from infancy to adulthood is never quite complete or irreversible, it is only in particular
circumstances that the earlier state is reinstated. I have suggested, with reference to Nietzsche, that
one of those cases is music. So here the response is that the ability for us to unhinge our habitual
comportment and tap into the gestural schematic exchange is itself unleashed through musical
experience, and the schematic modelling of others amplified by it. Schematic calibration can still
occur as we have described, that is, in non-musical interpersonal contexts. But the point here is that
music can work with it to heighten its functioning. It is to this functioning that we now turn.

3.7.

‘Dashing After the Sonata’ when Music Takes the Lead

Music itself orders our body schema through anticipation. So far in this chapter we have
been looking at the ways in which the habit body comes to be prepared for a musical experience.
We have noted that it is calibrated in everyday life as well as through in-person relationships. Now
we come to the way that music itself plays with the structure of our habit bodies, taking it from its
state of preparatory readiness and to unanticipated arrangements.
The first thing we shall propose here is the way that music is fundamentally an art of
anticipation. For this we can turn to This Is Your Brain on Music by Daniel J. Levitin. There are many
authoritative publications treating this subject, but I have chosen this work because it presents a
useful and widely held view of music, albeit from a problematic theoretical standpoint in so far as it
falls into mechanistic explanations of musical experience. In the chapter entitled “Anticipation,”
Levitin writes:
Composers imbue music with emotion by knowing what our expectations are and
then very deliberately controlling when those expectations will be met, and when
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they won’t. The thrills, chills, and tears we experience from music are the result
of having our expectations artfully manipulated by a skilled composer and the
musicians who interpret that music. (Your Brain on Music 111)
Levitin attributes more agency to the composer than is necessary or credible. However, the point
that music takes up our expectations and controls them, manipulates them, until we cry and shiver,
is right. Levitin goes on to enumerate ways in which expectations are undermined in music to
create these “thrills, chills, and tears.” Donald Fagen of Steely Dan, he points out, adds unusual
harmonies to the classic blues structure on his solo album Kamakiriad (Your Brain on Music 112). The
main melody line in the Beatles song “Yesterday” is seven measures long, “violating one of the most
basic assumptions of popular music, the four- or eight-measure phrase unit” (Your Brain on Music
112). The Police, he continues, violated rhythmic expectations in integrating reggae beats to the
standard pattern in rock: in reggae the kick drum and snare hit half as much as they do in the rock
formula, which “is to have a strong downbeat on 1 and 3 (indicated by the kick drum) with a snare
drum backbeat on 2 and 4” (Your Brain on Music 113).
Levitin has defined music as “organized sound” (Your Brain on Music 111), but, he continues,
“the organization has to involve some element of the unexpected or it is emotionally flat and
robotic” (Your Brain on Music 111). Levitin is therefore mainly interested in how music is able to, in
his words, “violate” our expectations, not in related topics such as: how those expectations are
established in the first place; how the confounding of expectations is distinguished from descent
into pure chaos; how confirming expectations is involved in ultimately undermining them. Levitin’s
take on music puts more emphasis on the scintillating moments in musical experience than we find
obligatory; he seems to believe that the chief power of music lies in creating “thrills and chills.” We
find that this is not the totality of music’s meaning or usefulness. However, Levitin is helpful in
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making the following point: “[t]he setting up and then manipulating of expectations is the heart of
music” (Your Brain on Music 112).
We are now in a position to address the way that music itself calibrates the habit body into a
form adequate for perceiving it, proceeding to then take it beyond its original coordinates.
Rephrasing this question with Levitin, we could ask how music sets up the expectations, what we
call the postural schema, required for musical fulfillment or surprise. We have already looked at
factors external to music itself that influence the anticipatory stance of the body schema - habitat or
environment on the one hand, and social or interpersonal on the other. Now what can music itself
do? How does music itself establish anticipations in us?
This question brings us back to the end of the second section in this chapter, where after
discussing the perception of others we broached the topic of how to perceive objects on their own,
which we described as responding to their call. Examining the chapter in Merleau-Ponty’s
Phenomenology of Perception entitled “Sense Experience” (PhP 207 - 242) will give us a sense of what
responding to the call of an object can be, and what effect it has on the body schema. In this chapter
Merleau-Ponty is revisiting the nature of sensation, which he says is neither a state nor quality nor
consciousness of such: “each of the alleged qualities - red, blue, colour, sound - is inserted into a
certain form of behaviour” (PhP 208 - 209). The ‘insertion’ involved here is later and better
described as, “literally a form of communion” (PhP 212). The preparatory analogy that MerleauPonty draws between sleep and sense before describing the sensation as communion is singularly
illuminating and worth quoting in its entirety:
The relations of sentient to sensible are comparable with those of the sleeper to
his slumber: sleep comes when a certain voluntary attitude suddenly receives
from the outside the confirmation for which it was waiting. I am breathing deeply
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and slowly in order to summon sleep, and suddenly it is as if my mouth were
connected to some great lung outside myself which alternatively calls forth and
forces back my breath. A certain rhythm of respiration, which a moment ago I
voluntarily maintained, now becomes my very being, and sleep, until now aimed
at as a significance, suddenly becomes a situation. (PhP 211- 212)
We ready ourselves for sleep in order to be taken over by it; we begin to perform the sleep
behaviours in anticipatory resemblance to what is aimed at. But we cannot do it all on our own, and
we wait for sleep to befall us from outside of our own agency. Merleau-Ponty continues:
In the same way I give ear, or look, in the expectation of a sensation, and suddenly
the sensible takes possession of my ear or my gaze, and I surrender a part of my
body, even my whole body, to this particular manner of vibrating and filling space
known as blue or red. (PhP 212)
We ready ourselves and receive. What we receive is not, however, akin to a package in the mail or
other mechanical delivery which is taken in and processed leaving the receiver unaffected. What is
received is a “manner of vibrating and filling space,” it is a way of being, a postural schema. The
anticipatory resemblance receives a fresh mandate, a confirmed schematic configuration.74
Remember Levitin for a moment. The sort of surprise or disruption of expectation that
Levitin describes is mostly based on conforming or not conforming to genre conventions. If we are
expecting a rock beat but get a reggae rhythm, we have a sense of musical meaning. At the moment

I will include the final section of the quotation here in a footnote because the comparison with
communion, while interesting and illuminating to those with a background with the idea of communion, is
not directly on our course:
74

Just as the sacrament not only symbolizes, in sensible species, an operation of Grace, but is
also the real presence of God, which it causes to occupy a fragment of space and communicates
to those who eat of the consecrated bread, provided that they are inwardly prepared, in the
same way the sensible has not only a motor and vital significance, but is nothing other than a
certain way of being in the world suggested to us from some point in space, and seized and
acted upon by our body, provided that it is capable of doing so, so that sensation is literally a
form of communion. (PhP 212)
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we are examining a more basic level of expectation - how we come to bodily anticipate a rock beat,
for example, leaving aside what further changes may come thereafter. What we see with MerleauPonty’s work on the receptivity of sense experience is illuminating here in two ways. First,
confirming an expectation is a fundamental part of the expectation’s validity, even for the purposes of
achieving the thrilling chills that come from the unexpected. Music begins, this is to say, by
confirming, or rather, further calibrating, our expectations. We come to see a rock show, but when
the music begins, we are invited to take up the particular rhythmic posture that the song demands.
The second illumination here, then, is that the anticipatory state required for music is not merely a
matter of genre expectations. It is partly a matter of the expectations instilled in us through the
song itself.
Having a general idea about the genre of rock music is far from what constitutes the
anticipatory resemblance needed to finely appreciate or experience a particular performance. Once
the music is starting up, the postural attitudes needed become more specifically adapted to that
particular music in all its specificity. We shall discuss genre more later, however for now we can
see from what has come before that it is far from merely genre expectations that structure our
embodied capacity to perceive particular music. It has to do much more with the starting position
of our body schemas as calibrated in our everyday environments and through relationships with
other people. Now, this could be a very good reason why, in fact, many genres of music are place
and population specific in genesis and densest fan base. Indeed, genre comes out of these regional
and experientially local conditions. Genre is an outcome of the socially local nature of the body
schema.
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When we have a perception, then, we ready ourselves to receive the schematic vibration of
that which we perceive. As we have just been saying, this schematic vibration can be one of
confirmation. But additionally, we can be disconfirmed in our anticipation. The fine details about this
disconfirmation, however, are all important. If our expectations are wildly incongruous with what
we encounter, a wholly inadequate perceptual situation results such that perception cannot happen
at all. Merleau-Ponty writes, earlier in the Phenomenology of Perception, of sounds that are too loud
breaking or damaging the perceptual system (PhP 74). But, at the other extreme, “before my body
synchronizes with it, the sensible is nothing but a vague beckoning” (PhP 214). Without schematic
preparation for a perceptual object it is experienced as the infant in the previous section:
a sensible datum which is on the point of being felt sets a kind of muddled problem
for the body to solve. I must find the attitude which will provide it with the means
of becoming determinate […] I must find the reply to a question which is
obscurely expressed. (PhP 214)
This is to say that any unexpected turn in perceptual stimulus only makes sense relative to the state
of anticipatory readiness in the body schema. Either the schema is destroyed or harmed in which
case there is no perception, or the schema responds by trying to ‘solve the problem’ posturally. In
musical experience, then, our bodily readiness is reinforced and fine-tuned through the solicitation
of the song itself. Through variation, transposition, rhythmic, harmonic, melodic, textural, and
other means, music takes the shape of the body schema established both through its own course of
life and in that particular song itself and, on those very terms, playfully creates a “problem for the body
to solve.”
This is why the motivation to move is so strong in musical experience. We are constantly
having to adjust our corporal schematization to make sense of the perceptual puzzles of the song. If,
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however, the ‘puzzle’ is too difficult, which is to say that it does not respect the conditions of the
body schema as the baseline out of which the ‘surprise’ is generated, then there will be a
breakdown and perception will not happen and confusion, disorientation, pain, will result. Like the
infant who does not have the schematic resources available to interpret the object and turns away in
agitated frustration, so too, transitions in music that break the structural integrity of the body
schema lead us to flee the situation and take shelter elsewhere.75 If the perceptual system is
damaged by wildly unexpected results, the sense of disconfirmation cannot be perceived. If the
music is unrelated at all to the established configuration, then it will fail to have a perceptual
meaning. The development of the song must be a problem for the body to solve.
Merleau-Ponty takes up this question of adjustment in relation to colour, and also binocular
vision. Paraphrasing Werner, Merleau-Ponty writes:
‘If a subject tries to experience a specific colour, blue for example, while trying
to take up the bodily attitude appropriate to red, an inner conflict results, a sort
of spasm which stops as soon as he adopts the bodily attitude corresponding to
blue.’ (PhP 214)
Similarly, double vision is experienced as “an unbalance” requiring the gaze to “tend towards the
single object as towards the release of tension” (PhP 232). When our body schema is not adapted to
the call of the perceptual object, tension is the experience. For this tension to resolve, we need to
adapt ourselves posturally, and this constitutes an adaptation of the body schema to, for example,
the harmonic arrangement in a particular melody. For instance, if we are poised in the sensorymotor condition befitting the chord of C major, then the chord of F major will produce a tension in

In his Notes de cours, Merleau-Ponty writes that the point of music is “non pas inventorier les possibles
abstraits (l’autre comme ‘nouveau’, l’autre quelconque, la combinatoire, la combinaison aveugle - Boulez L’ingénieur ‘essayant’ n’importe quoi […]) mais faire passer à la réalité, des possibilités existentielles.” (62)
75
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this sensory-motor condition. It is akin to trying to perceive the colour blue while taking up an
attitude of red: here we take-on the conduct of C major while trying to perceive F major. It is for
this reason that a return to C major after the F major chord feels like a homecoming. We hear the
solicitation of the F major and we reach toward it posturally, even if prima facie posture may not
seem to be involved in listening. When the return to the C major occurs, however, it feels like
coming home after a journey because although we strive toward the F, the C is still in the
background of our current experience in the configuration of our postural schema. An F chord
produces a tension in a C chord schema. The use of the term ‘home’ here is not meant in a technical
sense but is used as a common everyday term connoting an experience familiar to many people, of
return to safety and comfort.
～
A look at philosopher Alia Al-Saji’s diagnosis of racializing vision as closure to the
unexpected brings our preceding analysis to bear on related scholarship in the field of schematic
expansion. In her view, put in our terms, instead of responding to the tension identified above by
modifying the postural schema and expanding the habit body, this habit of seeing remains in its
original position. Al-Saji’s work thus also takes an interest in how habits of perception are
established, and also extended or opened up. Her interest, however, is focused on one of the “habits
of seeing” (“Hesitation” 138) in particular.
Habits of racializing vision, she contends, have a degree of “intransigence and
dehumanization” (“Hesitation 138) which stymies the “improvisational fluidity and responsivity of
habit more generally” (“Hesitation” 138). Al-Saji’s suggestion regarding why such stultified vision
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occurs speaks to our concern regarding the extension of the habit body through music. She
contends that it is the receptivity of vision that is shut down in racializing perception:
its ability to be affected, to be touched, by that which lies beyond or beneath its
habitual objectifying schemas. It is the openness to unanticipated (and not
immediately cognizable) difference - an affective openness that usually grounds
the dynamic and improvisatory character of perceptual habits […] (“Hesitation”
140)
The source of breakdown in the flexibility of perceptual habits is resistance or closure to the
unanticipated. Given this diagnosis of the problem, our preceding analysis of music’s fundamental
ability to bring us into the unanticipated (through, somewhat paradoxically, the very structure of
anticipation itself!) seems well positioned to alleviate the deficiency Al-Saji identifies.
Al-Saji offers her own solution to the problem of racializing vision as she has diagnosed it,
one different from what we have offered in music: hesitation. We shall see presently, however,
how her solution fits neatly into our account of music’s transformative potential. Al-Saji offers
hesitation as a necessary, although not sufficient, step in remedying entrenched and repugnant habits
of perception (“Hesitation” 144).76 Al-Saji writes, “to hesitate is to feel one’s way tentatively and

The other component required, according to her, is “a context that motivates it and a sustained workingthrough that holds it open” (“Hesitation” 144). This would be akin to what we saw in the distinction that
Kym Maclaren draws between ontological intimacy and the experience of intimacy: the latter requires
everyday institutions that reinforce the shared orientation. Al-Saji would seem to be in agreement with
Maclaren about the requirement of gearing new perspectives into an everyday environment or habitat in
order to make lasting changes to the body schema. We here recognize the central importance of the first
section of this chapter, which explicates how the habit body is formed and sustained in routine interactions
with the place of our existence. We too would agree that the schematic extension that takes place in music
must likewise find sustenance in our everyday modes of living in order to be lasting. This requirement
strongly suggests that music, for our purposes, be integrated more readily into the flow of life and not be
cordoned into shows and concerts, new singles and digital downloads, Kiwanis festivals, The Royal
Conservatory, virtuosic performances and critical professionals. Letting the systems of our personal, local,
and political lives be re-arranged musically would entrench the emancipatory gains garnered by expansive
musical experiences as such.
76
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receptively […] so that the futures it encounters were not those initially anticipated” (“Hesitation”
143). Al-Saji conceives of hesitation as a sort of interruption between “excitation and response”
(“Hesitation” 143). In the terms of the body schema that we laid out earlier, the hesitation as
interruption would occur between hearing the solicitation of an object and assuming the postural
schema best able to respond to it given our the extant pattern of our sensory-motor development.
Between hearing the annoying mosquito and clapping it between our hands, we pause, we hesitate,
we interrupt.
Expanding on Henri Bergson, Al-Saji contends that in this moment of interruption,
“hesitation is felt as bodily affect” (“Hesitation” 143). Al-Saji writes in a note that while emotion is an
intentional relation (I am dismayed about the car crash), “affect is the pre-intentional tendency or
force (attraction, repulsion, pain, pleasure, etc.) that can motivate and support this intentional
turning toward an object” (“Hesitation” 162n2). We will immediately recognize in this description
of affect our earlier descriptions of the infant’s transfixion, as well as the tension involved in taking
a red attitude to an inviting blue. We described this tension in precisely the terms Al-Saji now uses
to define affect, as the motivation to assume the postural stance eliciting a determinate percept in
richness and detail, (the intentional object). Affect happens in the temporal delay between receiving
the vague solicitation of an object as a “muddled problem,” and the enactment of a calibrated body
schema as response. Affect here describes the persistent gap between our bodily stance and music’s
development.
Thusly put, we would be able to say in a phenomenologically grounded way what is said as a
common place truism: music puts us into an affective state. As we have described, music works by
structuring the body schema of the listener or performer in anticipation of a particular sound
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pattern, a melodic cadence for example. The “thrills and chills” of music result when that
anticipation is belied, at which point we are in the state described here as affect: the solicitation of
the unexpected turn in the melody, for example, itself calls us to adapt our body schema according
to this new beaconing. In music we are forever adapting our body schema to an ever changing
perceptual invitation, never quite reaching the point of identity, perhaps, until the music returns
‘home.’ We can never, finally, be in the propitious state to have perfect musical perception,
because music is the master putting us constantly into discomfort and tension.
Merleau-Ponty makes two comments about this capacity of music to direct our bodies,
pulling and pushing it too and fro. The first is from his lecture notes on Nature (1956-57):
the melody sings in us much more than we sing it; it goes down the throat of the
singer, as Proust says. […] the melody is incarnated and finds in the body a type
of servant. (174)
We again find a similar description in The Visible and Invisible:
The performer is no longer producing or reproducing the sonata: he feels himself,
and the others feel him to be at the service of the sonata; the sonata sings through
him or cries out so suddenly that he must ‘dash’ on his bow to follow it. (151)
Both of these illuminations of what happens in musical experience cohere with what we have been
saying about the tension or affect produced in music through the frequent requirement that music
makes on us, to readjust our schematic orientation in order to ‘catch up’ with it. This way of
describing music is one way of showing how musical experience can constitute an instance of what
Al-Saji calls “indirect strategies for fostering hesitation” (“Hesitation” 149).
To see that this is so, let us consider in greater detail how it is supposed to be that, for AlSaji, hesitation is “both the ontological ground that makes possible transformations in habit and the
phenomenological opening that can be utilized and supplemented for such change to take place”
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(“Hesitation” 149). What we shall contend instead is that a key feature of hesitation, namely its
capacity to “make habit visible” (“Hesitation” 151) is also a key feature of music. So we are claiming
here that hesitation as described by Al-Saji can operate within music,77 but also that aside from this,
the key aspect of hesitation that enables schematic transformation (holding one’s habit body in clear
view rather than acting in it) is also an aspect of music as such.78
Al-Saji thinks that habits of perception are entrenched because they are invisible. We do not
take perceptual responsibility for how we experience the other, we impute to them qualities that
we, through our habitual sensory-motor activity, have elicited from them. Hesitation delays the
habitual schematic response to an object or person:
the delayed objectification is prefigured but not explicitly seen. The seeming
coincidence between habits of seeing and the visible is decentered, revealing the
ways in which vision is already ahead of itself, constituting the seen according to
habitual schemas. (“Hesitation” 146)
Hesitation, then, brings our habitual action before us. We feel the tug of our habitual way of
responding to the solicitation of the world, but we wait, and in doing so, Al-Saji seems to be
saying, we are aware of our habitual action as a habit, with a twofold implication. First, we become
aware that we could respond differently. This is the primary way that Al-Saji substantiates her claim
that hesitation is the “ontological ground that makes possible transformations in habit” (“Hesitation”
149).

Maria Chavez does this, say: cutting up records, interrupting them, revealing our tendency to hear them
habitually.
78
Al-Saji believes “antiracist practice needs to be more than a discursive or cognitive intervention”
(“Hesitation” 142). Music can be one such intervention.
77
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Second, we become aware of the past and that the repetition of our behaviour has
sedimented the habit. Here Al-Saji follows Bergson claiming that we become cognizant in hesitation
of “the ontological duration that makes habit possible” (“Hesitation” 149). This duration is what
underlies the repeated interactions with others and our environment that stabilize the habit body.
The awareness of this duration occasioned by hesitation is what is meant by the second part of AlSaji’s primary thesis: hesitation is the “phenomenological opening that can be utilized and
supplemented for such change to take place” (“Hesitation” 149). In becoming aware of this deeper
duration as the condition of possibility for habit formation, we are in touch with the source, per the
description of duration as the occasion for habit formation, of schematic constitution. In this way,
the awareness of duration opened up by hesitation can be used and enhanced in order to support
change in problematic habitual behaviour.
Music, like hesitation, brings our habitual actions to our attention as such. The first chapter
of the thesis set out to demonstrate precisely this point: that musical experience foregrounds our
habit bodies. In so far as music does this, then, the implications that Al-Saji draws for hesitation in
terms of socially progressive schematic transformation will also apply to music. The second way that
Al-Saji thinks hesitation contributes to such transformation, through the exposure of duration,
however, is arguably also discoverable in music. We gestured toward this idea in chapter one, where
we pointed towards what we will now turn to in earnest: Alfred Schütz’s claim that Bergson’s
duration (durée) is “the very form of existence of music” (“Making Music Together”170). To what
extent it is justifiable to say that music, like hesitation, uncovers a primary duration will not be
pursued in this chapter but will be taken up in the following chapter where we consider the
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implications of the foregoing on the formation of social collectivities and shared existential
empowerment.

3.8.

Conclusion: Music’s Existential Significance

Music indelibly solicits and appeals to our habit bodies; the foundation of our relationships
with others, the physical environment, and of our perceptual reality generally. Musical experience
is thus far from a frivolous or decorative art but instead takes up our most fundamental stake in
existence. To make or listen to music as a way of structuring our perceptual dispositions has been
shown to have substantial emancipatory potential. However, gains in body schematic expansion
must be reinforced in our quotidian environmental engagements, and these necessitate institutional
pragmatic supports, none of which are likely to be possible if music is regarded as of purely
entertainment value. To experience music is to experience our most basic style of being adaptive to
the world, and without a recognition that this is what it is to be a world interpreting being, we risk
being transfixed by objects or commodities and, tense and frustrated, attempt to break free, even
though there is nowhere else to go.
In summary: through examining three aspects of the habit body – geographical, social, and
sensory - we observed the deep role that the habit body plays in structuring our existence (our
being and our sense of this being). We have developed an account of the habit body in musical
experience, pointing to the way that music appeals to and reflects the habit body while also
extending it. In so far as the habit body structures our basic way of being in the world, recognizing
music’s deep enmeshedness with it highlights music’s existential significance.
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4. Chapter Four: Togetherness in Time
4.1.

Music as Temporal Unity

Belonging and collective empowerment are widely noted aspects of musical experience.
We want to consider whether our habit body account of musical experience can make sense of this
noted quality satisfactorily. This sense of belonging has been described in many ways: selftranscendence, merging with the divine, having a ‘pro-social attitude,’ increased pain tolerance,
ontological security, and more. We shall proceed by examining the work of theorists that cash out
this quality of musical experience as being together in time.
First let us clear some ground. The question of being together in time is not one that we
have already covered. So far we have been approaching the body schema and its relation to music
from the implicit position of an individual. Even though the habitual body schema is essentially
constituted through relationship with others, we have nevertheless been considering the expansion
of the habit body as an occurrence in an individual being. The intersubjective origins of our body
schema are not identical to the sense of being part of a group.
Although the schematic transfer discussed in chapter three may initially seem to approach
the topic of collectivity, a moment’s pause will raise uncertainty about whether what we described
there is tantamount to the experience of a‘we.’ Schematic transfer might constitute a necessary, but
not sufficient, condition of the experience of group membership, but even that remains uncertain.
Cruel mockery could be seen as an instance of schematic transfer that does not entail a sense of
belonging. Schematic transfer can happen between people who do not know each other, through
television for example. Additionally, we might wonder whether everyone in a social collectivity
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should be able to take on the schematic orientation of every other. Should a man be able to take on
the posturing of a woman? Of a person with extra-typical abilities? To require schematic transfer as
a condition of group unity would only be viable for relatively homogenous collectivities, and indeed,
we might expect to observe such a thing in collectivities based on likeness.
The thesis that we shall pursue in this chapter is that collectivity is a matter of time; being
together in time or spending time together is what underpins the primordial experience of
belonging to a higher-order unity. If schematic transfer is not sufficient to account for the sense of
being in a collective, neither is it exactly sufficient for a shared experience of time (although our
final position on this matter is more subtle than can be expressed just here). We might be taught a
particular dance step and be able to perform it correctly, but we may never be able to perform it ‘in
time’ with everyone else.
Music is widely accepted as an essentially temporal art; this chapter will bring music’s
essentially temporal nature to bear on the thesis that group collectivities are a matter of being in
time together. Our approach to this investigation shall begin by recalling our second chapter, where
we rejected mechanistic accounts of the body and associated views about objective space in favour
of a more primordial understanding of space as lived. Here we will make the same claims in relation
to time. This chapter will investigate lived time, and will not presume objective, linear, or “clock
time” in what follows. Here we are discussing subjective, not objective time. It is indeed only by
starting from inner or subjective time that the question of being in or out of time with someone else
even makes sense. The main questions surrounding being in time together are elided by thinking
about time in an objective fashion, since on that view we are all positioned within a universal
timeline that encompasses everyone. Conversely, once we are considering the subjective quality of
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time that each person experiences, questions immediately arise surrounding how these individual
temporalities relate to one another, and how this relation of time is subjectively experienced in the
first person.
However, being in time together is not black and white; there is variation in perceptions
about being ‘in time’ and ‘out of time.’ In a talk about his experience with telematic or distributed
performance, Jason Robinson has argued that 25 milliseconds is the limit amount of latency (or
delay) that performers in different locations can experience before they cease experiencing
themselves to be performing in sync.79 The perception of being in sync is also culturally mediated as
we shall discuss in more detail near the end of the chapter - there is cross-cultural variation in
whether difference in micro-timing is experienced as playing together or not (Polak “Pattern and
Variation” 335) and with what qualitative feel; perhaps arrhythmia becomes a groove, a polyrhythm,
an isorhythm.
Nevertheless, there is something that it is to be together in time and something that it is to be
definitively out of time together. What we find of interest is the location of this limit and its basis.
Some jazz drummers fly all over the place in a solo, completely abandoning the pulse of the tune,
then land right back on the down beat of the regular pattern in time to resume the course of the
song. Some do not keep a pulse at all! Despite the drummer playing untethered to the timing of the
rest of the band, by and large, many of us can continue to experience such performances as a single
song played by a single group of people.

Robinson, Jason (2017). “Making Our Presence Manifest Over Distance: Pauline Oliveros, Telematic,
Technology, and Improvisation.” Still Listening. McGill University.
79
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In our view, the incendiary unpleasantness of the following everyday situation is an instance
of a limit surpassed: accidentally playing sound from two separate sources on one’s computer. iTunes
is playing and suddenly YouTube starts up in one’s browser. Perhaps a lapse in the internet connection
had precipitated a move to iTunes, and a lapse in memory the resumption of YouTube following the
reconnection. The cacophony that results has no temporal unity even though they are happening ‘at
the same time.’ Discussing this example with musician Ben Grossman, however, throws this
example into interesting relief.
Grossman’s work is motivated in part by the notion of isorhythms,80 which are creatively
thematized in his album Macrophone: Aleatoric Solo Duets for Electro-Acoustic Hurdy Gurdy double CD.
The album has two CDs which are to be played simultaneously on random in two separate CD
players. This creates a surprising new sonic experience each time it is played. One way to achieve
this playback arrangement on a regular computer is by importing the first CD as mp3 files to a
music player, and then, having ejected the first CD and inserted the second, playing the second disk
on random using a different application, such as the free and open source media player, VLC.
Listening through headphones to the album prepared in this way is stunningly immersive and
expansively beautiful, and presents a challenge to our sense that two randomly occurring sounds
streams must of necessity clash and offend.

In a conversation in April 2017, Grossman glossed the basic idea of an isorhythm as two rhythms
occurring together but not locking into a common metric base. The online Encyclopædia Britannica calls
isorhythms an “organizing principle” in 14thC polyphony whereby the “rhythmic texture (talea)” of an
opening musical section continues throughout “despite the variation of corresponding melodic features
(color).” Isorhythms would seem to belong to the family of concepts used to describe variability in microtiming, like ‘polyrhythm’ and ‘askak meter.’
80
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Nevertheless, Grossman had clearly planned the two sets of recordings such that there
would be room, sonically, for the other during playback. Many tracks are luxuriously spacious
washes of sound, while others are highly percussive rhythms with a fast tempo. Neither CD stuffs
the frequency spectrum or time signature to the gills; silence is welcomed and is clearly a musical
variable that Grossman knows how to protect. This is to say that despite being a recording and to
that degree not adaptive or responsive to its circumstances of play, each CD has an inherent
openness towards the other. While recording the tracks for each CD (masterfully sensitive
improvised performances), Grossman reserved room for an unknown collaborator, future and past
sounds of his own making (the other recorded tracks and those yet to be created). So despite
initially seeming like a counter-example to our contention that two pre-recorded streams of sound
accidentally playing out of one’s computer speakers jarringly constitutes an instance of simultaneous
occurrences that nevertheless fail to actually happen together, our example, we think, is still valid.
Since we prioritize the experience of music over its musicological analysis, our point of
departure is the sense of unity that is threaded through musical events. There are many ways of
describing this experience of unity; we shall begin with a focus on the way it is characterized by
Kathleen Marie Higgins and Bronwyn Tarr, respectively. While both accounts offer something which
we shall retain for our own purposes, neither view is entirely satisfactory on their own, calling for a
deeper inquiry into the nature and basis of the experience of unity in music.
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4.2.

Kathleen Marie Higgins and Ontological Security

Philosopher Kathleen Marie Higgins describes the sense of unity that music engenders using
R.D. Laing’s term “ontological security” (Music Between 145). Here is Laing’s description:
A basically ontologically secure person will encounter all the hazards of life,
social, ethical, spiritual, biological, from a centrally firm sense of his own and
other people’s reality and identity […] a sense of his integral selfhood and
personal identity, of the permanency of things, of the reliability of natural
processes, of the substantiality of natural processes, of the substantiality of others.
(The Divided Self 39)
Higgins modifies Laing’s definition, finding it unsuited to a “cross-cultural” context (Music
Between 150); Buddhists, she thinks, would reject its metaphysical commitments. In her
reformulation, a person is ontologically secure when “a person has ‘a centrally firm sense’ that
he or she has the same ontological status as other people” (Music Between 150). By this she
means:
the person senses that he or she occupies the same order of being as other people
and shares the encountered world with them […] On the basis of this conviction,
the person feels confident of living in a shared world. (Music Between 150)
Higgins says that two features of music are responsible for its role in amplifying ontological security
in her sense: the physiology of hearing and vitality affects (Music Between 150 - 153). Higgins breaks
down the features of the physiology of hearing that contribute to a sense of ontological security in
music into three parts: the vestibular relationship, its relative speed, and its capacity for
entrainment.
The auditory system is connected with the vestibular system, responsible for balance. This
connection means that hearing provides a sense of balance, literally (Music Between 150); it is implied
that balance is part of ontological security, although this is not obviously so from the definition she
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gives above. Hearing alerts us to changes in our environment earlier than does vision (Music Between
151). We can hear from all directions, whereas seeing is only possible in one direction at a time; we
can hear someone sneaking up behind us even when we cannot see them, or hear a bear paw snap a
twig farther away than we can see without our glasses. And so, for Higgins, “the auditory sense is
primary for recognizing the presence of other animated beings” (Music Between 151), and also for
“bring[ing] us into connection with the living world around us” (Music Between 151). This is
presumably also part of ontological security. Here, however, we do not strictly speaking gain a
certainty that we live in a shared world, only that we do indeed live in a world, and that there are
other sound-makers in it. There remains a question whether this constitutes sharing a world.
Hearing produces “coordinated activity with others through rhythmic entrainment […]
entrainment enhances a sense of mutuality” (Music Between 151). What this sense of mutuality is and
how it is produced by synchronization (and what synchronization is) are all questions left open by
Higgins. If it sounds like Higgins is arguing that in virtue of having an auditory system, we are
ontologically secure, we can breathe a sigh of relief when we learn that it is not having the system
that produces the security (an indefensible claim), but rather our ability to share the meaning of that
system with others through music:
The physiology of hearing discloses our connection to the larger environment,
our sharing that world with other agents, and our capacity for attuning the
dynamics of our behavior with them. By conveying these aspects of our
relationship to a world and beings beyond ourselves, music helps to develop a
sense of securely sharing a world with other people. (Music Between 152)
Her other basis for asserting that music instills a sense of ontological security in participants
relies on the idea of vitality affects. A notion developed by Daniel Stern, vitality affects are neither
emotions nor body parts but are rather characterized by
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dynamic, kinetic terms, such as ‘surging,’ ‘fading away,’ ‘fleeting,’ ‘explosive,’
‘crescendo,’ ‘decrescendo,’ ‘bursting,’ ‘drawn out,’ and so on. (World of the Infant
54)
It is through such vitality affects that infants first recognize their primary care-giver as a whole
being (rather than just a string of parts). Higgins goes on to say that “vitality affects are also the
means by which we gain a sense of being ‘with’ another person at any stage of life” (Music Between
153). In particular, when listening to music one’s
experience is akin to that of the infant perceiving its mother, which involves the
direct perception of vitality affects rather than specific acts. (Music Between 153;
Cf. World of the Infant 57)
The breadth of scholarship that Higgins integrates in her book is impressive, and the
considerations that she points to in characterizing and explaining the sense of elevated togetherness
that music engenders valuable and promising. The difficulty in Higgins’ account, however, is in how
she marshals the evidence that she points to. What needs to be added is a characterization of the
sense of being together in a shared world with others. Her approach is additive: she picks out facts
and features of the human biology and tries to build them into an experience of unity. But why such
features amount to the coherence that we do experience in music is not accounted for - there is a
gap that an additive approach can never fill, which we will say more about below. In concert with
our habit body account, however, Higgins’ insightful and rich treatise would be stronger.
For Higgins, ontological security amounts to recognizing that ‘we are of the same basic sort’
as others. This is presumably done by sharing with one another the capacities of our auditory
systems, such that we recognize that others have them also. However, is recognizing that others have
the same auditory systems as we do tantamount to the experience of belonging to a group? To being
in a higher order unity? Noticing that we are one of many may lead us to believe that we are of a
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kind, or in a class. Such a recognition, however, is not what is meant by belonging. A group may
include ontologically different entities: musical instruments, the location of performance, the gods
involved in a musical ceremony, the river flowing nearby, machines, the recently departed.
Recognizing others as of the same kind as oneself is not tantamount to recognizing oneself as a
member in a collective, nor is it sufficient as a description of what happens in music. The
recognition that we are seeking to describe is that of being a ‘we,’ not a collection of like individuals.
This point could be otherwise put: the ‘we’ sought is a specific kind of “like.” In sum, Higgins’
characterization of the sense of belonging music engenders is illuminating, but her account of how
music achieves this is insufficient.

4.3.

Bronwyn Tarr: Synchronization as Mechanism of Social Bonding

A better attempt at characterizing and explaining the sense of belonging that music can
instill is found in Bronwyn Tarr’s recent work in the Department of Experimental Psychology at the
University of Oxford. Her article “Silent Disco: Dancing in Synchrony Leads to Elevated Pain
Thresholds and Social Closeness” takes an evolutionary biological approach, which tries to discover
the adaptive advantage music might have had that enabled it to evolve. The advantage she and her
collaborators specify is precisely group conciliation.
Music, she writes,
might have played an important role in increasing interpersonal cooperation
and feelings of social closeness, thereby helping to establish and maintain group
cohesion. (“Silent Disco” 343)
Group cohesion, for its part, is said to be adaptively advantageous vis-à-vis defending against
predators, managing stress, and decreasing infant mortality:
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Bonded social groups allow their members to mount a coordinated (passive
and active) defence against predators or conspecific raiders,81 and provide direct
fitness benefits by buffering individuals against the stresses of social life, 82 and
enhancing infant survival. (“Silent Disco” 343)83
Tarr’s specific contribution to this broader endeavour is in offering up experimental evidence that
synchronization in movement is the aspect of music that most contributes to creating this
advantageous bonding. Synchronized movement, she argues, elicits the release of ‘social bonding’
endorphins from the Endogenous Opioid System: “opioid-producing nuclei in the hypothalamus and
opioid receptors that are distributed throughout the central nervous system” (“Silent Disco” 344).
When this system is activated, pain tolerance increases and a sense of well-being instituted:
Activation of the EOS is associated with feelings of euphoria,84 interpersonal
warmth, well-being, and bliss,85 reward, social motivation,86 and pleasure and
pain perception.87 (“Silent Disco” 344)
From our point of view, this entire line of research falls into what we have described as a
mechanistic understanding of the body, human motivation, and causality, a starting point which we
have rejected as insufficiently grounded in first-person lived experience. Since we are affirming a

Lehmann, J., Lee, P. C., & Dunbar, R. I. M. (2014). “Unravelling the Evolutionary Function of
Communities.” Lucy to Language: the Benchmark Papers. Oxford, England: Oxford University Press: 245–276.
82 Wittig, R. M., Crockford, C., Lehmann, J.,Whitten, P
. L., Seyfarth, R. M., Cheney, D. L. (2008). “Focused
Grooming Networks and Stress Alleviation in Wild Female Baboons.” Hormones and Behavior. 54. 170–177.
83 Silk, J. B.,Alberts, S. C.,Altmann, J. (2003). “Social Bonds of Female Baboons Enhance Infant Survival.”
Science.302: 1231–1234. Silk, J. B. (2007). “Social Components of Fitness in Primate Groups. Science.” 317:
1347–1351. Spence, J. (1954). OneThousand Families in Newcastle. Oxford, England: Oxford University Press.
Oesch, N., Dunbar, R. I. M. (2015). “Influence of Kin Network on Maternal and Infant Health and Illness.”
Journal of Pregnancy and Child Health. 2.2.
84 Bodnar, R. J. (2008). “Endogenous Opiates and Behavior.” Peptides. 29 (12): 2292–2375.
85 Depue, R.A., Morrone-Strupinsky, J.V
. (2005). A Neurobehavioral Model of Affiliative Bonding:
Implications for Conceptualizing a Human Trait of Affiliation. The Behavioral and Brain Sciences. 28 (3): 313–395.
86
Chelnokova, O., Laeng, B., Eikemo, M., Riegels, J., Løseth, G., Maurud, H., Leknes, S. (2014). Rewards
of Beauty: The Opioid System Mediates Social Motivation in Humans. Molecular Psychiatry. 1–2.
87 Leknes, S. andTracey, I. (2008). “A Common Neurobiology for Pain and Pleasure.” Neuroscience. 9.4.: 314–
320.
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commitment to working through the lived experience of these subjects, rather than theorizing their
objective relations, what will interest us most is the observational data and reported direct
experience rather than the assumption- heavy interpretations of it provided by the evolutionary
biological framework.
In this regard, what is most of interest to us in this study are experiences of the participants
in various degrees of synchronization, from asynchronous to full synchronicity. Tarr recorded the
impact of three conditions of synchronization on “strangers’ self-reported feelings of social
closeness to one another and elevated pain thresholds” (“Silent Disco” 346). The three degrees of
synchronizations are: asynchrony, partial synchrony, and full synchrony (“Silent Disco” 346).
Asynchrony occurs when participants are spaced far enough away from each other, and are listening
to music sufficiently distinct in their headphones, that their movements are performed
independently of one another with no common paradigm of movement becoming established
between them. In other words, no synchronization is occurring, encouraged, or suggested. Full
Synchrony is where participants’ movements occurred together, whether performing the same
gestures at the same time, or differing motions at compatible times such that they complement
those of the other. Partial Synchrony, by contrast, is when people are performing the same
movements as one another but at incompatible times. Here there is a shared norm or standard that
participants experience themselves as inadequately meeting, rather than, as with asynchrony, being
able to project their own trajectory of motility. Tarr writes “it is possible that the partial synchrony
condition was perceived by the participants as a failed attempt at synchrony” (“Silent Disco” 347).
What we find particularly notable about this third degree of synchrony, the partial synchrony
condition, is that it corresponded to “the lowest ratings of social bonding” (“Silent Disco” 346), and,
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most strikingly, to an actual decrease in pain threshold (“Silent Disco” 346).The asynchrony condition
effects “no change” (“Silent Disco” 346) in the experienced degree of these two experimental
variables, whereas the most celebrated finding of the study is in the significant increase in selfreported ‘feelings of social closeness’ and concomitant elevation in the pain thresholds of those
dancing in full synchrony (“Silent Disco” 346).
Here we have the association of group bonding with a specific form of being in time
together, and the abjection of those in a different time. What is important to retain for our purposes
is the characterization of what it is to be part of a group, as well as the confirmation of the
distinction that we suggested in the introduction - that between body schematic transfer on the one
hand, and being in a temporal unity, on the other. The partially synchronous condition in which
participants are performing the same movements as one another, but in a pattern that is jarring or
out of sync, illustrates a situation where participants have a common body schema but not a unified
temporal condition.
Especially worth interrogating, it seems, is how this situation of partial synchrony becomes
experienced as manifestly distinct from a scenario of full synchrony, or asynchrony. As we have
intimated, what counts as playing in sync with others is culturally mediated. This point is made by
Rainer Polak in a commentary on recent interpretations of Macedonian singer Muzafer Bizlim and
Bulgarian drummer Mitko Popov:
unevenness to some extent can be metrically integrated without detracting from
regularity, by people who grow up in a music-cultural environment where
asymmetric rhythms implying non-isochronous beat sequences are performed as
frequently and normally as rhythms that lend themselves to isochronous beats;
exposure and culturally situated statistical learning in this respect appear to be
decisive. (“Pattern and Variation” 335)
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At the end of the chapter, we make some suggestions about what this idea of cultural mediation
might mean phenomenologically in terms of the habit body. The various ways that a figure and
background may be understood (as essentially related, as absolutely unrelated etc.) provides the
resources for thinking through the variety in ways of being in sync.
A further question to ask here would be about what makes movements performed in sync
engender the ‘we’ experience. We ask this rejecting the mechanistic explanation given by Tarr that it
is the hormones that cause the quality of experience. Even on Tarr’s terms, however, we would be
seeking to know what it is that invites the release of the ‘bonding hormones,’ which themselves
seem to reinforce a bonding relationship that is already underway, rather than precipitate it.
A final difficulty with Tarr’s approach is the assumption of individual people who begin
isolated and are then glued together through music to form a unit. What is good about the approach
is that it, unlike Higgins’, understands that there is a higher order unity at stake (the ‘we’); Tarr
takes the evolutionary advantage of music to be the capacity to collaboratively fight off (or more
likely, attack) wooly mammoths and the like. There are interesting consequences for this sort of
thinking in terms of expanding the habit body by regarding other people as akin to instruments or
tools, and these shall be considered a bit further on. It is viable, also, to view the group as essentially
occurring through a common action intention, or through coordinating protentions. Tarr, however,
seems to see music as akin to a glue to build the group that then acts as a unit, rather than
understanding the reverse idea - that the group happens through receiving a common motivation or
call from the world.
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4.4.

Alfred Schütz: The Tuning In Relationship

A third approach to describing and accounting for the sense of togetherness in music comes
from the philosopher Alfred Schütz. Schütz’s account in “Making Music Together: A Study in Social
Relationship” takes a phenomenological approach to the question that also dovetails with his interest
in the social sciences. Because of the common methodological approach and the poignancy of
Schütz’s circumscription of the subject, we give considerable time and attention to this essay. Doing
so is ultimately very fruitful, and deepens our understanding of the work of other phenomenologists
of time. In the end, however, we will find Schütz’s work to fall to the same difficulty that Tarr’s
does: it is too additive and does not get at what it is like to be inside of a unity on a theoretical level.
Specifically, the trouble is found for Schütz in how he describes getting into a shared time together.
By ‘additive’ we mean that a theory does not give sufficient attention to the mechanism by which
multiple entities become a single unit. A sentence, for instance, is more than simply a list of words.
For a series of words to constitute a sentence, they have to be in a certain sort of internal
relationship with one another. A theory that we call ‘too additive’ is one that assumes that this
internal unity can be achieved by simply adding entities together in an external operation. Such an
operation is unable to produce the sort of unity characteristic of a genuine form, and theorists that
default to it as an explanation (explicit or implied) too often have simply not given enough thought
to the matter of coherence among co-existent entities.
The “Making Music Together” essay is valuable because it offers a characterization of what it
is to be in a group, a ‘we.’ But most importantly Schütz attempts to provide an account of the way
that we get into that group or become part of a ‘we.’ He recognizes that we are not always in a state
of togetherness, but that something must take place between us to bring this about. His key idea in
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the essay is the tuning-in relationship. Entering into the tuning-in relationship is the means, for
Schütz, that we become part of a ‘we.’ The essay is a philosophical exploration of this tuning-in
relationship. As we shall see, Schütz describes the being in a ‘we’ as being in inner time with others.
He describes the tuning-in relationship by which we enter inner time with others using the theories
of both Henri Bergson and Edmund Husserl. While we value this direction of investigation as a
model for both what should be attended to in theories of music, as well as his method for attending
to it, we assert that the path Schütz is charting is better served by Merleau-Ponty’ s account of
temporality, rather than the difficult balance Schütz attempts to strike between the work of Bergson
and Husserl.
In this section, we first lay out Schütz’s account of the tuning-in relationship. We will then
raise concerns about his appeal to Bergson, on the one hand, and Husserl, on the other, in
accounting for the tuning-in relationship. We say that while these philosophers help us understand
what inner time is, appealing to them in order to understand how we can enter it together runs us
into difficulty. These difficulties are alleviated if we instead appeal to Merleau-Ponty’s account of
temporality as function of the habit body. Then we articulate some of the consequences of
understanding the tuning-in relationship along the lines of the habit body.
Alfred Schütz’s main aim in “Making Music Together: A Study in Social Relationship” is to
consider whether musical communication can illuminate an “aspect of the structure of social
interaction as such” (“Making Music” 159-160): specifically, he is interested in the aspect of social
interaction whereby we become tuned into each other. He sees music as potentially illuminative of
this more general dynamic in human life. His interest even more broadly is in whether
communication is the starting point for social relationship, or whether one must already be in social
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relationship in order to communicate. He hopes that by uncovering this stratum of sociality, he will
be locating the foundation for “all communication” (“Making Music” 161); a foundation which, he
continues, “does not enter the communicative process and is not capable of being grasped by it”
(“Making Music” 161).88
Schütz lists the following scenarios where this “pre-communicative social relationship comes
to the foreground” (“Making Music” 162): wrestling; pitching and catching; playing tennis; fencing;
marching together; dancing together; making love together; and finally, making music together.
Schütz describes this pre-communicative relationship as a mutual tuning-in (“Making Music” 161).
This mutual tuning-in relationship, he continues, “is the means by which ‘I’ and the ‘Thou’ are
experienced by both participants as a ‘We’ in vivid presence” (“Making Music” 161). 89 So although
Schütz, like us, focuses on music in the essay under consideration, it is understood that the tuning-

For the sake of comparison, we shall note that Susanne K. Langer makes a similar point in Philosophy in a
New Key: A Study in the Symbolism of Reason, Rite,and Art: “What is here criticized as a weakness, is really the
strength of musical expressiveness: that music articulates forms which language cannot set forth” (New Key 233).
These forms, Langer specifies, echo the form of perceptual life: “there are certain aspects of the so-called
‘inner life’ – physical or mental – patterns of motion and rest, of tension and release, of agreement and
disagreement, preparation, fulfillment, excitation, sudden change, etc.” (New Key 228).These “dynamic
patterns of human experience” (New Key 226), she asserts, are what “musical structures logically resemble”
(New Key 226).
89
Schütz points to the intellectual context of his work, stating his preference for direct description of
phenomena rather than entering “into the complicated philosophical analysis of this problem” (“Making
Music” 161 - 162). He writes:
As far as the question under scrutiny is concerned, the concrete researches of many sociologists and
philosophers have aimed at certain forms of social intercourse which necessarily precede all
communication. Wiese’s ‘contact-situations,’ Scheler’s perceptual theory of the alter ego, to a
certain extent Cooley’s concept of the face-to-face relationship, Malinowski’s interpretation of
speech as originating within the situation determined by social interaction, Sartre’s basic concept of
‘looking at the Other and being looked at by the Other’ (le regard), all these are just a few examples
of the endeavor to investigate what might be called the ‘mutual tuning-in relationship’ upon which
alone all communication is founded. It is precisely this mutual tuning in relationship by which the
‘I’ and the ‘Thou’ are experienced by both participants as a ‘We’ in vivid presence. (“Making
Music” 161)
88
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in relationship that he finds there is widely appreciable in human social existence. We applaud this
way of positioning music as a sort of petri dish for grasping dynamics that have much broader
societal application than simply music appreciation as such. This mutual tuning-in relationship by
which we experience each other to be members of a higher-order unity, a ‘we,’ “originates,” Schütz
writes, “in the possibility of living together simultaneously in specific dimensions of time” (“Making
Music” 162). Schütz examines this idea through discussion of the relationship between a composer
and a “beholder” (performer or audience). He writes:
The social relationship between composer and beholder as it is understood here
is established exclusively by the fact that a beholder of a piece of music participates
in and to a certain extent re-creates the experiences of the - let us suppose,
anonymous - fellow-man who created this work not only as an expression of his
musical thoughts but with communicative intent. (“Making Music” 170)
In explicating this relationship between the composer and the beholder, Schütz argues that the two
participate in a common flow of time. He writes, of the composer and beholder respectively:
the latter participates with quasi simultaneity in the former’s stream of
consciousness by performing with him step by step the ongoing articulation of his
musical thought. The beholder, thus, is united with the composer by a time
dimension common to both. (“Making Music” 171)
Schütz seems to be saying that in playing a piece of composed music, or listening to it being played,
there is a shared flow of time between us and the composer. If this were true, it would entail the
possibility of sharing a flow of time with another, even a deceased other. 90 The flow of time that is
shared, furthermore, is explicitly identified as Bergson’s durée:
It is the occurrence in inner time, Bergson’s durée, which is the very form of
existence of music. The flux of tones unrolling in inner time is an arrangement
meaningful to both the composer and the beholder, because and in so far as it
Schütz later writes: “By his re-creation of the musical process the performer partakes in the stream of
consciousness of the composer as well as of the listener” (“Making Music” 174).
90
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evokes in the stream of consciousness participating in it an interplay of
recollections, retentions, protentions, and anticipations which interrelate the
successive elements. (“Making Music” 170)
We will explain Bergson’s durée and how Schütz is using the idea momentarily. What it seems is
meant in the second portion of this quotation is as follows. The composer arranges the music such
that any one section of it - notes, phrases - evokes future and past sections of the piece. The
composer evokes an interplay of recollections, retentions, protentions, and anticipations; the music
explicitly works with the recollections, retentions, protentions, and anticipations of the beholder.
“We have thus,” Schütz writes, “the following situation: two series of events in inner time, one
belonging to the stream of consciousness of the composer, the other to the stream of consciousness
of the beholder, are lived through in simultaneity, which simultaneity is created by the ongoing flux
of the musical process” (“Making Music” 173). The simultaneity created by the musical process,
furthermore, is precisely that which Schütz has called the mutual tuning-in relationship:
It is the thesis of the present paper that this sharing of the other’s flux of
experiences in inner time, this living through a vivid present in common,
constitutes what we called in our introductory paragraphs the mutual tuning-in
relationship, the experience of the ‘We,’ which is at the foundation of all possible
communication. (“Making Music” 173)
How is it that the ongoing flux of the musical process creates the simultaneity between two streams
of consciousness, according to Schütz? Schütz here brings in the distinction between monothetic and
polythetic syntheses that Husserl makes in Ideas. These concepts are dealt with at length in what follows
and are only being named here for the sake of clarifying the role that they play in Schütz’s overall
argument. Schütz seems to be claiming that performing polythetic synthesis constitutes the ongoing
flux of the musical process, and that doing so enters the participants in a musical event into a
simultaneous progression of retentions and protentions. He writes:
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The meaning of a musical work […] is essentially of a polythetical structure. It
cannot be grasped monothetically. It consists in the articulated step-by-step
occurrence in inner time, in the very polythetic constitutional process itself.
(“Music Together” 172)
That musical experience might necessarily be polythetic makes sense. We will be understanding the
idea of polysynthesis in much more detail shortly. But briefly, here the idea is that experiencing
music as music cannot be done instantaneously or ‘all at once’ but necessarily occurs as a temporal
unfolding in which any one part relies upon or gestures toward what has gone before or is expected
to arrive.
As we noted earlier, for Schütz the performer,
participates with quasi simultaneity in the former’s [the composer’s] stream of
consciousness by performing with him step by step the ongoing articulation of his
musical thought. (“Music Together” 171)
Because both the composer and the beholder (performer or audience), Schütz says, are engaged in
the polythetic synthesis constitutive of the piece of music, there is a “time dimension common to
both” (“Music Together” 171).
We are going to be examining the Husserlian concepts that Schütz employs below, but first
we shall say a bit more about the Bergsonian element present in Schütz’s thought. As we explicate
these ideas, we will be pointing out some of the ways in which they fall short of a fully satisfying
theorization of the phenomenon of tuning-in, which will lead us towards Merleau-Ponty’s account
as a solution.
～
The central way that Schütz appeals to Bergson in elaborating the experience of music is
using the idea of durée. Here is the way Schütz illuminates the connection between durée and music.
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Schütz describes a situation in which the fast and slow movements of a symphony each fill a
respective twelve-inch record. “Our watches show that the playing of either record takes about
three and a half minutes” (“Making Music” 171). However, while this fact might interest radio
programmers scheduling airtime at a broadcast studio, to “the beholder it means nothing. To him it
is not true that the time he lived through while listening to the slow movement was of ‘equal length’
with that which he dedicated to the fast one” (“Making Music” 171). It might surprise a listener of
the main theme in the second movement in Beethoven’s Pianoforte Sonata in d-minor, Op. 31, No.2
“The Tempest” to learn that it is of equal length “in the mere clock sense” (“Making Music” 171) as
its last movement. “While listening he lives in a dimension of time incomparable with that which
can be subdivided into homogeneous parts […] There is no such yardstick for the dimension of
inner time the listener lives in” (“Making Music” 171).
Schütz here draws on Henri Bergson’s distinction between inner and outer time. According
to Bergson, inner time or durée is one of the characteristics of psychic life (along with intensity and
voluntary determination) (Time and Free Will 224). These qualities of inner life can be discovered
through introspection (Time and Free Will 231). Durée is characterized by an internal relationship
between temporal parts, an unfolding single duration. In Bergson’s words, “the moments of inner
duration are not external to one another” (Time and Free Will 226); inner time or durée is a
succession of states that “permeate one another” (Time and Free Will 231). There is an organic unity
to durée or inner time.
We can immediately see the applicability of durée to the case of music. We have in numerous
places insisted that music be characterized by its forward and backward internal ‘references;’ setting
up expectations (forward reference) and playing with their fulfillment (backward reference). It is
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completely fitting to compare the internal temporal relationship between the parts of a song to
Bergson’s idea of durée, and we are satisfied with Schütz’s use of durée for that purpose.
The difficulty begins, however, when we try to see how the mutual tuning-in relationship is
supposed to occur in music’s internal unfolding characterized as durée. Recall that Schütz’s primary
aim in “Making Music Together” is to phenomenologically uncover and theoretically articulate the
nature of the tuning-in relationship, which he senses occurring in music and elsewhere. That
relationship is supposed to enable the “partaking in common of different dimensions of time
simultaneously lived through by the participants” (“Making Music” 177). The mutual tuning-in
relationship is Schütz’s way of naming what occurs between participants when they move from an
individually experienced flow of time to the experience of a shared one constitutive of a ‘we.’
The way that Schütz describes this process of tuning-in vis-à-vis durée is where we detect a
limitation in this way of conceptualizing the mutual tuning-in relationship. Schütz writes: “all the
activities of performing occur in outer time, the time which can be measured by counting or the
metronome or the beat of the conductor’s baton” (“Making Music” 176). Outer time, the Bergsonian
notion referred to here, is time experienced through “homogenous space” (Time and Free Will 236):
the form underlying our experience of the external world. In external space, distinct entities are
laid out partes extra partes in mutually external relationship (Time and Free Will 236). External time or
outer time, then, contrasts with inner time in the nature of the relationship between parts.
Introspection, Bergson claims, eliminates the interpretive influence of homogenous space on our
grasp of time, revealing inner time or durée (Time and Free Will 231). It is by eliminating or removing
the influence of homogonous space from outer time that inner time is apprehended:
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Intensity, duration, voluntary determination, these are the three ideas which had
to be clarified by ridding them of all that they owe to the intrusion of the sensible
world and, in a word, to the obsession of the idea of space. (Time and Free Will 224)
All the activities of performing take place in this outer time, according to Schütz, “the time which
can be measured by counting or the metronome or the beat of the conductor’s baton” (“Making
Music” 176). These instruments of time measurement, Schütz writes, can be used when “for one
reason or another the flux of inner time […] has been interrupted” (“Making Music” 176).
We bother to briefly touch on Bergson’s view of the relationship between durée and space making no pretensions of expertise on the matter - in order to draw attention to the contours of the
central problem that Schütz is trying to address in his essay. For according to Schütz, inner time can
be unified through outer time, as we saw in the quotations above. But it seems that for Bergson,
inner time is arrived at by removing outer time, or at least the homogeneous space that creates it. 91
Schütz seems to be suggesting that it is actually through this outer time that we come into inner
time, one that is shared.
This coming into inner time through outer time makes sense on Merleau-Ponty’s account of
time and space. It in fact does make sense that we would be entering inner time through outer time if
we think about what is measured by these three actions - conducting, counting in, or the ticking
metronome - and how they function in music. Each, with variations in detail, indicate the downbeat
for the music from which the tempo is discernible. In conducting, by far the most complex of these

In a footnote of the “Temporality” chapter of Phenomenology of Perception, Merleau-Ponty asserts that
excluding space as Bergson demands is neither necessary nor sufficient as a method of investigating time; an
investigation whose aim is to reveal time as a dimension of our being (PhP 415): “time is exclusive of space
only if we consider space as objectified in advance, and ignore that primordial spatiality which we have tried
to describe” (PhP 415n1).
91
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three ways of marking time, in addition to tempo, rhythm, amplitude, and attitude are also
indicated. But how does an external pulse translate into shared inner time for the subjects
participating?
One suggestion would be to characterize the meeting of outer times - that of the conductor,
the singer, the members of the orchestra, for example - as added together. First the conductor
demonstrates the pulse, then each section comes in at their turn, and the singer finally brings their
timing in on top. Such a suggestion, however, would be inadequate for several reasons. The first is
that no explanation is given for why the conductor, singer, and orchestra would be playing in
compatible tempos. Without a measure of responsiveness to the timing of others, it would be pure
co-incidence if people played in a way that sounded ‘together’ rather than merely overlapping.
A better suggestion would be to affirm that they are indeed entering inner time, durée,
through outer time. However given the resources provided by Bergson suggesting that eliminating
outer time is the way to access inner time, we think an alternative conception of outer time would
be beneficial, one that allows for inner time to be coordinated through it. If one says “let’s do this
now,” that person has used an objective, external point of reference - the sound of ‘now’ - to enable
the coordination of individual perspectives. Counting in a tune does the same thing, except that it
includes, beyond the pointer to the moment ‘now,’ a shared standard for each of us to refer to the
feel of a pulse. The feel of a pulse is in inner time, but the external count is what allows the
organization of the group together. A similar thing happens with the conductor, except that the
coordinating frame of reference is on-going, and her sense of time is understood to shape the piece
creatively (unlike a metronome, which is mostly suitable for private study as a way of cultivating
one’s sense of inner time).
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This view of how external markers of time can coordinate the inner time of musicians and
audience members, however, is not one that appears to be particularly compatible with Bergson as
we understand him. What is needed is a way of understanding how external time, the time of the
external, shared world, is able to facilitate or, minimally, allow, the sort of unified temporal
unfolding described by the notion of durée. We shall propose that Merleau-Ponty’s view of
temporality as lodged in the habit body offers precisely the resources that are needed in this respect.
～
Bergson, however, is not the only phenomenologist of time that Schütz draws on; he moves
freely between talking about durée and Husserl’s vocabulary of retentions, impressions, and
protentions. It turns out to be through the later that the tuning-in relationship is most clearly
hypothesized. Schütz tentatively defines music as the “meaningful arrangement of tones in inner
time” (“Making Music” 170). The arrangement is ‘meaningful,’ for Schütz, if it evokes, “in the
stream of consciousness participating in it an interplay of recollections, retentions, protentions, and
anticipations” (“Making Music” 170).92 Schütz assimilates the vocabulary of retention, impression,
and protention from Husserl’s Internal Time Consciousness to the distinction between monothetic and
polythetic syntheses that Husserl makes in Ideas. These concepts are dealt with at length in what
follows and are only being named here for the sake of clarifying what is to come. Schütz seems to be

This is merely the introduction to the section and, as such, the notions presented here cannot be fully
explained. Here is the passage from which I am quoting in Schütz:
The flux of tones unrolling in inner time is an arrangement meaningful to both the composer and
the beholder, because and in so far as it evokes in the stream of consciousness participating in it an
interplay of recollections, retentions, protentions, and anticipations which interrelate the
successive elements. (“Making Music” 170)
92
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claiming that it is in the performing of polythetic synthesis that participants in a musical event enter
a common progression of retentions and protentions.
The meaning of a musical work […] is essentially of a polythetical structure. It
cannot be grasped monothetically. It consists in the articulated step-by-step
occurrence in inner time, in the very polythetic constitutional process itself.
(“Music Together” 172)
Experiencing music as music cannot be done instantaneously or ‘all at once’ but necessarily occurs as
a temporal unfolding in which any one part relies upon or gestures toward what has gone before or
is expected to arrive.
Schütz eventually settles on “sharing of the other’s flux of experiences in inner time, this
living through a vivid present in common” (“Music Together” 173) as his definition of the tuning-in
relationship. The sharing in the other’s flux of experiences, in Schütz’s account, is achieved by
simultaneously performing polythetic syntheses. Let us examine the relevant texts by Husserl to
understand these notions more clearly. Doing so will forge a clear path back to the temporality of
the habit body and the possibility of sharing time thereby. We must flag here for the reader that what
follows is lengthy, technical, and a very fine grained analysis of some of the most foundational texts
in the phenomenology of time. We assure the reader of a return to the foregoing style of
presentation at the other side.

The distinction between polythetic and monothetic syntheses arises in Husserl’s Ideas I
(1912), published after the lectures that comprise his Phenomenology of Internal Time Consciousness
(1905-1910) and before those collected and published as Analyses Concerning Passive and Active
Synthesis (1920s), the three texts we will be examining. We will see at the end of Merleau-Ponty’s
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“Temporality” chapter that he regards ‘temporalizaion’ to be individual yet amenable to
‘interweaving’ with others. In the Phenomenology of Internal Time Consciousness, Husserl has a much
less optimistic outlook in this respect.

4.4.1.

Retention and Impression

In the Phenomenology of Internal Time-Consciousness, Husserl delineates his subject as neither
objective time nor the experience of objective time, but rather “time and duration appearing as
such” (Time-Cs 23); this is not the “time of the world of experience but the immanent time of the flow
of consciousness” (Time-Cs 23).93 That there is such a subject to be investigated is settled to Husserl’s
satisfaction by referring to consciousness of melody. The question being settled is whether it even
makes sense to start a phenomenology of the temporality internal to consciousness; it might be
argued that consciousness is atemporal, or always, for example, in the present tense. However:
The evidence that consciousness of a tonal process, a melody, exhibits a succession
even as I hear it is such as to make every doubt or denial appear senseless. (TimeCs 23)
Time in the sense of succession is evident in consciousness as exemplified by the consciousness of a
melody. What this flow is like is born out in Husserl’s description of the Abschattungen, the shadingoff of time, as depicted in a memorable and widely reproduced diagram.94

For a recent commentary on this text see: Zahavi, Dan (2010). “Inner (Time-) Consciousness.” Ed. D.
Lohmar and I. Yamaguchi. On Time - New Contributions to the Husserlian Phenomenology of Time. Springer: 319339.
94
See: Dodd, James (2005). “Reading Husserl's Time-Diagrams from 1917/18.” Husserl Studies. 21 (2):111137.
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The sound begins and steadily continues. The tonal now is changed into one that
has been. Constantly flowing, the impressional consciousness passes over into an
ever fresh retentional consciousness. (Time-Cs 51)
Consciousness of a present sound, an impression, becomes a retention as a new impression arises and
the initial sound fades away. The retention of the first sound is maintained (as retention) during the
new impression (in this way melodic harmony is established).95 Without retention, which keeps
previous tones in play even though they are no longer being played, there would be no possibility of
melody. There is melody, and so the topic is justified.
Retentional consciousness, Husserl explains, is “real consciousness of the past of sound”
(Time-Cs 54). It is “not to be resolved into sensed sound and apprehension as memory” (Time-Cs 54).
It is a way of experiencing the immediate past directly, without ‘recalling it’ after the fact; the ‘fact’
is still happening. This sense of ‘still’ reflects retentional consciousness: something was begun that is
now continuing to happen. Or has ceased happening, or changed from what it was before. In all
these cases, what came before is present in the sense of what is now happening, and it is present as,
in Husserl’s words, “the just-having-been, the before in contrast to the now” (Time-Cs 64). It is the
direct perception of the immediately preceding past, a past which “can be seen directly” (Time-Cs
64). As we shall understand more in what follows, when comparing the three modes that Husserl
distinguishes within internal time-consciousness, retention possesses a degree of finality that is less
marked in impression and especially protention. In impression and, more to the point, in
protention, there is the possibility that things will change, even end, quite suddenly. That possibility

Melodic harmony is the harmony that occurs between the notes in a melody. The note played after a first
note stands in a harmonic relationship to the first note. Unlike in a chord however, where the two notes are
played at the same time, in a melody the harmonic relationship essentially depends on the retention of the
first note during the onset of the second.
95
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is not a feature of retention. However, to point towards work contained in later sections of the
chapter, there is nevertheless a certain susceptibility in retention to being changed: retentions can
be modified through a process of crossing out that is described most extensively in the Analysis
Concerning Passive and Active Synthesis.
In the Time-Consciousness lectures that we are currently examining, Husserl reinforces the
distinction between a sound occurring as an impression and one that is present as a retention. In
particular, he insists that reverberation and echoes are of a completely different order than the
shading-off of a primary impression as retention:
The reverberation of a violin tone is a very weak violin tone and is completely
different from the retention of loud sounds which have just been. (Time-Cs 53)
The loud violin sounding weak through reverberating in a cathedral, and the loud violin as a
retention in memory, are essentially distinct. As we move next to get clearer about just what a
retention is, let us make a note here comparing retention with echo and reverberation, a
comparison which we hope will contribute to our characterization of retention. As the violin
continues to play, the retention of the ‘loud sounds which have just been’ become retentions of
retentions in what Husserl calls the continual “shoving back” (Time-Cs 66) of the “now-phase” (TimeCs 66). Echoes and reverberations are, by contrast, newly produced impressions as the sound of the
initially loud violin refreshes itself in collision with a reflective surface, producing a weak tone. In
Husserl’s terms, the originally produced loud sound becomes a retained sound, and the echo a new
present impression is contextualized (heard as an echo) by the retention of the original loud tone.
Why does Husserl find it necessary to distinguish reverberation from retention? There is
something intuitively appealing in thinking that when hearing an echo we are hearing the past.
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However it could be argued that an echo is no different in structure from a second tone being
played by the same instrument an interval later, and indeed, this is how we characterized it above in
saying that an echo is a fresh sound emitted by the cathedral walls. In the case of a second tone being
played, however, we would not be tempted to say that in hearing the second tone we are ‘hearing
the past.’ We are simply hearing the melody moving along. In both cases the question is about what
the structure of experience must be in order that one can immediately grasp a sound at one time
(the second note, the echo), as contextualized by another sound at another time (the first note, the
loud violin tone).
The echo may present us with a different quality of temporal unity than a melody, but in
both cases the prior sound contextualizes the present impression. To say that there is some special
kinship between the echo and the original sound that does not obtain between a first note and a
second note would be a misunderstanding of the nature of retention. Husserl writes:
Evidently this consciousness is essentially the same whether out of the tonal
configuration which forms the unity of a temporal object a member is still really
perceived as now, or whether this member no longer occurs, although we are still
retentionally aware of the image. (Time-Cs 69)
Here Husserl seems to be saying that consciousness of a presently occurring sound and
consciousness of a sound just passed are equivalent, whereas what we had outlined seemed to insist
on the opposite. Here his point is that to hear a single sound continuing (existing through a change
in time) does not raise a different issue than hearing a second sound as ‘after’ a first. Let us
understand this more clearly.
The context for the passage just cited is the differentiation of originary consciousness from
reproductive consciousness (§19). Husserl is emphasizing the originary status of retentions in
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comparison with reproductive memory or imagination.96 In his zest to link retention with the
impressional present in order to solidify its distinction from reproduction, he claims that whether a
sound is ‘still really perceived as now’ or whether it ‘no longer occurs,’ consciousness is ‘essentially
the same.’
The key to understanding how retention and impression are distinct yet ‘essentially the
same’ in comparison with reproduction lies in the part of the quotation that names what this ‘same’
consciousness is consciousness of: “the unity of a temporal object” (Time-Cs 69). Retention is just as
primary as impression and is part of the sense of the present itself: “[a] now-phase is thinkable only
as the boundary of a continuity of retentions” (Time-Cs 55). Both impressions and retentions are
considered to be perceptions in the sense of being “the act in which all ‘origination’ lies” (Time-Cs
64).97 They are the ‘same,’ therefore, in their epistemological import as well as in their mutual
dependence, or rather, their shared contribution to the sense of a present duration: “The entire
succession is given originarily as presence” (Time-Cs 67).
They are different, however, in that their respective temporal modes are distinct. “Retention
constitutes the living horizon of the now; I have in it a consciousness of the ‘just past’” (Time-Cs 66).
Impression, contrastingly, is of ‘happening now.’ These distinct temporal modes are what
differentiate retentions and impressions. When Husserl describes consciousness of a sound ‘still
really perceived as now’ to be the same as consciousness of a sound that ‘no longer occurs’ and has

For commentary on this distinction see: Rodemeyer, Lanei M. (2009). “How Do We Imagine the Past?
Reconsidering Retention and Recollection in Husserl's Phenomenology of Inner TimeConsciousness.” Journal of the British Society for Phenomenology. 40 (2):171-187.
97
Earlier, however, Husserl is adamant that ‘perception’ is not a fitting word to describe how we are aware of
‘objects immanent to consciousness.’ (Time-Cs 52)
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‘just passed,’ he is pointing to the reciprocal unity of impression and retention with respect to “the
unity of a temporal object” (Time-Cs 69, Cf. §16).
We shall note here a passage from psychologist Wolfgang Köhler’s text The Task of Gestalt
Psychology. We include this as a way of adding texture to the characterization of the topic here.
Köhler, looking back at the early reception of the Gestalt approach to psychology, writes:
The way in which the Gestalt psychologists proceeded seemed to the others to
be incompatible with a basic principle of science […] They proceeded in a
different fashion, because they were not interested in those ‘simple elements,’ the
so-called local sensations. First, they said, we have to inspect perceptual scenes
quite impartially, to try to find in these scenes such facts as strike us as remarkable,
if possible to explain their nature, to compare it with the nature of other
interesting facts, and to see whether, in this fashion, we can gradually discover
general rules which hold for many phenomena. Obviously, in this program the
local simple elements or sensations were never mentioned. For this reason and
for others, the Gestalt psychologists were soon suspected of being mystics.
(Gestalt Psychology 33-35)
Note the similarity between the suggestion that Husserl is making above and the Gestalt approach;
they both prioritize the whole rather than the parts that would, in the additive framework accorded
to the ‘basic principle of science,’ comprise this whole. This is not just a matter of choosing a
priority without any justification whatsoever. It is a claim about what the nature of experience must
necessarily be, given the experiences that we do have. Köhler is highlighting a feature of the Gestalt
method that finds precedence in the text of Husserl under consideration here. And it is in this way
that consciousness can be the same whether there is a sound happening or not.
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4.4.2.

Protention

The way in which protention enters into Husserl’s study is notably indirect. A great
proportion of Internal Time-Consciousness is devoted to the movement from the present into the past,
rather than to expectation or future orientation. The two most significant entries for protention are
at §24 “Protentions in Recollection,” and §26 “The Difference between Memory and Expectation.”
In §24, Husserl writes:
if the primordial protention of the perception of the event was undetermined and
the question of being-other or not-being was left open, then in the recollection
we have a pre-directed expectation which does not leave all that open. (Time-Cs
76)
The openness that characterizes an event when experienced primordially (at the time) is no longer a
characteristic of it when experienced in recollection. This openness of primordial protention is here
described starkly as a question of being different or not being at all. The discussion of temporal
unities above contained a characterization of expectation that is perhaps not quite as open as Husserl
suggests here: we are becoming aware of another dimension of protentional openness, a dimension
we explore in greater detail in what follows.
The dimension we are encountering here is made evident when, for example, the stereo
suddenly stops playing due to a power outage. That the stereo may suddenly shut off in the midst of
our listening to it is a possibility contained in the immediate experience of listening to the stereo. It
is not, however, expected to occur: we are typically not explicitly imagining that the power will go
out at any moment. Nevertheless, the very way we experience the moment, or any moment,
includes the possibility of a sudden extinguishing of that experience.Yet when we think back on our
experience from the point of view of its already having been determined that the music continued,
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the protentive openness that we are drawing attention to here is closed: we do not in retrospect
maintain the unknown future of each note as it is played.
The passage cited brings to attention the openness of protention in contrast to retention.
However, this openness presents a puzzle if we are, as we were saying above, to perceive a melody as
a whole; for how can we be perceiving, or anticipating, a whole when part of it is characterized by
‘being-other’ or ‘not-being’? This question may be akin to a question that is sometimes asked related
to three-dimensional objects: how can we see the cup as a whole when we cannot see the back side
of it? This is in fact a question of relatively high importance for our broader argument concerning
the extension of the habit body through, for one, melody. In the present vocabulary, what we would
be advancing is the idea that an impression may arise that conflicts with the protention of it such
that future protentions change their shape (we will see further along how this happens). If a
protention were already so open as to include ‘being-other’ or ‘not-being’ then one of music’s
transformative avenues - the transformative power of melody – might be curtailed.
The context in which this quotation arises clarifies the situation. In recollection, where the
entire melody has been heard through and is being reproduced in memory, what is precisely lost is
the degree of openness that the real future - protention - does have. It is reasonable to accentuate
that quality here for that reason. Husserl says as much in the other section treating protention, §26.
The extent to which memory can be “clear to the last particular” (Time-Cs 79) is considered in the
case of “expectational intuition” (Time-Cs 79):
In general, expectation lets much remain open, and this remaining-open is again
characteristic of the components concerned. But, in principle, a prophetic
consciousness […] is conceivable, one in which each character of the expectation,
of the coming into being, stands before our eyes, as, for example, when we have
a precisely determined plan and, intuitively imagining what is planned, accept it
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lock, stock, and barrel, so to speak, as future reality. Still […i]t is, from the first,
characterized as being open. (Time-Cs 79-80)
Expectation, then, is fundamentally characterized by an openness. However, as we have been
insisting, this must be a qualified openness; we must expect something. Husserl describes
“expectational intuition” (Time-Cs 81) as “something primordial and unique exactly as is intuition of
the past” (Time-Cs 81). Further, this primordial intuition of what is to come forms as essential unity
with the other temporal modes, impression and retention:
It pertains to the essence of the expected that it is an about-to-be-perceived. In
view of this, it is evident that if what is expected makes its appearance,
i.e., becomes something present, the expectational situation itself has gone by.
(Time-Cs 80)
Protentions proceed into impressions and are fulfilled “through the actuality of an impressional
living experience” (Time-Cs 80).
This language of “fulfillment” (Time-Cs 80) is reminiscent of Husserl’s vocabulary in his
earlier work Logical Investigations where he distinguishes between ‘meaning intentions and meaning
fulfillment.’ Here, then, we are asked to see present impressions as a sort of fulfillment, a
fulfillment of the protentions that have since passed into retentions of protentions insofar as ‘the
expectational situation has gone by’ (Time-Cs 80).
Husserl remains skeptical about the very possibility of sharing inner time because time is
immanent to consciousness and consciousness is unique to each individual. The point is that one
cannot experience another’s flow of experience: if one were to do that, they would be that other.
Husserl lists the a apriori characteristics of time and includes the following; “two different times can
never be conjoint” and “their relation is a non-simultaneous one” (Time-Cs 29). Husserl’s stunning
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description of the noetic side of inner time consciousness conveys just how deeply un-shareable
inner time is at this point in his intellectual trajectory:
We can only say that this flux is something which we name in conformity with
what is constituted, but it is nothing temporally ‘Objective.’ It is absolute
subjectivity and has the absolute properties of something to be denoted
metaphorically as ‘flux,’ as a point of actuality, primal sourcepoint, that from
which springs the ‘now,’ and so on. In the lived experience of actuality, we have
the primal source-point and a continuity of moments of reverberation
[Nachhallmomenten]. For all this, names are lacking. (Time-Cs 100)98
Merleau-Ponty’s assessment of the possibility of sharing time at the conclusion of his chapter on
“Temporality” makes implicit reference to Husserl’s position in saying that two temporalities are not
as mutually exclusive as are two consciousnesses. Merleau-Ponty himself remains open to the idea
that time can be shared - for him, time is of the habit body which is, to an extent, shareable. The
point could be put this way: no one can have another’s sensations, and it is in this sense that time is
unshareable for Husserl.99 However, how one grasps the sense of their own experience is inherently
mediated by social experience, and it is in this way that temporality in Merleau-Ponty’s sense can be
shared.100 This is merely to name what we develop later on.
In this context, Schütz’s idea that performing polythetic synthesis together brings people
into a common flow of inner time is notable and we now return to it. We will consider polythetic
synthesis in relation to a whole melody. Since the unity of the melody (or other temporal unity) is
what grounds the equi-primordiality of retention, impression, and protention, perhaps Schütz is

For more on the indescribability of this ‘flux’, see: Larrabee, Mary J. (1993). “Inside time-consciousness:
Diagramming the flux.” Husserl Studies 10 (3):181-210.
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Greater consideration is given to this relationship here: Spicker, Stuart F. (1973). “Inner Time and LivedThrough Time: Husserl and Merleau-Ponty.” Journal of the British Society for Phenomenology 4 (3):235-247.
100
Jennifer McWeeny has interestingly challenged this idea in a recent publication. See “Flesh Possessed: On
the Promiscuity of Subjectivity in Merleau-Ponty’s Ontology.” Chiasmi International. (2016) 18: 215-231.
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thinking that if we polythetically synthesize the whole melody, then a unanimous temporal
unfolding will simply follow, part and parcel. Let us first pause and reflect quickly on the equiprimordiality of time-consciousness and temporal unities. If it is the unified object that grounds the
unity of the modes of time-consciousness, where does the unity of the unified object come from?
For now we simply highlight the question and point to our later treatment of Husserl’s Analyses
Concerning Passive and Active Synthesis.

4.4.3.

Polythetic Synthesis

The polythesis/monothesis distinction that Schütz employs derives from Husserl’s Ideas
Pertaining to a Pure Phenomenology and to a Phenomenological Philosophy (1913).101 In §118- §120
inclusively, Husserl explains polythetic synthesis and its relationship to monothetic synthesis. He
begins to circumscribe the topic by specifying what he is not addressing: “the unity of consciousness
of immanental time” (Ideas 283). This is to say that the topic of polythetic synthesis precisely does
not fall into the purview of Internal Time-Consciousness. Rather, Husserl writes, the matter of poly- or
monothetic synthesis exists within that unity of immanent time-consciousness, “in the framework of
time itself, the concretely fulfilled phenomenological time, taken […] as enduring unities” (Ideas
284).
Husserl defines polythetic synthesis, also called “many-membered synthesis” (Ideas 284), as
“the peculiar modes in which discretely separated acts are combined into a membered unity, into a
synthetical act of a higher hierarchical order” (Ideas 284). This higher order unity or “total object”

For a general overview of Husserl’s project in this text, see: Kohak, Erazim V. (1978) Idea & Experience:
Edmund Husserl's Project of Phenomenology in Ideas I. Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press.
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(Ideas 285) is relative to its members which “contribute to it in the fashion of founding and are fitted
to it” (Ideas 285). Each of these members directs consciousness with its own ‘ray’; “Synthetical
consciousness, or the pure Ego ‘in’ it, is directed by many rays […]”(Ideas 285).
Husserl claims that polythetic syntheses can become monothetic, but provides few details.102
We shall come up with an example of our own following this exposition. To every “many-rayed
(polythetical) constituting of synthetical objectivities,” (Ideas 285) Husserl writes,
there belongs […] the possibility of converting what is intended to in many rays into
what is intended to simpliciter in one ray, the possibility of ‘making objective’ in a
‘monothetical’ act. (Ideas 285-286)
The only difference between what is “presentiated” (Ideas 286) simpliciter and what is synthetically
unitary, Husserl asserts, is their “essentially different mode of givenness” (Ideas 286). Otherwise they
are “really the same” (Ideas 286).
The clearest example that Husserl provides in this section is of valuing, which, he writes, “is
not self-sufficient since it is necessarily founded on a consciousness of a mere thing, and […] ‘valuequality’” (Ideas 285). The ‘mere thing’ and the ‘value-quality’ are polythetically synthesized into a
valuation of the particular thing. Perhaps an example of such a polythetical synthesis ‘transmuted’
(Ideas 285) into a monothesis would be gold. The value and the thing are seared in a unified
intention that is directed by a single ray, whereas polythetically regarded, they would be ‘chunk of
metal’ (mere thing) and ‘holds its value’ (value-quality). One might consider the automatic action of
putting on a gold necklace to go to a dinner party as an example of intending gold monothetically.

See the following for more on the idea of synthesis in Husserl: Kozyreva, Anastasia (2018). “Synthetic
Unity of Consciousness in the Phenomenology of Edmund Husserl.” Etudes phénoménologiques Phenomenological Studies. 2: 217-247
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When we look at price at which gold is trading on the stock market to see how much money we
have made on our investment, however, we are intending gold polythetically.
Where does this bring us? Let us review Schütz’s claim about the fundamental nature of
music:
The meaning of a musical work, however, is essentially of a polythetical structure.
It cannot be grasped monothetically. It consists in the articulated step-by-step
occurrence in inner time, in the very polythetic constitutional process itself.
(“Making Music” 172)
Given what we have just laid out from Husserl’s Ideas I, Schütz seems to be using ‘polythetic’ and
‘monothetic’ rather loosely. First of all, if we are following Husserl, all polythetic acts can be
monothetically rendered. Schütz gives an example of what he thinks it would be to regard music
monothetically: “I may give a name to a specific piece of music, calling it ‘Moonlight Sonata’ or
‘Ninth Symphony’; I may even say, ‘These were variations with a finale in the form of a passacaglia’”
(“Making Music” 172). But, he continues, “the musical content itself, its very meaning, can be
grasped merely by reimmersing oneself in the ongoing flux, by reproducing thus the articulated
musical occurrence as it unfolds in polythetic steps in inner time (“Making Music” 173).
Husserl claims that while the ‘mode of givenness’ of each type of synthesis is different, they
are “really the same” (Ideas 286).Yet we see Schütz claiming that experiencing music as music only
occurs in polythetic, not monothetic, synthesis. While it seems true that naming musical works and
performing musicological analysis are quite distinct from experiencing music itself, we can,
stemming from Husserl’s assertion that they are “really the same” (Ideas 286), probe a bit more
deeply into whether something would need to be constituted polythetically rather than
monothetically in order to be adequately grasped, and whether the two might instigate drastically
different interpersonal effects (the creation of a ‘we’ rather than not).
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In the gold example we used above, we identified putting on a necklace while dressing for a
dinner party as an instance of monothetic synthesis, and reviewing the price of gold on the Comex
(the main financial market in which gold is traded) with an eye to one’s own investment portfolio as
polythetic. Let us use these two cases to test how reversible are the two modes of apprehension, in
terms of adequacy and social effects. What would it be to polythetically synthesize the action of
putting on a gold necklace as part of dressing up? One way might be as follows: if the act of putting
on the necklace in preparation for a dinner party were to be understood as an act of remembrance
or affirmation of status, the automatic action would be performed with a polythetic consciousness.
If the necklace belonged to a deceased relative of those attending the dinner party, for example,
putting it on knowing that wearing it will affiliate oneself with the deceased relative in the eyes of
the attendees would be a polythetic regard on the action.
Even though it is possible to regard this action with both a monothetic and polythetic
consciousness, it does not seem to be true that the epistemic valence and social consequences would
be equivalent in both cases. To fail to appreciate that a necklace would have a certain social influence
if worn in a given context would be a less-than-adequate appreciation of the full meaning of the
action. Likewise, the social effect of such appreciation or failure to appreciate is likely to be
significant. The appropriateness of wearing the necklace, whether properly grasped at the time of
dressing or not, will set the tone for the possibility of camaraderie and influence the range of
subjects discussed over dinner. Not properly regarding the action, polythetically in this case, might
result in a social blunder disruptive to the evening. In this case, then, we see that while it is possible
to regard an action either monothetically or polythetically, it is possible for the epistemic and social
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impacts of each to diverge. Let us now briefly examine the reverse, where an action polythetically
rendered is monothetically regarded.
Looking up the price at which gold is trading might be articulated in its monothetic mode as
follows: the physical gold itself is outside of consideration and its value or price takes the entirety of
the regard. Reading about the value of gold in the newspaper as an aspect of breakfasting, for
example, a way of monitoring the vital signs of one’s own investments perhaps, could be a way in
which the value of gold might be monothetically regarded. However, when we consider this mode
of approaching the action in terms of its epistemic and social import, we see here again the
possibility of divergence from a polythetic synthesis of the same action.
Polythetically regarded, considering the trading value of gold in relation to the material gold
includes a consciousness of the relationship between material stocks of gold and the human
valuation of it. Regarding stocks of gold may include awareness of the following: discoveries of new
mineral deposits, security breaches at Fort Knox, how to extract the gold content from heirloom
jewelry, and which countries base their currency on physical reserves of gold (the gold standard).
Such consciousness is much more geared towards an awareness of global political and economic
relationships than the monothetic consciousness we described above. This hypothesized polythetic
consciousness would impact the nature of the social relationships that might develop around it; the
polythetic regard offers greater possibility for sharing with others because it is not merely about
monitoring the status of one’s investments but includes reference to global relationships that impact
everyone, whether they invest in gold or not.
We would like to assert here, then, that even though monothetic syntheses can be
polythetically regarded and vice versa, Schütz seems to be correct in his assertion that the epistemic
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and social consequences of performing one rather than the other can be divergent. We note that in
both of the examples above, the polythetic mode possessed greater room for the inclusion of others’
perspectives and collaboration in the sense of the act than the monothetic mode. In this connection
Schütz’s thesis that it is through polythetic synthesis that a ‘we’ is created seems initially plausible.
Schütz’s position could be summarized in the following way: ‘to hear music as music is to
hear it in its temporal multiplicity,’ that is, the music must be apprehended in its poly- character and
to hear it monothetically is to not hear it musically. We saw this in the example Schütz gave of the
Moonlight Sonata. We as performers, it could be said, must hear the music in relationship to its
multiplicity of sources and come to join them in collaboration: the music cannot be collaborative
without the co-, the poly-. This seems to be both insightful and accurate as a way of describing
music as collective and creative of a we.
However, a difficulty here is that Schütz implies that polythetical synthesis occurs over time
whereas monothetical synthesis takes place either outside of time or ‘all at once;’ in any case not
“step-by- step” (“Making Music” 172). This does not seem entirely in keeping with Husserl’s account
of the two modes of synthesis. For as noted above, both forms of synthesis take place within the
purview of “the unity of consciousness of immanental time” (Ideas 283), which Husserl takes pains
to characterize as the force that makes every state of consciousness ultimately unified:
No matter how alien in essence mental processes can be with respect to one
another, they are nonetheless constituted altogether as one temporal stream […]
nevertheless, we have excluded this primal synthesis of consciousness originaliter
of time (which is not to be thought of as an active and discrete synthesis) […] We
shall now speak, therefore, of syntheses not in the framework of consciousness of
time, but instead in the framework of time itself, the concretely fulfilled
phenomenological time, taken […] as enduring unities […]. (Ideas 283-284)
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The point here is that the difference between polythetic synthesis and monothetic is not that one
occurs in time and the other does not.
The importance of this observation for Schütz’s account is that it supposed to be through
simultaneously enacted polythetic syntheses that co-performers, composers, and audiences arrive in
a common flow of time (constitutive of the tuning-in relationship). But if performing these
syntheses stands in relative independence of inner time, at least Husserl’s formulation of it, then it is
hard to see how the communality of inner time is to be brought about through performing a
polythetic synthesis. It seems here that while the mono- and polythetic syntheses take place within
inner time-consciousness, the rhythm and tempo of each participant’s sequencing of retentionimpression-protention stands in the background of syntheses made within it. It is thus on the level
of Husserl’s inner time that we would want to seek the basis for a true tuning-in relationship, not on
the level of poly-or monothetic synthesis. Thus we are still in search of a way of understanding what
it might be to undergo inner time with others, or an alternative account of what exactly happens
when we tune-in together if it is not the alignment of protentions, impressions, and retentions.
Otherwise asked: how might the common performance of polythetic syntheses bring us into a sort
of temporal unity which we could recognize as a characteristic experience of music?
We shall be in a better position to answer this question, which we ultimately do by appeal to
Merleau-Ponty, if we address a present difficulty. Above we said that ‘the key to understanding how
retention and impression are distinct yet ‘essentially the same’ lies in understanding that
consciousness of retention, impression, and protention is ‘essentially one’ in so far as that
consciousness is of “the unity of a temporal object” (Internal Time 69); a phrase of music rather than
individual tones, for example. The consciousness of the retention of an A being played is ‘the same’
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as the conscious impression of a C# being played if the A and the C# are part of a melody (or
temporal unity) that moves by thirds. It is consciousness of the melody that makes the consciousness
of its various temporal modes one common consciousness, assuming here that the object is the
melody, rather than a particular tone; if the object of our attention were a particular tone, then it
would be that tone as a temporal unity on its own that would unify the consciousness of it. It may be
the case that as one becomes more skillful and experienced with music, one hears more detail more distinctness in the notes that are part of a melody - than when one is just beginning to
habituate to a style of music. This is indeed what we would expect given our framing of the habit
body as the apparatus by which one comes to experience the world with increasingly finessed levels
of detail and richness - here taking the idea of being experienced in music to implicate, as we claim
it does, the habit body.
Husserl writes that time-consciousness is “not to be thought of as an active and discrete
synthesis” (Ideas 283). It is not, that is to say, among other things, to be regarded as a polythetic
synthesis. This quotation says nothing about whether time-consciousness is a passive synthesis. We are
not addressing the question of whether time-consciousness is a synthesis as such; we are talking
about active synthesis in particular, as we specify momentarily. Here, to refresh our memory about
where we are, we are considering whether mono- or polythetic synthesis can bring us into a
common flow of retentions, impressions, and protentions; we are arguing that such active syntheses
cannot. We are selecting a direct quotation to state this point, a point we have been making
throughout the section, because it is a succinct formulation. It is not meant as an independent
argument against the thesis that inner time-consciousness is an active polythetic synthesis. It is
simply a way of stating that it is not the case that there is an active synthesis between retentions,
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protentions, and impressions that creates the unified consciousness of time or of the unified
temporal object.
In explaining polythetic synthesis in Ideas §119, Husserl writes that the consciousness in
polythetic synthesis is a “plural consciousness” (Ideas 286); “it is one and one and one taken together”
(Ideas 285). We know that this is not what time-consciousness is like. Time-consciousness is unified,
‘the same.’ Now, we know that this ‘unified temporal object,’ the melody, cannot be a constituted by
polythetic synthesis because this entails a plural consciousness and is, more importantly, taking place
at a different level than time-consciousness is. Additionally, this is an active synthesis whereas timeconsciousness is not. Let us consider Husserl’s distinction between active and passive synthesis.
As discussed above, impressions, retentions, and protentions are three aspects of a single
flowing present, not disparate entities synthesized in an egoic act. Nevertheless, protentions in
particular are characterized by an openness that we pointed out sits uneasily with this idea of a
unified temporal whole. The question of how a whole can be open-ended, particularly if it is the
temporal whole that underlies the essential unity of time-consciousness, is a crucial point for what
follows and our overall thesis, as we shall see. To answer this question we will draw upon Husserl’s
lecture series from the 1920s, published as Analysis Concerning Passive and Active Synthesis (2001). This
text contains a much more extensive treatment of protention than do the Time-Consciousness Lectures.
Additionally, accentuating the passivity of time-consciousness lands us in the heart of the habit body
and Merleau-Ponty’s sourcing of temporality in it. Through Husserl’s Analysis Concerning Passive and
Active Synthesis, it becomes evident that the shape of protention reflects the shape of retentions. But
conversely, the openness of protentions necessarily implicates retentions; they are revisable
depending on the mode of protentional fulfillment as impression. By looking at three ways of
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construing the openness of protention within a temporal unity, we are able to grasp how the habit
body is fundamentally constitutive of subjective time, and how, by negotiating protentional
openness with others, sharing time is both possible and entails an expansion of the habit body.103

4.5.

Passive Synthesis: Protentional Emptiness as Prefiguring a Rule for Transition

Time consciousness, then, is a passive, not active synthesis, based in the unity of the
temporal object. We will look at Husserl’s Analysis Concerning Passive and Active Synthesis in order to
more fully grasp the nature of this unified temporal object in connection with protentional
openness. Looking forward, there are three types of openness that we look at here, not entirely
discrete from each other: one is of empty inner and outer horizons (Analysis 43); the second is of
disappointed meaning-intention (Analysis 71); and the third is the breaking-off of the object
altogether (Analyses 465). The following three points are of central importance in what follows: the
idea that protentions are stylized from retentions, that retentions can be revised through
experiences of disappointment, and that protentions prescribe a rule for the transition to new
impressions.
Every present impression, Husserl writes, is “surrounded by a halo of emptiness” (Analyses
42). But this emptiness is not like a steep drop off of a cliff with oblivion at the bottom:
It is an emptiness that is not a nothingness, but […] a prefiguring that prescribes
a rule for the transition to new actualizing appearances. (Analyses 42)

For an interesting extrapolation relevant to some of our questioning here see: Calcagno, Antonio (2012).
“Gerda Walther: On the Possibility of a Passive Sense of Community and the Inner Time Consciousness of
Community.” Symposium 16 (2):89-105.
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This empty prefiguring is like a chart of paths, “a new empty horizon, a new system of determinable
indeterminacy” (Analyses 43).
In addition to this determinable indeterminacy, there is another sort of emptiness, a
“completely empty outer horizon” (Analyses 44). Inner horizons pertain to the finer-grained details
of an object or process, as well as the ‘other side’ that is not visible unless we move. These can be
emptily prefigured. For example, I expect that if I were to lean forward and look more closely at
the fingerless gloves that I wear to maintain my circulation while typing in the cold, I would be
appreciating their woven structure in full vividness. But from where I now sit, such a pattern is
merely emptily prefigured; I do not have a current impression of it.
Outer horizons, by contrast, pertain to the object’s placement among other objects and
processes. For example, if I were to take off these fingerless gloves, fold them into a ball, and place
them in the sock drawer, I would enjoy their appearance as nearly indistinguishable from a pair of
socks. As this second way of experiencing the gloves reveals, the outer horizons are more
multifarious that inner horizons: “outer horizons, prefigurings for what is still devoid of any
intuitively given framework that would require only more differentiated ways of sketching it in”
(Analyses 43). Outer horizons are more open and less determinate than inner horizons, and these
pertain to the ways in which an entity can relate to other entities.
Thus, “a protentional horizon of the future” (Analyses 115), which Husserl describes “in spite
of its pure passivity” (Analyses 116) as an “expectation, […] the present meeting the future with
open arms” (Analyses 116), can be both open but still of a specific prefigured whole. It is mainly in the
outer horizon that we find the characteristic of the future as entirely open. The openness of
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protentional horizons, both inner and outer, is one way of understanding the openness of
protention.
A second way of understanding the openness of protention is in its propensity to be
disconfirmed, or disappointed: “intentions […] can undergo a modification at any time through the
disappointment of protentional, expectational belief ” (Analyses 71). This would have to be a
disappointment of the inner horizon, or else of a robustly schematized outer horizon. Husserl
writes, “protention, unlike retention, is essentially a meaning-intention” (Analyses 129); retentions
do not intend an object, whereas protentions do (Analyses 119). This makes protentions, unlike
retentions, susceptible to being disappointed. When this happens, such as when there is a “green that
emerges as opposing the intention toward ‘red’” (Analyses 71), the expectation toward red is
“crossed-out” (Analyses 70) and “the new sense is imposed upon it” (Analyses 70). Both the crossedout or disappointed expectation and the new emerging sense are retained, however: there is a
“superimposition of countervailing intentions” (Analyses 71).
Protentions, then, are open to disappointment, and this disappointment is retained as such.
But there is a further way that this disappointment of protention implicates retentions. As Whitney
Howell notes; “in retroactive crossing out there is an adjustment of the contents of retention to
accord with the disappointment of the expectant, empty intentions” (“Temporality of Perception
and Habit” 317). That is, the string of retentions (and retentions of retentions) that pertain to the
subject of the disappointed protention are modified by the disappointment.
The key to grasping how a disappointed protention could modify all of the more distant
retentions related to the object of disappointment lies in the way retentions influence protentions.
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In a section titled “Motivational Causality Peculiar to Expectations,” Husserl explains that
protentions are in fact furnished from the retentional network:
it is a matter of a necessary motivation: In accordance with what is given to
consciousness retentionally, there is ‘to be expected’ something new on its way
having a uniform style. (Analyses 236)
Again:
what is expected […] is characterized as in accordance with what has been, with
its primordial image, as what is anticipated or as a projected image or model of
being prior to its actual being. (Analyses 236)
Here is how this is said to work. Particular “data” (Analyses 241) arise in a present, data that ‘awaken’
retentions that resemble a likely arrangement of that data: it is an “awakening that reaches back and
that issues from the particularities” (Analyses 241). These awakened retentional “configurations
radiating ahead in a protentional-expectational manner will awaken the projected image or model of
this configuration, allowing it to be expected” (Analyses 241). Thus the protentional structure gets its
form from present solicitations that motivate a retentional awakening, which provides the
anticipatory readiness for a certain on-coming impression, protention.
Importantly distinguishing this characterization of protentional expectation from
remembering, in the supplementary texts to the Analyses Concerning Active and Passive Synthesis
Husserl writes:
we called protention a shadow that is projected ahead, an inverted memory […]
let us now say with more clarity that […] it is initially a modification of retention
motivated by the near-retention, and the same holds further for distant-retentions
as well. (Analyses 424)
More precisely even:
what is given in memory gives a picture of what is to come; what is to come is
not what has past, but what is expected, which has its prototype in the past. We
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do not have a consciousness of the past in the expectation, although the past
appears here with it; it is transformed into an anticipation. (Analyses 424)
There is no ‘consciousness of the past’ in expectation because it is not the object, even though the
shape or “style” (Analyses 611) of this expectancy is forged in the past. We note here that within the
experience of a single object, this consistency of style between retention and protention is located
in “hypothetical kinaesthetic courses as demanded successions” (Analyses 373). The openness of
protention as inner and outer horizon is undergirded by what we can foresee as possible courses of
movement and the expected perceptual fulfillment therein.
Here we recall the phrase we quoted at the beginning of this section. Every present
impression, Husserl writes, is “surrounded by a halo of emptiness” (Analyses 42), a “prefiguring that
prescribes a rule for the transition to new actualizing appearances” (Analyses 42, emphasis mine). We are
now better positioned to understand the significance of this idea. The rule for the transition to the
new actualizing appearances is provided by awakened retentions. They provide the template of
expectation for what will next arrive into present impression and a template for adjusting the body
schema to bring that about.
As we have noted, what does arrive is not always of the anticipated nature, and this
impressional surprise makes the awakened retentional projection “crossed-out” (Analyses 70) while
simultaneously instituting a new intention that fits with the impressional evidence. It is only because
awakened retentions shape protentional-expectation that the disappointment of the latter could retroactively
alter the former. The reason to revise the entire series of retentions in the face of one disappointment
is because we use those retentions for future protentions. If those retentions had no bearing on the
future, if they were a mutually external set of momentary snapshots, then what implication could
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there be for a present disappointment on the past (or, indeed, on the future)? We cross-out the
whole series of pertinent retentions because we are using them as configurations for future
expectations.
There is, finally, a third sort of openness that is of a different kind from the other two sorts
discussed so far: the openness of horizons on the one hand, and protentional disappointment on the
other. The third type of protentional openness that we now examine is of a different sort. Husserl
writes:
something completely different than what had been presupposed can arrive
(insofar as the unity of the object temporally breaks off, and now some entirely
new objectlike formation is perceived). (Analyses 465)
In expectation,‘something completely different can arrive,’ but remembering is “of-necessarilyhaving-to-arrive-in-this-way” (Analyses 465). The main difference between remembering and
anticipating, as we have previously discussed, is precisely this sense that things can be otherwise. The
sense of otherwise here is distinct from what we have already considered earlier. It is not that our
protention is disappointed, but rather that we have, in a sense, the wrong protention. Something else
altogether may ensue.This, one might say, is the most radical openness of the three we have identified
because it contends with an entirely new temporal unity.104
～
Disappointment revises retentions and remains as a record of “countervailing intentions”
(Analysis 71). These retentions furnish the schematization or “hypothetical kinaesthetic course”
(Analysis 373) constitutive of protentional expectation. If an individual experiences a high degree of
Elizabeth A. Behnke, in an exciting essay that we touch on further below, has argued that what is
portended in the most radically open protention is simply “more time” (“Bodily Protentionality” 210).
104
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protentional disappointment relative to fulfillment, or a frequent imposition of something
altogether different, might not the protentions they furnish be marked by such disappointment?
Might having to ‘cross-out’ retentions too often influence the very formation of the protentions? A
tenuously sketched or corroded protentional figuration would put an individual in an epistemically
troubled position, and diminish her ability to chart a future for herself, or participate in the creation
of a shared future with engaged others.105 Such might be a real danger for those whose protentions
have been consistently and devastatingly disappointed, as might be the case for those growing up in
such traumatic circumstances that projecting a stable outline of future experience is either
unfaceable (because too terrifying), or impossible (because constantly undermined by new abusive
horrors).
To quote Whitney Howell again:
When I encounter the object as ‘otherwise’ than my expectations described it, I
encounter the basic fallibility of my empty intentions. (“Temporality of Perception
and Habit” 317)
It is not only a matter of this or that disappointment but of the reliability of my past as a guide for
my future actions and expectations. It bears on a person’s general sense of the consistency of reality.
While we will not go too far into questions that come to mind about why certain forms of life
might be paired with greater degrees of protentional disappointment, we do want to look at a specific
instance where contingent social factors influence the style of an individual’s protentional

See the following for more on this topic: Nethery, H. A. (2018). “Husserl and Racism at the Level of
Passive Synthesis.” Journal of the British Society for Phenomenology: 1-11.
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formations.106 We will also address questions about the way that the protentional structure that
defines meaningful experience as such is related to more developed forms of world interpretation.
This is a way of asking a question addressed by Dieter Lohmar in “What Does Protention
‘Portend?’” There Lohmar expertly distinguishes between three sorts of protention,107 and
differentiates between protention on the one hand and expectation on the other. His thesis is that
there is a sort of protention which is not formed from retentions - as are the other two sorts of
protention - but from “everyday experience” (“Protention ‘Portend’” 161). Everyday experience is,
he explains, on the one side of an important distinction between “intentionality in the full sense of
objectifying acts and the intentionality of retention and protention” (“Protention ‘Portend’” 157).
Intentionality in the full sense, he writes, only occurs in the third step of a three-part constitutive
process.
The first step of constitution happens in inner time consciousness and its result is the
constitution of sensual data with their duration. This sensual data connect and unify at
the level of passive synthesis […] so that the results are the sensual Abgehobenheiten or
Gestalt-fragments […]. With these Abgehobenheiten as ‘raw materials’ and the socalled type (Typus) as a kind of architect’s plan, the intentional apperception builds up
a representation of the intended object. (“Protention ‘Portend’” 157)

We do not here seek to exhaustively list the ways that the style of transition between retention,
protention, and impression may be socially influenced; we attempt merely to say that social dynamics factor
in shaping the style in which subjective temporality unfolds.
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The three sorts of protention are: R-protentions, which are completely determined by present retentions
and are “quite impossible” to disappoint; they involve “expecting that the retentional contents will sink
further in the next phases” (“Protention ‘Portend’” 158). H-protentions are “directed to the coming hyletic
contents that are expected to be experienced” and are often disappointed (“Protention ‘Portend’” 158).
There are two types of H-protentions, rigid and of expectation, the former depending on retention and hyletic
data alone, the latter forming based on intentional expectations (“Protention ‘Portend’” 160).
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Lohmar contends, using the example of a traffic light and material from Husserl’s Experience and
Judgment,108 that protentions are formed not only from retentions of the immediate past, but from
“anticipative expectation based on experience” (“Protention ‘Portend’” 161). When we look at a red
light at an intersection, we would portend it remain red if our protentions were only based in
recent retentions. But if we have prior experience with traffic lights, we would portend it change
colour (“Protention ‘Portend’” 163).109 Without getting too embroiled in the details of Lohmar’s
argument, what he has in mind is as follows:
There is a part of intentional expectation that has ‘sunken’ to the level of protention
with the help of phantasmata that are mixed in the hyletic contents. We can designate
this share as ‘H-protentions of expectation.’ (“Protention ‘Portend’” 163)
Interested readers should consult Lohmar’s extremely rich essay for greater detail on what we have
merely sketched out. The point of presenting Lohmar’s material is to provide one account of the
relationship between the basic fabric of inner time consciousness and more developed levels of
intentional life. In the constitutive process, the claim is, such higher, predicative levels of
intentionality are derived from the prepredicative ones occurring in inner time consciousness and in

Time consciousness is a passive synthesis, and expectation as fully intentional is an active synthesis. In
Experience and Judgement, however, Husserl considers different combinations of activity and passivity in the
constitutive process, according to Lohmar (“Protention ‘Portend’” 161). Here is what Lohmar writes:
Retention in inner time consciousness is characterized as an ‘absolute rigid lawfulness’
and absolutely passive’[Erfahrung und Urteil §23b]. Correspondingly, protention is a
‘passive lawfulness’ and a ‘passive expectation’ [Erfahrung und Urteil §23b]. In this
context Husserl opposes the purely passive retention with the active keeping-in-grasp
that is a ‘modified activity, a passivity in activity.’ Correspondingly, he confronts the
‘rigid’ passive protention with ‘movable’ anticipatory expectation that depends on and
changes with experience [Erfahrung und Urteil §23b]” (“Protention ‘Portend’” 161).
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Humourously, Lohmar seems to think that the colour that follows red at a traffic light is yellow
(“Protention ‘Portend’” 161).
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passive synthesis. We are not relying on Lohmar’s specific thesis about the opposite direction of
influence, but we note it as an area of research to which more work could be done.

We will look at the former in what follows. Narrative, established in concert with others,
can reflect the style of transition of a person’s protentional structure. 110 These differences in style
of transition can also shape forms of artistic expression, such as music. In either case – whether
through narrative or music - first-order modes of expression can become second-order worldviews
in a process that we shall outline momentarily. Let us first consider the way that social dynamics on
a microcosmic level impact subjective temporal unfolding through what psychiatrist Mark Epstein,
following Robert Stolorow, calls developmental trauma. Developmental trauma is a jag in the path of
human development such that an individual dissociates (Trauma of Everyday 71) from what Stolorow
calls “unmet developmental yearnings and reactive painful feeling states” (Trauma and Human
Existence 3-4) that they cannot bear to face (Trauma of Everyday 148). The affective unavailability of a
primary care-giver, as we shall see more fully in a moment, is what conditions the self-estrangement
characteristic of developmental trauma.111 The severed aspects of oneself nevertheless influence

Boston Change Process Study Group (2008). “Forms of Relational Meaning: Issues in the Relations
Between the Implicit and Reflective-Verbal Domains.” Psychoanalytic Dialogues, 18: 131-132.
111
In The Trauma of Everyday Life, developmental trauma is distinguished from the basic definition of trauma
given in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM): the confrontation of actual or
threatened death or serious injury:
Exposure to actual or threatened death, serious injury, or sexual violence in one (or more) of the
following ways: directly experiencing the traumatic event(s); witnessing, in person, the traumatic
event(s) as it occurred to others; learning that the traumatic event(s) occurred to a close family
member or close friend (in case of actual or threatened death of a family member or friend, the
event(s) must have been violent or accidental); or experiencing repeated or extreme exposure to
aversive details of the traumatic event(s). (DSM-5 271)
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behaviour on an implicit level (Trauma of Everyday 150). Robert Stolorow writes that developmental
traumas
derive their lasting significance from the establishment of invariant and relentless
principles of organization that remain beyond the influence of reflective selfawareness or of subsequent experience. (Trauma and Human Existence 10)
These principles of organization operate in what Epstein he calls implicit or sensorimotor memory
(Trauma of Everyday 149).112 He distinguishes implicit memory from explicit memory, a second order,
linguistically mediated reflection upon events passed. “Implicit memory,” Epstein writes, “develops
naturally before verbally based memory comes into focus” (Trauma of Everyday 149). It is on the level
of implicit memory that developmental trauma occurs: “Traumatic experiences, it is now
understood, are held only in implicit memory” (Trauma of Everyday 150). It is because they remain in
implicit memory that these estranged feeling states continue to impact behaviour.
When a primary caretaker ‘reflects back’ (Trauma of Everyday 150) a child’s feeling states, he
or she helps the child “metabolize feelings over time” (Trauma of Everyday 149). This reflecting back
sets the stage for second-order symbolization, according to Epstein, “for a flow between the implicit
and the narrative” (Trauma of Everyday 150). But when a state does not find a “relational home to hold
it in” (Trauma and Human Existence 10) they become split off from the individual. Stolorow writes:
Painful or frightening affect becomes traumatic when the attunement that the
child needs to assist in its tolerance, containment, and integration is profoundly
absent. (Trauma and Human Existence 3-4)

As a caveat, the degree of finesse with which Epstein handles the topic of sensorimotor memory is not
the central issue here: he is clearly pointing, however generally, to the domain of experience that we are
making the focus of this thesis: the habit body, its generative conditions, and functioning in human life.
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When these split-off states arise in the course of life (by a process we will layout more fully below),
they produce a traumatic experience: a sense of being taken over by an overwhelming,
unmanageable, and incomprehensible state-of-affairs. In such traumatic experiences, “the sense of
one’s own continuity” is collapsed (Trauma of Everyday 149).113 Because these unacceptable and
unmanageable states have been split off, they are, in virtue of both of these features, incapable of
being acknowledged to have happened. How does this understanding of developmental trauma
enrich our grasp of the social origin of variation in protentional rules for transition?
If we associate Epstein’s ‘implicit memory’ with the passivity of inner time-consciousness,
then we can make the following interpretation of developmental trauma. The incomprehensible
traumatic situation produces retentions; a vague sense that something, albeit poorly grasped and
repudiated, has indeed happened. Epstein writes the following about the temporality of traumatic
events: “There is no past or future when one is overtaken by it; it is as if it were happening now”
(Trauma of Everyday 149). To be experienced as happening now, there must have been protentions for
which the present impression is a fulfillment. Protentions, as we have seen, are crafted from
retentions: retentions are ‘awakened’ when ‘data’ evokes forms of perceptual organization, or in this
case disorganization, from the past. So if trauma appears to be happening now, it has been prefigured
in the past. However, the retention awakened by the ‘data’ is one that has been, in this case, split off
and disavowed because undigestible and overwhelming. That is the retentional/protentional
figuration that is brought about in the experience of trauma happening now: the retentional

Epstein’s writes: “The traumatized individual lives outside time, in his or her own separate reality,
unable to relate to the consensual reality of others.” (Trauma of Everyday 149).
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figuration of an indigestible state-of-affairs. This interpretation of developmental trauma aligns with
the work Epstein cites from psychoanalyst D.W. Winnicott.
D.W. Winnicott, in “Fear of Breakdown,” describes the temporal awareness of traumatic,
dissociated, states. He asks why a patient would continue worrying about a traumatic situation from
the past in terms of the future:
It must be asked here: why does the patient go on being worried by this that
belongs to the past? The answer must be that the original experience of primitive
agony cannot get into the past tense unless the ego can first gather it into its own
present time experience [… ] In other words the patient must go on looking for
the past detail which is not yet experienced. This search takes the form of a looking
for this detail in the future. (“Fear of Breakdown” 90-91)
The breakdown or trauma has already happened – in undigested emotional states rejected by a
primary caregiver - but, in our terms, because of the retentional influence on protentional
structure, the patient anxiously anticipates the future arrival of the traumatic event.Yet because the
traumatic situation has been disavowed and not understood, what it is that the patient anticipates is
itself not understood. Winnicott thinks that the patient looks to the future to grasp the unknown
traumatic event because “this thing of the past has not yet happened because the patient was not
there for it to happen to” (“Fear of Breakdown” 92). Winnicott means that such experiences occur
prior to, or rather during the establishment (or disrupted establishment) of the self that can recall
past events. In our terms, we would say that the trauma occurred prior to or in conflict with the
establishment of a nascent body schema. The point for our purposes is that the expectation of
traumatic arrival is a particular style of protentional expectation: the sense that some worldshattering disaster of an unspecific nature will be arriving is a way of having extraordinarily open,
protentional horizons, so open as to disrupt the integrity of the protentional formations themselves.
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Winnicott, for his part, says the only way to experience this past for the first time in the
present is through therapeutic transference: “This past and future thing then becomes a matter of
the here and now, and becomes experienced by the patient for the first time” (“Fear of Breakdown”
92).114 The protentional projections crafted out of the traumatizing retentions can be re-structured
by sharing the projective capacities of the therapist: the therapist provides the schematization
necessary to experience the ‘data’ that awaken the traumatic retention in a different way, as
bearable, indeed, as experiencable. The protentions shaped by traumatic retentions are given a new
arc through combination with the therapist’s own protentions.
The relationship between the passive syntheses that constitute the very fabric of the flow of
inner time and the complex ways in which one develops a ‘worldview,’ however, is not a
straightforward one. The issue of how to bring primary levels of experience into language without
distortion - the loss of its ‘lived experience’ quality - is an ongoing topic of study within the
phenomenological community and elsewhere. 115 We briefly address the topic here by considering
language as a sort of intermediary between the two. It is included here to provide the reader with a
clearer sense of how inner time consciousness may connect with more contingent forms of meaning

Transference, in broad strokes, is a process whereby a patient ‘transfers’ feelings related to an original
person or situation to the therapist, ‘re-doing’ the developmental situation that was traumatically
inadequate so that the scenario ceases to be disavowed. The therapist performs the function of the receptive
caregiver whose absence precipitated the developmental trauma, or in our terms, the schematic scaffolding
to make sense of a situation.
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For an introduction and overview of the relevant debates see:
Zahavi, Dan. (1999). Self-awareness and Alterity: A Phenomenological Investigation. Evanston, IL: Northwestern
University Press.; Zahavi, Dan. (2003). How to Investigate Subjectivity: Natorp and Heidegger on
Reflection. Continental Philosophy Review. 36. 155–176.
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making and world-interpretation, but is not meant to be comprehensive. It is meant to beat out a
rough path between the two, showing that they can be connected.116
Merleau-Ponty distinguishes between “authentic speech, which formulates for the first time”
(PhP 178n1), and “second-order expression, speech about speech, which makes up the general run
of empirical language” (PhP 178n1). Authentic or “first-hand speech” (PhP 179n1)117 “puts up a new
sense” (PhP 194). It is an instance of the “open and indefinite power of giving significance - of both
apprehending and conveying a meaning - by which man transcends himself towards a new form of
behaviour, or towards other people, or towards his own thought” (PhP 194). First-hand speech is
only attempted, Merleau-Ponty implies, when there is a sense of open possibility: Schneider, to
bring back the injured soldier discussed in chapter two, never feels the need to speak because his
experience “never ceases to have that kind of self-evidence and self-sufficiency of reality which
stifles any interrogation, any reference to the possible, any wonder, any improvisation” (PhP 196).
First-hand speech, then, is a way of creating new meanings, but not ones that are of a completely
different order from schematic or sensory-motor meanings. Merleau-Ponty puts this quite clearly:
The phonetic ‘gesture’ brings about, both for the speaking subject and for his
hearers, a certain structural co-ordination of experience, a certain modulation of
existence, exactly as a pattern of my bodily behaviour endows the objects around
me with a certain significance both for me and for others. (PhP 193).

This treatment will be partial and will not to any justice to the work that has been done in the philosophy
of language and is not meant to be demonstrative of expertise in that area.
117
Examples of first-hand speech are: “that of the child uttering its first word, of the lover revealing his
feelings, of the ‘first man who spoke,’ or of the writer and philosopher who reawaken primordial
experience anterior to all traditions.” (PhP 179n1)
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Thus on this way of understanding first-hand speech, a nascent worldview emerges from it. We
could then say that second-hand speech, speech about speech, would constitute a step towards the
formation of the more entrenched worldviews tending toward ideologies.
Addressing more directly the issues we raised about trauma-based time consciousness in
light of the power of first-hand speech to bring about “a certain modulation of existence” (PhP 193),
The Boston Change Process Study Group118 present a view of the relationship between what they
call implicit and reflective-verbal planes of meaning in a paper entitled “Forms of Relational Meaning:
Issues in the Relations Between the Implicit and Reflective-Verbal Domains.” There they
characterize narrative as a story about the intentionality of others or oneself (“Forms of Relational
Meaning” 131 - 132). When we listen to a narrative, it is for the intentionality of the protagonist
that we are listening:
It is a universal tendency to search for intentions and motives in human behavior
resulting in intention driven narratives for understanding the social world.
(“Forms of Relational Meaning” 131-132)119
The Change Process Study Group understands intention as a three-phased “intention unfolding
process” (“Forms of Relational Meaning” 129): “its pre-execution phase while it is forming, its
execution, and its aim” (“Forms of Relational Meaning” 129). While the intention unfolding process

The Boston Change Process Study Group consists of psychotherapists and developmental psychologists
Alexander Morgan, Karlen Lyons-Ruth, Jeremy Nahum, Nadia Bruschweiler-Stern, Bruce Reis. The
research group, active since 1996, holds the following outlook on therapy: “looking at change processes as
observed in infancy studies also sheds light on how change occurs in treatment. With this in mind, the
group has set out to explore in depth how knowledge of developmental process could creatively inform
psychoanalytic therapies and understanding of change in treatment” (www.changeprocess.org). They
conduct research, publish papers and books, and hold symposia.
119
See also: Bruner, Jerome. (1990). Acts of Meaning. New York, NY: Basic Books; Bruner, Jerome. (2002).
Making Stories, Law, Literature, Life. New York, NY: Farrar Strauss.
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is, for them, operating at the implicit, sensorimotor level, they claim that the same structure
underlies the form found in narrative:
We propose that the intention unfolding process acts as the referent to identify
and give meaning to intentions whether they are encountered in actions or
presented in linguistic or narrative form, creating a common coinage across
levels. (“Forms of Relational Meaning” 130)
Their argument for this claim relies on the work of George Lakoff and Mark Johnson, as well as
Maxine Sheets-Johnstone, who defend the idea that our linguistic modes of understanding rely upon
foundational metaphors derived from the patterns in our original embodied orientation. 120 Such
“primary metaphors” are said to be basic sensorimotor ways of experiencing and conceptualizing the
world “in the form of nonverbal mental models” (“Forms of Relational Meaning” 135).
From our point of view, understanding the primary metaphors as body schemas rather than
“mental models” is preferable. Such schemas or “embodied mental models” (“Forms of Relational
Meaning” 135) are, on this view, what language refers to in creating meaning (“Forms of Relational
Meaning” 135). Such meaning, as we can see, is not a purely linguistic meaning, but includes the
non-verbal body schemas through which we encounter the world on a basic perceptual level. 121 To
say that narrative refers to the “intention unfolding process,” then, could be understood to mean
that narrative form can adapt to reflect the style of protentional-expectation lived out by particular
individuals. This account can assist us in bridging our analysis of inner time with the more developed
Lakoff, George and Mark Johnson (1999). Philosophy in the Flesh. New York, NY: Basic Books.
See also Lakoff, George and Mark Johnson (1980). Metaphors We Live By. Chicago, IL: University of Chicago
Press.; Sheets-Johnstone, Maxine (1999). The Primacy of Movement. Amsterdam, The Netherlands:
Benjamins.
121
The Change Process Study Group furthermore asserts that when we hear language and grasp the body
schematic orientation referenced through it, we are moved resonantly in our own bodies, however this is
not fundamental to our purposes here.
120
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forms of interpretation; in the vocabulary of the Boston Change Process Study Group, a way of
bridging implicit and reflective-verbal planes of meaning.
It is possible to express and engage one’s awareness of protentional disappointment in a
number of ways. One might become curious and playful - experimental. One might become angry,
narrow, fascistic even. Or one could give up and go mad; things can become radically otherwise
without notice, so there is no sense in expecting anything other than un-trackable waves of novel
kinds of disorientation. The notion that one can take up various attitudes toward protentional
unfolding is unpacked by Elizabeth A. Behnke in a paper titled “Bodily Protentionality.” There she
outlines what she calls a “protentional body practice” (“Bodily Protentionality” 194), which she
describes in the following terms:
I ‘align’ my awareness with the leading edge of this ongoingness, living along with
it – not leaping into the presentified future of ‘expectation’ […] This means that
I am not only suspending any interest in a past that would be reached by
recollection, but am also refraining from any retentionally accented engagement
with what has just now been given – for example, refraining from savoring it, as
it were, as one would savor the taste of wine or chocolate. (“Bodily
Protentionality” 195)
While we cannot discuss this fascinating essay in much detail here, we point to it as an instance of
what it means for there to be different ways of being aware of and responding to one’s style of
protentional openness.122

Behnke’s purpose in the essay is “not to offer a full account of the habitual body, but to elucidate its
possible transformation” (“Bodily Protentionality” 193). She writes: “the practice tends to enrich
kinaesthetic possibilities, producing a body that is less rigid and more supple – one that is less likely to
reiterate old responses to traumatic events, less likely to settle into routine ways of automatically moving
along habitual pathways toward pregiven goals, and more likely to respond creatively to fluid situations, as
well as to perform familiar activities more effectively” (“Bodily Protentionality 197).
122
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Returning now from our lengthy but fruitful dive into some of the fundamental
phenomenological accounts of temporality, we bring our inquiry back to our topic of music. These
multiple ways of responding to protentional openness might be reflected in styles of music: music
might be another way for awareness of protentional openness to express itself. For example, Bop,
the sort of jazz that comes out in the 1940s in reaction to swing and its problematic constellation of
social power, is only half-jokingly identified by Langston Hughes in a well-known piece of writing
titled “Bop:”
From the police beating Negroes’ heads….. Every time a cop hits a Negro with
his billy club that old club says, ‘Bop! Bop!...Be-bop! … Mop! …Bop! That’s why
so many white folks don’t dig Bop…. White folks do not get their heads beat just
for being white. But me—a cop is liable to grab me almost any time and beat my
head—just for being colored. (“Bop” 191)
And
A black man shall see dark days. Bop comes out of them dark days. That’s why
real Bop is mad, wild, frantic, crazy—and not to be dug unless you’ve seen dark
days, too. The folks who ain’t suffered much cannot play Bop, neither appreciate
it. (“Bop” 191)
This sort of music could be called a response to the protentional uncertainty engendered by
frequent brutalization. Other music might reflect a different arrangement, such as the traditional
ballad, or the verse chorus structure; they might be exhibits of a life of regular protentional
confirmation. Behnke, in the essay we just mentioned, distinguishes improvisational consciousness from
integrating consciousness (“Bodily Protentionality” 212), describing the former through the example of
free atonal improvisation:
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Think, for example of a free a tonal improvisation – where the coming tone could be
anything (cf. Hua XIV, p. 252)123 - producing only momentary, local associations and
connections while continually refraining (not only at a cognitive level, but at more
fundamental strata) from the project of knowing that would knit the emerging sonorous
moments into a single, repeatable whole. (“Bodily Protentinoality” 212)
Improvisational consciousness is a specific attitude towards protentional openness, one that gives
over to the very openness characteristic of it.124
～
We have explored in considerable detail what it might mean to be in time together in the
way that Schütz describes it; the “sharing of the other’s flux of experiences in inner time” (“Music
Together” 173); “living together through the same flux, […] growing older together while the
musical process lasts” (“Music Together” 175). 125 Given what we have seen in Husserl, it seems hard
to see a way of being together in a common unfolding of protention, impression, and retention. If a

Hua IV: Husserl, Edmund. (1952). Ideen zu einer reinen Phänomenologie und phänomenologischen Philosophie.
Zweites Buch. Phänomenologische Untersuchungen zur Konstitution. M. Biemel (Ed.), Husserliana IV. Den Haag:
Martinus Nijhoff.
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Behnke characterizes integrating consciousness as the style of consciousness involved in the hearing of a
familiar melody, which we have already seen in detail above. Her way of connecting such consciousness
with higher-order acts such as judging and predicating, however, is helpful. Implied, it seems, is that
improvisational consciousness cannot contribute to a project of knowing in the same way: “Whatever is
given firsthand in the opening phases of the experience not only awakens specific contentual anticipations of
what is just now coming (the continuation of the tune) – or in visual perception, what would appear if I
were to actualize the appropriate kinaesthetic circumstances […] – but also already projects, and stands
under, an anticipation of another sort: namely, that of the constitution of a transtemporal unity and identity
[…] as an abiding achievement (i.e. one to which I can return experientially, even if only in memory […]).
This in turn stands as the founding moment within a general project of knowing (cf. Hua Mat VIII, p. 261)
whose various pre-predicative and predicative levels are traced in Erfahrung und Urteil, including, for
example, turning-toward; grasping and apprehending – or apperceiving-as; contemplating and explicating
in progressive determination; relating and comparing; and eventually judging, predicating, etc.” (“Bodily
Protentinoality” 211-212). Hua Mat VIII: Husserl, E. (2006). Späte Texte über Zeitkonstitution (1929–1934).
Die C-Manuskripte. D. Lohmar (Ed.), Husserliana Materialien VIII. Dordrecht: Springer.
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This ‘growing older’ comment would appear to involve both outer and inner time (i.e. musical time and
chronological age).
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present impression is a mode of protention - fulfillment, disappointment etc. - and retentions are of
present impressions, the consonance of protentions between individuals will have especial influence
on the prospect of having a common flow of time. It is, furthermore, likely that individuals will have
disparate protentions from one another since the latter originate in prior retentions; in so far as
individuals have unique histories their protentions will reflect this. Otherwise put, protentions will
be different precisely because they are of different people, to return to the intractable starting point
where inner time in Husserl’s sense is unsharable.
However, let us go through an example of a melody being heard by a number of people.
Assuming the listeners are all paying attention to it, would it not be reasonable to say that they have
the same flow of protention, retention, and impression? We ask this question rhetorically. For when
the first tone strikes, one might think, they have the same impression of it. As that impression is
pushed back into retention, they now have the same retentional experience. Given that protentions
are shaped by recent retentions, their protentions would then also be the same, in that they have the
same retentions.Why then, one might ask, is it so unlikely to think that the listeners are united in
inner time through a common current of retentions, impressions, and retentions?
Here are some reasons why. The initial impression of the first tone will not be the same for
everyone, for one reason, in that their expectations for the performance as a whole are unlikely to
be the same.126 People have arrived at the performance after different sorts of bustling or stagnant
days. They have heard the piece before or they have not. They have been to a concert before or they

An a priori reason why the experiences would not be the same is that there are, in virtue of being had by
different people, different activities of experiencing. We are inquiring into the possibility of sharing the
time of music, however, so we will not be taking this line of argument here. We will be finding out whether
it is indeed impossible, contra Schütz, to share inner time together.
126
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have not. They have different positions within the auditorium, one has their hearing aid turned
down, the other has hyperacusis. These background details inform the first note in particular and
shape the impressional present of the note. Nevertheless, the experiences might be similar because
of the force of the norms guiding the behaviour of the audience once the performance has begun, as
well as the apprenticeship that takes place between listeners discussed in chapter three.127
In addition to the influence of a differential experience of the initial onset of the melody,
listening habits are not equal among all audience members, a matter which we raised in chapter one
through engagement with the thought of Christopher Small. Some may know to keep listening for
the resonant tail of the note as it stretches out in the room. Others may miss the decay of the sound
and could be experiencing the sound as a retention sooner than the first set. Most significantly,
however, the form that protentions will take depend to a significant degree on the experience that
the listener has had with similar styles of music in the past. If they already know what a sonata is,
they will have a more determinate protention than those who do not. It also depends on one’s
agility in adaptation to context - how able is each to become attentive to the shape of the melody
itself as soon as it begins? Some may be experiencing the dawn of the form less suddenly than
others.
Finally, the ability to generate protentions of a coherent temporal object depends on
contingent factors external to one’s control, such as the degree of developmental trauma
experienced. If disappointment was not constant, and the ‘temporal breaking off of an object’

See: Small, Christopher (1998). Musicking: The Meanings of Performing and Listening. Middletown,
Connecticut: Wesleyan University Press.
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(Analyses 465) not the most usual course, then the ability of generate coherent protentions would be
expected.
For these reasons, we cannot say that a melody unfolds in inner time the same way for all
those participating in it (our example was of listeners, but a similar, if not more complex, point
would hold for performers, and composers as well). If there is a tuning-in relationship based on a
shared time that underlies the experience of a ‘we,’ it is not automatically enacted by all
participating in the music, nor through any sort of polythetic synthesis. It seems that protentional
configuration is the most promising way of entering time together, and this for two reasons.
First, it is protentional openness that creates a change in retentional configurations.
Protentions are already aiming at what is yet to arrive, what is unknown, what is new. Adaptability
to another’s style of temporality is made possible here. Second, as Merleau-Ponty says, the future is
out in the world ahead of us. The future, he writes, “is not prepared behind the observer, it is a
brooding presence moving to meet him, like a storm on the horizon” (PhP 411). As such, it is
uniquely subject to collaborative responsiveness. They can be common in ways retentions and
impressions cannot. For present impressions are “the boundary of a continuity of retentions” (TimeCs 55); retentions are too prior to an intersubjective encounter to be held in common. Protentions,
however, even though they receive their form from previous (unsharable) retentions, are open to
being otherwise.
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4.6.

The Habit Body at the Origin of Subjective Temporality

Above we were championing Schütz’s account of the experience of collectivity in music over
those of Tarr and Higgins. We drew attention to a difficulty in his account, however. In working with
Bergson and Husserl’s sense of inner time, Schütz makes it theoretically impossible to be in that
time together, even though Schütz is otherwise quite illuminating in his description of the tuning-in
phenomenon; Schütz descriptively affirms that we can be in shared time together, and that getting
into this shared time occurs in such activities as wrestling; pitching and catching; playing tennis;
fencing; marching together; dancing together; making love together; and making music together
(“Making Music” 162). Schütz has developed an important position in highlighting that a sort of
tuning-in must take place in order to be in time together: we are not simply by default in such a
situation. However, more is needed to grasp how that tuning-in can be understood
phenomenologically, given that the philosophical sources that Schütz uses to talk about tuning-in
avow a strictly individualist sense of time. It is here that Merleau-Ponty’s account of temporality
will be of benefit. While it may be true that there is an inner flow of subjective temporality that
remains fundamentally mine or yours, Merleau-Ponty’s temporality of the habit body offers an
understanding of subjective time based in the body schema that can be held in common. Schütz’s
examples of the tuning-in relationship are especially comprehensible on Merleau-Ponty’s view; they
lend themselves to an understanding of time based in the habit body and the body schema. We shall
now lay out an interpretation of Merleau-Ponty’s view of temporality.
The habit body is necessarily temporal and one sort of subjective time is a function of it.
Understanding this helps us see why it is difficult to be in a shared time together, and also begins to
show the way to a solution; our habit bodies develop under disparate conditions; they project
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shareable schemas into a common intersubjective world. Merleau-Ponty’s chapter titled
“Temporality” in the Phenomenology of Perception presents this understanding of subjective
temporality; we will be discussing the “Temporality” chapter at the end of this section. However
another fruitful way of approaching temporality in the Phenomenology of Perception is through the
“Sense Experience” chapter.
The “Sense Experience” chapter presents the idea of perception as synchronicity. MerleauPonty writes: “The subject of sensation is […] a power which is born into, and simultaneously with,
a certain existential environment, or is synchronized with it” (PhP 211, emphasis mine). Alia Al-Saji
makes much of the Bergsonian resonances that she finds in the “Sense Experience” chapter, and uses
them to develop a more complex image of subjective temporality for Merleau-Ponty than the
“Temporality” chapter alone would suggest. With qualification, we will accept her enrichment of
what we find there, which we devote the next section to unfolding. We shall begin here with our
own overview of the way that the habit body and subjective temporality are co-originary - they
develop and exist through one another. Schütz’s tuning-in relationship is much more viable and
helpful when understood through Merleau-Ponty’s account of temporality.
As we discussed at length in chapter two, the habit body always retains the specificity of its
generative context, understood as both social and spatial. The habit body, as we know, is a system of
responsiveness that develops through repeated interaction with situational demands of a particular
kind. When a response is habituated, the situational suggestion and the elicited action are no longer
noticed as such: the perceptual result of this calibration between world and body manifests a
perceptual given - the sliced apple. There is a temporal relationship of call and response between
world and body that prefaces every perceptual experience; the means that we have of perceiving the
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world are themselves developed through the striving to perceive. This always-prior apprenticeship
of the senses, limbs, appendages, and body schema entails that even in the present, we are
experiencing the past - what we qualitatively perceive results from a history of corporeal
negotiations that have enabled us to respond to the immediate perceptual motivation as familiar, and
shapes that perception. The habit body always presupposes a past and gives us this past for the
perceptible present.
Furthermore, the habit body aims at the future as a set of expectations about what will come
next, and as a means of brining about the perceptual future. I expect that if I turn my head to the
left I will see a pigeon roosting; I do so but the pigeon is not there. I now notice that it is raining.
The habit body, as we saw in chapter one, is a posture of readiness for an encounter based in
previous encounters of a similar nature. The anticipatory nature of the habit body is what enables us
to recognize and find our way in a new situation; it is how the organist can play in a different church
every day of the week, or a professional flautist fill in for an absent oboe, or clarinet, player.
Furthermore, I can gain new appendages to assist in the execution of projects of that demand
greater reach than I currently have - like when I get a pair of prescription sunglasses for driving my
new car. Additionally, I can myself become an new enhancement in someone else’s perceptual
project, such as when I take up a position in a marching band. Our habit body projects a future and
also is the potential to create new future horizons through the habit body’s essential capacity to
unify in new configurations that gain power through use. In this sense the habit body is temporal
toward the future.
Finally, the very way that perception occurs unfolds temporally. The call from the world is
received by a sensitive system ready to act in order to render determinate an initial indeterminacy.
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It is within this temporal unfolding that, in chapter three, we located the meaning of music as the
establishment and fulfillment (or disappointment) of expectations. In chapter three, we likewise
identified the possibility of a pause or, in Al-Saji’s words a hesitation, between a musical suggestion
and our habituated response to it, a gap which is a source of the extension of the habit body enabled
by music.
Merleau-Ponty characterizes a primordial experience of time in the following way:
a mobile setting which moves away from us, like the landscape seen through a
railway carriage window. (PhP 419 - 420)
He further specifies primordial temporality a “transition synthesis” [Übergangssynthesis] (PhP 419):
time’s synthesis is a transition synthesis, the action of a life which unfolds, and
there is no way of bringing it about than by living that life. (PhP 423)
It has a meaning for us because ‘we are it’ (PhP 430): “the for-itself, the revelation of self to self, is
merely the hollow in which time is formed” (PhP 431). To say that time has meaning for us because
‘we are it’ means that time is not something external to our constitution to which we can take an
interest or not, according to our personal proclivities. Time matters to us because it is the fabric of
our existence and our existence is a basic form of meaningfulness. To say that ‘we are time’ is to say
that the experience of time is the experience of the unfolding of our being. The revelation of self to
self (the for-itself) is the way that our past habitudes and capacities frame our present and future
anticipations to create the experience of a meaningful present: we encounter ourselves in
encountering time. Indeed, the encounter of ourselves in this way is what time is.
In these selected passages, we see how Merleau-Ponty’s understanding of temporality is not
something separate from the habit body and its foundational role in perception. The last quotation
is particularly striking in this regard. It is through this movement of self-revelation that we find
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occurring in the unfolding of perception that an experience of time is had, what we shall soon
understand as the continual transition of mode from retention to protention to impression and back
to retention. It is here that we return to Merleau-Ponty’s assessment of the possibility of sharing
time with others. About the possibility of being in time with others, at the end of the “Temporality”
chapter Merleau-Ponty writes:
It is true that the other will never exist for us as we exist ourselves; he is always a
lesser figure, and we never feel in him as we do in ourselves the thrust of
temporalization. But two temporalities are not mutually exclusive as are two
consciousnesses, because each one knows itself only by projecting itself into
the present where they can interweave. As my living present opens upon a past
which I nevertheless am no longer living through and on a future which I do not
yet live, and perhaps never shall, it can also open onto temporalities outside my
living experience and acquire a social horizon with the result that my world is
expanded. (PhP 433)
The projections of the habit body are open to collaboration with other habit bodies as we
saw more fully in chapter three. Insofar as the habit body undergirds a temporal unfolding, a shared
temporality occurs in the interweaving of habit bodies. When we think about Schütz’s examples of
wrestling or fencing or making love, where two bodies adapt to each other, projecting actions and
responding to those of the other in very close proximity, we can see the viability of understanding
this situation as the interweaving of habit bodies. Merleau-Ponty’s way of basing temporality in the
habit body can enable us to see how being in time together is possible in a non-additive sense, unlike
what we found with Higgins and Tarr. In pitching and catching, the two players adopts a common
schema that enables the ball to move between them, as also happens in playing tennis. In marching
together, dancing together, or making music together, as we have seen in far greater detail
elsewhere, habit bodies collaborate in a common pattern of movement generative and expressive of
such musical experiences. Let us now depart from Schütz and develop this conclusion more fully.
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4.7.

Sensory Life as Pre-Habitual Synchronization

We have been saying that the sense of internal flow underlying sequential perceptions is
undercut by the habit body - our style of receiving suggestion from and marshalling kinetic
responses to a situation, bringing about perceptual richness and detail. However, there is another
layer, the pre-personal body, that has a role to play in answering our question about the nature of
and ability to share subjective time. The pre-personal is a level of pre-thetic sensitivity that underlies
our built-up circuits in the habit body (those lines of suggestion that are followed again and again). It
is here that we sense new patterns of engagement with the world and others. It is also here that new
protentions arise; where we can awaken to patterns of suggestion that have not been raised to the
level of a perceptual object through habitual engagement. In the pre-personal, we have a tentative
sense about to dawn, the hint of a new objectlike formation.
This pre-intentional domain is expertly described by Anthony J. Steinbock in his Translator’s
Introduction to Husserl’s Analyses Concerning Passive and Active Synthesis. Steinbock points to Husserl’s
use of ‘affective allure’ [Reiz] to describe the “motivational relationship between the lived-body [Leib]
and the intentional object-like formations” (xlv). Steinbock describes ‘motivation’ as an ‘enticing
possibility,’ and, on the noetic side, as a ‘propensity to turn toward attentively;’ “receptivity” (xlviii).
Through increasing attention, these pre-given [Vorgegebenheit] object-like formations become
intentional objects.
We use some of Steinbock’s overview as a bridge between our engagement with Husserl and
the pre-personal body in Merleau-Ponty as addressed by Al-Saji. In chapter three, we looked at Al-
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Saji’s idea of hesitation as a suspension of the habit body which reveals alternative courses of action.
What is it that senses these courses of action? And what precisely is it that we sense? Alia Al-Saji
describes this layer as sensory life and develops an account of it through a Bergsonian reading of
Merleau-Ponty’s pre-personal body in Phenomenology of Perception. We will now address Al-Saji’s
attempt to reconcile Merleau-Ponty with Bergson’s sense of temporality; Al-Saji appeals to the
“Sense Experience” chapter in the Phenomenology of Perception, not the “Temporality” chapter. Her
effort to reconcile Merleau-Ponty and Bergson spans a number of different essays; we shall begin
with a brief look at several of these before settling into a deeper engagement with one piece of her
work in particular.
In “The Temporality of Life: Merleau-Ponty, Bergson, and the Immemorial Past,” Al-Saji
points to Bergson’s Matter and Memory in asserting “each body expresses a particular rhythm of
duration or hold on time” (“Temporality of Life” 183). The passage from Bergson reads as follows:
Each of these successive degrees, which measures a growing intensity of life,
corresponds to a higher tension of duration and is made manifest externally by a
greater development of the sensori-motor system. (Matter and Memory 221)128
Al-Saji quotes this passage in an endnote to an earlier work, “Merleau-Ponty and Bergson: Bodies of
Expression and Temporalities in the Flesh.”129 That footnote (“Temporalities of the Flesh” 122n58) is
offered as support for her contention that Merleau-Ponty’s sense of embodiment - as rhythm

In the French, which is what Al-Saji quotes, it is: “Chacun de ces degrés successifs, qui mesure ne
intensité croissante de vie, répond à une plus haute tension de durée et se traduit au dehors par un
plus grand développment du système sensori-moteur” (Matière 248).
129
In that endnote, Al-Saji sources this passage to Bergson’s 249, but upon consultation it was found to be on
248. Consultation of this first edition courtesy of the University of Toronto Fisher Rare Books Library. We
refer to this endnote only because we had difficulty locating the textual support that Al-Saji was relying upon
for her Bergsonian reading of embodiment.
128
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(“Temporalities of the Flesh” 117) - constitutes a further evolution of Bergson’s understanding of the
body in Matter and Memory. She positions Merleau-Ponty as a development of Bergson’s thought.
The part in “Sense Experience” that Al-Saji looks at to further this idea in “‘A PastWhich Has
Never Been Present:’ Bergsonian Dimensions in Merleau-Ponty’s Theory of the Prepersonal,” is
already familiar for us. Merleau-Ponty writes:
The subject of sensation […] is a power which is born into, and simultaneously
with, a certain existential environment, or is synchronized with it (PhP 211).
Al-Saji glosses this as:
the co-naissance to which Merleau-Ponty refers is that of different rhythms
of existence, different speeds or tempos of being, which define different bodies,
material things, and aspects of the world. (“Prepersonal” 49)
It is following this interpretation that Al-Saji expresses doubt about the degree to which MerleauPonty accounts for the influence of other people’s rhythm in shaping this “‘pre-thetic, pre-objective
and pre-conscious’ ground, what Merleau-Ponty sometimes calls ‘perception originaire’”
(“Prepersonal” 48; Cf. PhP 242) but which Al-Saji wants to designate as “sensory life” (“Prepersonal”
48n19). It is clear that Merleau-Ponty does address this matter in “Child’s Relations with Others,” as
we have pointed out in chapter three: there we saw the extent to which other people do shape this
pre-objective ground. The salient role of others in this realm of affective allure is to guide our
attention along certain lines rather than others, helping us to anticipate a point of focus prior to the
onset of the habit bodies that will come to present such focal points as the cause of our attention,
rather than the consequence of it.
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Al-Saji, as we have said, sources the idea that bodies ‘express rhythms of being’
(“Prepersonal” 50) to Bergson; her comparison between Merleau-Ponty and Bergson on this point is
instructive. For Bergson, Al- Saji says:
there is not one rhythm of duration, one tempo of temporal change. Rather, there
are faster or slower, more or less contracted or expanded rhythms that define all
possible degrees of difference between non-living matter and pure mind.
(“Prepersonal” 50 - 51)130
She continues: “each body incarnates a particular rhythm of duration; it has a different temporal
pattern […] the rhythm of a life - the tension of its duration” (“Prepersonal” 51). Al-Saji emphasizes
the different rhythms of different beings. But she also points out that there are differences within beings
too, noting that Bergson’s picture is of “pre-established and fixed rhythms of duration, posited as a
‘series of beings,’ where the differences between rhythms appear unbridgeable” (“Prepersonal” 52).131
These differences in rhythm are not distributed throughout the material world for Bergson: “the
material world has only one rhythm for Bergson, that of non-living matter” (“Prepersonal” 52n28)132.
This is to say that Bergson presents what Al-Saji calls a “metaphysical picture of pre-established and
fixed rhythms of duration” (“Prepersonal” 52), whereas Merleau-Ponty’s view is of rhythms that are
negotiated through worldly interactions. Insightfully, and rather more importantly that a place in a
footnote would suggest, Al-Saji points to the difference here between Bergson and Merleau-Ponty:
Merleau-Ponty differs from Bergson in this regard, for in the Phenomenology the
world is characterized by a multiplicity of material rhythms corresponding to
Al-Saji cites original publication of the French, translating it herself. For this passage, see Henri Bergson
(1896). Matière et mémoire: Essai sur la relation du corps à l’esprit. Paris, France: Presses Universitaires de
France: 232.
131
Henri Bergson, Matière et mémoire: Essai sur la relation du corps à l’esprit. Paris: Presses Universitaires de
France, 1896: 232.
132
Henri Bergson, Matière et mémoire: Essai sur la relation du corps à l’esprit. Paris: Presses Universitaires de
France, 1896: 234.
130
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different colors, sounds, and qualities, and requiring constant negotiation on the
part of one’s lived body. (“Prepersonal” 52n28)
It is by getting in sync with these vibrating qualities of the world, Al-Saji puts it, that we gain a
perceptual experience - of the colour blue, for instance. If such synchronizations are “further
repeated and reinforced, this improvised ability becomes a habit and my sensori-motor schema (“I
can”) is recast” (“Prepersonal” 54). This is to say that the synchronizing with the world that our
sensory apparatus undergoes or achieves occurs not through the habit body but rather below it and
with it. Al-Saji writes that perception “refracts and keeps a trace of sensory depths” (“Prepersonal”
62): the sensory life stage of pre-perceptual affectivity is not a developmental stage that once
surpassed is forever past. It is alive along with the habit body, nourishing it and also offering the
possibility of destabilization and growth.
This is made clear in the way that Al-Saji addresses the foreground-background distinction
inherent in all perceptual experiences. It is understood that Al-Saji is trying to advance an idea of
pre-perceptual affective allure as a nascent synchronization that finally congeals into “distinct colors
and sounds” (“Prepersonal” 59) on the one hand and “separate senses and capacities” (“Prepersonal”
60) on the other. In this picture, however, it is the rhythms of the foregrounded perceptual unity with
which the body has synchronized. The background rhythms, she holds, are excluded.
A point of clarification needs to be made here. If it is with the figure that we synchronize to
form a perceptual experience, and the background rhythms are excluded, they must be excluded in
a fashion consistent with the figure-background relationship. Importantly, the nature of a
background is that it is always ready to appear as a figure when we bring our attention to it through
by adjusting our stance, position, and level of bodily tension. Additionally, no terrible struggle need
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take place to prevent the background from encroaching on the figure. They must sit in an easy
relationship with each other. For example: even though my body is not currently synchronized to
the rhythms of the rug on the floor that appears deep afield behind the screen of my laptop, I can
easily shift my gaze to it, no major effort is needed to exclude that rhythm in order to hold the
figure of the screen in the foreground.
Al-Saji does, for her part, accept “the relation of figure and ground can work in different
ways” (“Prepersonal” 60). Al-Saji attributes an attitude that radically severs figure from ground to
“modernity” (“Prepersonal” 60) and suggests that other attitudes are possible as well. In particular,
attitude she advocates would acknowledge the “belonging of figure to ground and the suggestive
power of the sensory ground to produce further differentiations and hence to profile figures
differently” (“Prepersonal” 60-61). Al-Saji is right to say that there is a sort of exclusion that
happens between foreground and background, and also correct in pointing out that many different
attitudes can be held about the relationship between the two. However, the relationship should be
regarded as more like that between a rhythmic bass line and the main melody that a singer performs
in a band. The bass line supports the melody line but is excluded from it also in order for the
coherence of the melody to come into its own.
Putting the matter this way, through the example of a band playing a song, casts doubt on
whether the synchronization that produces perception is with the foregrounded object alone. In
perceiving a song, we would need to be synchronizing simultaneously with the different layers of
the arrangement for there to be the sense of foreground and background. Additionally, looking at it
this way points to a more important and stark exclusion that takes place in achieving a perception
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through synchronization: of noise and interruptions that are outside of both the figure and its
background, the singer and the bass player.
There has been a lot of work done in the past sixty years attempting to widen the scope of
what we hear as part of a musical performance. John Cage famously pointed to plethora of
spontaneous environmental sounds that occur during a standard classically European musical
performance in 4’33’’.133 Pauline Oliveros encourages us to listen to all sounds, all the time,
introducing a distinction between focal and global listening.134 Sounds that have been taboo as
emissions of regular instruments, like the flute or trumpet, have been welcomed as ‘extended
techniques’ that explore the outer peripheries of sounds that are desirable when played in a
straightforward manner. Recordings of non-musical or excluded sounds are brought into
performance as samples in musique conrète, DJ and Hip Hop music, as well as in contemporary
computer and electronic music.
However, the opening up of listening and of the boundaries of music does not challenge the
essential nature of perception as a gestalt experience involving a foreground and a background. My
point here is that additional to the differentiation between the two, there must be an even more
peripheral exclusion of rhythms that are not within either of these - precisely the sounds that Cage
and the like have been trying to acknowledge. Our assessment of their endeavours to include such
sounds is not being made here; we bring them up merely to point to the domain of further
exclusion that we mean when we say that foreground and background are both subject to

John Cage (1961). Silence. Middletown, CT: Wesleyan University Press.
See for example: Pauline Oliveros (2005). Deep Listening: A Composer’s Sound Practice. New York, NY:
iUniverse.
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synchronization in the production of a figure. While the carpet in the background of my computer
screen sits comfortably with the screen, the voices in conversation around me that compete in
volume with the music flooding through the speakers in the café, however, do not. Ear plugs and
noise-cancelling headphones and a relaxing thunderstorm track and a ball cap are all needed to
protect the figure of this page.
The conversations and music that are needing to be excluded, however, are precisely in need
of such exclusion because they are felt. They are affective allures that could be attentionally
centered upon and synchronized with. There are always latent motives that are felt but not attended
to. Since the amount of synchronization we have previously had with such motives corresponds to
the degree of ease we have in attending to them, we can assert that in addition to a difference
between a background that is compatible with the foreground and one that is not (interruption),
there is the distinction between affective allure that finds a ready sensory-motor respondent and
those that are felt as more truly a very “vague beckoning” (PhP 214).
What is remarkable in Al-Saji’s account is the way she locates the experience of the flow of
time in the compatibility and incompatibility of rhythm and synchronizations. She holds that the
“inexhaustibility” (“Prepersonal” 67) of objects - the sense that objects precede our experience of
them and will deliver more of themselves in the future as we discover them - is “due to the
coexistence and non-coincidence of rhythms in sensory life” (“Prepersonal” 67). What this means is
that the affective pull towards rhythms that are excluded from the figure, whether they comprise
part of the background or the excluded periphery, gives us the sense that the figure is not
perceptually exhausted - we can turn to synchronize with the background and re-fresh our access to
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the figure. Furthermore, because the affective allure precedes our attention to it, the object seems
to have a past, to have already been here before we arrived. It is this pre-perceptual level of sensory
life, she claims, that “at once makes the present possible and makes it pass” (“Prepersonal” 67 - 68).
Al-Saji writes that “sensory life and the temporality it generates are often interpreted in the
context of a philosophy of subjectivity. The subject-body is seen as the source of time, while other
rhythms, whether worldly or intersubjective, are forgotten” (“Prepersonal” 69). Recalling our
earlier attestation to this very idea, let us now revise our view of the source of time vis-à-vis the
habit body. In one sense our view that the habit body is the source of time is right, inasmuch as it is
the relationship between the habit body and sensory life, that creates the continued running off of
time-consciousness. This is to say that even in Al-Saji’s version of it, it is the imbrication of the habit
body with ‘other worldly or intersubjective rhythms’ that makes time pass experientially; it is not
on the level of sensory life alone.135Accommodating the pre-thetic level of sensitivity in our view
about the temporality of the habit body enhances it in several respects.
This modification to our view enables us to see how the habit body would express a certain
hold on time. It evinces a repeated synchronization with specific rhythms and thus expresses those;
It demands an exclusion of incompatible rhythms. In Al-Saji ’s words: “That perception is acquired
means that it is the result of a temporal process” (“Prepersonal” 55). Al-Saji puts what she terms an
“arrhythmia” (“Prepersonal” 56) at the heart of the process of synchronization; she refers to

The “coexistence and non-coincidence of rhythms in sensory life” (“Prepersonal” 67), according to AlSaji, create the sense of time passing. An object with which we are synchronized through habit seems to
precede our awareness of it because of the antecedence of that synchronization in sensory life. Furthermore,
that object appears to contain more than my present perception of it – its “inexhaustibility” (“Prepersonal”
67) – because of the non-coincident rhythmic solicitations that could be synchronized with, on the level of
sensory life.
135
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Merleau-Ponty’s example in the “Sense Experience” chapter, when the body’s nascent movements “bodily rhythm” (“Prepersonal” 55) - anticipate one colour and the world suggests another
(“Prepersonal” 56; Cf. PhP 214). We could here compare the tension produced in the discord that
pushes a resolution in synchronization with the disappointment pointed to above in our discussion
of protention and fulfillment.
As a final word on this topic, we shall highlight something of a disappointment of our own.
Al-Saji notes in passing that while, “[f]or Merleau-Ponty, bodies are individuated by their style or
rhythm” (“Prepersonal” 53), “rhythm is clearly a metaphor for the temporal form or pattern that a
body or aspect of the world draws in time,” (“Prepersonal” 52). She says that his use of the term
‘rhythm’ remains, in addition to being metaphorical, also “vague” (“Prepersonal” 53). To say that in
fact ‘rhythm’ and by implication ‘synchronization’ is a metaphor in precisely the area under
investigation, namely in its temporal dimension, makes one wonder why the term ‘rhythm’ is being
insisted upon so strongly throughout the text. It seems desirable to plumb these metaphors directly
in an essay that is not, on the face of it, metaphorical in scope. Al-Saji’s also admits to some
vagueness in a footnote in her own terminology:
I use rhythm and style interchangeably in this text. A further distinction may be
possible between bodily rhythm (as yet nascent, tacitly lived and not appropriated
as ‘mine’) and bodily style, which is what I and others recognize my body to be at
the level of body image or representation. (“Prepersonal” 53n30)
What might initially seem like an aggravating introduction of imprecision into an otherwise detailed
and painstaking essay is in fact a comment on the deeply entwined relationship between time and
the habit body. The major distinction in the paper is between ‘sensory life,’ which is supposed to be a
pre-intentional affinity between subject and world, and ‘perceptual life,’ an intentional relationship
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between the two based in the habit body. ‘Style’ is definitively of the habit body, whereas ‘bodily
rhythm’ is used in Al-Saji’s paper synonymously with ‘nascent bodily movements’ supposed to
underlie the synchronization that, assuming sufficient repetition, solidifies the habit body. It would
be crucial to be precise about the difference between the two except for two considerations. Firstly,
rhythm is a metaphor anyway, according to Al-Saji. What it is a metaphor for is not specified.
Secondly, sensory life fuels and continuously transforms perceptual life and co-occurs with it, and in
this sense is not hermetically exclusive of it. The two levels are crucially intertwined. Still, this last
consideration only highlights the importance of precision in discussing them, so as to make clear the
relationship between them.

4.8.

Protentional Negotiation as Basis of Musical Unity

Differences of habit and language are nothing at all if our aims are identical and our hearts are open.
-

Albus Dumbledore, Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire, p.723

Recognizing the subjective character of temporality requires of us that we in some way
account for how it is possible that a shared time can be experienced in music. Appealing to an
objective ‘clock time’ in which we are all contained is not an adequate solution for two reasons.
One: the meaning of music is a question of inner time consciousness, which is to say, the
relationships between retention, protention, and impression. Two: as established in Bronwyn Tarr’s
study, it is possible to fail to achieve that unity of experienced time, even in music. Both of these
considerations taken together demanded the inquiry that we undertook in order to understand the
nature of the problem and the possibility of a solution.
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We recall here Merleau-Ponty’s assessment of the possibility of sharing time with others:
“[T]wo temporalities are not mutually exclusive as are two consciousnesses, because each one
knows itself only by projecting itself into the present where they can interweave” (PhP 433). How
can they interweave? We contend that it is through the overlapping of protentions. The
temporalities anchored to particular habit bodies can form a collaborative expectation. The
temporalities of each participant can be included in both its concrete history as sedimented habit,
and its openness in the three protentional ways described earlier, within the undercurrent of
sensory life:
[M]y living present […] can […] open onto temporalities outside my living
experience and acquire a social horizon, which the result that my world is
expanded to the dimensions of that collective history which my private existence
takes up and carries forward. (PhP 433)
To share time is to offer of one’s own expectations to others and to receive and adopt to
those offered to us. Crafting shared expectation requires including the habit bodies of others and
their protentional schematizations in a understanding of the nature of what is to come and the
possibility of it being otherwise. When we do this, our sense of empowerment increases because we
have the capacities of others in tow. Not at our command, but available for a shared project. This, we
contend, is the phenomenological version of the mechanistic account of the opiate effect of dancing
in sync offered by Tarr’s study, which is largely of a piece with Schütz’s account.
Let us describe the effect of what Tarr calls the ‘partial synchrony condition’ where
participants are dancing to the same music (with headphones on) close together, but out of time,
resulting in low levels of social bonding and a decrease in pain threshold (“Silent Disco” 346). We
would note the artificiality of the circumstance, in particular that the participants are kept from
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getting in sync because of their separate independent variables (the time of the music). There is
something preventing each one from including the other’s expectations in a common protentional
outlook, leading to the sense that they are not only different but incompatible, which is to say, in
contradiction (they cannot be true at the same time). This would entail a sense of oneself as outside
the group and fundamentally unable to bond with it (which is a way of re-casting Tarr’s description
of the effects of the partial synchronic condition): abjection.
This understanding of what it is like to be in the partial synchrony position resonates with
Kathleen Marie Higgins’ description of what it is like to not be ontologically secure. One might
object that ontological security is about the basic formation of personality and, as such, is not
applicable to the experience of those who already have stable personalities. However, as we argued
in chapter three, a temporary return to pre-developed states is possible, even after a stable
personality is formed. Furthermore, states like that of ontological insecurity may still be
experienced by those who are ontologically secure. So as a way of beginning a comparison between
ontological security and the state of partial synchrony, let us encounter Higgins’ words:
What such individuals feel is the lack of sharing on intimate terms the texture of
the world they experience. Their sense of ‘we’ […] has been undercut. (Music
Between 145)
This is precisely what is threatened by the one in the partial synchronous position if understood as
an incompatibility of protentions. The sense that one’s future expectations are not the same as those
around you, and even more strongly, that they are fundamentally at odds, can be a deeply ungrounding epistemic position to be in, although for others it is pretty trivial. In particular, with
reference to Laing’s definition of ontological security, one’s sense of the reliability and stability of
the world would be deeply undermined.
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Higgins points to music as a salve for this condition of ontological insecurity, of partial
synchronicity. She writes:
Perhaps the most striking ways that music encourages a sense of safety within the
world is the impression it gives of the present continuing steadily into the future.
Music conveys the possibility of things continuing well. (Music Between 162)
While it is right to assimilate safety with a certain sense of temporal continuity and, it is implied, a
deep sense of distress and disorientation in the uncertainty of continuity, music does not always
impart this understanding. Music not only does not always continue in the same style that it did
before, but may threaten to continue in a way that is incompatible with one’s own expectations.
Higgins in fact cites one of Laing’s “psychotic patients” who was “at ease only in musical
circumstances” (Music Between 146). Quoting Laing:
There was only one situation as far as I could judge in which he could let himself
go without anxiety at not recovering himself again, and that was in listening to
jazz. (The Divided Self 50)
Without knowing what kind of jazz the patient was listening to, we will not be able to say for
certain whether the music did or did not continue on as expected. Earlier we provided the example
of Bop as a case where music does not continue as expected, relative to a basic conception of the
tune one is about to hear. For example, to hear a version of John Coltrane’s My Favourite Things
would be to engage in a surprising development of the song. Other styles of jazz too thrive on the
unexpected, on interruption. We would interpret the patient’s sense of ease in listening to “jazz” as
the participation in a state of mind close to his own, giving him a sense of togetherness with others.
This interpretation would point to the importance of the style of transition between retention,
impression, and protention in the sharing of a temporal unity. Higgins is right to note that there is a
future oriented aspect to music, but her stance here is far too elementary in terms of the
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significance of music’s futurity. We would insist that music only constitutes a salve in this sense when
synchronicity or what we have accepted as the tuning-in relationship (the mutual negotiation of
temporality) has been possible. Otherwise music has an exclusionary potential that, far form
assuaging ontological insecurity or states like it, amplifies them.
Before closing this section, then, we desire to pay a bit more attention to the aspect of the
central question as yet left unaddressed. That question is about what this negotiation of time, this
collaborative protention, consists in. A number of essays about synchronization in string quartets
marshal evidence to suggest that there is a reciprocal negotiation of timing, even in such cases,
producing a unified performance. It has been common to attribute a leadership role to the first
violin in such quartets; the other players line up their timing with the first violin. But recent
research by Renee Timmers, Satoshi Endo, Adrian Bradbury, and Alan M. Wing paints a more
nuanced picture. In “Synchronization and Leadership in String Quartet Performance: a Case Study
of Auditory and Visual Cues,” Timmers et al. point to “unidirectional dependence of Viola on Violin
I, and of Violin I on Cello” (“Synchronization and Leadership” 1). Bidirectional dependence, on the
other hand, occurred between Violin II and Cello, and Violin II and Viola (“Synchronization and
Leadership” 1).136 In their words:
Even when an ensemble has a leader who provides a primary reference for
temporal coordination, it is still likely that individuals distribute their attention,
responding to and correcting for asynchronies with other members of the
ensemble. (“Synchronization and Leadership” 2)

A nuanced objection might suggest that players switch roles, leading and following respectively,
throughout a piece of music, but that the relationship in these instances is not bidirectional. However we
contend that even leading requires some degree of regard for whether the follower is indeed following, and
maintain that even when leading and following appear as two distinct roles, there is a bidirectionality
involved.
136
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A similar point is made by Werner Goebel and Caroline Palmer in “Synchronization of Timing and
Motion Among Performing Musicians.” Goebel and Palmer studied pianists playing a duet. The
pianists were “instructed to assume musical roles as leader and follower” (“Timing and Motion”
436). It was observed nevertheless that “they tracked each other’s timing to the same extent,
despite the instructed roles of leader and follower” (“Timing and Motion” 436). This is an example
of mutual adaptation even in a context where one is supposed to be following the other.
In their description of the body movements that constitute this mutual tuning-in, Timmers
et al., to return to the first article, interestingly highlight the following:
whole body movements tend to have a lower periodicity than that of the tone
onsets […] instead corresponding to the duration of the measure, half-measure,
or even phrase […] However, for tone to tone synchronization, relevant visual
cues are more likely to be found in faster movements related to the production
of sounds, for example finger movements in pianists […] and bow movements
in string players. (“Synchronization and Leadership” 2)
Whole body movements set the pace for phrases, while eye movement co-ordinated individual
notes. Goebel and Palmer, for their part, were studying the role of visual cues in ensemble
synchronization; one of their test scenarios had subjects playing together without any auditory
feedback. Goebel and Palmer found the absence of auditory communication to dramatically increase
the pianists’ motions, but even still, they found, the “mean absolute asynchronies increased
dramatically” (“Timing and Motion” 436).
We conclude here that even professional musicians playing a known piece of music - not
jamming or improvising - there is a fine degree of attention delegated to the timing of others, and
an observed adaptability to the temporal conditioning of the other. Refusing to adapt would be the
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move that expunges a person from the collaborative creative future and into a position of
ontological insecurity.

4.9.

The Sacred Harp: Shape Note Singing

My recent experience joining a Shape Note Singing community adds experiential
intelligibility to our insights here.137 Shape Note Singing is a style of singing that uses staff notation,
but instead of the usual oval note shapes, there is either a triangle (fa), rectangle (la), a diamond
(mi), or an oval (so). This is a different system from the solfège system that many people are familiar
with from the Sound of Music and elsewhere. For example, C major scale would appear as follows in
the treble clef:

Figure 1. Shape Note Scale (C major)138
Even though the songs are written in a particular key, they can be transposed on the spot - they are
sung in relative pitch - depending on the vocal range and preferences of those present. One person,

“‘Shape-note’ is a system of musical notation, used mainly for religious songs and hymns, that enables
choirs and congregations with no formal musical education to sing in tune. The shapes – including
rectangles, triangles, pennants and ovoids – represent the solmization syllables (syllables that stand instead
of the names of the notes of the scale): do, re, mi and so on. In most of the music that has been used
in shape-note singing since its introduction in the early nineteenth century, only four syllables – mi, fa, so,
la – and hence only four shapes are used, although seven syllables and shapes were eventually introduced
alongside the previous system.” Oliver, Paul, and David Horn."Shape-Note Singing." Bloomsbury
Encyclopedia of Popular Music of the World: Performance and Production. Ed. John Shepherd, David Horn, Dave
Laing, Paul Oliver and Peter Wicke. London: Continuum, 2003.
138
Source: Opus33, Public Domain, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=47119745
137
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reading the first notes on the staff for each of the four parts (also, bass, soprano, tenor), sings them
in a pitch relative to each other, but not necessarily corresponding to the accurate key and voicing as
written. The singers hum to find their starting note, and then the song proceeds to be sung through
once using the fa, so, la, mi shape syllables, and then through again with the words, which are
written below the staff.
Each of the four singing sections occupies one side of an inward-looking square:

Figure 2. Shape Note Choir Sectional Arrangement139
One at a time, each singer chooses a song from the songbook whether, The Sacred Harp, Shenandoah
Harmony, Northern Harmony, or other. The one who chooses the song also conducts or leads the song
by standing in the middle and beating time using specific up and down motions of the right hand,
depending on the time signature of the song. Standing in the middle, one hears in intimate and
immersive saturation the complex harmonies being sung together in the four parts. The harmonic
progressions are very unintuitive and the chords produced at any one moment between the four
parts is tense and rich at most points. The system is designed to be non-hierarchical, assuming no

139

Source: Opus33, Public Domain, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=47119745
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prior familiarity with the songs nor an ability to read sheet music. It is supposed that reading the
shapes and understanding the intervals indicated by the shapes will produce the song.
Normally, I would sing in the soprano section of a choir. Often the soprano section sings the
main melody, with the tenors, and the altos sing an alternate line that is slightly rhythmic rather
than melodic, as does the bass section. Here that does not seem to be the way of things. The tenors
hold the main melody. The sopranos, altos, and basses all sing modifications, responsible for
producing the exquisite harmonic colour characteristic of this sort of singing. The instruction for
the style of singing is loud and uninhibited; singing prettily is not encouraged.
I had been attending sessions for a few months and was gradually developing a grasp of how
the singing got underway. One evening, however, I could not hear the singing of the others in my
section - I could only hear the other three sections. The soprano section was full of tentative singers
that evening leaving me with no auditory leadership. I was in a situation where I had purely visual
information with which to make a sonic response. I could see the conductor and I could (barely)
read the music. I had heard the starting pitch. I could thus, in principle, have sung through the song
on my own, without getting synced up with the rest of the singers in my section.
This proved entirely frustrating. Part of the trouble was the auditory information from the
other sections, which seemed to interfere with my attempt to read the symbols and lyrics in my
book. I attempted to tune them out and just watch the conductor and read the music. Including
three separate sources of instruction in my visual field was not a simple task. The staff of music was
written at points several lines above where the lyrics were written. Reading the lyrics and the music
simultaneously requires flickering my eyes back and forth, maintaining a mental image of one or the
other while I picked up the second instruction that was needed for me produce the correct
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intonation. Additionally, to look up into a depth of field discontinuous with that of the text that I
held right in front of my face was extremely disorienting; these activities did not enable proper
breath support for singing well.
At one point a more senior member of the choir from the bass section came to sing in the
soprano section. He sang an octave down, but he belted out our part at a level on par with the
volume of the other sections. This auditory information provided the leadership I needed to put all
of the visual cues together with the otherwise invasive and distracting sounds of the other sections. I
was suddenly able to easily just sing the darn song, and I sang it loud, matching his initiative.
After a while this man returned to the bass section. I was instantly returned to my former
state of confusion, so noticeably that the sopranos seated in front of me turned around to try and
understand the absence of my voice. The problem was that there was no adaption by others to my
level; when others were performing the reading and singing with me, I was able to join in. When
the other sopranos tried to figure out why I was having trouble, when just a minute previously I was
singing easily, they tried to show me where we were in the text and made sure I knew what the
symbols meant. This was entirely beside the point. What was necessary was for the timing of the
group to adapt to my pace, and for me to have someone to guide me through. This was
experientially significant for the idea that without a multi-vectored awareness of the timing of
others, the unity is not achievable. I felt entirely excluded from the activity when I could not
manage to read along.
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4.10. “We Can”: Sharing Time
Accepting a rhythmic pattern as the orientation for oneself is only part of the story. If the
aim is to play together, then the orientation of the other players, and that of the audience too, must
be accommodated. In an orchestra, for example, the orientation of all would be to play the agreed
upon piece of music. If this is the case, then even when there is a process in ‘outer time’ that serves
to regulate the actions of all the players, all are aware that these actions are both necessary for the
piece to come off and contingent upon the responsiveness of the group performance to individual
musical articulations.
Being in inner time together cannot be stipulated but must be consensual on the level of the
habit body and the sensory life below it. Starting a metronome in the presence of a few musicians
by no means constitutes the onset of a meaningful arrangement of tones in inner time. There is a
step missing. The step that is missing is the negotiation of multiple loci of inner time, such that
‘sharing time’ takes on a transitive meaning rather than one of co-occupancy. This negotiation of
inner time is actually what it means to have an experience of a ‘we’. If the experience of the ‘I’, as
Merleau-Ponty says, is of “I can,” then might we extend this meaning to the ‘we’ and understand it
as “we can”? This is how the experience of the ‘we’ should be understood. This understanding,
however, needs to be articulated in the language of protention.
What we mean by negotiating inner time with others is exhibiting one’s protentional
outlook subject to collaborative modification through a receptivity to the protentional outlook of
others. When we collaborate with others, whether as a co-performer, listener, or dancer, we adapt
our expectations to ones that include the capacities that others carry with them. This is to say that
we craft a vision of the future, a collaborative protentional schema, that makes indelible reference to
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the capacities of the included others. This indeed does constitute a break from the normal
progression whereby what is expected in the future is modeled on the past. For here we are
suggesting that a new arrangement can be expected that has not been prefigured in retention. We
could say here that the outer horizons of our protentions have been indeterminately expanded out
through the protentions of others, or that some new formation has been instigated.
This is exhibited in the improvisational gesture “yes… and” (Sync or Swarm 186), in that what
came before, in the song, that day, in each of our lives, is accepted and taken further. It is not
ignored, but neither does it constrain or strongly determine future possibilities. In Sync or Swarm:
Improvising Music in a Complex Age, David Borgo discusses group improvisation using Mihaly
Csikszentmihalyi’s concept of ‘flow.’140 In flow:
the skills of an individual are perfectly matched to the challenges of a task […]
action and awareness become phenomenologically fused. (Sync or Swarm 184)
R Keith Sawyer extends this notion to peak group performance:
Group flow can inspire individuals to play things that they would not have been
able to play alone, or would not have explored without the inspiration of the
group. (Sync or Swarm 184)
In his words, from Group Creativity: Music,Theatre, Collaboration:
Group flow is an irreducible property of performing groups, and cannot be
reduced to psychological studies of the mental states or the subjective
experiences of the individual members of the group. (Group Creativity 43)

Csikzentmihalyi, Mihaly, and Grant Jewell Rich. (1997) “Musical Improvisation: A Systems Approach.”
Creativity in Performance. Ablex Publishing Corporation: 43 - 66. Cf. Csikzentmihalyi, Mihaly. (1991) Flow:
The Psychology of Optimal Experience. New York, NY: Harper & Row.
140
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When we are in a flow with others, we develop capacities that are demanded by the group aim, the
shared vision to go beyond what is given. It is more than a sum of individual capacities; rather,
individual capacities rise to the demands of the collective intention.
These ideas about flow as the state of group execution of an activity with a common aim in
which individuals become adequate to the demands of the situation, acquiring skills which they do
not otherwise possess, resonates with the recent work of Joel Krueger in “Affordances and the
Musically Extended Mind.” There Krueger argues for precisely this thesis, that music operates as an
environmental crutch of sorts, providing a schematic scaffolding for the fluidity that our sensorymotor system requires to adapt to new situational demands; music enables us to extend our habitual
capacities in situations requiring exceptional physical exertion, new forms of coordination with
others, qualitatively wider emotional reach. While a fuller discussion of this exceptionally
painstaking and inspired work cannot be done here, we would note two questions that the paper
raises for us. First, Krueger regards music as alternatively an object and a tool. As per the central
aim of the paper, to establish music’s position in the extended mind framework, Krueger wants to
regard music as something external to the mind, as part of the environment. Although we have not
been diligent in refusing to discuss music in those terms, we are hesitant to embrace a view of music
that assigns it such an external position, even though ‘external’ in this context refers to the mind’s
external distribution within an environment.
Second, music is said to possess its capacity to facilitate our sensory-motor adaptability
exclusively through entrainment. Entrainment accepts the notion of a primary rhythmic foundation
into which other patterns and periodicities are able to sync, such as when we clap along with a
metronome. We have been hesitant to accept the necessity for such a priority, attempting to affirm
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both the possibility and value of a co-negotiation whereby both terms adapt to one another, such as
when a chariot swings low to carry home an earthly being aspiring to heaven.

4.11. Conclusion: Togetherness in Time as Protentional Negotiation
In this chapter, we have looked at a number of approaches to understanding the nature and
significance of being in time together with others. We have affirmed the empowering experience of
togetherness and belonging that musical experience can engender, and have sought to understand
this experience by grasping the nature and meaning of being together in time. We noted that once
an objective understanding of temporality is forgone and subjective temporality embraced, it
becomes paramount to comprehend how it would be possible to share time with others in so far as
temporality seems to be fused with consciousness itself. We have found that being together in time
with others is a matter of negotiating protentions or future expectations in a way that makes room
for the situated variability of the subjective temporal flux; we found the argument for the
negotiation of such future expectations to originate in Merleau-Ponty’s sense of the habit body, as
undergirded by a pre-thetic affective susceptibility to the attention-garnering allure of object-like
formations.
In locating the fundamental sense of togetherness in time as protentional alignment, we have
only brushed the issue of musical genre. Some approaches to music are more pliant than others in
terms of protentional negotiation. We have pointed to some forms of jazz as musical styles that
embrace an openness and to some extent contract inclusion among participants. Other forms of
music, however, serve to reinforce a pattern of the past and in this way limit both the openness of
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protentions and the chance of aligning protentional configurations between people. Much more
could be said about this but we will not broach this subject just here.
We can affirm, then, that the habit body account of music that we have developed in the
chapters of our work can enrich our understanding of the sense of interpersonal connectedness and
wellbeing frequently reported and discussed as a quality of musical experience. Therefore,
explicating musical experience vis-à-vis the habit body enhances our basic grasp of our everyday
experience of music as speaking to our fundamental bodily style of being in the world while
simultaneously taking us beyond that basis by extending our capacities and enhancing our sense of
creative belonging. Along the way we have garnered insight into the fundamentally temporal nature
of meaning and the way in which careful attention to artistic experience can serve as a method of
phenomenological discovery.
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